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Editorial 

 
The second issue of Colloquy: text theory critique for 2008 includes a 

themed section dedicated to reflections upon Walter Benjamin�s �Critique of 
Violence� and Jacques Derrida�s �Force of Law� and comes accompanied 
by its own substantial introduction, which deals with the ideas and authors 
included in it. Alongside this excellent array of postgraduate articles, of 
which all involved may feel justifiable pride, this issue includes four general 
articles, a translation and some book reviews. The general articles include 
investigations into Evelyn Waugh�s sense of Christianity in the context of 
African cannibalism, analysis of Kantian aesthetics with a discussion of dis-
interestedness and beauty, insight into the composition of Australian na-
tionalism in light of the Cronulla riots, and an exploration of French post-
colonial debauchery. As usual, then, an exciting mix with a broad variety of 
interests all concerned with the general Colloquy CFP request: for submis-
sion of articles related to literary or cultural theory (pure or applied), au-
thored by those involved in research in English, communications, lan-
guages, performing or recorded arts, and inspired by a wide range of politi-
cal and/or aesthetic positions. Alongside the articles included in this issue 
there is a translation of Japanese poems specially chosen to sit alongside 
the Violence and Law section. Dealing with war and peace, atomic bombs 
and the fragility of emotional as well as physical survival, these new trans-
lations also come highly recommended.  

As always the editors want to thank the many referees who made this 
issue possible.  
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Issue 17, to appear in June 2009, will feature general articles as well 
as papers devoted to two themes. These are: Alternative visions: philoso-
phies of freedom in South Asian Diasporic Writing, and International and In-
tercultural Communications in the Age of Digital Media. The first, with a dis-
tinct leaning towards contemporary postcolonial theory, will be guest edited 
by Elin-Maria Evangelista, Isabella Ofner and Pooja Mittal. The second 
themed section will feature select postgraduate papers from the Communi-
cations and Media Studies conference, held at Monash  University in Au-
gust 2008, on International and Intercultural Communications in the Age of 
Digital Media. These papers consider current understandings of globaliza-
tion and the most pressing questions facing media and communications 
scholars today, including relations between the empirical and the theoreti-
cal in media cultures in action, what ideas we use to make sense of them, 
and whether or not disciplinarity is even still a workable idea. The deadline 
for authors wishing to submit to these sections is December 21st, 2008. 
Colloquy is presently seeking unsolicited submissions for this and future is-
sues.  

Issue 18, due out in December 2009, will concentrate on articles aris-
ing from the conference Demanding the Impossible: The Third Australian 
Conference on Utopia, Dystopia and Science Fiction, held at Monash Uni-
versity in December 2007. The conference featured keynote speakers 
Terry Eagleton, Tom Moylan, Lyman Tower Sargent and Lucy Sussex.  

The submission deadline for Issue 18 is June 15, 2009. Academic arti-
cles, review articles, book reviews, translations, opinion essays and crea-
tive writing will be considered.  

 
THE EDITORS 

 
 



C R I T I Q U E  o f  V I O L E N C E   A R T I C L E S  



Introduction: Violence and Critique 

 

Carlo Salzani and Michael FitzGerald  

 

1. 
 

The questions of violence, justice and judgment define one of the most 
resonant and constant concerns of contemporary thought. In part, this is 
only a reflection of what are often called the �realities on the ground� (the in-
tonation is, of course, that to pursue these questions as questions is al-
ready to be �in the air� or �in the clouds�). In the few years of this century the 
logic of violence, and even its aestheticisation � whether as terror or as 
�shock and awe,� or in the citizen�s daily vocation to be �alert but not 
alarmed� � have become the familiar data of current experience. They are a 
kind of weather, felt through the colour-coded threat scale of the Homeland 
Security Advisory System, or in the casual references to the �current cli-
mate.� In view of these realities, and of an acclimatisation to them that in-
forms general popular support for extensions of executive power and legis-
lative activity, the urgency of the turn or return to questions of force and law 
is to be expected. In the fabric of recent debate, they are seams at which 
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░    Critique of Violence Introduction 7 

confrontations are staged and positions defined; but also, where the 
thought that remains closest to the �realities on the ground� is forced into 
juxtaposition with the mythological and theological schemes that violence, 
justice and judgment inevitably conjure. Thus, contributors to this issue of 
Colloquy were invited to consider whether it was possible to account for a 
difference between violence, terror and revolution, without simplification or 
banalisation of the relationship between law and force. On the one hand, 
the editors envisaged that this question would be a provocation to re-
examine contemporary representations of sovereignty, jurisdiction and the 
�state of exception,� in a global context dominated by issues of security and 
the justification of extra-legal and extra-judicial force � occupation, deten-
tion, torture. On the other hand, the reference to the mythological and the 
theological was inevitable, inasmuch as contributors were invited to organ-
ise their reflections around two of the most significant interventions in twen-
tieth-century jurisprudence and political theory, Walter Benjamin�s �Critique 
of Violence� and Jacques Derrida�s �Force of Law.� For as is well-known, 
Benjamin and Derrida pursue their distinctive lines of questioning in the di-
rection of a �divine violence� or of a �mystical foundation of authority.� The 
reception of the two texts suggests that these concepts remain, for many, 
difficult to the point of being indigestible; at least in the �current climate.�  
 

 

2. 
 

The history of the composition and publication of Benjamin�s �Critique 
of Violence� is well known, but it is worth reprising it here, in order to con-
textualise the many issues raised in this dense and troubling essay. This 
history must begin with a short sketch of the historical and cultural context 
from which the piece arose. In 1920, when Benjamin was working on the 
piece, Europe and Germany in particular were living through extreme and 
violent historical events: Germany had lost the war in 1918, a war that, with 
its 10 million casualties and the massive involvement, for the first time, of 
the civil population, had been the bloodiest and most destructive in history 
and thus marked the beginning of a �short century� of violence. The defeat 
had determined the end of the Second Reich in Germany and the procla-
mation of the Republic in Weimar: though between 1923 and 1929 this Re-
public experienced a period of relative calm, its first years were extremely 
troubled and violent. Physical confrontation became the �other means� by 
which politics was continued, culminating in the bloodbath of the Spartacist 
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uprising of 1919. The Bolshevist Revolution in Russia, on the other hand, 
had constituted a new front in the political arena. Benjamin spent the war 
years in Switzerland, where he made the acquaintance, among others, of 
Hugo Ball and Ernst Bloch; the latter�s Geist der Utopie [The Spirit of Uto-
pia], published in 1918, made a strong impression on Benjamin, who, at the 
request of the author, wrote a long review of it, now lost. As can be seen 
from his correspondence, this review was probably one of the main inputs 
which led Benjamin to write on politics. Other works fundamental to the de-
velopment of his thought are Bloch�s Thomas Müntzer als Theologe der 
Revolution (Thomas Müntzer as Theologian of the Revolution), which was 
published in 1921 and touches many issues which are at the heart of Ben-
jamin�s reflections, and George Sorel�s Réflexions sur la violence [Reflec-
tions on Violence, 1908], which he mentions for the first time in a letter to 
Bernd Kampfmeyer of September 1920, asking for �bibliographical informa-
tion� for a �line of political studies� on which he was working at the time (cf. 
GB 2:101).1 The influence of the neoKantian tradition remained strong dur-
ing these years, as represented by Erich Unger�s Politik und Metaphysik 
[Politics and Metaphysics, 1921] and in particular Hermann Cohen�s Ethik 
des reinen Willens [Ethics of Pure Will, 1904]. We should remember that 
the troubled beginnings of the Weimar Republic also led Carl Schmitt to 
write Die Diktatur: Von den Anfängen des modernen Souveränitätsge-
dankens bis zum proletarischen Klassenkampf [The Dictatorship: From the 
Beginning of the Modern Thought on Sovereignty to the Proletarian Class 
Strugge, 1921] and Politische Theologie. Vier Kapitel zur Lehre von der 
Souveränität [Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of Sover-
eignty, 1922], whose influence on his work Benjamin was later to acknowl-
edge (cf. GB 3:887). Not to be forgotten, finally, though Benjamin never 
mentions it, is the publication in 1919 of Max Weber�s Politik als Beruf [Poli-
tics as Profession].2

From his correspondence we know that Benjamin planned in these 
years a large study on politics. The already quoted letter to Bernd 
Kampfmeyer mentions for the first time a project on �Der Abbau der Ge-
walt� [The Decomposition of Violence] (GB 2:101); however, it is in several 

                                                           
1 References to Benjamin�s correspondence are to Gesammelte Briefe, 6 vol., eds. 

Christoph Gödde and Henri Lonitz (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1995-2000), 
hereafter referred to parenthetically in the text as GB. The translations are our 
own. 

2 On the cultural background of Benjamin�s project see, among others, the excellent 
essay by Uwe Steiner �The True Politician: Walter Benjamin�s Concept of the Po-
litical,� New German Critique 83 (Spring-Summer 2001), pp. 43-88. 
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letters to Gershom Scholem where Benjamin describes the development of 
the project: on  December 1, 1920, he mentions that the third part of his 
Politik would be constituted by a philosophical critique of Paul Scheerbart�s 
utopian novel Lesabéndio (1913), whereas the second part, on which he 
was working at the moment, would be called �Die wahre Politik� [The True 
Politics], to be divided into �Der Abbau der Gewalt� and �Teleologie ohne 
Endzweck� [Teleology without Final Purpose] (GB 2:109). On December 29 
of the same year Benjamin writes that �Der wahre Politiker� [The True Poli-
tician] � perhaps the first part of the project � �has been completed� and 
that he hopes to see it soon in print; for the new year he intended to work 
on the other sections which would compose the Politik (GB 2:119). In 
January 1921 he mentions for the first time the �Kritik der Gewalt� (Critique 
of Violence), which he was asked to write by Emil Lederer for his journal 
Weißen Blätter (GB 2:130). In the following letter he says the piece has 
been finally written, though, �as far as violence is concerned, there are still 
questions that haven�t been touched in it�; he also says that Lederer has re-
jected �Der wahre Politiker� for his journal (GB 2:131). On February 14, 
1921, he informs Scholem that Lederer thought the �Kritik der Gewalt� too 
long and too difficult for die Weißen Blätter, but accepted it for the Archiv 
für Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik, which he was also editing (GB 
2:138), and where the essay finally appeared in issue 3 of August 1921. 
Benjamin sent �Der wahre Politiker� to Scholem on 26 March 1921, asking 
also for advice on where the piece could be published (GB 2:148), and in 
two letters of July 25 and  August 4, 1921, said he had started again work-
ing on the Politik (GB 2:174). Benjamin could not find a way to publish �Der 
wahre Politiker� anywhere and the essay is to be considered lost; he finally 
abandoned the project and turned to other concerns, but he mentioned 
again �Der wahre Politiker� in some letters written in 1923 to Martin Buber 
(GB 2:360) and Gottfried Salomon-Delatour (GB 2:382, 385). To this latter 
he writes on 24 January1926 that the �arsenal� of his �political works� con-
sists only of �Der wahre Politiker� and �Zur Kritik der Gewalt� (GB 3:9). 

The latter, the only surviving part of the major project on politics, did 
not make an impact upon publication (though Giorgio Agamben claims that 
it could be considered at the origin of Schmitt�s Politische Theologie, written 
perhaps as a response to Benjamin�s essay3). It opened the first two-
volume edition of Benjamin�s Schriften [Writings], edited in 1955 by Theo-
dor W. and Gretel Adorno,4 and appeared moreover in 1965 in a slim vol-
                                                           
3 See Giorgio Agamben, Stato di Eccezione (Turin: Bollati Boringhieri, 2003), pp. 

68-83; English translation: State of Exception, trans. Kevin Attell (Chicago and 
London: The University of Chicago Press, 2005), pp. 52-64. 

4 Walter Benjamin, Schriften, 2 vol., ed. Theodor W. Adorno and Gretel Adorno 
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ume of �political writings� under the title Zur Kritik der Gewalt und andere 
Aufsätze [For the Critique of Violence and other Essays], edited and with 
an afterword by Herbert Marcuse.5 If it can be said to have enjoyed some 
privileged reception within the German student movement of the 1960s and 
early 1970s, the essay was certainly not considered �central� within Benja-
min�s oeuvre by the first and second waves of Benjamin scholars. Two fac-
tors brought it to the centre of contemporary debate and made it a funda-
mental reference for today�s analyses of violence, law and politics: the 
reading Jacques Derrida gave it in 1989 in Force de loi (�Force of Law�),6 
and the central place Giorgio Agamben accorded to it in its groundbreaking 
1995 Homo Sacer.7 In spite of its esoteric language, the essay�s concerns 
and terminology today inform much of the discussion on the relationships 
between politics, law and justice: unavoidable issues are the insufficiencies 
of both natural law�s and positive law�s descriptions of the relation between 
violence and law as �means to an end�; the simultaneous law-founding 
(rechtsetzend) and law-preserving (rechtserhaltend) character of violence-
as-means; the �mythic� foundation of law, and most of all its positing at the 
centre of the constellation which embraces politics, law and justice; the is-
sues of �mere life� (bloßes Leben) and the necessity of a �pure, immediate 
and divine violence� (reine, unmittelbare, göttliche Gewalt) which should 
dispel the mythic relation of politics and violence. The essay remains ex-
tremely ambiguous, and has so far produced many heterogeneous and 
discordant responses, but a continuously growing literature testifies to its 
importance and centrality. 
 

 

                                                                                                                                
(Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1955). 

5 Walter Benjamin, Zur Kritik der Gewalt und andere Aufsätze, ed. Herbert Marcuse 
(Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1965). 

6 Jacques Derrida, Force de loi (Paris: Galilée, 1994); English translation: �Force of 
Law: The �Mystical Foundation of Authority,�� trans. Mary Quaintance, in Cardozo 
Law Review (1992), vol. 11, pp. 919-1045. 

7 Giorgio Agamben, Homo sacer: Il potere sovrano e la nuda vita (Turin: Einaudi, 
2005); English translation: Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. 
Daniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1998). 
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3. 
 

The situation of Jacques Derrida in the authorship of �Force of Law� is 
entirely dissimilar to that in which Benjamin composed the �Critique.� If, in 
the ferment of Weimar Germany, public intellectuals could and did aspire to 
the reverberation of their words in actual revolutionary violence, the anxiety 
experienced by their successors during the long fin-de-siècle after the fall 
of the Berlin Wall,8 was of a completely different order. This anxiety is in-
formed on the one hand by the consolidation of the apparatus of govern-
mental power in the Western democracies � the semantic shift from the 
volatility of Benjamin�s �violence� to Derrida�s �force of law,� a mere breath 
away from �law enforcement,� signals the oblivion to which the �founding 
and justifying moment� of authority has been consigned, to the advantage 
of the imperatives of rechtserhaltend Gewalt. On the other hand, the anxi-
ety is a product of the exclusion of public intellectuals from the operation of 
power � at least �non-specialists� and those in the humanities, such as Der-
rida himself, for whom the current realities of the Cold War represented an 
acceleration of the shifts in Kant�s �contest of the faculties.� All of this is 
brought to bear in the authorship of �Force of Law,� and in the gesture of 
address which is focal to it, and not marginal or occasional or a rhetorical 
flourish. For Derrida, the European philosopher in an American law school, 
what requires him to problematise the act or obligation (devoir) of address 
� and to avoid the temptation to adopt the parrhesiastic subject-position in 
the game of �speaking truth to power�9 � is the question of the competence 
that animates the legal, and presumptively just, decision. Not only the com-
petence of an intellectual in the humanities to address an audience of spe-
cialists, of jurists and legal professionals; but more than this, the anxious 
deconstruction of competence, and of the subject of competence, that is 
enacted in every decision. For decision is never simply the act of a subject, 
let alone of a subject in its competence: �if there is a decision,� Derrida re-

                                                           
8 An event which, along with the (mainly non-violent) collapse of governments 

across Eastern Europe in the autumn of 1989, precisely describes the hiatus be-
tween the two parts of Derrida�s essay. The first was presented at a colloquium at 
the Cardozo Law School in October 1989, and the second (containing the �risky 
reading� of Benjamin) was presented in April 1990 at the University of California. 
But the interval and its momentous events pass sub silentio. �Part Two� of �Force 
of Law� continues to refer to the lessons of Benjamin�s essay � �dated and signed� 
to 1921 � for �the Western democracies of 1989.� 

9 See Michel Foucault, Fearless Speech (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e)/Foreign 
Agents, 2001). 
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marks, �it presupposes that the subject of the decision does not yet exist 
and neither does the object,�10 the object of its special competence. This is 
why if there is a decision, it takes place in that dimension of 'surprise' or 
'madness' whose coordinates are the three aporias elaborated in "Force of 
Law." In a 1984 essay on the Cold War arms race, Derrida had pointed out 
that it is precisely the experience of intellectuals in the humanities � the ex-
perience of a community that has no part in the exercise of power, in a stra-
tegic or technical or logistical or pragmatic politics: who are we to judge, 
who are we to decide � it is precisely this experience that makes it our re-
sponsibility to intervene in the political, �inasmuch as we are representa-
tives of humanity and of the incompetent humanities which have to think 
through as rigorously as possible the problem of competence.�11 That is, 
this �we� that does not know who it is to decide, or in what its competence 
to decide would consist, this suspended or inoperative (désoeuvré) �we� is 
the most competent to address the problem of competence, responsibly. 
Here, rigour and what Derrida calls �absolute risk� coincide in �in-
competence as responsibility.�12

In this connection, �Force of Law� is often cited as the occasion of de-
construction�s debut or coming-out as, in terms which Derrida uses but 
does not appropriate, a �discourse of consequence on justice� � an occa-
sion of suspicion, and even probation or trial. In truth, his �turn� to political 
and ethical themes was already underway in a series of essays published 
during the latter half of the 1980s, and it is certainly possible to see the 
tenets of �Force of Law� in preparation here. �Declarations of Independ-
ence� (1986)13 and �The Laws of Reflection: Nelson Mandela, in Admira-
tion� (1987)14 had taken up the questions of constitution and community, 
developing a reflection on the performative coup de force that instates a 
new order � a reflection which is anticipated in the essay on Kafka�s title, 
                                                           
10 �Remarks on Deconstruction and Pragmatism,� trans. Simon Critchley, in Decon-

struction and Pragmatism, ed. Chantal Mouffe (New York: Routledge, 1996). For a 
complete discussion of Derrida�s decisionism, see William Sokoloff, �Between Jus-
tice and Legality: Derrida on Decision,� in Political Research Quarterly (2005), vol. 
58:2, pp. 341-352. 

11 Jacques Derrida, �No Apocalyspe, Not Now (Full Speed Ahead, Seven Missiles, 
Seven Missives),� in Diacritics (1984), vol. 14:2, pp. 20-31, 22. 

12 Nick Mansfield, �Refusing Defeatism: Derrida, Decision and Absolute Risk,� in 
Social Semiotics (2006), vol. 16:3, pp. 473-483, 479. 

13 �Declarations of Independence,� in New Political Science (1986), vol. 5, pp. 7-15. 
14 �The Laws of Reflection: Nelson Mandela, In Admiration,� trans. Mary Caws and 

Isabella Lorenz, in For Nelson Mandela, ed. Jacques Derrida and Mustapha Tlili 
(New York: Henry Holt, 1987), pp. 13-42. 
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�Devant la loi� (1985).15 In these texts, the performative force that author-
ises the founding act can only be exercised in a �fabulous retroactivity� 
which presupposes the authority which it institutes and enforces. The 
reader of �Force of Law� will recognise this intrigue for the promissory 
structure of the founding act. Similarly, in �Call it a Day for Democracy� 
(�Democratie Ajournée,� 1989)16 Derrida insists that the idea of democracy, 
like the idea of justice � and every concept structured as a �promise� � en-
joins us to an experience of time as �out of joint� inasmuch as the promised 
emancipation is always �to come,� à venir. Again, the address to Law 
School reprises the point, and the distinction it implies between the à venir 
and that �future� which pertains to a continuum or continuation of the pre-
sent. The one is promised, the other imagined and projected upon reality 
as a normative or regulative model. In terms of the reception of Derrida�s 
intervention in legal discourse, it is important to note the impact of Robert 
Cover�s �Violence and the Word� (1986),17 which had argued against the 
prevailing concern of American jurisprudence with the hermeneutic prob-
lem, at the expense of an effort to interrogate the violence justified and im-
posed by the legal institution. Cover�s celebrated reminder that �legal inter-
pretation takes place in a field of pain and death,� that it not only bestows 
meaning or builds future worlds but routinely occasions the application of 
force, is elaborated in a sustained reflection on those practices which Ben-
jamin and Derrida would recognise as �law-preserving.� Many of Derrida�s 
formulations in the first part of �Force of Law� are anticipated in Cover�s in-
sistence that the interpretative practices of the law cannot be properly un-
derstood apart from their instantiation and institutionalisation as violence, 
and in particular, apart from their ability to achieve a �near perfect coordina-
tion of those whose role it is to inflict violence subject to the interpretive de-
cisions of the judges.� These and similar intersections with legal discourse 
continue to be the subject of a diverse literature on Derrida�s essay. 
 

 

                                                           
15 �Devant la loi,� trans. Avital Ronell, in Kafka and the Contemporary Critical Per-

formance, ed. Alan Udoff (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1985), pp. 128-149. 
16 �Call it a Day for Democracy,� in The Other Heading: Reflections on Today�s 

Europe,  trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and Michael B. Naas (Bloomington: Indiana 
UP, 1992), pp. 84-110. 

17 Robert Cover, �Violence and the Word,� in The Yale Law Journal (1986), vol. 
95:8, pp. 1601-1629. 
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4. 
 

This special issue of Colloquy grew out of a graduate seminar led by 
Professor Andrew Benjamin in Spring 2007, in the Centre for Comparative 
Literature and Cultural Studies at Monash University. Several of the con-
tributors participated in, and presented earlier versions of their papers to, 
the seminar. The editors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to Pro-
fessor Benjamin�s searching readings of �Critique of Violence� and �Force 
of Law,� and to recognise the impetus he gave to this project at its concep-
tion. 

Carlo Salzani analyses how violence comes to be equated to pure 
praxis in Georges Sorel�s Reflections on Violence and Benjamin�s �Critique 
of Violence.� Sorel�s work exerted a strong influence on Benjamin�s thought 
and is a fundamental point of reference for the arguments put forward in 
the �Critique of Violence�; however, Salzani argues that the paths of the 
two authors diverge essentially in the understanding of what violence as 
pure praxis stands for. The essay relates the notion of strike (and its con-
nection to violence) to those of myth and ethics in the two authors: for Ben-
jamin, strike/violence is the caesura which breaks from the constrictions of 
myth, as the realm of necessity, and into the ethical sphere; for Sorel, strike 
as myth constitutes the only possible revolutionary rupture from capitalist 
and parliamentary political praxis. Benjamin�s and Sorel�s notions of myth 
are thus not really antithetic, but simply incommensurable. Where the two 
thinkers really diverge, though, is in the final, ethical connotation of the rup-
ture that violence/strike represents: for Benjamin, it consists in the messi-
anic, �afformative� (in Werner Hamacher's terminology) standstill of praxis; 
for Sorel, to the contrary, strike as mythical praxis is informed by a strongly 
humanistic and highly performative �esprit dynamique.� 

Stephanie Polsky examines the problem of the law in Benjamin's 
thought. The analysis refers back to his youth, when, as early as the 1910s, 
Benjamin became interested in the issues arising from the empirical char-
acter of the law. As his thought matured in the 1920s, Benjamin con-
structed a representation of the law based on the correspondence of his 
thought with that of Franz Kafka. Polsky argues that Benjamin's work lo-
cates a kind of methodology in Kafka's parables, and, in addition, identifies 
Kafka's world as a world-theatre, an alternate reality where certain virtuali-
ties can be actualised in ways not yet given over to the real world, but for 
which the désoeuvrée condition of the �student� or �assistant� is a form of 
preparation.  Benjamin offers this as an alternative model for a space of 
non-violence and justice, making the study of it a counterpoint to his ongo-
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ing critique of violence in the real world, as exemplified in �Critique of Vio-
lence.� Benjamin credits Kafka for being in no way partisan to either politi-
cal force: therefore he is able to use Kafka�s work as a new means with 
which to intervene in the questions of violence and law, and to seek an al-
ternative reading of the significance of the destruction of Weimar Germany. 

Mathew Abbott rehearses the argument and contentions of Benjamin�s 
�Critique of Violence� in order to argue for a philosophically sophisticated 
and politically interesting concept of the messianic in it. After analysing the 
critique of the legal system and of legal violence, the essay focuses on the 
notion of �mere life� and its connection to the �creaturely,� proposing a 
reading of Benjamin�s interpretation of Kafka�s animals. The argument to be 
extracted from this analysis is that the subjection of creaturely life to the 
obscenity and exceptionality of the law emerges out of the fundamental 
failure to think through the ontological relation between human and animal. 
From this discussion Abbott proposes a reading of the figure of �pure vio-
lence� as an intervention into the dimension of the �creaturely� which re-
leases human life from the subjection to �mere life� and thus to law. What 
�pure violence� destroys is not therefore law as such, but the human crea-
turely attachment to it. As an ontological renegotiation of the relation be-
tween human and animal, �pure� or �divine violence� represents for Abbott 
not the arrival of the divine on earth, but rather the earth�s abandonment by 
the divine, not a redemption of the human from its animality but to its ani-
mality. As such, it represents a cut whereby the profane world separates 
from the transcendent. 

Tim Finney analyses the notion of �progress,� and the possibility of its 
deployment, by drawing upon Theodore W. Adorno�s 1962 lecture �Pro-
gress� and Benjamin�s �Critique of Violence.� Comparing both the overlaps 
and distinctions between the two thinkers� treatment of the possibility of so-
cial progress, the essay shows how both writers share a deep distrust of 
the false choice between believing that progress is inevitable and believing 
it is impossible. Finney argues that Adorno�s treatment of the notion of 
�progress� is a dialectical interpretation of Benjamin�s Messianic politics, an 
interpretation which seeks to tease out the interrelatedness of Benjamin�s 
opposed concepts of mythic and divine violence. For both Adorno and Ben-
jamin, the historical failure of humanity to progress in a substantive (rather 
than merely technical) sense should not be treated as a sign of the impos-
sibility of progress, but rather as an impetus to consider what real progress 
might be, and a basis upon which to challenge the apparent self-evidence 
of our current historical situation. In the end, Finney argues, Benjamin and 
Adorno�s separate projects converge in a concern about the possibility of 
emancipatory politics, with a shared pessimism regarding the capacity of 
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revolutionary political programmes to break out of a cycle of domination 
and oppression. Despite their pessimism, though, the two writers leave 
open the possibility of an emancipatory politics of potentiality, a politics that 
might do justice to the violence of its eruption. 

Adam Lodders� diverse paper centres on a reading of Kafka�s parable 
�Before the Law,� a point of reference common to both Benjamin and Der-
rida. The text at once temporalises and spatialises the relation of the sub-
ject to law, these two dimensions intersecting in the ageing body of Kafka�s 
countryman, a body shaped by the length of its wait outside the door of the 
law, but also by its unsatisfied desire to approach or access the interior. For 
Derrida, the topographical system of the parable figures a line of �inocclu-
sion� � a term he uses to denote the co-valence of two orders which resist 
equivalence � and Lodders argues that this structure is inscribed into the 
body as sexual difference. The conspicuous absence of the feminine from 
Kafka�s parable is a provocation to think through the escalating terror which 
the doorkeepers � and even the threshold itself, in its predestination to 
close on the singular individual for whose access it was intended � repre-
sent. The questions of gender and of the body become the point of (non-
violent or non-penetrative, and even aporetic) access to the law, but this 
figuration of access requires a developed sense of place. To this end, Lod-
ders takes up the classical notion of chōra, privileged by contemporary 
feminist thinkers as a means to conceptualise justice without or outside of 
the ordered, public space that is saturated by the �force of law.�  

In an incisive response to Derrida�s text, Lara Shalson explicates an 
ambivalent relation not only to the proper name �Benjamin� but to the other 
proper names � Schmitt, Heidegger � whose configuration around it com-
plicates the signature of the �Critique of Violence.� Derrida�s fascination by 
these affinities is, as Shalson notes, not elaborated as anything more than 
an obvious or performative proof that Benjamin�s turn against law offers no 
brake against �the worst.� The failure to sheet home the hypothesised 
�analogy with Schmittian or Heideggerian schemas� is representative of a 
number of blind-spots or misreadings, which the paper links together to ar-
gue that Derrida�s interpretation of Benjamin is structured by a complex of 
affects and motivations: by �not knowing how to feel,� by a fear that grows in 
this not-knowing and not-feeling of an undecidable relation, and above all 
by a desire to interrupt the undecidable by judgment. Shalson not only que-
ries the justice of the judgment passed on Benjamin�s critique, but expli-
cates the significance of the act of decision, to which Derrida devotes the 
first part of �Force of Law� and which crystallises the ultimate point of dif-
ference between the two. While Derrida�s three aporias annex the undecid-
able to the decision, and non-law to law, Benjamin cautions against deci-
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sion, seeing in it only one or other aspect of the legal violence from which 
he imagines an escape.  

Elyse Rider approaches the two central texts with a view to the spe-
cific concerns, practical and ethical, of interfaith dialogue. Introducing these 
concerns and surveying current approaches to them, the article describes a 
rich empirical ground on which to articulate the fundamental distinction 
drawn by Benjamin and drawn over by Derrida: between mythic and divine 
violence. Here, the latter always stands at risk of appropriation, if only sym-
bolically, to an extremist and totalitarian agenda. In the �pluralist-
deconstructive� programme which Rider pursues � one which maintains the 
justice of difference whilst insisting that difference does not preclude col-
laboration, and that faith communities have something to say to, and learn 
from, one another, universally � divine violence must be reclaimed from this 
radical refusal of alterity. Two figures perform this function in her text: trans-
lation and sacrifice, which must themselves be reclaimed from myth. The 
destruction-as-deconstruction of Babel is read as no less than a making-
room for the unknown and the other, while Abraham�s binding of Isaac 
bears witness to a destitution of the self and the opening-up of a space of 
the divine internal to the individual, a space resistant to knowledge or iden-
tification, and which calls us out to genuine communicative engagement 
with others. These coordinates inform a social-psychological analysis of the 
origins of repression and violence. 
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Violence as Pure Praxis: 

Benjamin and Sorel on Strike, Myth and Ethics 

Carlo Salzani 

Though for the Western political tradition violence is usually deemed 
merely instrumental, and thus neither essential to, nor constitutive of, the 
bios politikos, Walter Benjamin�s �Zur Kritik der Gewalt� [�Critique of Vio-
lence,� 1921] and Georges Sorel�s Réflexions sur la violence [Reflections 
on Violence, 1908] constitute an exception.1 In very different ways, both 
texts put forward a notion of violence which comes to coincide with pure 
praxis, that is, with pure political action, in great contrast with a political tra-
dition which rather identifies in violence a non-political or anti-political form 
of action. In Benjamin�s case, the ambiguity of the term Gewalt is not sec-
ondary to the argument: in German, it can mean force, power, might and 
violence, depending on the context; it reunites thus potestas and violentia 
in a dialectics that Etienne Balibar values as positive and fructuous.2 The 
French violence, on the contrary, presents a univocal connotation, though 
Sorel, as we will see, redefines it to his own purposes.3 However, the ex-
planation cannot be limited to the terminology, but must rather be pursued 
in their notion of praxis. 

The history of the reception of the two texts is marked by this disso-
nance. Réflexions sur la violence is the work that made Sorel�s name for 
the posterity; it also earned him the title of apologist of violence, and the 
high esteem in which people like Maurras or Mussolini held this work 
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branded it as pseudo- or pre-fascist.4 �Zur Kritik der Gewalt,� on the other 
hand, is the only part that survives of a projected large-scale study on poli-
tics, which was never completed.5 It is an extremely dense and esoteric 
text, relegated by the first wave of Benjamin scholarship to the juvenile, 
pre-Marxist (thus less �digestible�) phase of his work. Even for subsequent 
interpreters, though, this work sounded apparently out of tune with the Ben-
jamin of the 1930s and its tone remains suspicious for the �liberal� thought: 
if Habermas brands Benjamin�s hermeneutics �conservative-revolutionary,� 
Derrida�s famous reading of �Zur Kritik der Gewalt� in �Force de loi� ap-
proaches the text � especially the issue of a pure, divine violence � with 
suspicion, and in a more recent work Beatrice Hanssen places the essay 
squarely �in an antiliberal tradition that does not shun force to achieve its 
transformative sociopolitical agenda.�6 The past thirty years saw, however, 
a reassessment of the two texts. A new interest in Sorel, especially in 
France and Italy, led to a more �sober� re-evaluation of his work beyond the 
stigma of fascist-like apologist of violence.7 Derrida�s essay assured new 
interest in �Zur Kritik der Gewalt� and the extensive use Giorgio Agamben 
makes of it in his work, together with a deeper understanding of Benjamin�s 
early writings, produced a number of new interpretations. 

This literature, though, rarely combines or compares Sorel�s and Ben-
jamin�s writings in depth. The two texts come from cultural and theoretical 
traditions which are very distant and produce two different discourses. They 
meet of course in Benjamin�s �use� of the Réflexions in �Zur Kritik der Ge-
walt�; however, critical interpretations always underline the theoretical di-
vide between them, whereby the literature on Benjamin rarely goes into an 
analysis of Sorel�s text, and the literature on Sorel usually mentions Benja-
min�s reading as a footnote. Benjamin himself, while acknowledging his 
debt to Sorel, highlights the difference between the latter�s politischer (�po-
litical�) considerations and his own rein theoretischer (�purely theoretical�)8 
analysis (GS 2.1:193/SW 1:245).9 Exhaustive accounts of Benjamin�s read-
ing of Sorel do exist,10 but none attempts a comparison between the two 
notions of pure praxis. Noteworthy in this direction are two essays: Werner 
Hamacher�s seminal �Afformative, Strike,� on Benjamin�s notion of strike, 
and Stathis Gourgouris� �The Concept of the Mythical,� on Sorel�s (and 
Schmitt�s) myth.11 Their perspectives, arguments and scopes are different, 
but both insist on the notion of pure praxis and its relation to violence. 

The aim of the present study is to follow Hamacher�s and Gourgouris� 
lead and attempt to explain how in the two authors violence comes to be 
equated to pure praxis. The hypothesis that guides and justifies a compari-
son is that Benjamin�s lasting interest in the Réflexions testifies for a 
deeper understanding of a text often � and still � underrated. Without trying 
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to �benjaminiaze� Sorel, this essay will attempt a reading of his work in the 
light of some issues which guide Benjamin�s approach to the question of 
violence. The analysis will focus on the philosophy (or philosophies) of his-
tory in which, in different ways, the related concepts of strike, myth and eth-
ics receive their peculiar meanings. In the case of Benjamin, I will use a 
number of texts and fragments on which Benjamin worked during � or 
slightly before and after � the preparation of �Zur Kritik der Gewalt�; not 
only the explicitly �political� texts, but those which help understanding his 
politics. The evident assonances to Benjamin�s later works will not be pur-
sued. As for Sorel, Réflexions is itself a collection of articles, published first 
in the Italian journal Il Divenire sociale between 1905 and 1906 and then 
re-elaborated for publication in book form in 1908. The book exposes the 
author�s reflections on the subject of violence over an extended period of 
time; the analysis will thus be limited to this text. 

1. Strike 

1.1. The meaning of �strike� in Benjamin�s and Sorel�s texts has been 
thoroughly discussed and analysed in the literature. The argument must be 
here briefly rehearsed in order to set the terms of our question. In the first 
pages of �Zur Kritik der Gewalt,� the concession of the right to strike unveils 
a �sachliche Wiederspruch der Rechtslage� (�objective contradiction in the 
legal situation�) because it is the only case in which the application of Ge-
walt by a non-State power is zulässig (permissible). When the right to strike 
is taken to its extreme consequences in the revolutionary general strike, it 
is declared illegal by the State (�das Streikrecht �so� nicht gemeint gewesen 
sei,� �the right to strike was not �so intended��). The State thus acknowl-
edges a form of violence whose ends sometimes it regards with indiffer-
ence (the improvement of work conditions or salary), but in different cir-
cumstances (the revolutionary general strike) confronts with violence. The 
contradiction and paradox here is that the exercise of a right, legally sanc-
tioned by the law, can sometimes be considered as violent; or: the strike as 
a fulfilment of a right contravenes, when it employs violence, the legal order 
that guarantees that right in the first place (GS 2.1:183-84/SW 1:239-40). 
This contradiction opens up a space for the critique of State Gewalt. 

The first important characterisation of the strike is made here: it is de-
fined as an Unterlassung von Handlungen (omission of actions) and thus 
essentially ein Nicht-Handeln (nonaction). Non-action is deemed equivalent 
to non-violence, thus the strike is considered non-violent non-action. A 
nonaction is not considered as violence by the State power and thus its 
threat passed unperceived; or, better: when the omission of an action 
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amounts to a simple Abbruch von Beziehungen (severing of relations), then 
it can be considered non-violent, or a reines Mittel (pure means). The right 
to strike conceded by the State power to the workers is intended merely as 
an Abkehr (withdrawal) or Entfremdung (estrangement) from a violence in-
directly exercised by the employer. However, if the omission of action takes 
place with the readiness to resume work under changed circumstances, 
then the omission includes a moment of violence in the form of Erpressung 
(extortion). In this second case, the right to strike becomes just another 
means to an end, the right to use force in attaining certain ends (GS 
2.1:183-84/SW 1:239). In the case of the general strike, Benjamin writes, 
the strikers� conduct can be called aktiv and the strike can be called Ge-
walt, as the strikers exercise their right to strike �um die Rechtsordnung, 
kraft deren es ihm verliehen ist, zu stürzen� (�in order to overthrow the legal 
system that has conferred it�); otherwise, the strikers� conduct is passiv and 
the exercise of the right amounts merely to Erpressung, �extortion� (GS 
2.1:185/SW 1:240). This distinction will be later explored through Sorel�s 
work. 

The State thus concedes the right to strike against its interests and 
precisely �weil es gewaltsame Handlungen, denen entgegenzutreten es 
fürchtet, hintan halt� (�because it forestalls violent actions the State is afraid 
to oppose�): denying such a right could produce reactive violence, but con-
ceding it the State eventually comes under a greater danger. �Furcht vor 
gemeinsamen Nachteilen, die aus der gewaltsamen Auseinandersetzung 
zu entstehen drohen� (�The fear of mutual disadvantages that threaten to 
arise from violent confrontation�) can provide reinen (pure) instead of ge-
waltsamer (violent) means, that is, it can induce men �zum friedlichen Aus-
gleich ihrer Interessen diesseits aller Rechtsordnung zu bewegen� (�to rec-
oncile their interests peacefully without involving the legal system,� GS 
2.1:192-93/SW 1:245). However, in the case of the revolutionary general 
strike, it provokes a contradiction that threatens the existence of law itself. 
What is important to note, for the moment, is that the strike is identified, 
under certain conditions, with a politics of pure means: means which are 
�pure� insofar as they are diesseits (beyond) the legal system, the violent 
order of the law.12

1.2. Sorel is credited by Benjamin for having first distinguished the two 
possible kind of strike. As it is well known, these are the �political general 
strike� and the �proletarian general strike.� The two strikes are in extrême 
opposition (�diametrically opposed to one another,� RV 196/148), and, Ben-
jamin emphasises, �zwischen ihnen besteht auch in der Beziehung auf die 
Gewalt ein Gegensatz� (they are �antithetical in their relation to violence,� 
GS 2.1:193/SW 1:245). The political general strike corresponds to that 
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�passive� exercise of the right to strike which is based on the principle of 
�extortion�: organised by the �politicians� and �intellectuals� of the class 
struggle, it merely aims at bringing down one political class in order to sub-
stitute it with another one. Sorel writes: 

La grève générale politique concentre toute cette conception dans 
un tableau d�une intelligence facile; elle nous montre comment l�État 
ne perdrait rien de sa force, comment la transmission se ferait de 
privilégiés à privilégiés, comment le peuple des producteurs arrive-
rait à changer de maîtres. 

The political general strike concentrates the whole of this conception 
into one easily understood picture: it shows how the State would 
lose nothing of its strength, how the transmission of power from one 
privileged class to another would take place, and how the mass of 
producers would merely change masters. (RV 226-27/171)13

Far from threatening the rule of law, the political general strike is a simple 
change of masters for the working class and its goal is the inversion of 
power-relations and the preservation � and strengthening � of State power. 

In contrast to this, the proletarian general strike sets itself the sole task 
of destroying State power, abolishing the State and the legal order main-
tained by it: 

La grève générale supprime toutes les conséquences idéologiques 
de toute politique sociale possible ; ses partisans regardent les re-
formes, même les plus populaires, comme ayant un caractère bour-
geois. 

The general strike destroys all the theoretical consequences of 
every possible social policy; its supporters look upon even the most 
popular reforms as having a bourgeois character. (RV 167/126)14

The syndicalists, Sorel argues, do not propose to reform the State, �ils 
voudraient le détruire� (�they want to destroy it�), because they want to real-
ize Marx�s idea that the socialist revolution �ne doit pas aboutir à remplacer 
une minorité gouvernante par une autre minorité� (�ought not to culminate 
in the replacement of one governing minority by another,� RV 142/107). For 
Sorel, parliamentary socialists are but �des enfants de la bourgeoisie� (�off-
spring of the bourgeoisie�) �ne savant rien en dehors de l�idéologie de 
l�État� (�who know nothing outside the ideology of the State�); they are 
therefore disoriented and bewildered by, and look with terror on, proletarian 
violence (RV 30/18). They would understand �que l�on fasse une insurrec-
tion lorsqu�on se sent assez solidement organise pour conquérir l�État� (that 
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the people may attempt an insurrection when they feel sufficiently well or-
ganized to take over the State�), but violence with no such an aim �ne sau-
rait être qu�une folie et une caricature odieuse de la révolte� (�seems to 
them only folly and an odious caricature of revolt,� RV 31-32/19-20). They 
thus merely replicate State force. Sorel, with some terminological funambu-
lism, differentiates the terms force and violence, whereby  

la force a pour objet d�imposer l�organisation d�un certain ordre so-
cial dans lequel une minorité gouverne, tandis que la violence tend à 
la destruction de cet ordre. 

the object of force is to impose a certain social order in which the 
minority governs, while violence tends to the destruction of that or-
der. (RV 219-20/165-66) 

Force aims at authority, whereas violence at the destruction of authority. 
Against the picture of progress put forward by reformist and parliamen-

tary socialism, Sorel feels the need for socialism to place �le tableau de la 
catastrophe que la grève générale fournit d�une manière vraiment parfaite� 
(�the picture of the complete catastrophe furnished so perfectly by the gen-
eral strike,� RV 167-68/126). A catastrophe that will be �absolue et ir-
réformable� (�absolute and irrevocable,� RV 206/155), will dispel all the re-
formist illusions about �les droits primordiaux des hommes� (�the original 
rights of man�) and �Justice immanente,� and will lead to the ruin of the in-
stitutions by which politicians and intellectuals live (RV 29-30/18). The myth 
of the general strike �comporte une révolution absolue (�implies an absolute 
revolution,� RV 37-38/24).15 As such, Sorel emphasises, the proletarian 
general strike �renferme tout le socialisme prolétarien� (�contains within it-
self the whole of proletarian socialism,� RV 200/150). 

1.3. It is curious to note that Benjamin, while in the first mention of the 
strike calls Gewalt the �active� exercise of the right to strike (in Sorelian 
terms, the �proletarian general strike�) and not the passive one (�political 
general strike�), when discussing Sorel�s concepts he inverts the terms and 
states that, whereas the political general strike is Gewalt, �da sie nur eine 
äußerliche Modifikation der Arbeitsbedingungen veranlaßt� (�since it 
causes only an external modification of labour conditions�), the proletarian 
general strike, as reines Mittel, is gewaltlos (non-violent). And he explains: 

Denn sie geschiet nicht in der Bereitschaft, nach äußerlichen 
Konzessionen und irgendwelcher Modifikation der 
Arbeitsbedingungen wieder die Arbeit aufzunehmen, sondern im 
Entschluß, nur eine gänzlich veränderte Arbeit, eine nicht staatlich 
erzwungene, wieder aufzunehmen, ein Umsturz, den diese Art des 
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Streikes nicht sowohl veranlaßt als vielmehr vollzieht. 

For it takes place not in readiness to resume work following external 
concessions and this or that modification to working conditions, but 
in the determination to resume only a wholly transformed work, no 
longer enforced by the State, an upheaval that this kind of strike not 
so much causes as consummates. (GS 2.1:194/SW 1:246) 

The contraposition between the verbs veranlassen (to cause) and vollzie-
hen (to consummate) is important: where the former implies a forceful � 
one could say �violent� � causing (lassen), an �inducing� which can become 
a �forcing� (verpflichten), the latter conveys a sense of �fulfilment� (Vollzie-
hung, Vollbringung, Vollendung). Veranlassen belongs to the category of 
Erpressung (extortion) and thus to a politics of means and ends, means to 
an extortion aimed at the redistribution of violent power, to the �violent� poli-
tics of the political general strike. A politics of pure means instead has its 
Vollziehung, its fulfilment, in itself, and thus �consummates� the strike as 
pure, absolute revolution. As belonging to the category of non-violent, pure 
means, the proletarian general strike is a form or manifestation of that 
reine, unmittelbare Gewalt (pure, immediate violence) Benjamin later in the 
essay names göttliche Gewalt (divine violence): a violence that is rechts-
vernichtend (law destroying), vernichtet grenzenlos (boundlessly destroys 
boundaries), is entsühnend and schlagend (expiating and striking), and is 
�auf unblutige Weise letal (�lethal without spilling blood,� GS 2.1:199/SW 
1:249). 

Here we have the terms of the problem: on the one hand, strike as po-
litical praxis is considered aktiv and thus Gewalt, lethal and annihilating, 
and its destructive character is exalted in its absoluteness and irrevocabil-
ity; on the other, as Nicht-Handeln (non action), it is named gewaltlos (non-
violent) and thus pure means, pure mediacy, and its fulfilment consists in 
an omission. To try to explain this ambiguity we need to situate strike within 
a sort of �constellation� constituted by myth, ethics and praxis in the two au-
thors. 

2. Myth 

2.1. Divine violence is set by Benjamin against the mythic violence of 
law; on the other hand, Sorel describes the proletarian general strike as the 
most powerful myth in the class struggle. The meaning of myth for the two 
thinkers must thus be explored and explained. Benjamin and Sorel propose 
two definitions of myth which are not alternative, and not properly in opposi-
tion either; they are rather heterogeneous and play different, non-
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comparable roles in their thought. To affirm therefore that Benjamin sub-
sumes Sorel�s notion of general strike minus myth is imprecise.16 The two 
notions of myth must rather be analysed in relation to the notion of praxis 
as moral action, with which they constitute an inseparable complex. 

Benjamin�s notion of myth was strongly influenced by Hermann 
Cohen�s philosophy.17 This concept is strictly connected and inseparable 
from those of Schicksal (fate) and Schuld (guilt).18 In �Schicksal und 
Charakter� (�Fate and Character,� 1919), Benjamin relates Schicksal to 
Schuld, but not, he specifies, as it is intended in the ethical sphere; in fact 
there is no correlation between fate and the concept that in the ethical 
sphere accompanies guilt, namely Unschuld (innocence): �Beziehung auf 
die Unschuld kommt also im Schicksal nicht vor� (�There is [�] no relation 
of fate to innocence�). Nor to Glück (happiness). Happiness is, rather, �wel-
ches den Glücklichen aus der Verkettung der Schicksale und aus dem Netz 
des eignen herauslöst� (�what releases the fortunate man from the em-
broilment of the Fates and from the net of his own fate�). �Soweit etwas 
Schicksal ist,� Benjamin concludes, �ist es Unglück und Schuld� (�Insofar as 
something is fate, it is misfortune and guilt�). The order of fate thus cannot 
be a religious order; it is rather identified by Benjamin as the order of 
Rechts (law), where �einzig und allein Unglück und Schuld gelten� (�misfor-
tune and guilt alone carry weight�). �Die Gesetze des Schicksals, Unglück 
und schuld, erhebt das Recht zu Maßen der Person� (�The laws of fate � 
misfortune and guilt � are elevated by law to measures of the person�). The 
order of law mistakenly confuses itself �mit dem Reiche der Gerechtigkeit� 
(�with the realm of justice�) (which rather belongs to a religious, or at least 
moral, order); it is in reality merely �ein Überrest der dämonischen Exis-
tenzstufe der Menschen [�der] sich über die Zeit hinaus erhalten, welche 
den Sieg über die Dämonen inaugurierte� (�a residue of the demonic stage 
of human existence [�which] has preserved itself long past the time of the 
victory over the demons�). Law as the realm of fate is thus the realm of a 
natural, �demonic� necessity, a remnant of the lower stages of human de-
velopment. It was not in law, but in tragedy, Benjamin writes, that man 
breached demonic fate for the first time and understood the possibility of 
freedom. A �moral� freedom which consists in �im Erbeben jener qualvollen 
Welt sich aufrichten� (�rais[ing] himself and shaking that tormented world�), 
the world of natural, demonic necessity (GS 2.1:174-75/SW 1:203-204). 
The important corollary here, which will be repeated in �Zur Kritik der Ge-
walt,� is that: 

Das Recht verurteilt nicht zur Strafe, sondern zur Schuld. Schicksal 
ist der Schuldzusammenhang des Lebendigen. Dieser entspricht der 
natürlichen Verfassung des Lebendigen, jenem noch nicht restlos 
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aufgelösten Schein, dem der Mensch so entrückt ist, dass er 
niemals ganz in ihn eintauchen, sondern unter seiner Herrschaft nur 
in seinem besten Teil unsichtbar bleiben konnte. 

Law condemns not to punishment but to guilt. Fate is the guilt con-
text of the living. It corresponds to the natural condition of the living � 
that semblance, not yet wholly dispelled, from which man is so far 
removed that, under its rule, he was never wholly immersed in it but 
only invisible in his best part. (GS 2.1:175/SW 1:204) 

Every judgement by law thus blindly �Schicksal mitdiktier[t]� (�dictate[s] 
fate�), it imprisons man within the circle of a natural, demonic necessity, re-
instating this necessity, striking the natural part in him/her, rather than rais-
ing man above the �demonic stage� and into the ethical sphere: �Der 
Mensch wird niemals hiervon getroffen, wohl aber das bloße Leben in ihm, 
das an natürlicher Schuld und dem Unglück Anteil kraft des Scheins hat� 
(�It is never man but only the mere life in him that it strikes � the part in-
volved in natural guilt and misfortune by virtue of semblance�). This is clear 
in the temporality of fate: �Der Schuldzusammenhang is ganz uneigentlich 
zeitlich, nach Art und Maß ganz verschieden von der Zeit der Erlösung 
oder der Musik oder der Wahrheit� (�the guilt context is temporal in a totally 
inauthentic way, very different in its kind and measure from the time of re-
demption, or of music, or of truth�). Unlike the time of redemption, or the 
time of truth, that is, a time of ethics and decision, the time of fate �ist eine 
unselbständige Zeit� (�is not an autonomous time�), being parasitically de-
pendent on the higher order of necessity, and thus �hat keine Gegenwart 
[�] und auch Vergangenheit und Zukunft kennt sie nur in eigentümlichen 
Abwandlungen� (�has no present [�] and knows past and future only in cu-
rious variations� (GS 175-76/SW 1:203-204). This is a temporality impris-
oned in the a-temporal straightjacket of necessity, what Hamacher calls 
�Guilt History.�19

The complex myth-fate-guilt also informs the essay �Goethes 
Wahlverwandtschaften� (�Goethe�s Elective Affinities,� 1919-1922).20 Ben-
jamin argues that �Das Mythische ist der Sachgehalt� (�the mythic is the 
real material content�) of Goethe�s book: it consists in the exposition of a 
�schicksalhafte Art des Daseins, die in einem einzigen Zusammenhang von 
Schuld und Sühne lebende Naturen umschließt� (�fateful kind of existence, 
which encompasses living natures in a single nexus of guilt and expiation. 
(GS 1.1: 140, 138/SW 1: 309, 307). This �mythic� is defined as the �Einbe-
ziehung sämtlicher Sachen ins Leben� (�incorporation of the totality of ma-
terial things into life�), that is, humanity�s subjugation to �mythische Natur� 
(mythic nature) and its �dämonische Kräfte� (daemonic forces) (GS 1.1:139, 
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132, 151/ SW 1:308, 303, 317). In the domain of myth, das Wesen (es-
sence) is Dämon and das Leben (life) coincides with Schicksal (GS 
1.1:157/SW 1:322). Fate is thus defined: �Unaufhaltsam dagegen entfaltet 
es sich im verschuldeten Leben. Schicksal ist der Schuldzusammenhang 
von Lebendigem� (�fate unfolds inexorably in the culpable life. Fate is the 
nexus of guilt among the living,� GS 1.1:138/SW 1:307). Das Schicksal-
hafte (the fateful) is described as �die Schuld, die am Leben sich forterbt� 
(�the guilt which is bequeathed through life,� GS 1.1:138/SW 1:307). Again, 
Benjamin specifies that it is not a question of a sittlicher (ethical), but rather 
of a natürlicher guilt, �in die Menschen nicht durch Entschluß und Hand-
lung, sondern durch Säumen und Feiern geraten� (�which befalls human 
beings not by decision and action but by negligence and celebration�): 

Wenn sie, nicht des Menschlichen achtend, der Naturmacht 
verfallen, dann zieht das natürliche Leben, das im Menschen sich 
die Unschuld nicht länger bewahrt als es an ein höheres sich bindet, 
dieses hinab. Mit dem Schwinden des übernatürlichen Lebens im 
Menschen wird sein natürliches Schuld, ohne dass es im Handeln 
gegen die Sittlichkeit fehle. Denn nun steht es in dem Verband des 
bloßen Lebens, der am Menschen als Schuld sich bekundet. Dem 
Unglück, das sie über ihn heraufbeschwört, entgeht er nicht. Wie 
jede Regung in ihm neue Schuld, wird jede seiner Taten Unheil auf 
ihn ziehen. 

When they turn their attention away from the human and succumb to 
the power of nature, then natural life, which in man preserves its in-
nocence only so long as natural life binds itself to something higher, 
drags the human down. With the disappearance of supernatural life 
in man, his natural life turns into guilt, even without his committing 
an act contrary to ethics. For now it is in league with mere life, which 
manifests itself in man as guilt. He does not escape the misfortune 
that guilt conjures upon him, every one of his deeds will bring disas-
ter upon him. (GS 1.1:139/SW 1:308) 

The �mythic� is the prison of a life reduced to �natural life,� that is, �mere 
life,� guilt and misfortune, which drag the human down and bring disaster 
upon them: the eternal recurrence of violence.21 The ethical sphere is en-
visaged as a breaking from the daemonic complex of myth-fate-guilt which 
is proper to natural life, a breaking into �something higher�:· übernatürlichen 
Lebens (supernatural life), a life properly human that would originate proper 
human history. 

2.2. In �Zur Kritik der Gewalt,� too, Schicksal is described as the realm 
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of necessity, the one and inviolable order to which �gerade das Bestehende 
und zumal das Drohende [�] angehört� (�what exists, and in particular 
what threatens, belongs�). It is in this realm of necessity that the Rechts-
drohung (legal threat, the threat of the law) originates: �schicksalhaft gek-
rönte Gewalt [ist die] Ursprung [des Rechts] (�violence crowned by fate [is] 
the origin of law�). In law-as-threat, fate seems imperiously to show itself 
(GS 2.1:188/SW 1:242). �Das Schicksal,� Benjamin writes, �[liegt] der 
Rechtsgewalt in allen Fällen zugrunde� (�Fate [�] in all cases underlies le-
gal violence�) and myth is where fate above all manifests itself, thus �die 
mythische Gewalt in ihrer urbildichen Form ist bloße Manifestation der Göt-
ter� (�mythic violence in its archetypal form is a mere manifestation of the 
gods�). The Greek gods epitomise here natural history and their immediate 
violence �der rechtsetzenden [Gewalt] sich [�] identisch erweisen möchte� 
(�proves [�] identical to lawmaking violence�) and establishes Macht 
(power) as Recht (law): 

Rechtsetzung ist Machtsetzung und insofern ein Akt von 
unmittelbarer Manifestation der Gewalt. [�] Macht [ist] das Prinzip 
aller mythischen Rechtsetzung. 

Lawmaking is powermaking, assumption of power, and to that extent 
an immediate manifestation of violence. [�] power [is] the principle 
of all mythic lawmaking. (GS 2.1:197-98/SW 1:248) 

Macht as the fateful manifestation of the mythic gods/nature is what guar-
antees all lawmaking violence, and is as such extraneous to Gerechtigkeit 
(justice), to the ethical sphere. Law does not condemn to Strafe (punish-
ment) but to Sühne (retribution), which befalls as fate the unwitting and un-
suspecting victim. To remain in the realm of nature (and law) means to be 
subjected to a necessity that, ambiguously but with certainty, condemns us. 
Unlike the clarity and univocity of Gerechtigkeit, fate and law present a 
mythische Zweideutigket (mythic ambiguity) that may not be infringed: this 
ambiguity is precisely what imprisons the human within the mythic cycle of 
guilt and retribution, not allowing any space of freedom, of moral action. 

Law as a manifestation of the mythic thus condemns the human to 
remain imprisoned within natural life; it condemns them to the guilt of bloße 
Leben (mere life), whose symbol is Blut (blood). �Die mythische Gewalt ist 
Blutgewalt über das bloße Leben um ihrer selbst� and �fordert Opfer� 
(�Mythic violence is bloody power over mere life for its own sake� and �de-
mands sacrifice,� GS 2.1:200/SW 1:250). This is why mere life cannot be 
�sanctified�: it is not only falsch (false), but even unedel (ignoble) to put 
Dasein (existence), that is, mere life, higher than a gerechtes Dasein (just 
existence), an existence that enters the ethical sphere and is thus properly 
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human. There is no sacredness in the mere fact of being alive, because 
mere life is �die gezeichnete Träger der Verschuldung� (�the marked bearer 
of guilt�), of an existence that is condemned to remain imprisoned within 
natural history (GS 2.1:201-202/SW 1:251). If, therefore, �zeigt die 
mythische Manifestation der unmittelbaren Gewalt sich im tiefsten mit aller 
Rechtsgewalt identisch� (�the mythic manifestation of immediate violence 
shows itself fundamentally identical with all legal violence�), then its de-
struction becomes obligatory, and this poses the question of a �reinen un-
mittelbaren Gewalt� (�pure immediate violence,� GS 2.1:199/SW 1:249), a 
violence that is purely destructive and annihilates the realm of necessity, 
myth. The political question regarding violence is thus the question of a vio-
lence eliminating its own reproducibility, a violence that, qualitatively differ-
ent from instrumental or mythic violence, would interrupt the natural, cyclic 
and mimetic circle of violence as response to violence. 

2.3. Sorel�s perspective is, unlike Benjamin�s, historical and socio-
economical. What he names �myth� is not the realm of necessity but rather 
what allows for a breaking out of it. In his Marxist perspective, the realm of 
necessity is identified as an historical product, that is, a semblance of ne-
cessity, a fiction, which consists in considering natural, necessary, a-
historical and immutable the result of a contingent historical process.22 This 
alleged necessity is the fiction of the droit naturel (natural law): economists 
have asserted for a long time that �les relations crées sous le régime de la 
concurrence dans le régime capitaliste sont perfaitement justes, comme 
resultant du cours naturel des choses� (�the relations created under the 
capitalist regime of competition were perfectly just, because they resulted 
from the natural course of things�). The droit naturel is based on a tautol-
ogy: �le juste est bon et l�injuste est mauvais� (�what is just is good and 
what is unjust is bad�), the a-historicity of which accords perfectly with the 
philosophy of force (RV 26/15). Capitalist society sees itself as a fully or-
ganized body, a machine working automatically, naturally. This capitalist 
phantasmagoria (to use a Marxian/Benjaminian term that Sorel never 
used), wrapped in the semblance of naturalness, imprisons any velleity of 
free, ethico-political praxis.23 What can and must disrupt this phantasmago-
ria is pure revolutionary action, which Sorel identifies in the myth of the pro-
letarian general strike. 

Sorel�s myth is thus envisioned as a sort of impetus to overcome this 
inertia: the necessary prerequisite for revolutionary political praxis are a 
feeling for certainty, hope and anticipation. Myth must inspire these feelings 
without recurring to the old utopianisms, historical scientisms and the opti-
mism of progressive philosophies, it must provide �certainty without deter-
minism,�24 the necessary emotional impetus without proposing images of 
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the future. The �catalytic power of mythic imagination� is what propels the 
undoing of State violence.25 Thus the definition: 

Les homes qui participent aux grands mouvements sociaux, se re-
présentent leur action prochaine sous forme d�images de batailles 
assurant le triomphe de leur cause. Je proposait de nommer mythes 
ces constructions. 

Men who are participating in great social movements always picture 
their coming action in the form of images of battle in which their 
cause is certain to triumph. I proposed to give the name of �myths� 
to these constructions. (RV 32/20) 

These myths are described as �purs� (pure), they partake of a �caractère 
d�infinité� (�infinite quality�): not descriptions of things, but rather �expres-
sions de volontés� (�expressions of a will to act�), they are �identique[s] aux 
convictions d�un groupe,� of �l�activité, les sentiments et les idées des 
masses populaire se préparant à entrer dans une lutte décisive� (�identical 
to the convictions of a group,� of the �activity, the sentiments and the ideas 
of the masses as they prepare themselves to enter on a decisive struggle�), 
and thus �indécomposable[s] en parties qui puissent être appliqués sur un 
plan de descriptions historiques� (�unanalysable into parts which could be 
placed on the plane of historical descriptions�).26 �Il faut les prendre en bloc 
comme des forces historiques� and �il faut surtout se garder de comparer 
les faits accomplis avec les représentations qui avaient été acceptées 
avant l�action� (�they should be taken as a whole, as historical forces� and 
�we should be especially careful not to make any comparison between the 
outcomes and the pictures people had formed for themselves before the 
action,� RV 32/20). Myth is a figure, Gourgouris notes, whose importance 
lies more in its potentiality and less in its eventuality.27 Ordinary language 
is insufficient to this task; therefore myths congeal into 

des ensembles d�images capables d�évoquer en bloc et par la seule 
intuition, avant toute analyse réfléchie, la masse des sentiments qui 
correspondent aux diverses manifestations de la guerre engagée 
par le socialisme contre la société moderne. 

collections of images which, taken together and through intuition 
alone, before any considered analyses are made, are capable of 
evoking the mass of sentiments which correspond to the different 
manifestation of the war undertaken by socialism against modern 
society. (RV 150/113, emphasis in the original)28

Therefore, the whole of socialism is concentrated in the drame (drama) of 
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the general strike, a sort of theatrical representation where the Hegelian 
reconciliation of opposites has no place and �tout est bien dessiné, en sorte 
qu�il ne puisse y avoir qu�une seule interprétation possible du socialisme� 
(�everything is clearly mapped out, so that only one interpretation of social-
ism is possible,� RV 150/113).29 The Bergsonian tone of these statements 
is evident and Bergson�s influence is repeatedly and explicitly acknowl-
edged by Sorel.30 Myth is assimilated to Bergson�s �connaissance totale� 
(�integral knowledge�), a form of knowledge that is intense, instinctive, total, 
indivisible and instantaneous. A knowledge that acts on time, but not by 
engulfing it into a utopian projection of the past; rather, it forces on the fu-
ture the instinctive hopes of a whole class. Myths must thus be considered 
as �des moyens d�agir sur le présent� (�a means of acting on the present,� 
RV 155/116). A passage summarises this point: 

Et cependant nous ne saurions agir sans sortir du présent, sans rai-
sonner sur cet avenir qui semble condamné à échapper toujours à 
notre raison. L�expérience nous prouve que des constructions d�un 
avenir indéterminé dans les temps peuvent posséder une grande ef-
ficacité et n�avoir que bien peu d�inconvénients, lorsqu�elles sont 
d�une certaine nature ; cela a lieu quand il s�agit de mythes dans 
lesquels se retrouvent les tendances les plus fortes d�un peuple, 
d�un parti ou d�une classe, tendances qui viennent se présenter à 
l�esprit avec l�insistance d�instincts dans toutes les circonstances de 
la vie, et qui donnent un aspect de pleine réalité à des espoir 
d�action prochaine sur lesquels se fonde la réforme de la volonté. 

And yet we are unable to act without leaving the present, without 
considering the future, which seems forever condemned to escape 
our reason. Experience shows that the framing of the future in some 
indeterminate time may, when it is done in a certain way, be very ef-
fective and have few inconveniences; this happens when it is a 
question of myths, in which are found all the strongest inclinations of 
a people, of a party or of a class, inclinations which recur to the mind 
with the insistence of instincts in all the circumstances of life, and 
which give an aspect of complete reality to the hopes of immediate 
action upon which the reform of the will is founded. (RV 152-
53/115)31

The necessary precondition of pure revolutionary praxis is �sortir du 
présent� and �construire� the future in a way that is not determined.32

Myth is thus a sort of narrative, composed of images, words, beliefs, 
shared by the individuals belonging to a certain group, collective convic-
tions intuited as integral experience. Marco Gervasoni compares Sorel�s 
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myth to a language, which at the same time enters a relation of use with, 
but also shapes the mentality of, the social actors. This is an important 
point: far from being a mere means to a (political) end, Gervasoni points 
out, Sorel�s myth �configures a discourse�; it thus presents no teleology, 
neither instrumental nor eschatological, since the development of socialism 
described by myth should be continuously revised and modified.33 Accord-
ing to Gourgouris, the absence of a telos is completed by the absence of 
an archē: Sorel�s myth has no singular core, it follows no principle, has no 
origin, it is an historical, but nevertheless pure, form. It is pure praxis. 
Sorel�s politics are therefore, for Gourgouris, non-instrumentalist, �founded 
on a mediation of the epistemology of praxis as an anarchist act (i.e., an 
act without archē or telos)�; myth is the moment of ethical decision, the 
moment of krisis.34

If myth constitutes for Benjamin the daemonic cycle of natural history, 
which must be broken by the blast of the ethical, for Sorel it is instead that 
very human (that is, ethical) decision which disrupts the inertia of the pre-
sent and inaugurates a new historical epoch. Both authors, however, iden-
tify as pure, ethical praxis this moment of rupture. 

3. Ethics 

3.1. Benjamin and Sorel, though from very different theoretical and 
ideological perspectives, and with a different terminology, both theorise as 
pure praxis a breaking from the constraints of a cycle of (mythic or phan-
tasmagoric) necessity, a suspension of the continuum of archē and telos in 
the instantaneous and disrupting moment of the ethical. It is in this sense 
that their notion of pure praxis is essentially an-archic: unbound from an ar-
chē and a telos, from an origin and a principle which determines it in ad-
vance. 

This an-archic praxis entails a rejection of utopia. Benjamin puts the 
political general strike into the category of rechtsetzend Gewalt (�lawmak-
ing� or �law-positing� violence), whereas the proletarian general strike is de-
fined as anarchistisch (GS 2.1:194/SW 1:246). He thus embraces Sorel�s 
rejection of utopia, of any kind of program, because they are inherently 
rechtsetzend, they impose a law onto the future. Sorel argues that �true� 
Marxism �condamne toute hypothése construite par les utopistes sur 
l�avenir� (�condemns every hypothesis about the future constructed by the 
utopians�). As evidence that this was Marx�s position, he mentions Lujo 
Brentano�s story about a letter allegedly written by Marx in 1869 to his 
friend Edward Beesly, who had published an article on the future of the pro-
letariat. Marx, Brentano relates, had looked upon Beesly as a revolutionary 
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up till then, but, he wrote, henceforth he would look upon him as a reac-
tionary because �qui compose un programme pour l�avenir est un réaction-
naire� (�whoever draws up a programme for the future is a reactionary�).35 
There is no need for programmes of the future, �les programmes sont réal-
isés déjà dans l�atelier� (�the programmes are already worked out in the 
workshops�); utopias are always composed �avec du passé et souvent du 
passé fort reculé� (�of the past and often of a very far-off past� RV 171, 
410-11n/128-29, 128n).36

Utopias, Gourgouris notes, are �projections� and are thus linked to the 
present by analogy: the present is their archē and they do not escape its 
conditioning.37 All but pure praxis. All but pure revolutionary action.38 The 
socialist revolution must instead constitute �une transformation irréform-
able� (�an irrevocable transformation�), �une separation absolue entre deux 
ères de l�histoire� (�an absolute separation between two historical eras�), 
which �ne permettrait pas un retour en arrière (�would permit of no turning 
back�); �l�inconnu énorme� (the enormous element of the unknown�) that it 
contains, �ce qu�a d�effrayant� (�its terrifying nature�), has always inspired 
fear and the utopians �ont employé tout leur art littéraire à essayer 
d�endormir les âmes par des tableaux si enchanteurs que toute crainte fût 
bannie� (�used all their literary art in the endeavour to lull anxiety by pic-
tures of the future so enchanting that all fear might be banished�). Politi-
cians, including socialist reformists, have always embraced the utopian 
�science bourgeoise� in order to reassure the bourgeoisie and promise not 
to allow the people to �s�abandonner à ses instincts anarchiques� (�to give 
themselves up entirely to their anarchical instincts�); the same politicians 
and intellectuals have always accused this anarchism �d�avoir seulement 
des idées negatives� (�of having negative ideas only�), and thus of nihilism 
(RV 172-73, 154/129, 204; emphasis in the original).39

3.2. Benjamin�s rejection of programs and images of the future � a 
constant in his thought � comes from a different tradition,40 the Jewish 
Bilderverbot, but leads however to the same definition of pure praxis as 
fundamentally an-archic, with neither archē nor telos. Benjamin�s early an-
archism, Uwe Steiner notes, is a common topic, but has not been analysed 
in depth.41 A thorough examination would go beyond the scope of this 
study; however, this is a fundamental point for the exploration of Benja-
min�s early notions of ethics and politics and must be mentioned. A specifi-
cation made in �Zur Kritik der Gewalt� is fundamental: anarchism is here 
mentioned not only in contraposition to lawmaking utopia, but also in an 
earlier and short discussion of pacifism. If pacifism as the critique of milita-
rism limits itself to the refusal to acknowledge any constraint toward per-
sons and by declaring �Erlaubt ist was gefällt� (What pleases is permitted), 
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then it becomes a kindischen Anarchismus (childish anarchism), which 
�schaltet nur die Reflexion auf die sittlich-historische Sphäre und damit auf 
jeden Sinn von Handlung� (�merely excludes reflection on the moral and 
historical spheres, and thereby on any meaning in action�) (GS 2.1:187/SW 
1:241). Benjamin�s anarchism cannot thus be taken as a naïf rejection of 
authority, but must be put in relation to the Sinn von Handlung (meaning of 
action) in the moral-historical sphere (sittlich-historische Sphäre). In this 
sphere, which the philosophy of history must differentiate from the sphere 
of natural history, the moral meaning of action lies precisely in an an-archic 
form of praxis, a praxis that brakes from the mythic archē of natural history. 
This moral praxis must thus be a caesura, and here the relation to Gewalt 
is fundamental. 

In the fragment �Das Recht zur Gewaltanwendung� (�The Right to Use 
Force,� 1920), Benjamin emphasises that: �kein prinzipieller Widerspruch 
zwischen Gewalt und Sittlichkeit, anderseits aber [�] ein prinzipieller 
Widerspruch zwischen Sittlichkeit and Staat (bezw. Recht) erblickt wird� 
(�no contradiction in principle can be discerned between Gewalt and moral-
ity,� whereas �a contradiction in principle is perceived between morality and 
the State [or the law]�). An exposition of this standpoint is identified as one 
of �den Aufgaben meiner Moralphilosophie� (�the tasks of my moral phi-
losophy�). In this context, Anarchismus, 

sehr wohl für eine Theorie gebraucht werden darf, welche das 
sittliche Recht nicht der Gewalt als solcher, sondern allein jeder 
menschlichen Institution, Gemeinschaft oder Individualität abspricht, 
welche sich ein Monopol auf sie zuspricht oder das Recht auf sie 
auch nur prinzipiell und allgemein in irgend einer Perspektive sich 
selbst einräumt, anstatt sie als eine Gabe der göttlichen Macht, als 
Machtvollkommenheit im einzelnen Falle zu verehren. 

may very well be used to describe a theory that denies a moral right 
not to force as such but to every human institution, community, or 
individuality that either claims a monopoly over it or in any way 
claims that right for itself from any point of view, even if only as a 
general principle, instead of respecting it in specific cases as a gift 
bestowed by a divine power, as perfection of power. (GS 6:106-
107/SW 1:232-33, translation modified) 

Mythic law is in principle in contradiction with morality, whereas Gewalt is 
not. The use of Gewalt cannot be made into a �general principle� (prinzipiell 
und allgemein),42 rather, an an-archic moral philosophy would recognise 
and �respect� (verehren) it as a divine (superhuman) �gift� (Gabe). How to 
interpret this passage in relation to the Sinn von Handlung and the notion of 
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praxis? We can compare it to a passage of the Elective Affinities essay, 
where Benjamin thus defines Entscheidung (decision)43: 

Denn im tragischen Worte des Helden ist der Grat der Entscheidung 
erstiegen, unter dem Schuld und Unschuld des Mythos sich als 
Abgrund verschlingen. Jenseits von Verschuldung und Unschuld ist 
das Diesseits von Gut und Böse gegründet, das dem Helden allein 
[�] erreichbar ist. 

For in the tragic words of the hero, the crest of decision is ascended, 
beneath which the guilt and innocence of the myth engulf each other 
as an abyss. On the far side of Guilt and Innocence is grounded the 
here-and-now of Good and Evil, attainable by the hero alone. (GS 
1.1:176-77/SW 1:337) 

The decision is here the tragic praxis which breaks from the daemonic 
abysses of myth into the ethical sphere. Ethics as the properly human is 
possible only when the natural cycle of guilt and retribution is broken in the 
unrepeatable, an-archic �here-and-now� (Diesseits) of the moral decision 
about good and evil. The meaning of this decision is though problematic. 
Gewalt as critical caesura cannot be claimed as a right, not only by human 
institutions or communities, but also by any Individualität (individuality); it 
can only be respected as a gift in specific cases, a gift bestowed by a göt-
tlichen Macht (divine power) as Machtvollkommenheit, a coming to perfec-
tion of a divine power. Individual agency is here limited to an act of respect. 

The issue is in fact not human agency, but rather the unfolding of a 
messianic process. The fragment �Welt und Zeit� (�World and Time,� 1919-
1920) attempts a definition of �politics� in relation to this process. �World� 
here identifies the natural, mythic condition, which �time,� as the process of 
fulfilment in the revelation of the divine, brings to an end. The end of the 
world is precisely the Zerstörung (destruction) of, and Befreiung (liberation) 
from, natural history. In die kommende Welt (the world to come), the world 
in which divine revelation has been fulfilled, �echte göttliche Gewalt kann 
anders als zerstörend [�] sich manifestieren� (�authentic divine power can 
manifest itself other than destructively�), but the breaking of the divine into 
the secular world �atmet [�] Zerstörung� (�breathes destruction�). In other 
words, �In dieser Welt ist höher: göttliche Gerwalt als göttliche 
Gewaltlosigkeit. In der kommenden göttliche Gewaltlosigkeit höher als göt-
tliche Gewalt� (�In this world, divine power is higher than divine powerless-
ness; in the world to come, divine powerlessness is higher than divine 
power�).44 Divine Gewalt as the caesura that annihilates cannot be made 
into a general principle or oberstes Prinzip (supreme principle), in fact, any 
Prinzip (archē) at all, and constitute the base of any organization. Das 
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Soziale (the social) as expression of these organizations is still bound to 
natural history because it is �Manifestation gespenstischer und dämon-
ischer Mächte� (�a manifestation of spectral and demonic powers�).45 The 
divine in this world can manifest itself �nur in der revolutionären Gewalt� 
(�only in revolutionary force�) which is nevertheless identified not with �un-
mittelbarer göttlicher Einwirkung� (�direct divine intervention�), but rather 
with its Zurücktreten (retreat). The �Gebiet der Politik, des Profanen, der im 
religiösen Sinne gesetzlosen Leiblichkeit [ist]� (�the zone of politics, of the 
profane, of a bodily realm that is without law in a religious sense�) is thus 
identified with a retreat, a zone in which nature/mythic law is suspended 
and thus constitutes the caesura of the ethical sphere, but also where hu-
man agency plays no part. �Meine Definition von Politik,� Benjamin writes, 
is �die Erfüllung der ungesteigerten Menschhaftigkeit� (�My definition of 
politics: the fulfilment of an unimproved humanity�), the messianic end of 
the world and of natural history, which includes law and the �social.� (GS 
6:98-99/SW 1:226-27). The task of Weltpolitik (world politics), as identified 
in the �Theologisch-Politisches Fragment,� is thus to strive for this fulfil-
ment, which implies the Vergängnis �diejenigen Stufen des Menschen, wel-
che Natur sind� (�passing away of those stages of man that are nature�), 
and whose method must therefore be called Nihilismus (GS 2.1:204/SW 
3:306).46

Divine Gewalt as the messianic caesura entails a nihilistic Zerstörung 
(destruction) as Befreiung (liberation) from mythic natural history. However, 
this destruction is not, as Hamacher would say, �performative,� but it is 
rather a �suspension.� Hamacher points us to a passage in the Elective Af-
finities essay which elucidates this point. Thus Benjamin describes die 
Ausdrucklose [the expressionless]: 

Das Ausdruckslose ist die Kritische Gewalt, welche Schein vom 
Wesen in der Kunst zwar zu trennen nicht vermag, aber ihnen 
verwert, sich zu mischen. Diese Gewalt hat es als moralisches Wort. 
Im Ausdrucklosen erscheint die erhabne Gewalt des Wahren, wie es 
nach Gesetzen der moralischen Welt die Sprache der wirklichen 
bestimmt. Dieses nämlich zerschlägt was in allem schönen Schein 
als die Erbschaft des Chaos noch überdauert: die falsche, irrende 
Totalität � die absolute. Dieses erst vollendet das Werk, welches es 
zum Stückwerk zerschlägt, zum Fragmente der wahren Welt, zum 
Torso eines Symbols. 

The expressionless is the critical violence which, while unable to 
separate semblance from essence in art, prevents them from min-
gling. It possesses this violence as a moral dictum. In the expres-
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sionless, the sublime violence of the true appears as that which de-
termines the language of the real world according to the laws of the 
moral world. For it shatters whatever still survives as the legacy of 
chaos in all beautiful semblance: the false, errant totality � the abso-
lute totality. Only the expressionless completes the work, by shatter-
ing it into a thing of shards, into a fragment of the true world, into the 
torso of a symbol. (GS 1.1:181/SW 1:340) 

Sublime, critical Gewalt as the expressionless, the Cäsur (caesura) in the 
artistic media � which Benjamin explains with the help of Hölderlin � is �das 
reine Wort, die gegenrhytmische Unterbrechung� (�the pure word, the 
counter-rhythmic rupture�), in which expression comes to a halt, a �stand-
still� (sich legt) (GS 181-82/SW 1:340-41, emphasis added). Likewise, di-
vine, pure Gewalt is the annihilating Unterbrechung which brings natural 
history and mythic law to the standstill of their messianic fulfilment.47

We can read now the striking conclusion of �Zur Kritik der Gewalt�: nei-
ther rechtsetzende Gewalt, which Benjamin calls die schaltende (execu-
tive), nor rechtserhaltende Gewalt, which he calls die verwaltete (adminis-
trative), but only göttliche Gewalt may be called die waltende (GS 2.1:199, 
202-203/SW 1:249-50, 252). Here the �fructuous� ambiguity of the verb 
walten � from which Ge-walt derives � makes the translation extremely 
problematic. If we translate waltende as �sovereign,� as in the Harvard edi-
tion, we must keep in mind that here walten cannot be intended as its al-
most-synonymous herrschen (to dominate, to govern), or gebieten (to 
command); better solutions could be wirken (to act) or ausüben (to wield, to 
exercise), or even dasein, which presents the advantage of losing any �per-
formative� connotation. Pure Walten as pure praxis, the pure ethical sphere 
which disrupts myth and violence, with no archē or telos and not entrappa-
ble within the limits of representation, is to be read as the standstill of any 
Walten/praxis. 

3.3. Sorel, too, puts a high moral emphasis on what he identifies as 
violence. On this point, though, Benjamin�s and Sorel�s thoughts are not 
only incommensurable, but properly antithetic. It is here, and not on the is-
sue of myth, that their works really diverge. It is not only that their meta-
physical premises are extremely distant, or that the arguments put forward 
in the Réflexions fragmentary, confused, often inconsistent or even contra-
dictory. These arguments finally amount, quite consistently, to a kind of 
metaphysics of action, which is not only heterogeneous, but properly anti-
thetic to Benjamin�s notion of pure praxis as �standstill.� Sorel�s profound 
humanism is necessarily antithetic to Benjamin�s messianic anti-humanism. 

In the Réflexions, violence is inextricably bound to virtue: thus its pri-
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mary character is not instrumental but rather moral.48 Sorel repeatedly 
states that the myth of the proletarian general strike �donne au socialisme 
une valeur morale si haute at une si grande loyauté� (�gives socialism such 
high moral value and such great honesty,� RV 38/24) and emphasises the 
�haute valeur éducative� (�high educational value,� RV 205/154) of proletar-
ian violence.49 The metaphor of war is central to this construction: proletar-
ian struggle, and in particular the proletarian general strike, is compared to, 
and described as, a war in the proper sense. �La gréve est un phénomène 
de guerre� (�The strike is a phenomenon of war,� RV 369/279), Sorel 
writes, and recurs to many comparisons, especially with the Greek antiq-
uity, �les guerres de la Liberté� (�the wars of liberty�) during the French 
Revolution, and �la bataille napoléonienne� (the Napoleonic battle).50 War 
certainly not as the continuation of politics with other means, not as the de-
ployment of State force, from which the general strike as moral praxis must 
be distinguished; rather, a war thus defined: 

Tout ce qui touche à la guerre se produit sans haine et sans esprit 
de vengeance en guerre on ne tue pas les vaincus ; on ne fait pas 
supporter à des être inoffensifs les conséquences des déboires que 
les armées peuvent avoir éprouvées sur les champs de bataille ; la 
force s�étale alors suivant sa nature, sans jamais prétendre rien em-
prunter aux procédures juridiques que la société engage contre des 
criminels. 

Everything in war is carried out without hatred and without the spirit 
of revenge; in war the vanquished are not killed; non-combatants are 
not made to bear the consequences of the disappointments which 
the armies may have experienced on the field of battle; force is then 
displayed according to its own nature, without ever professing to 
borrow from the judicial proceedings which society sets up against 
criminals. (RV 141/106) 

This emphasis on the war metaphor, as commentators highlight, stems 
from the influence of Proudhon, whom Sorel greatly admired, and espe-
cially of his work La Guerre et la paix (War and Peace, 1861).51 In turn, 
Proudhon�s notion of the intrinsic morality of war carries a strong Hegelian 
mark. This morality consists of breaking the inertia of the world and being 
so the motor of history. What interests Sorel is then not war as a fact, but 
rather a �warring spirit,� the esprit of the warrior, which should form and in-
spire the striker. 

The striker, like the soldier in the wars of liberty, considers himself �un 
personnage ayant à faire quelque chose de très important dans la bataille� 
(�an individual having something of importance to do in the battle�), and es-
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pecially un home libre (a free man); he resembles thus an Homeric or Na-
poleonic hero. Battles are described as �des accumulations d�exploits 
héroïques, accomplis par des individus qui puisaient dans leur enthousi-
asme les motifs de leur conduite� (�collections of heroic exploits accom-
plished by individuals who drew the motives of their conduct from their en-
thusiasm,� RV 240-41).52 The emphasis on heroic and passionate individu-
alism is very strong: the general strike, like the wars of liberty, �est la mani-
festation la plus éclatante de la force individualiste dans des masses 
soulevées� (�is the most striking manifestation of individualistic force in the 
rebellious masses,� RV 319/243). However, this brand-new ethics, which 
represents �le plus haut idéal moral que l�homme ait jamais conçu� (�the 
highest moral ideal ever conceived by man�), is also said to consist of �ce 
que l�on a toujours regardé comme étant les plus hautes vertus� (�what 
have always been regarded as the highest virtues,� RV 298/228).53 It can 
be reduced to �un état d�esprit tout épique� (�an entirely epic state of mind,� 
RV 329/250), or, in a sentence: 

Cet effort vers le mieux qui se manifeste, en dépit de l�absence de 
toute récompense personnelle, immédiate et proportionnelle, consti-
tue la vertu secrète qui assure le progrès continu dans le monde. 

The striving towards excellence, which exists in the absence of any 
personal, immediate or proportional reward, constitutes the secret 
virtue that assures the continued progress of the world. (RV 248) 

It is evident that this ethos is strongly informed by a notion of the sublime. 
The morality of praxis resides in an enthusiastic and disinterested esprit 
dynamique, in the end, in the exaltation of action for action�s sake, action 
deprived of a project. It is true that this praxis is identified with strike, that is, 
an omission, a non-action, and exemplified in myth, an an-archic rupture in 
the continuum of representation, a purely destructive negation. However, 
this rupture does not consist, as for Benjamin, in bringing praxis to a 
�standstill,� its dynamis is rather antithetic to it, it is effort, striving; it re-
mains, using Hamacher�s terminology, highly �performative.� 

4. Conclusion: Politics 

Pure praxis as a form of action with no archē and no telos, an-archic, 
pure gesture. This pure gesture, however, must overcome a (natural or 
phantasmagorical) inertia, must break from a constrictive and immobilising 
cycle, and is thus caesura, Gewalt, violence. And this is its ethico-political 
significance. On the other hand, the caesura consists precisely in a sus-
pension: it is strike. The paths of the two thinkers diverge when Benjamin 
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inserts this praxis into an anti-humanistic, messianic vision of redemption, 
whereby the rupture coincides with a retreat, and is thus standstill; whereas 
Sorel insists on a dynamic, performative, pure gestuality. In the case of 
Benjamin, this schema, stripped � though not excessively � of certain eso-
teric terminology and somewhat adapted to a Marxist language, will consti-
tute the model for his later political and historiographical insights. To force 
this schema on Sorel might seem a dubious operation, insofar as it runs the 
risk to interpret him from a Benjaminian perspective. However, his theories, 
though certainly confused and often inconsistent, offer nonetheless some 
ground for a re-evaluation and re-interpretation, a ground that Benjamin 
sized. His lasting interest in the Réflexions could testify for a deeper under-
standing of a text whose ambiguity marked the history of its reception. 

A final issue remains to be touched, albeit only tangentially and in the 
form of a question left open: what kind of politics is established by violence 
as pure praxis? Benjamin�s and Sorel�s revolutionary thought is marked by 
a fundamentally pessimistic nihilism, which, as Jan-Werner Müller writes, 
goes �beyond intention and instrumentality, but also beyond any intersub-
jective understanding.�54 For the Benjamin of these years, the �social� is 
always and necessarily an instance of myth; though Unterredung (talk) is 
singled out, in �Zur Kritik der Gewalt,� as a technique of civil agreement, 
language as non-violent because inaccessible to mythic violence, as 
Hamacher has shown, is never performative, never performs communica-
tion, but rather suspends it. Ethical, political praxis is not pointed outwards, 
towards a Mitsein; it is rather engulfed by a messianic process of redemp-
tion. Sorel widely uses the Marxian terminology of class, proletariat, collec-
tive subjects and collective actions; however, the Bergsonian traits of his 
concept of myth � intuitive, indivisible, unquestionable � and the sublime 
individualism of his ethics of action, again exclude any form of confrontation 
or communication. Benjamin�s messianic anti-humanism and Sorel�s intui-
tive vitalism finally exclude politics as a plural event. For the Western (lib-
eral) political tradition, based of the dual concept of praxis and lexis and es-
tablished in various models of �communicative action� or �politics of friend-
ship,� Benjamin�s and Sorel�s revolutionary nihilism results ultimately anti-
political. 
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NOTES 

 

 
1 I want to thank Olivia Guaraldo for her insightful and stimulating comments on a 

first draft of this essay. 
2 Etienne Balibar, �Gewalt,� Historisch-Kritisches Wörterbuch des Marxismus, vol. 5, 

ed. Wolfgang Fritz Haug (Hamburg: Argument Verlag, 2002), 1270�1308. Werner 
Hamacher argues, however, that in the context of Benjamin�s text �there is no 
doubt that any translation other than violence runs the risk of euphemizing the 
problems in question here,� Werner Hamacher, �Afformative, Strike: Benjamin�s 
�Critique of Violence�,� trans Dana Hollander, in Walter Benjamin�s Philosophy: 
Destruction and Experience, ed. Andrew Benjamin and Peter Osborne (London 
and New York: Routledge, 1994), 127n. In the translation of Benjamin�s essays 
and fragments here quoted, the term is inconsistently rendered as violence, force 
or power; I will thus mostly retain the German term in order to emphasise it. 

3 Violence probably combines vis (force) and latus, the past participle of ferre (to 
carry), and has thus the sense of �to carry force at or toward.� 

4 The list of the literature on Sorel-as-apologist of violence � which very often fo-
cuses on the �Sorelians� rather than on Sorel�s work � would be very long. Few 
examples are Giuseppe L. Goisis, Sorel e i soreliani: le metamorfosi dell�attivismo 
(Venice: Helvetia, 1983); Jack J. Roth, The Cult of Violence: Sorel and the Sore-
lians (Berkeley, Los Angeles, Londos: U of California P, 1980); a particularly ven-
omous critique can be found in Bernard-Henry Lévy, L�idéologie française (Paris: 
Grasset, 1981). 

5 As emerges from the correspondence (cf. GB 2:54, 109, 119, 127, 177, and GB 
3:9), the project was planned in three parts: 1) �Der wahre Politiker� (�The True 
Politician�); 2) �Die wahre Politik� (�The True Politics�), to be divided into a) �Der 
Abbau der Gewalt� (�The Decomposition of Violence,� perhaps �Zur Kritik der Ge-
walt�) and b) �Teleologie ohne Endzweck� (�Teleology without Final Purpose�); 3) 
a philosophical criticism of Paul Scheerbart's utopian novel Lesabendio. On the 
background and development of this project, cf. H. Folkers, �Recht und Politik in 
Walter Benjamin,� in K. Garber und L. Rehm (eds.), global benjamin. Internation-
ale Walter-Benjamin-Kongreß (München: Wilhelm Fink, 1999), Bd. 3, 1724-48, 
and the excellent Uwe Steiner �The True Politician: Walter Benjamin�s Concept of 
the Political,� New German Critique 83 (Spring-Summer 2001), 43-88. 

6 Cf. Jürgen Habermas, �Consciousness-Raising or Redemptive Criticism: The Con-
temporaneity of Walter Benjamin,� New German Critique 17 (Spring 1979); Jaques 
Derrida, �Force of Law: The �Mystical Foundation of Authority�,� Cardozo Law Re-
view 11 (1989-1990); Beatrice Hanssen, Critique of Violence: Between Poststruc-
turalism and Critical Theory (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), 3. These 
assessments of Benjamin�s essay are not at all dismissive; they are examples, 
though, of the perduring �liberal� mistrust towards it. 
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7 The establishing of the Société d�Etudes Soréliennes in 1983 and the publication 
of the Cahiers Georges Sorel from the same year are signs among others. In 1989 
the journal changed name and continued publication as Mil neuf cent. Revue 
d'histoire intellectuelle. 

8 It must be emphasized, with Uwe Steiner, that �politics is, for Benjamin, in the first 
order a philosophical problem, which remains a persistent foundation of his later 
political remarks and leads to frequent misunderstandings,� Steiner, �The True 
Politician,� 46. 

9 All references to Benjamin�s and Sorel�s works are made parenthetically in the text. 
All references to Benjamin�s works are provided both to the German text of the 
Gesammelte Schriften (Collected Writings), ed. Rolf Tiedemann and Hermann 
Schweppenhäuser, 7 vols in 15 (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1972�89), or the 
Gesammelte Briefe (Collected Letters), ed Christoph Gödde and Henri Lonitz, 6 
vols. (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1995�2000) (hereafter cited as GS and GB, 
respectively), and to the English translation of the Selected Writings, ed. Marcus 
Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, 4 vols (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Har-
vard University Press, 1996�2003) (hereafter cited as SW). All references to 
Sorel�s Réflexions are made both to the French text Réflexions Sur La Violence 
(Loverval: Labor, 2006) and to the English translation Reflections on Violence, 
trans. Thomas Ernest Hulme, Jeremi Jennings ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
1999), hereafter cited as RV followed by the page number of the French and Eng-
lish editions. 

10 Cf. for example Chryssoula Kambas, �Walter Benjamin liest Georges Sorel: 
�Réflexions sur la violence�,� in Aber ein Sturm weht vom Paradiese her: Texte zu 
Walter Benjamin ed. Michael Opiz and Erdmut Wizisla (Leipzig: Reclam, 1992), 
250-69 [first published in French as �Walter Benjamin lecteur des Réflexions sur la 
violence,� Cahiers Georges Sorel 2 (1984), 71-87]; and Jan-Werner Müller, �Myth, 
Law and Order: Schmitt and Benjamin Read Reflections on Violence,� History of 
European Ideas 29 (2003), 459-73. 

11 Cf. the already quoted Hamacher, �Afformative, Strike�; and Stathis Gourgouris, 
�The Concept of the Mythical (Schmitt with Sorel),� Cardozo Law Review 21 
(1999-2000), 1487-514. By Gourgouris cf. also �Enlightenment and Paranomia,� in 
Violence, Identity, and Self-Determination, ed. Hent de Vries and Samuel Weber 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford UP, 1997), 119-49. 

12 The notion of �pure means,� which is central to the essay, is extremely ambiguous 
and difficult to define. For Peter Fenves it is highly paradoxical; he writes: �Means 
can be defined as such only if they are means to certain ends, and means are 
even more dependant on the ends they serve than ends are on the means 
through which they are accomplished. For pure ends � or to use Kant�s term, 
ends-in-themselves � are those that do without means and are therefore, in their 
own way, immediate. [�] The idea of a pure means, by contrast, cannot issue into 
that of a �means in itself�, for something can be declared to be �in itself� only on the 
condition that it is in the Aristotelian sense �perfect�, which is to say, at its end. 
One can speak of a pure means only if the end in view of which means are de-
fined as means is not so much nullified or emptied of content as indefinitely put 
off, delayed, extended, distended, or perhaps enfolded on � rather than �in� � itself. 
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Means cannot be purely severed from the ends they serve, but they can be puri-
fied of these ends on the condition that the conclusive end, the final purpose, or 
the Endzwecke in which ends cease to function as further means be suspended 
for a time or withdraw into its own space. [�] only by exposing the space in which 
and the time during which final purposes are suspended can one disclose the di-
mension of pure means,� Peter Fenves, �Out of the Order of Number: Benjamin 
and Irigaray toward a Politics of Pure Means,� Diacritics 28.1 (Spring 1998), 46-47. 

13 Another passage quoted by Benjamin goes: 

Le renforcement de l�État est à la base de toutes leur conceptions ; dans leurs 
organisations actuelles les politiciens préparent déjà les cadres d�un pouvoir fort, 
centralisé, discipliné, qui ne sera pas troublé par les critiques d�une oppositions, 
qui saura imposer le silence et qui décrétera ses mensonges. 

The strengthening of the State is at the basis of all their conceptions; in the or-
ganizations which they at present control, the politicians are already preparing the 
framework of a strong, centralized and disciplined authority, which will not be 
hampered by the criticism of an opposition, which will be able to enforce silence 
and which will give currency to its lies. (RV 214/162) 

Réflexions sur la violence will be translated into German only in 1928 with the title 
Űber die Gewalt. Benjamin thus read it in the original and used his own transla-
tion in �Zur Kritik der Gewalt.� It is interesting to note that, in the translation of 
these passages, he used Staatsgewalt for the French État, Gewalt for the French 
pouvoir (which in the English translation is rendered with �authority�) and Kraft or 
Macht for the French force (GS 2.1:193-94). 

14 And also: 

Cette grève générale marque, d�une manière très claire, son indifférence pour les 
profits matériels de la conquête, en affirmant qu�elle se propose de supprimer 
l�État. 

This conception of the general strike manifests in the clearest manner its indiffer-
ence to the material profits of conquest by affirming that it proposes to suppress 
the State. (RV 213-14/161) 

15 The passage continues: �Vous savez, assi bien que moi, que ce qu�il y a de meil-
leur dans la conscience moderne est le tourment de l�infini� (�You know, as well as 
I, that all that is best in the modern mind is derived from the torment of the infinite,� 
RV 37-38/24). Willy Gianinazzi notes that Sorel prefers the term absolu, derived 
from both German Idealism and Bergson, to pur, which presents religious conno-
tations; he thus explicitly emphasises the assonance, but also the difference, be-
tween Sorel�s and Benjamin�s notions of redemptive violence. Cf. Willy Gianinazzi, 
Naissance du mythe moderne: Georges Sorel et la crise de la pensée savante 
(Paris: Éditions de la Maison des sciences de l'homme, 2006), 91. 

16 As, for example, Müller does. Cf. �Myth, Law and Order,� 469-70. 
17 In various texts, especially in Ethik des reinen Willens [Ethics of Pure Will, 1907], 

Hermann Cohen (1842-1918) insisted on the connection between guilt, nature and 
natural history. Werner Hamacher touches on this point in �Guilt History: Benja-
min's Fragment 'Capitalism as Religion',� Cardozo Law Review.26 (2004-2005), 
887-920; on Cohen�s influence on Benjamin, more generally cf. Astrid Deuber-
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Mankowsky, Der frühe Walter Benjamin und Hermann Cohen: jüdische Werte, kri-
tische Philosophie, vergängliche Erfahrung (Berlin: Verlag Vorwerk 8, 2000), and 
in English, by the same author, �The Ties between Walter Benjamin and Hermann 
Cohen: A Generally Neglected Chapter in the History of the Impact of Cohen's 
Philosophy,� Journal of Jewish Thought and Philosophy 13.1-3 (2004), 127-45. 

18 It is certainly true, as some note, that Benjamin lacked a coherent and consistent 
theory of myth, and that his encounter with Surrealism and Brechtian theatrical 
theory led him, as Gourgouris writes, to a �more dialectical understanding of 
myth.� However, in the texts we are concerned with, myth takes a precise and 
definite connotation, with a consistent and recurrent terminology. Cf. Burkhardt 
Lindner, �The Passagen-Werk, the Berliner Kindheit, and the Archaeology of the 
'Recent Past',� New German Critique 39 (Fall 1986), 38-40; Gourgouris, �The 
Concept of the Mythical,� 1490-91. For an overview of the concept of myth in Ben-
jamin cf. Günter Hartung, �Mythos,� in Benjamins Begriffe, ed. Michael Opitz and 
Erdmut Wizisla (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2000), 552-72. 

19 Cf. Hamacher, �Guilt History.� 
20 Published in Neue Deutsche Beiträge, 1924-1925. 
21 Cf. Müller, �Myth, Law and Order,� 469-70. 
22 Sorel�s pages on this subject can be better compared with the analysis of the 

capitalist phantasmagoria in the later, more �Marxist� Benjamin. 
23 Sorel writes : 

Lorsqu�on est parvenu au dernier terme historique, l�action de volonté distinctes 
disparaît et l�ensemble de la société ressemble à un corps organise, fonctionnant 
tout seul ; les observateurs peuvent alors fonder une science économique qui 
leur parait aussi exacte que les sciences de la nature physique. 

When we reach the last historical stage, the action of independent will disappears 
and the whole of society resembles an organized body, working automatically; 
observers can then establish an economic science which appears to them as ex-
act as the sciences of physical nature. (RV 168-69) 

24 Cf. John Stanley, The Sociology of Virtue: The Political and Social Theories of 
Georges Sorel (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: U of California P, 1981), 220-21. 

25 Gourgouris, �Enlightenment and Paranomia,� 141. 
26 Gourgouris writes: �Anticipating the usual objections, Sorel quickly clarifies that 

myths are neither illusions nor facts. Myths are incommensurable to facts because 
they may exceed facts, much like revolutionary desire (or utopian vision) can 
never be exhausted in the fact/event of revolution. On the other hand, myths are 
not illusions, because myths are demonstrable historical forces � imagined alteri-
ties of society that make historical action possible. The main characteristic of 
myth, according to Sorel, is infinity, which is also said to include a sense of indefi-
niteness. Socialism, as a theory only, is ultimately reducible to its words [�]. But 
praxis, exemplified for the anarcho-syndicalist Sorel, in the act of the general 
strike, [�] is irreducible, indefinite, and infinite, both because it is irreducible to its 
parts (that is, singular), and also because it is interminably reproducible each time 
anew,� Gourgouris, �The Concept of the Mythical,� 1499-1500. 
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27 Gourgouris, �Enlightenment and Paranomia,� 142. 
28 With very similar words Sorel writes: 

[la grève générale est] le mythe dans lequel le socialisme s�enferme tout entier, 
c�est-à-dire une organisation d�images capable d�évoquer instinctivement tous les 
sentiments qui correspondent aux diverses manifestations de la guerre engagée 
par le socialisme contre la société moderne. Les grèves ont engendré dans le 
prolétariat les sentiments les plus nobles, les plus profonds et les plus moteurs 
qu�il possède ; la grève générale les groupe tous dans un tableau d�ensemble et, 
par leur rapprochement, donne à chacun d�eux son maximum d�intensité ; faisant 
appel à des souvenirs très cuisants de conflits particuliers, elle colore d�une vie 
intense tous les détails de la composition présentée à la conscience. Nous obte-
nons ainsi cette intuition du socialisme que le langage ne pouvait pas donner 
d�une manière parfaitement claire � et nous l�obtenons dans un ensemble perçu 
instantanément. 

[the general strike is] the myth in which socialism is wholly comprised, i.e. a body 
of images capable of evoking instinctively all the sentiments which correspond to 
the different manifestations of the war undertaken by socialism against modern 
society. Strikes have engendered in the proletariat the noblest, the deepest and 
the most moving sentiments that they possess; the general strike groups them all 
in a coordinated picture and, by bringing them together, gives to each one of 
them its maximum intensity; appealing to their painful memories of particular con-
flicts, it colours with an intense life all the details of the composition presented to 
consciousness. We thus obtain that intuition of socialism which language cannot 
give us with perfect clearness � and we obtain it as a whole, perceived instanta-
neously. (RV 156-57/118) 

29 Sorel writes: 

Les docteurs de la petite science sont vraiment difficiles à satisfaire. Ils affirment 
bien haut qu�ils ne veulent admettre dans la pensée que des idées claires et dis-
tinctes ; - c�est en fait une règle insuffisante pour l�action, car nous n�exécutons 
rien de grand sans l�intervention d�images colorées et nettement dessinées, qui 
absorbent toute notre attention ; - or peut-on trouver quelque chose de plus satis-
faisant que la grève générale à leur point de vue ? 

The professors of the little science are really difficult to satisfy. They assert very 
loudly that they will only admit into thought ideas that are clear and distinct; - as a 
matter of fact, this is a rule which is insufficient for purposes of action, for we do 
nothing great without the help of warmly coloured and sharply defined images 
which absorb the whole of our attention; - now, is it possible to find anything more 
satisfying from their point of view that the general strike? (RV 186-87/140) 

30 Though Sorel�s philosophy of violence is often assumed to be the application of 
Bergson�s biological vitalism, Jeremy Jennings points out that Sorel never used 
Bergson�s key concept, the élan vital, and in fact published in Le Mouvement so-
cialiste a critical review of Bergson�s 1908 book L�Evolution creatrice, where he 
stated his opposition to Bergson�s use of biological analogies to explain social 
phenomena. Cf. Jeremy Jennings, Syndicalism in France: A Study of Ideas (Lon-
don: Macmillan, 1990), 109. For criticisms of Sorel�s Bergsonism, cf., among 
others, Goisis, Sorel e i soreliani, pp. 165-66, and Paolo Pastori, Rivoluzione e 
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continuità in Proudhon e Sorel (Milan: Giuffrè, 1980), 199n. 
31 Richard Vernon thus comments on this passage: �Sorel is most Bergsonian here, 

for Bergson, too, argued that what is often regarded as prediction of the future is 
really only a stretching forward of the present, a mental act which is appropriate to 
static physical systems but inappropriate to vital phenomena. Vital development is 
characterized by the emergence of genuine novelty which cannot be deduced 
from the patterns abstracted from past behaviour; similarly, Sorel held that histori-
cal development involved genuine novelty and that the future could never be as-
sumed away,� Richard Vernon, �Rationalism and Commitment in Sorel,� Journal of 
the History of Ideas 34.3 (July - September 1973), 413. 

32 Bergson�s philosophy, Gourgouris notes, provides the theoretical armature of 
Sorel�s myth because it postulates the possibility of personal and social �catalytic 
moments� where �an imagined alterity is achieved by invoking the experience of 
the past � not in order to repeat it, but in order to peel off the accumulated inertia 
of culture on the way to a rejuvenated history. The general strike exemplifies a 
moment of imagined alterity, whether it will actually succeed or not,� Gourgouris, 
�The Concept of the Mythical,� 1500-01. 

33 Marco Gervasoni, Georges Sorel: una biografia intellettuale. Socialismo e 
liberalismo nella Francia della belle époque (Milan: Unicopli, 1997), 303. 

34 Gourgouris, �The Concept of the Mythical,� 1500n, emphasis in the original; Gour-
gouris, �Enlightenment and Paranomia,� 149. 

35 Lujo Brentano (1844-1931) was a German economist and socialist; Edward 
Spencer Beesly (1831-1915) was an English historian and positivist and a mem-
ber of the First International. 

36 A utopia is for Sorel �le produit d�un travail intellectual� (�an intellectual product�): 

elle est l�oeuvre de théoriciens qui, après avoir observé et discuté les faits, cher-
chent à établir un modèle auquel on puisse comparer les sociétés existantes pour 
mesurer le bien et le mal qu�elles renferment ; c�est une composition d�institutions 
imaginaires, mais offrant avec des institutions réelles des analogies assez gran-
des pour que le juriste en puisse raisonner ; c�est une construction démontable 
dont certains morceaux ont été taillés de manière à pouvoir passer (moyennant 
quelques corrections d�ajustage) dans une législation prochaine. [�] l�utopie a 
toujours eu pour effet de diriger les esprits vers des réformes qui pourront être ef-
fectuées en morcelant le système. 

it is the work of theorists who, after observing and discussing the facts, seek to 
establish a model to which they can compare existing societies in order to esti-
mate the amount of good and evil they contain; it is a combination of imaginary 
institutions having sufficient analogies to real institutions for the jurist to be able to 
reason about them; it is a construction which can be broken into parts and of 
which certain pieces have been shaped in such a way that they can (with a few 
alterations) be fitted into future legislation. [�] the effect of utopias has always 
been to direct men�s minds towards reforms which can be brought about by 
patching up the system. (RV 43-44/28-29) 

37 Gourgouris, �The Concept of the Mythical,� 1501-02. 
38 Willy Gianinazzi notes the striking similitude between the oppositions 
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utopie/mythe and force/violence: just like utopia, on an ideological level, atrophies 
the freedom to invent and create, so force, on a political level, creates that school 
of obedience which founds the State; myth and violence constitute their respective 
negations. Cf. Gianinazzi, Naissance du mythe moderne, 90-91. 

39 This exaltation of an action deprived of a project marked the history of Sorel�s re-
ception: it lends itself easily to voluntaristic readings which exalt the revolutionary 
whim of privileging action for action�s sake. Cf. among others, Goisis, Sorel e i 
soreliani, 125. 

40 Though a Jewish element is also present in Marx�s refusal of figuring the future. 
41 Steiner, �The True Politician,� 69n. To my knowledge, the only study entirely de-

voted to the topic � albeit not only in Benjamin�s early works, but in his thought as 
a whole � is Michael Lowy, �L'anarchisme messianique de Walter Benjamin,� Les 
Temps modernes 40e annee 447 (October 1983), 772-94. 

42 Verallgemeinerung (generalisation), Benjamin writes in �Zur Kritik der Gewalt,� 
�dem Merkmal der Gerechtigkeit [�] widerspricht� (�contradicts the nature of 
justice,� GS 2.1:196/SW 1:247). 

43 Decision is etymologically related to caesura: the English decision comes from the 
Latin de- (off) and caedere (to cut), the German Entscheidung is composed of ent- 
(off, from) and scheiden (to divide), and both echo the Greek krisis, from krinein 
(to separate). 

44 A similar fragment, �Die Bedeutung der Zeit in der moralischen Welt� (�The Mean-
ing of Time in the Moral Universe,� 1921), adds an important point: if the mythic 
logic of law is that of Vergeltung (retribution), in the moralischen Welt (moral uni-
verse) (which is opposed to that of law) it is Vergebung (forgiveness) that comes 
out to meet the mythic world. It is time (to which retribution is indifferent) which 
constitutes the �laute Sturm der Vergebung� (�tempestuous storm of forgiveness�), 
a �reinigende Orkan� (�purifying hurricane�) which, in the process of obliterating 
the traces of guilt and misdeeds, �die Erde darum verwüsten müßte� (�must lay 
waste to the world�). �Gottes Zorn [braust] im Sturm der Vergebung durch die 
Geschichte, um alles dahinzufegen, was in den Blitzen des göttlichen Wetters auf 
immer verzehrt warden müßte� (�God�s fury roars through history in the storm of 
forgiveness, in order to sweep away everything that would be consumed forever in 
the lightning bolts of divine wrath,� GS 6:97-98/SW 1:286-87). 

45 I find therefore ambiguous Hamacher�s emphasis on strike/pure violence as the 
manifestation of sociality tout court, the �sheer mediacy of all social relations,� 
�one which does not permit itself to become effective in any form other than as the 
bare minimum of its existence,� Hamacher, �Afformative, Strike,� 120-21. 

46 As it is known, the dating of this fragment remains a puzzle: Scholem dates it from 
the early 1920s, and the editors of the Gesammelte Schriften, Tiedemann and 
Schweppenhauser, sided with him; Adorno recalls that Benjamin read it to him in 
San Remo in late 1937 or early �38, and dates it from this period; the editors of the 
English translation in the Selected Writings preferred Adorno�s thesis. I use it here 
for the consonance of motifs and terminology with the other texts under scrutiny. 

47 A study of this point can be found in Ashraf Noor, �Walter Benjamin: Time and 
Justice,� Naharaim: Zeitschrift für deutsch-jüdische Literatur und Kulturgeschichte, 
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1.1 (August 2007), 38-74. 
48 Cf. Goisis, Sorel e i soreliani, p. 31. Christopher Finlay emphasises that, as such, 

violence is fundamental in the transformation, and thus construction, of a �revolu-
tionary subjectivity.� Cf. Christopher J. Finlay, �Violence and Revolutionary Subjec-
tivity: Marx to �i�ek,� European Journal of Political Theory 5.4 (2006), 382. 

49 These values are set against what Sorel calls �lâcheté bourgeoise, qui consiste à 
toujours céder devant la menace de violences� (�bourgeois cowardice, which con-
sists in always surrendering before the threat of violence�): the bourgeoisie is con-
demned to death and disappearance because of its moral lassitude and deca-
dence (RV 86/62-63). This however constitutes a problem for the class struggle: 
the doctrine of the catastrophic revolution, conveyed by the proletarian general 
strike, is applicable only if the opposition between bourgeoisie and proletariat is 
extreme and irreconcilable. This is why Sorel opposes reformism, humanitarianism 
and all doctrines of social peace, which have abrutie (stupefied) the European na-
tions; he wants therefore a capitalist class that be énergique (energetic) and 
�franchement et loyalement réactionnaire� (�frankly and consistently reactionary,� 
(RV 234/178), so to re-gain �les qualities belliqueuses qu�il possédait autrefois� 
(�the warlike qualities it formerly possessed�). Proletarian violence can force the 
decadent bourgeoisie to seek its former energy and thus reach its historical per-
fection (RV 107/78). Sorel writes: 

Si une classe capitaliste est énergique, elle affirme constamment sa volonté de 
se défendre ; son attitude franchement et loyalement réactionnaire contribue, au 
mois autant que la violence prolétarienne, à marquer la scission des classes qui 
est la base de tout le socialisme. 

If a capitalist class is energetic, it is constantly affirming its determination to de-
fend itself; its frank and consistently reactionary attitude contributes at least as 
greatly as proletarian violence towards keeping distinct that cleavage between 
the classes which is the basis of all socialism. (RV 234/178) 

50 The great Napoleonic battle is �celle qui écrase définitivement les vaincus� (�the 
one that will crush the vanquished definitively,� RV 86/63), the critical and defini-
tive caesura in history. 

51 Goisis writes that, according to Guy-Grand, La Guerre et la paix was greatly ad-
mired in the syndicalist circles and was considered Proudhon�s masterpiece. In it, 
the syndicalists saw the exaltation of agonism as lifestyle and shared the main 
premise, what they called the kernel of Proudhon�s thought, the discovery of a 
warring spirit. Cf. Goisis, Sorel e I soreliani, 64-69. 

52 On the strike compared to war, cf. RV 211/159ff. 
53 Hannah Arendt notes that �the new values turn out to be not very new. They are a 

sense of honour, desire for fame and glory, the spirit of fighting without hatred and 
�without the spirit of revenge�, and indifference to material advantages,� Hannah 
Arendt, On Violence (San Diego, New York, London: Harcourt Brace & Company, 
1970), 70. 

54 Müller, �Myth, Law and Order,� 469-70. 



Prior to Law and Subsequent to Understanding: 

Benjamin as a Student of the Law 

Stephanie Polsky 

Entering Benjamin’s Legal World 

Over the course of his intellectual career, the cultural critic Walter Ben-
jamin became preoccupied with analysing certain political and philosophical 
trends within German society that indicated a pending collapse of society 
itself and the eventual annihilation of its inhabitants. Through careful obser-
vation he concluded that the German people were subject to systematic 
violence brought on by collective forces in government and ideology. A 
conspicuous absence of esteem for individual agency, coupled with an un-
conditional adherence to the group mentality, signalled a decline in their 
social conscience. As a result of this individuals were left profoundly vul-
nerable within their communities. This collective character of acquiescence 
paved the way for their society to stagnate politically and ideologically, 
eventually resulting in the rise of German fascism. 

Parliamentary democracy failed in Germany throughout the 1920s. 
The German legislature promised the German people a non-violent means 
of dealing with its political affairs, making every effort to reach its decisions 
through compromise. This approach, by the end of the 1920s, had proven 
to satisfy no one and left politics vulnerable to the influence of more out-
wardly violent forms of law making, included amongst them fascist dictator-
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ship. This void in political satisfaction invited the worst aspects of German 
collectivity to come forth, elements of which came together to form a social 
catastrophe of unprecedented scope. The relentless distortion of the law 
would play a key role in the march toward catastrophe. Rather than pro-
ceeding toward democratic progress, the law served to increasingly limit 
the civil agency of German citizens and in so doing authorised the rise of 
autocratic rule. 

By 1933 National Socialism had officially taken hold in Germany and a 
state of emergency had been declared such that the law was in a state of 
suspension, or more precisely, in a state of exception toward the rules 
which governed it. As National Socialism solidified its hold on power, it 
concurrently raised an assault on civil liberties and human rights in German 
society, such that the condition of life under the law became increasingly 
perilous for its people. The law became � for all intents and purposes � in-
comprehensible to the average German citizen. The fear that accompanied 
such change began to exert tremendous pressure on certain elements of 
German society, severely compromising their recognition as citizens with 
rights under the law. In such a state of affairs, those citizens classified as 
unworthy of life in the Reich continued to proliferate in their aberrant forms, 
most notably amongst the Jewish population of the state. Benjamin con-
tended that the threat to these individuals could only disappear with the 
demise of the present distorted order and the restoration of the law. 

 Responding to such conditions, Benjamin made it his intellectual task 
to predict the contours of German society�s coming annihilation and with it 
the divine redemption of the individuals who had been its victims. By the 
mid-1930s his task became focused on the works of one critical figure in 
particular, Franz Kafka. Even in his youth, Benjamin was taken with textual 
practices of counteractualisation such as diary writing and literary corre-
spondence as a means with which to critically offset what he viewed as the 
modern failings of German society. Later on in life, he became fascinated 
with the letters Kafka wrote, which he believed provided insight into the di-
vine power of the universe. The hope they portrayed was of another, better 
world to come, and of a future beyond annihilation. Benjamin hoped that 
these literary enterprises might outstrip the reach of oblivion and in so do-
ing materialise an opening to a world to come. 

The agent who would be charged with fulfilling this hope for both Ben-
jamin and Kafka was the figure of the student. For Kafka, being a student 
holds a special and unique responsibility because for him it brings about 
the potential reversal of historical events and the advent of a new time. The 
student is the figure that has no chance of surviving humanity, and yet 
hopes to transmit something to the beyond that will aid future existence. 
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Benjamin and Kafka both believed that it was humanity�s role in history to 
ultimately fail, so as to make way for other kinds of life to emerge in its 
place. It is for this reason that humanity is subject to recrimination by a 
mythic law based on a glorified human authority. Such a system of law, at 
least ostensibly, claims to adhere to a truth. Such a law moreover is one 
that they remain blissfully unaware of prior to the time of their apprehension 
by it. It is these victims of a distorted and corrupt mythic or state law who 
will preside alongside God on the day when the divine law, which is cur-
rently in suspension, is finally resumed. They perish because they look 
back to history as a continuum for answers to what amounts to a revolu-
tionary break with traditional forms of existence, the collapse of mankind it-
self. In the wake of German fascism liberal society has lost its traditional 
supports and has become the subject for a law that exists merely as a hol-
low form of representation, where all of its subjects are potentially also its 
victims. Their recourse to historicism in tackling this precarious situation 
means that they can only look backward without any means of looking for-
ward to what that condition must eventuate; the destruction or sacrifice of 
all humankind. Perhaps it is only a complacent fool or a lazy student who 
grasps history in such a way as to allow revolutionary happening to surpass 
his apprehension time and time again. Students of history who proceed in 
such a way accelerate the catastrophe. Benjamin�s object in writing is not 
to forestall this catastrophe, but rather to signal other types of students to 
adhere to a different sense of justice, of timing and authority for this world 
and also its possible successors. 

 

Collective Suffering 

As early as 1925 Benjamin became preoccupied with a certain set of 
coordinates within European society that signalled a pending annihilation of 
its inhabitants. In his book One Way Street he speaks of �the quite remark-
able stabilities of an entirely new kind that underlie the present situation.�1 
These stabilities doubled as political and economic forces. They were silent 
and invisible, and operated within a zone of the law that was beyond nego-
tiation. In the face of them there was no option but surrender, and the fro-
zen expectation that a reckoning would soon follow. Benjamin believes that 
inflation is not the cause of this crisis in Germany society, nor the weight of 
war reparations. For him there is another source that needs to be exposed 
so as to �uncover the dark powers that hold his life in thrall.�2 The origin of 
these dark powers remains hard to get at because it is located at the very 
core of the German people themselves. They are an isolated people 
amongst the Central Europeans, and for this the reason, according to Ben-
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jamin, they are victim to interiorised violence. This violence is �incompre-
hensible to outsiders and wholly imperceptible to those imprisoned by it, 
with which circumstances, squalor and stupidity here subjugated people 
entirely to collective forces, as the lives of savages alone are subjected to 
tribal laws.�3

What was conspicuously absent from this diagnosis was any concept 
of individual force exerted against the mass. Rather, Benjamin seems to be 
suggesting that this trait was forfeit in the Germans, and that their individual 
psyches have somehow submitted unconditionally to the group mentality, in 
a founding act of community that is totally obscured from their understand-
ing. People were concerned much more about preserving their own dignity, 
than in facing the general failure of society to accommodate its people. 
Everyone reacted to this sight with a further inwardness, such that one�s 
standpoint became increasingly isolated from the context of civil life. Great-
ness thus diminished amongst a veil of mediocrity and wilful indifference. 
Humanity seemed to be dissipating within such individuals, as people con-
tinue to overcome "secret resistances," accommodate further coldness and 
isolation they came into contact with, accept a "surliness" from civil ser-
vants which borders on abuse, and finally become hindered to such a de-
gree, that their movement as people became imperceptible.4 They assume 
the static form of community. In this way they become victim to a "universal 
delusion," standing in mass formation, they are subject to "mirages of a glo-
rious cultural future breaking upon [them] overnight in spite of it all, for eve-
ryone was committing to the optical illusions of his isolated standpoint."5

 Benjamin sensed as early as 1926 that �for the suffering communities 
there is only one limit beyond which things cannot go: annihilation.�6 The 
question for Benjamin was therefore not whether humanity would breach 
that limit, but how and through what manner of agency. An increasingly 
volatile discernment of law certainly would play a key role in the proceed-
ings. The dictates were all there in the form of signs and symbols, a verita-
ble signature of those responsible, one only had to look to see them. But 
then that was the difficulty: so many had been made blind by the dazzling 
prospect of progress that most failed to see what was ahead of them. 

The Character of the Law 

Responding to such conditions, Benjamin made it his personal task to 
predict the contours of the coming annihilation. As such it became the key 
concern for Benjamin�s critical enterprise throughout the 1930s. By the mid-
1930s this concern became focused more narrowly around the works of 
one critical figure in particular, Franz Kafka. There is a famous correspon-
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dence between Walter Benjamin and Gershom Scholem that date from late 
1934 and that centres on the significance of the law in Kafka�s writings. It 
had been more than a year since National Socialism had officially taken 
hold in Germany and a state of emergency had been declared such that 
the law was in a state of suspension, or more precisely, in a state of excep-
tion toward the rules which governed it. In a series of letters, based loosely 
around Benjamin�s ongoing work on Kafka, they discuss the character of 
law as it stands within the context of this period of ongoing crisis. 

In a letter dated September 20, 1934, Scholem defines the relation of 
the law described in Kafka�s Trial as the �Nothing of revelation,� intending 
by this expression to name �a state of life in which revelation appears to be 
without meaning in which it still asserts itself, in which it has validity but no 
significance. A state in which the wealth of meaning is lost, and what is in 
process of appearing (for revelation is such a process) still does not disap-
pear, even though it is reduced to the zero point of its own content, so to 
speak.�7 According to Scholem, a law that finds itself in such a condition is 
not absent but rather appears in the form of its unrealisability. �The pupils 
of whom you speak at the end are not so much those who have lost the 
Scripture but rather those who cannot decipher it.�8 Benjamin finds 
Scholem�s understanding of a law being in force without significance objec-
tionable based on his opinion that �a law that has lost its content ceases to 
exist and becomes indistinguishable from life.�9 �Whether the pupils have 
lost it or whether they are unable to decipher it comes down to the same 
thing, because without the key that belongs to it, the Scripture is not Scrip-
ture but life, the life as it is lived in the village at the foot of the hill on which 
the castle is built.�10

In reading Benjamin, Agamben contends: �Law that becomes indistin-
guishable from life in a real state of exception is confronted by life that, in a 
symmetrical but inverse gesture, is entirely transformed into law.�11 I would 
argue that it is on this point of subsistence versus absorption before the law 
that the virtual fate of the bare life meets with its real life consequence. It is 
here, in a real state of exception, that Benjamin�s formulation of an assigni-
fying law outstrips the virtual limitations of Scholem�s configuration of that 
same principle and emerges as the real life threshold of this new era of 
biopolitics. For in a biopolitical era, bare life is compelled to fold back upon 
itself, to invert its liberties toward a proliferation of state orders, to offer the 
body itself as a foundation for the assertion of sovereign power, for the 
transference of an assignifying law. 

Moreover, Benjamin grasps, better than most critics of his time, how 
this condition of life under a law that is for all intents and purposes assigni-
fying, influences writers like Kafka to transform themselves and their char-
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acters in response to tremendous pressures exerted on the organic body 
and �assume the form things assume in oblivion,� meaning that �they are 
distorted.�12 Benjamin goes on to cite a litany of examples of this distortion: 
�The cares of the family man, which no one can identify, are distorted; the 
bug, of which we know all too well, which represents Gregor Samsa is dis-
torted; the big animal, half lamb, half kitten, for which �the butcher�s knife� 
might be �a release� is distorted. These figures are connected by a long se-
ries of figures with the prototype of distortion, the hunchback.�13 These 
creatures occupy a corporeality that is composed solely out of writing, or 
more specifically a writing-as-witnessing, as such they could hold a place in 
a world so distorted that the virtual exception of the law now exists as a real 
state of exception. Under such a state of affairs these demonic creatures 
will continue to proliferate in their aberrant forms and can only disappear 
with the restoration of the law. This is interpreted by Agamben as an event 
wherein the law �being in force without significance has come to an end.�14 
Persisting in this state of distortion helps these abysmal creatures to elude 
what Agamben calls �the absolute intelligibility of a life wholly resolved into 
writing� which �corresponds to the impenetrability of writing that, having be-
come indecipherable now appears as life.�15 This is the condition a true-life 
figure like Benjamin faces, i.e., one who bears witness to the law in the 
states of exception. �Only at this juncture of reality do the terms distin-
guished and kept united by the relation of � (bare life and the form of the 
law) abolish each other and enter into a new dimension.�16 Benjamin would 
argue that the cusp of this dimension had already emerged within proto-
fascist Berlin prior to National Socialism�s official assumption of power in 
1933, through an era in which, as Agamben would have it, 

[the] state of exception turned into rule signals law�s fulfilment and 
it�s becoming indistinguishable from the life over which it ought to 
order. Confronted with this imperfect nihilism that would let nothing 
subsist indefinitely in the form of a being in force without signifi-
cance, Benjamin proposes a messianic nihilism that nullifies even 
the Nothing and lets no law remain in force beyond its own con-
tent.17

Prior to the arrival of this nullification, the existence and body of Walter 
Benjamin are left to coincide with National Socialism, destined to contend 
with its influence, as the state of exception could not be separated out from 
the bare life of any individual residing in Berlin in the era National Socialism 
came to envelope. Under such an exceptional rule of law his existence, his 
very body coincided with National Socialism to such a profound extent it 
began not just to resemble, or imitate the affects of National Socialism on 
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his person, but to actually rhizomatically manifest them in such a way that it 
became impossible to distinguish a causal agent of mutual transformation 
going on between the comportment of body and the comportment of the 
law. His body, thus written over with a force of law that was at once assigni-
fying and profoundly consequential, meant that for Walter Benjamin one�s 
only form of agency was to become a point of view on the events which fol-
lowed in its immanent wake; to become National Socialism�s witness and 
thus its reporter. Benjamin�s outward strategy is to assume the role of a 
materialist historiographer, �a chronicler who recites events without distin-
guishing between the major and minor ones.�18 On an interior track we find 
Benjamin�s assuming that same strategy, rereading his own existence for 
markers of a coming oblivion. In doing so his mission adheres to �the fol-
lowing truth: nothing that has ever happened should be regarded as lost 
history.�19 To recover that history is to redress the law itself and therein to 
draw out another territory in which justice might finally take place. 

Reverse Sentencing 

Benjamin�s interest in pursuing such a mandate stems back to his ear-
liest student writings, dating from the 1910s. In his aptly titled essay �The 
Metaphysics of Youth,�20 Benjamin attempts to perfom �dialectics at a 
standstill,� by installing abrupt blockages into his own personal history and 
forcing out of them formerly obscured meanings. Should this experiment 
work it could be applied on a meta-level to world history, the history of civi-
lization. Benjamin referred to the blockages he wished to conjure as �mo-
nads.� These monads configure themselves according to a logic of forces: 
�When thinking suddenly stops in a configuration pregnant with tensions, it 
gives that configuration a shock, by which it crystallises into a monad.�21 
For Benjamin, thinking �involves not only the flow of thoughts, but their ar-
rest as well.�22 For Benjamin, monads, these blockages to thought, present 
us with a tremendous opportunity: �a revolutionary chance in the fight for an 
oppressed past.�23 What was needed still was to find the source of the 
shock that would allow crystallisation of a memory to take place. The diary 
was the device Benjamin experimented with in hopes of summoning a 
�shock,� or sensational realisation into being, so as to study its essence 
more thoroughly. Wherein his study of the �The Metaphysics of Youth� 
commences with a section called �The Diary.� 

In it, Benjamin puts forth the idea that through the diary one is able to 
direct words as though they formed a ray of light. Later, through a course of 
translations, this ray of light might then come to articulate itself as a ray of 
time. Indeed, what can best be wished for in writing a diary over time, ac-
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cording to Benjamin's guidelines, is the literal petrifaction of one�s words, 
transforming what had initially been experienced in life as a series of hy-
persubjective flashes of recognition into something immortal, fossilised, and 
finally perfected through script. A youthful Benjamin believes that words re-
corded in his diary will have a momentous afterlife long after he has passed 
away. Whilst he is still alive each of the flashes of recognition he records in 
his diary further inform his experiences, which in turn spark the words to 
burn more brightly. The heat from these words spark still further, causing 
words to fuse the course of events into a constellation, which is then able to 
join up with an older, related configuration � the subject's own previously 
wished for outcomes. 

It would seem that Benjamin�s ultimate wish as a diarist is nothing 
short of human liberation from mortality, a victory of youthful energy over 
the ravages of time. He finds however, that it is not bodies, nor the self tyr-
annically encased in the �I,� which get to mingle with immortality. Instead, 
he finds it is the word alone that has the privilege to glow of its own accord, 
and prosper beyond the realm of human dimension. For Benjamin, the 
word�s glow posseses a quality similar to twilight, in that its radiance 
springs from an ambiguous origin. Indeed, the word�s luminosity must be 
related to more prosaic phenomenon, namely the author�s experience, in 
order to comprehend its nuance, its meaning, its placement within the order 
of things. Such associative thinking comes into play in Benjamin�s descrip-
tion of twilight as a juncture �where ideas relate to things as constellations 
to stars.�24

Moreover it would seem that as we grow in experience, these associa-
tions align themselves with a constellation of previously held pleasures. 
These pleasures most often coincide with a �yearning for the self, a desire 
for youth, a lust for power, a desire to pass calmly through the days to 
come, and the pleasures of idleness,�25 and make themselves known in 
momentary flashes when these desires would seem to be actualised. This 
actualisation however is illusory insofar as these flash-ups of desire take a 
parallel route to experience, rerouting themselves through the pages of the 
diary. How is this possible? Benjamin describes the diary as �the unfa-
thomable document of a life never lived, the book of a life in whose time 
everything that we experienced inadequately is transformed into experi-
ence perfected.�26 By that same token we can assume that desire too is 
perfected in this act of documentation. 

This begs the question of how Benjamin, �who will write in his diary 
only at intervals and will never complete it, because he will die,�27 can ex-
pect to attain such perfection having left behind so many examples of in-
complete documentation? A clue lies with Benjamin�s phrase, �it is the 
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document of a life never lived.�28 Indeed, it would seem Benjamin is argu-
ing that the diary is in fact a document of counteractualisation. Its function 
is nothing short of the counteractualisation of a life and therein of desire it-
self if we understand desire to be a process of living and not life�s outcome, 
its lack, its blockage. Benjamin�s comments imply that the diary is a kind of 
rogue asssemblage of desire which need not concern itself with the pro-
clivities of �calendar time, clock time, and stocking exchange time� which 
send its author �trembling� on the brink of mortality.29 By contrast the �I� of 
our diary plunges into this brink happily and with abandon. It, unlike its au-
thor, is free to make its own time, be its own agent; intimating all the while 
that it holds inside it, what Deleuze refers to as �the value of what could 
have happened.�30 Its words �mime what effectively occurs� in the experi-
ence of the author, and therein in it works �to double the actualisation [of 
those events] with counter-actualisation,�31 creating a radical parabasis be-
tween the author and the diary itself. This margin allows the author to iden-
tify with the events that befall him, but with the added advantage of viewing 
them at a critical distance. Therein the diary would appear to double events 
in such a way as to �give the truth of the event the only chance of not being 
confused with their actualisation,� according to Deleuze's logic.32

This is not to say that events do not catch up with the author himself, 
but they do so along the lines of a fault of character as opposed to fate. In 
one of the last sentences of this section Benjamin writes: �we shall befall 
ourselves,�33 meaning that it is none other than ourselves which we con-
tend with in life. It is nowhere else than the dark recesses of our character, 
the folds of the self, that we confront our greatest challenge as individuals, 
as authors of the illusive �I.� Therein the diarist must always begin his ac-
count in the middle of the night, by describing the darkness that enfolds 
him, the circumstances that obscure his perception, his unique zone of ex-
pression. 

By the same token if the author has lost his way, if his narrative drive 
forward has been dimmed by the forces beyond his true understanding, if 
his door has been darkened with �terrible bad luck,� then he must go by the 
way of light: he must look to the stars. He must write himself out of this di-
lemma. Moreover, he must chart a course parallel to the events that befall 
him, parallel with a course in which he befalls himself. He can only move 
events by starting his journey with a detour away from words, starting in-
stead with a quest for personal enlightenment, for meaning within his own 
life. Benjamin writes in a letter of 1916 to Herbert Belmore: 

We are in the middle of the night. I once tried to combat it with words 
[�] At the time I learned that whoever fights against the night must 
move its deepest darkness to deliver up its light and that words are 
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only a way station in this major life struggle: and they can be the fi-
nal station only when they are never the first.34

Even at this early stage Benjamin is aware that he must circumvent words 
in order to eventually, strategically direct them. Therein, Benjamin�s long 
range thinking becomes preoccupied with the notion of delivering up the 
light of discourse. In the short term, and as a means of training himself to-
ward this greater task, he occupies himself with the task of confronting the 
limits of his own character. 

He commences this task in earnest in December of 1926, if somewhat 
haphazardly depositing himself into another politico-linguistic context alto-
gether, that of Soviet Moscow in the early years of Communist Party rule. 
For Benjamin this is a place, at least potentially, where the illuminating de-
vice of discourse, in particular leftist discourse, might be directed differently 
than in Benjamin�s local neighbourhood of West Berlin. The particular leftist 
discourse that guides Benjamin there emanates from the Bolshevik revolu-
tionary theatre director Asja Lacis, his former intimate and the inspiration 
for his most recent piece of writing, One Way Street. It is she that con-
vinced him of the value of keeping his ear attuned to the guttural noises 
emanating from the street, encouraging him to listen to the groan coming 
up from a corrupted political engine and to gauge the exhaust choked-up 
by the enervation of society. Through her coarse tutelage, Benjamin was 
able to become an engineer of sorts, mastering the tempo of a coming to-
talitarianism, through familiarising himself with its preliminary measures, 
volumes and intensities. 

It was not just noise that concerned Benjamin, but speech in particular, 
and most especially, speech as it translated itself into writing. This preoc-
cupation eventually took the form of transcribing earlier conversations into 
a diary, so as to be able to access them at a later time that would give fur-
ther insight into the depth of their meaning. This lent them an attribute of 
contemplation formerly denied to them as speech acts. In the diary they 
functioned like a recording, available to endless playback and looping, in 
line with new material that was introduced later on. These conversations 
thus became indexical, historical and even archival, in the sense that they 
allowed the reader to concentrate on a particular exchange between two 
individuals as a minor conduit to world history itself. The resonance of 
these exchanges mapped out a trajectory that was not only personally in-
structive but also politically audible. By the time Benjamin reached Moscow 
in late 1926, the diary became a chief apparatus in his critical inventory. 
Moreover it became Benjamin�s primary tool of political self-education. The 
path of enquiry utilising this form may have begun with Asja Lacis, but it 
soon transferred itself onto an array of figures, including perhaps the most 
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infamous of all, Bertolt Brecht. Within a single year of their meeting in 1929, 
Benjamin �had produced a folder of diaries about his conversations with 
Brecht and an historic, ten-year [political dialogue] was launched.�35 It con-
tinued uninterrupted until the time of Benjamin�s death in 1940. 

Note Correspondences: Benjamin 

Benjamin maintained a second, parallel repository for political discus-
sion in the form of lengthy correspondences. Those he remained most loyal 
to in letter writing were figures he was least likely to have dialogues with in 
person. This did not present a hindrance to Benjamin�s critical enterprise, 
but rather he viewed them as a more intimate, candid format in which to 
speak about his person in relation to his work. Benjamin was a fastidious, 
perhaps even compulsive correspondent. The letters, particularly with fig-
ures such as Gershom Scholem, functioned as a lifeline; a tie to the Berlin 
of his youth that was dissipating before his eyes. Without a scholar like 
Benjamin to record and appropriate them, they would surely be cast onto 
the scrap heap of history unnoticed and unvalued. Letter writing became 
the first port of their salvation. Once secured discursively, he could distil 
them into critical form at a more fortuitous stage of his understanding. 
These missives lingered for an indefinite period, to be picked up on by the 
addressee or not as the case may be. The ones that were picked up often 
made it into essay form, however the majority were not realised this way 
and thus their actualisation remained only at the level of the virtual, their 
potentiality still remaining to be tapped. 

Note Correspondences: Kafka  

Kafka shared a critical affinity with Benjamin in these years, concen-
trating on his own unique recording of language in his various short stories. 
Similar to Benjamin, two formats far surpassed Kafka�s experimentations 
with that literary form, the diary and the letter. Whereas story writing had 
proven itself to be an arduous, tortuous process of extraction for Kafka, dia-
ries and letters simply flowed from him in an almost relentless torrent. It 
had been this way since his youth. What he also shared in common with a 
youthful Benjamin was the desire to become his writing and for writing to 
somehow counteractualise what he had up until then endured as life. 

The letters Kafka wrote did not need to necessarily reach their ad-
dressee in time for a response, indeed Kafka would often write the next 
missive prior to receiving any word on the first one sent. This is evidenced 
by his letters to Felice, which often came in a series, offered at several 
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points in a given day. Indeed, on the other end she seemed superfluous, 
and often her comments did not in anyway correspond to what Kafka ex-
pressed concern about at a given moment. This rarely frustrated him, as 
the letters were perhaps only incidentally directed at her and on a more full 
scale were made as gestures to the universe to perhaps actualise another 
world of possibility beyond the one in which he now appeared to live. This 
would be a parallel world where another future beyond annihilation might 
exist and even flourish without humanity�s knowing. Perhaps he hoped that 
the letters collected in total and mounted densely beyond even oblivion 
might materialise a bridge to such a world to come. 

This made the writing of such letters a matter of utmost urgency, as 
they functioned as the only form of intervention left over for ordinary human 
beings, who no longer possessed any faith in understanding, but only a 
blind determination to follow along after the constant shifts in meaning hold-
ing them in sway. Kafka comported himself differently to others when hear-
ing these commands. Out of them he made a kind of unintelligible music. 
Indeed he had done so since he was a boy. In their analysis, Deleuze and 
Guattari find it remarkable when �Kafka tells how he as a child, repeated 
one of his expressions in order to make it take flight on a line of non-sense: 
�end of the month, end of the month.��36 Out of the diaries and letters, on 
the other hand, the goal was to compose �sonorous material,� that is to say 
material �that connected with its own abolition [�] a sonority that ruptures 
in order to break away from a chain that is still all too signifying.�37 Benja-
min devoted his research on Kafka to salvaging that sonorous material 
which teetered on the line of its abolition. His concerns for it extended well 
beyond just understanding the figure of Kafka himself. Benjamin was con-
vinced that reality, as it appeared in Kafka�s literary world, held great sig-
nificance for the fate of mankind dwelling contemporaneously in this world. 
Benjamin writes in a letter to Gershom Scholem, dated 12 June 1938: 

What I mean to say is that this reality could scarcely be experienced 
by than individual, and that Kafka�s world frequently so serene and 
so dense with angels, is the exact compliment of his epoch, an ep-
och that is preparing to annihilate the inhabitants of this planet on a 
massive scale. The experience that corresponds to Kafka as a pri-
vate individual will probably first become accessible to the masses at 
such time as they are about to be annihilated.�38

The terrible secret of the pending annihilation of mankind had been acces-
sible to Kafka since the time of his childhood and would continue to reso-
nate within him for the rest of his life. The fact that he experienced a sense 
of it as a private individual has vast influence on the quality of his life in this 
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world. Experience became something that he dreaded, and indeed avoided 
with care, as evidenced by the lack of immediacy and intimacy in much his 
relations with others. Indeed, when these instances of closeness do occur 
they are always mediated through writing and through reference to a previ-
ous history. In this way Kafka allows consciousness of what is happening 
around to occur incrementally, allowing for time to spread itself out and 
take on a spatial characteristic through the build up of little works of corre-
spondence all around him. This makes of his life something industrious, 
something worthy of effort, despite the temptation to succumb to nihilism in 
the face of imminent annihilation of the species of man. Kafka writes in a 
diary entry of 19 October 1921: 

Anyone who cannot come to terms with his life while he is alive 
needs one hand to ward off a little his despair over his fate � he has 
little success in this � but with the other he can note down what he 
sees among the ruins for he sees different (and more) things than do 
the others; after all, dead as he is in his own lifetime, he is the real 
survivor. This assumes that he does not need both hands, or more 
hands than he has, in his struggle against despair. 39

This entry suggests an elaborate mechanism of self-defence is being de-
ployed by Kafka at any time and that such an effort to record history cannot 
be the labour of a machine; rather, this is manual labour requiring the entity 
who carries it out not to be energised nor impassioned by what he plays 
witness to, but rather deadened by it. This deadening of the senses and 
moreover the concealment of passions, is the key to the survival or the op-
eration as well as its bearer. It is the procedural deadening that becomes 
characteristic early on such that in a diary entry of a decade early the 
reader can already glimpse its development. 

Kafka writes in his diary entry of 22 August 1911: �Without gaining a 
sense, the phrase �end of the month� held a terrible secret for me.�40 
Deleuze and Guattari argue that this is especially true �since it was re-
peated every month. Kafka himself suggested that if this expression re-
mained shorn of sense, this was due to laziness and �weakened curiosity.� 
It is well known that Kafka made this sort of negative suggestion to present 
or to hide the objects of his passion.�41 Benjamin�s analysis concurs with 
this supposition when he comments that �there is nothing more memorable 
than the fervour with which Kafka emphasized his failure.�42 If he wishes to 
cover up �the last day,� as something to put without examination beside the 
rest of the incomprehensible, perhaps it is because Kafka�s very devotion 
to study is at the core of his wilful misapprehension of its secret meaning. 

For Kafka, being a student holds a special and unique responsibility, be-
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cause for him it brings about the potential reversal of history and the advent 
of messianic time. If we look again at Kafka�s diary entry he remarks that 
�sometimes, it passed with no special sign, indeed with no special attention 
[�] and when the first happy day arrived, one again began to speak of the 
last day.�43 Thus, judgment day seems to be a routine, cyclical occurrence, 
an eternal return of the same happening. It becomes something akin to rit-
ual or tradition. 

Learn Sound Gestures 

As a boy Kafka asks his father on a number of occasions what the 
phrase �end of the month� means, but never actually understanding its 
meaning, he explains that �for a weakly stirring curiosity once risen to the 
surface is often already satisfied by a question and an answer without re-
quiring that it understand as well.�44 Thus, Kafka as a pupil of his father, 
learns by rote through blind memorisation. Thus he is a poor student never 
affording the clarity of understanding. He never experiences the rewards 
nor the hardships tied to this phrase, instead he is left with only the residue 
of the anxiety it produces within him unknowingly to contemplate. In this 
way he surrenders to the ritual of it, and for Benjamin this is the source of 
his failure. In Kafka there was �no farsightedness or �prophetic vision.� 
Kafka eavesdropped on tradition and one who listens hard does not see.�45 
This does not mean that Kafka made no effort as a student of tradition. For 
Benjamin in fact the opposite was true, eavesdropping required a great 
deal of effort, because 

only the most indistinct sounds reach the listener. There is no doc-
trine that one could learn and no knowledge that one could preserve. 
The things one wishes to catch as they rush by are not meant for 
anyone�s ears. This implies a state of affairs that negatively charac-
terises Kafka�s works with great precision.46

Benjamin�s comments indicate a kind of methodology at work in Kafka�s 
parables. If Kafka can be said to embody his parables, than he represents 
something of a new type of mankind, one who �sacrifices truth, for the sake 
of clinging to transmissibility.�47 Through making this his mode of comport-
ment in life, as well as it being the basis of his writing, Kafka is able to be-
come a kind of otherworldly figure insofar as he is utterly bereft of wisdom, 
and is rich in idiocy. In this way he becomes akin to the messenger whose 
dullness and stupidity, in only being able to convey the message but never 
to read or comprehend it, has the virtue in that it presumes nothing. This 
stance may be the only one of any use on the last day, because �someone 
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must be a fool if he is to help [�] and only a fool�s help is real help.�48 Still 
we do not know that this will actually help the human being. It may be that 
there is no hope for him. Rather, the hope comes from those who will sur-
vive him, who will witness his demise, and learn something from it. 

For Kafka, humanity�s role in history was ultimately to fail, so as to 
make way for other kinds of existence. For now mankind stands as the pu-
pils of tradition, who are �assistants� to those creatures for whom, in 
Kafka�s words, there is �an infinite amount of hope.�49 Therefore we must 
proceed from Kafka�s �categorical imperative: �Act in such a way that the 
angels have something to do.��50 This acting Benjamin refers to is the sort 
described by Kafka in his description of �The Nature Theatre of Oklahoma,� 
as a theatre of gestures where no system of meaning exists, and a sus-
tained understanding of them is thwarted by �ever-changing contexts and 
experimental groupings.�51 This experience mirrors Kafka�s own attempts at 
learning, because 

Kafka�s world is a world theatre. For him man is on stage from the 
very beginning. The proof in the pudding is the fact that everyone is 
accepted by the Nature Theatre of Oklahoma. What the standards 
for admission are cannot be determined. Dramatic talent, the most 
obvious criteria, seems to be of no importance. But this can be ex-
pressed in another way: all this is expected in that the applicants 
play themselves. It is no longer within the realm of possibility that 
they could, if necessary, be what they claim to be.52

In this way they are made out to be charlatans and fraudsters. Therein they 
are subject to recrimination by a law. A law that at least ostensibly claims to 
adhere to a truth, a law moreover they remain blissful unaware prior to the 
time of their apprehension. 

In the meantime they fill their days with practice. Pretending to be an-
gels, they pose in an ironic position to the law that would assure them of 
their guilt. They accept it without struggle. Therein they assume a pose of 
serenity before the law. �But for the fact that their wings are tied on, these 
angels might be real.�53 Still, for the majority of onlookers they continue to 
be recognised as merely students. These onlookers remain unaware of the 
fact that these youthful individuals are hoping to achieve redemption 
through close observation of the now-time and of history waiting in the 
wings. For that they are guilty. Their familiarity with this category makes it 
so that they often pass as descendants of �the augurs and the haruspices.� 
As such they remain eager �to reveal guilt and to point out the guilty� before 
God when Judgment Day arrived. 54 It is they who prepare for the arrival of 
justice, Natural law, the law of God. It is they who will preside alongside 
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God on the day when the law, which is currently in suspension, is finally re-
sumed. In the meantime, and prior to the law, �they study this role, and only 
a bad actor would forget a word or movement. For the members of the 
Oklahoma troupe, however, the role was their earlier life; hence the nature 
in this Nature Theatre.�55 It is thus childhood, which holds the key to inter-
preting justice. It is youth that remains open to this possibility, before the 
truth of civic law reigns in. 

It is not the apprehension of time, which is critical here, but rather the 
apprehension of space. Kafka�s boyhood wish to become a Red Indian is 
the dream of existing within an infinite amount of space. For Benjamin �a 
great deal is contained in this wish. Its fulfilment, which he finds in America, 
yield up its secret.�56 It is Amerika, the complement to America, a locale 
where the cipher K acts as gesture of counteractualised space, a space 
made entirely of writing, a space where �he experiences a rebirth on a new 
continent with a new name.�57 He has this experience moreover within the 
space of the Nature Theatre of Oklahoma; a place which no one and eve-
ryone can have experience at the same time, thus causing the experience 
to fissure, to fragment and to take on a spatial marking. It is the idle threat 
of the law that Karl Rossman must overcome to be admitted to this clan. 
The summons dictates that �at twelve o�clock the doors will shut and never 
be opened at again! A curse to those that do not believe us!�58 This threat 
resonates with another one from K.�s childhood, �End of the month! End of 
the month!� Whilst he initially felt fear with the coming of this summons, 
eventually he worked out that it came again and again in about 30 day-long 
cycles, and thus the desire to make intelligible this curse subsided as it be-
came something spatially tangible to him. However, the initial anxiety of the 
summons remained, signalling something premonitory or fateful was still 
within its makeup and thus its divulgence remained incomplete. 

Just as an uncompleted lesson hangs over the heads of the students, 
so too did Kafka�s mind feel weighted to his task. Some gesture toward that 
end had to eventually be made. The problem was that Kafka seems to 
have forgotten which gesture to make, or perhaps he was too lazy at the 
time to make it. The consequence was that he had to study all the ges-
tures, in hopes that he would hit upon the one he had forgotten to note in 
his childlike apprehension. In this sense he introduced the multitude of hu-
manity into himself and his study. In that way he becomes of assistance to 
them. As an assistant he also assumes the appearance of a student. In as-
suming the appearance of the student he assumes the features of the fool. 
In this way he becomes part of the clan of the unexpecting for whom fate 
hits the hardest, causing them to break away from the law and therefore to 
defect to another territory altogether, that of justice. This ambiguous privi-
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lege comes to them by way of their studies, and ironically from their strict 
adherence to the law they are theoretically aware of but in reality are oblivi-
ous to. Thus their learning takes place apart from reality and in the context 
of a care-taking that can be said to lie elsewhere. Benjamin offers: 

the law which is studied and not practiced any longer is the gate to 
justice. The gate to justice is learning. And yet Kafka does not dare 
attach to this learning the promises which tradition has attached to 
the study of the Torah. His assistants are sextons who have lost 
their house of prayer, his students are pupils who have lost their 
Holy Writ. Now there is nothing to support them on their, �untram-
melled, happy journey.�59

Thus they perish. They perish because their gesture of learning has lost its 
�traditional supports� and therein has become the subject for a �reflection 
without end.�60 They look backward without any means of looking forward. 
Perhaps, it is �only a sedate fool and clumsy assistant� who clings onto his-
tory in such a way as to allow the future to surpass him time and time 
again. For Benjamin this is the very key to his success, as �the burden can 
only be removed from behind,� in terms of redeeming mankind�s legacy on 
this earth.61 Those who race to the future thus race to catastrophe. 

�This much Kafka was absolutely sure of: first, that someone must be 
a fool if he is to help; second, that only a fool�s help is any help.�62 Still this 
help is bound to be of no use to humanity. It will only help the angels who 
surpass us in reality. But for those who are already dead to this world, this 
can be of some comfort still. For someone �whose everyday on earth 
brought him up against insoluble behaviour problems and undecipherable 
communications,� this foreknowledge that it would all pass perhaps pro-
vided him with some solace, some reassurance that he had survived, 
would survive, by keeping himself out of it, and by modestly offering his as-
sistance he would able to get by. 63

By declaring himself a survivor from the start, Kafka cheats the demon 
of finitude and is able to linger for a while longer in the space of tradition, 
attempting for the moment to negotiate some haphazard means of recollec-
tion. Here he proceeds with the serenity of a dreamer, despite the fact that 
its wisdom evades his grasp, and what surrounds him here is material that 
is at once �discredited and obsolete.�64 Some may see this journey as an 
act of mere folly. There is something more to it though for in the moment he 
has established a temporary blockage, a stoppage in the follow of history, 
by creating an adjacency to it, that is to say having it double up on itself, to 
exist in parallel to itself, through the aparallel relationship of wisdom to ru-
mour, from what is authorised to what is nonetheless transmissible without 
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authorisation. This creates a necessary tension within the space of the 
past, so as to affect a build up in the forces, which are meant to contain it. It 
is within this pregnant moment, that revelation and redemption mingle and 
the domain of the angels manifests itself briefly as a territory. This territory 
exists as a temporary rupture in the continuity. Viewed anteriorly it will have 
caused history to fragment, opening itself to the possibility of being read 
backward. It is within that sequencing of time that justice has the opportu-
nity to emerge and divinity to exert itself. 

We are still within the space of the law, but now it is in a position to of-
fer itself up to destruction, so as to expiate the wrongs of the past. To be 
sure this cannot be accomplished without the aid of violence, but what form 
that violence takes will be the subject of a fitting ending to these fateful 
events. Understanding what type of violence is most germane to intervene 
must become an object of study and of discourses that appear at first 
strange to one�s ear, as though they were formed in a different language of 
judgment to the one of our knowing. This is the task to which Kafka applied 
himself. It is also the one that is taken up by a still exuberant Benjamin in 
1921 as one of his earliest scholarly writings, the �Critique of Violence.� 

Place Non-Violence 

Commencing his study of violence requires Benjamin to make some 
challenging distinctions within that category from the outset of his argu-
ment. The fact that these distinctions eventually falter by the conclusion of 
the essay is to be expected, because their very apprehension comes as the 
result of temporary breaks in the flow of power as in the case of strike ac-
tion, or criminal escape; they are inevitably subject to re-absorption by state 
mandate. Thus Benjamin must extract mere instants from these continu-
ums of power in order to establish any sort of basis for his arguments. 

To begin his essay �Critique of Violence� Benjamin makes a distinction 
between mythic violence and divine violence. Mythic violence adheres to 
secular law, where divine violence answers to God alone. Benjamin defines 
mythic violence as a law-making violence, and divine violence as a vio-
lence that destroys secular law. There is another type of violence whose 
role is to turn the penalty of mythic judgment into material punishment. Its 
role, whilst connected to mythic power, exudes another quality of relation to 
the law. Its remit is a law-preserving violence and thus adds a further per-
mutation to Benjamin�s description of the forms of violence. This violence is 
that of the police, whose function is to not to promulgate law, but rather to 
impose it. Here there remains no legal criteria for action, rather its deci-
sions are based solely on the wilful use of force to carry out ends the law 
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alone cannot achieve. 
It is not what they do, but their presence itself that is useful for the ap-

prehension of violence as a kind of force. Benjamin describes the police 
presence as being �formless, like its nowhere tangible, all-pervasive, 
ghostly presence in the life of civilised states.�65 Such ghostly presence re-
sembles Benjamin�s description of the messengers in his essay on Kafka: 
they are �beings in an unfinished state. Kafka�s assistants are of that kind: 
neither members of, nor strangers to, any of the other groups of figures, but 
rather messengers from one to the other.�66 They act then as a kind of re-
lay between the guilty and the accuser, manifest only in the moment of 
passing on a decree through the force of their temporary appearance. What 
they deliver in their sway is a temporary glimpse into the dark powers that 
hold �life in thrall� which immanently appear, only to dissipate in the next in-
stance, as we endeavour to expose them67: 

There is none that is not either rising or falling, none that is not trad-
ing qualities with its enemy or neighbour, none that has completed 
its period or time and yet is unripe, none that is not deeply ex-
hausted and yet is only at the beginning of a long existence.68

In this sense their presence is fundamentally indiscernible and therefore 
conviction in them has to do within adopting a negative theology. �(Here a 
negative characterisation probably is altogether more fruitful than a positive 
one.)��69 This is because what is of value is not the discernment of their ap-
pearance necessarily, but rather the discernment of their activity. It is this 
activity that portends the subtle appearance of the law. Benjamin offers: 
�what may be discerned, subtly and informally, in the activities of these 
messengers is law in an oppressive and gloomy way for the whole group of 
these beings. None has a firm place in the world, firm, inalienable out-
lines.�70 These figures too experience the force of law, but unlike humanity, 
the finished beings, they are the ones �who are promised redemption by 
the myth,� the myth in Kafka�s time being the supremacy of state power. In 
return for the conformity to the law�s mandate, they, unlike their finished 
counterparts, take up as little space as possible in the state�s punitive 
imagination. For the state they act as a standing reserve of force and little 
else. Whereas the finished ones constantly threaten to override their allot-
ment of space feeling it their natural right under natural law �to move their 
bod[ies] in the direction of a desired goal.�71 Still, by doing so physically 
they are easily apprehended. What Kafka and Benjamin discerned is that if 
this action is applied to reading or study, another more fruitful outcome is 
possible by moving bodies of events, rather than one�s physical body, the 
law can somehow be temporarily evaded. In the sense the body itself be-
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comes useless in getting out of predicaments with the law, only the reversal 
of historical bodies will amount to the true release of justice and of judg-
ment toward a higher power. 

The police for their part seem to be moving in the opposite direction. 
Whilst according to Benjamin�s estimation, �police [�] everywhere appear 
the same,� it is the spirit within which they comport themselves that makes 
a real difference in the quality of their violence. For him, �it cannot be de-
nied that their spirit appears less devastating where they represent, in ab-
solute monarchy, the power of a ruler in which legislative and executive su-
premacy are united than in democracies where their existence elevated to 
no such relation, bears witness to the greatest conceivable degeneration of 
violence.�72 This begs the question of why on one hand the spirit of the po-
lice may be characterised as generative in what amounts to totalitarianism, 
and degenerative in the case of democracy? When parliamentary and rep-
resentative democracy becomes �radically corrupted at the point where it is 
joined to a modern police force that is inseparable from it, and becomes the 
source of its true legislative power.�73 This situation reveals the fact that in-
stitutions such as the police force within parliamentary democracy in their 
origin and outcome are attended by violence. Moreover, the violence that 
attends them is a law-making violence, the same law-making violence that 
subtends all state function. When joined to parliamentary power this mod-
ern policing force lingers around parliamentary democracy as a �ghost� that 
�demands the totality of the political space.�74 This demand for total control 
of the political domain withers away the democratic impulse, but not neces-
sarily the state itself, insofar as it is able to transform this political gesture of 
force which intertwines the action of the state with that of the police into a 
source of power not just over the political social life of its citizens, but ulti-
mately of their organic lives. 

In such a configuration of democratic power it quickly becomes impos-
sible to pinpoint who is responsible for the decision to use force against ci-
vilians. Moreover, the police in this modern scenario of state sovereignty do 
not limit their function to securing the peace of the land, but in this new ex-
panded incarnation administering all the functions of life for the state�s con-
stituency � including that of murder. When this function is adopted into sys-
tems of parliamentary democracy it becomes very difficult to distinguish 
their operation of sovereign authority from the executive or absolute forms 
of power which also take on mythical excess in terms of their law-making. 
Thus Benjamin is asserting there is very little material difference in the way 
laws are enforced between parliamentary and totalitarian regimes other 
than in the way the police are represented to the population. Whether posi-
tively or negatively portrayed, and in whatever function, they persist as the 
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nebulous figures of law enforcement. It is they who must preserve the 
state�s monopoly on violence regardless of which authoritative body they 
serve. 

What disturbs Jacques Derrida, in his critical interpretation of the �Cri-
tique of Violence� entitled �Force of Law,� are the fine distinctions Benjamin 
draws between mythic violence and divine violence, which he finds logically 
and morally untenable. Benjamin argues that mythic violence, as perpetu-
ated by the state, is a �mere manifestation of the existence of the gods,� 
rather than an expression of their pure intention.75 Mythic violence whilst 
purporting to represent the gods� intention, in reality enacts the state�s will 
and at the same time, attempts to usurp the gods� power. Mythic violence is 
immediately provoked by an offence, to take recourse in retribution toward 
the guilty party, regardless of whether or not that party was aware of their 
infringement of the law. Its recourse to immediate retribution �establishes a 
law far more than it punishes an infringement of one already existing.�76 It 
is for this reason that mythic violence is so destructive when directed to-
ward a given population; they remain largely ignorant of the law up until the 
very moment when they are apprehended by it and fall victim to its defini-
tive form of judgment. 

With divine violence, by contrast, �no judgment of the deed can be de-
rived from the law [�] so neither divine judgment nor the grounds for this 
judgment can be known in advance�77: 

Those who base a condemnation on all violent killing of one person 
by another on the commandment, [�thou shall not kill�] are therefore 
mistaken. It exists not as a criterion for judgment, but as a guideline 
for actions for persons or communities that have to wrestle with it in 
solitude or in exceptional cases, to take on themselves the respon-
sibility for ignoring it.78

Mythic violence focuses its judgment on what the deed does to the victim, 
whereas divine violence concerns itself with what it does to God and the 
doer. Derrida criticises Benjamin�s argument because �it provides no crite-
ria for judgment, one could not find in it the authority to automatically con-
demn any putting to death.�79 Such condemnation to Benjamin�s mind 
should never be automatic or universal, but rather any putting to death 
should be considered specifically on its own unique merits, �thus it was un-
derstood in Judaism, which expressly rejected the condemnation of killing 
in self-defence.�80 Derrida, in contrast to this, believes that all acts of mur-
der must be universally condemned on the grounds that all life is sacred. 
This criticism fails to grasp the essence of Benjamin�s argument that what 
is sacred in man�s life is not his life, but the justice of his life, which is 
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housed within himself and in God. The location of justice is not in the body 
of the victim who is killed, but in the body of perpetrator who kills. It is 
through examining the complex issue of responsibility, that one is finally 
able to separate out mythic judgment from divine reckoning. 

At the very moment when mythic violence emerges in its most imme-
diate and pure form to threaten life, divine violence simultaneously arises to 
fatally counter it and advocate for justice. Benjamin explains: �just as in all 
spheres God opposes myth, mythical violence is confronted with the di-
vine.�81 It is at this crucial instant, when mythic violence confronts its rival in 
divine violence, that Derrida fundamentally misapprehends their differing 
appearance on the scene of potential human annihilation. 

 Benjamin turns to God�s judgment on the company of Korah to illus-
trate the unique character of divine violence. In this event, divine violence 
�strikes privileged Levites, strikes them without warning, without threat and 
does not stop short of annihilation.�82 Benjamin asserts that divine violence 
�in annihilating� the Levites, �also expiates, and a deep connection between 
the lack of bloodshed and the character of this violence is unmistakable.�83 
Nonetheless, in reflecting on this description of divine violence, Derrida 
does mistake the character of divine violence for that of mythic violence, by 
equating the judgment of the Levites with the Nazi extermination of the 
Jews in the holocaust. Derrida interprets their function to be one and the 
same. As a result, he views Benjamin�s interpretation of divine violence as 
�terrifying� insofar as it �would make the holocaust an expiation and unde-
cipherable signature of the just and violent anger of God.�84 This terrifying 
misinterpretation of divine violence does not belong, however, to Benjamin, 
but to Derrida himself. The holocaust is not an act signed into law by God�s 
divine writ, but rather by the hand of a sovereign leader. In other words, it is 
an act of mythic rather than divine violence. Derrida is mistaken to think 
that the Holocaust in all its bloodiness is divine violence, as according to 
Benjamin�s criteria it is a classic example of mythic violence whose chosen 
symbol is wanton bloodshed, and of biopolitical retribution whose chosen 
focus is the cessation of organic life. 

 What underlines the holocaust further as an act mythic violence, is 
�the certainty of the perniciousness of historical function, the destruction of 
which thus become obligatory,� for divine violence to oppose.85 In contrast, 
divine violence is bloodless insofar as it acts as a corrective to history, as a 
counteractualisation of the worst transgressions of mythic forms of justice. 
Its violence is carried out in the name of the restoration of the law and of 
messianic time. Its judgment is based on the character of the people and is 
not rooted in any concept of fate. It relies on expression rather than the rep-
resentation to dole out the shape of its justice. Finally, it does not resort to 
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retribution, but rather punishment because its level of moral authority pro-
foundly exceeds that of the law. 

The actions of divine violence run parallel to human time. Divine vio-
lence is somehow able to counteractualises what humanity up until now 
had to endure as mere or organic life. Moreover, it suggests something of a 
greater existential order coming out of the act of annihilation, a purification 
of 

the guilty, not of guilt � but of the law [�]. Mythical violence is 
bloody power over mere life for its own sake, divine violence pure 
power over all life for the sake of the living. The first demands sacri-
fice, the other accepts it.86

Divine violence is educative on the order of this acceptance. Its student is 
the human being who attempts to mirror the power of God insofar as his 
study attempts to bring about the reversal of historical time and the advent 
of messianic time. His role is that of assistant to God. Derrida criticises 
such mirroring of God�s will as an act of mythic violence insofar as critique 
such as Benjamin�s of the parliamentary democracy, the Enlightenment 
and humanism may be complicit with eschatological thinking insofar as that 
they work to aid, not hinder an ideology of the �final solution� for mankind. 
In this judgment Derrida fails to acknowledge the scholar who engages in 
such an educational task does not hope to survive annihilation, but rather 
to leave a record, a lesson to those who survive him and can learn from his 
folly. Unlike Derrida, Benjamin as this type of student, has no fear that his 
enterprise �resembles too closely, to the point of specular fascination and 
vertigo, the very thing against which one must act and think, do and 
speak.�87 He has no concern that it reflects and even incorporates the 
worst discourses of the twentieth century, nor that it includes the anti-
parliamentary and anti-Enlightenment ideas of thinkers like Schmitt and 
Heidegger, figures closely aligned to the rise of Nazi power, if they aid him 
to expose the outlines of a coming era of judgment for mankind. 

 It is students such as Benjamin and Kafka who await such a �final� 
judgment with pure anticipation, aware that their guilt and failure as human 
beings pave the way for another kind of existence to emerge and flourish in 
place of this one. It is they who have accepted that we have to sacrifice 
mere life to save the concept of a just existence. Benjamin pointed out: �the 
proposition that existence stands higher than just existence is false and ig-
nominious, if existence is to mean nothing other than mere life.�88 There is 
nothing to suggest however that a just existence coincides with the cessa-
tion of all life. On the day that the two are exchanged for one another the 
object of judgment will not fall on the state which will stand in ruins and in 
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abolition, but on the individuals embodying the very means of its sacred 
denigration. 

In all of his indictment of mythic violence Derrida forgoes one major 
critical detail, the fact that Benjamin�s object throughout his critique has not 
been the state, but the police. It is the appearance of the police that he 
takes issue with here, and more precisely it is the appearance of their 
�spirit� that occupies his thinking. Indeed, for Benjamin the appearance of 
the police was a harbinger of the coming oblivion, and to shun their ap-
pearance was equivalent of putting one�s head in the sand. For the police 
to appear at all �all spirit must be concrete, particularized to have its place 
and raison d’etre. The spiritual, if it plays any role at all, turns into spirits. 
The spirits become definite individuals, with names and a very special con-
nection with the name of the worshipper.�89 The spirit of these individuals is 
thus concretised into sheer force. Moreover these persons are bestowed 
with a sense of dignity and of affiliation with not the venerated, but the ven-
erator. It is not the Führer the police are aligned with, but rather those who 
regale him, the mass, the herd, the people. The police act as the force of 
the people who have become wary of their neighbour, and thus given their 
power over to the state to yield their protection. These are people in the 
Hobbesian state of nature, the state of exception and emergency which 
was to become normative in the critical years of the 1920s and earlier 
1930s, not coincidentally, the years Derrida assigns as being those where 
Benjamin�s thought drifts perilously close to National Socialism. 

 The question then is how do we distinguish his people from the peo-
ple who would fall under the sway of the Nazi�s revolutionary brand of vio-
lence? It is perhaps a matter of being able to detect violence even in its 
most latent forms. Benjamin makes his case against parliamentary democ-
racy by accusing it of having obscured "the latent presence of violence in a 
legal institution."90 Ironically, when consciousness of this violence comes to 
light democracy as a legitimate legal institution "falls into decay." It is this 
decay of parliaments that has alienated the people and soured them on 
�the idea of a non-violent resolution of political conflicts� and attracted them 
to war.91 This has further spawned the decline of the German parliament 
and the inauguration of a new era of mythic violence in the form of fascist 
dictatorship. Their campaign was fuelled by the promise to redeem politics 
from �compromise,� and expose once more the violence at the core of law 
making. The very thing that Benjamin diagnosed as being the core of de-
mocracy�s failure was its inability to acknowledge its founding and contin-
ued applications of violence. This inability would come back to haunt Ger-
many�s parliamentarians as they failed in their efforts to convince the peo-
ple of their capacity to retain power. This failure was based on this very de-
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nial of the source of their power. The people�s response was to look for a 
scapegoat for their weakness with regard to the execution of law. As the 
political situation continued to deteriorate through this fundamental lack of 
acknowledgement, the people would start to clamour for the elimination of 
the cause of that weakness in political determination. In an echo of today�s 
realpolitik, people would angrily cry out, �It�s the economy stupid. And who 
is responsible for that.� The indictment economy would shortly lead to the 
naming of a people responsible for it. That naming would point the way to-
ward a particular group of people. And suddenly a cry would emerge from 
the crowd calling for a different kind of reparation than were simply brought 
upon the German people as a consequence of losing the war. Those tar-
geted for this brand of recompense could merely mutter to themselves as 
they faced onslaughts of abuse, �Things can�t go on like this.�92 Of course 
they could and did. Soon the voices of these folk rose like Sirens howling 
for a judgment on the age. Perhaps this would be the beginning of the end. 

This threat brings us back to Kafka and accounts for why he was such 
a significant figure for Benjamin in his critique of violence. This is for the 
very fact that �Kafka did not succumb to its temptation.�93 A latter day Ulys-
ses, he let the Sirens go by: �his gaze was fixed on the distance, the Sirens 
disappeared, as it were, before his determination, and at the very moment 
when he was closest to them he was no longer aware of them.�94 �He who 
listens too hard, cannot see.�95 This was Kafka�s mode of self-preservation. 
These Sirens represent �the Bolsheviks and the Syndicalists,�96 proto-
fascist powers crying out to the ordinary man. Benjamin credits Kafka for 
being in no way partisan to either political force. He remarks: �the not in-
substantial importance to me of Kafka�s work resides not least in the fact 
that he doesn�t take up any of the positions communism is right to be fight-
ing.�97 This comment would seem to covertly yoke Benjamin into that same 
gesture of non-partisanship. 

As he tacitly rejects that political alignment, he also rejects another 
one through Kafka�s aid, his Judaism. This happens when he reminds us 
that Kafka�s tradition is a Jewish one, albeit one that is heavily influenced 
by the Greeks. This is the secret of his affinity with Ulysses, when push 
comes to shove and survival is at stake. He reminds us that Ulysses 
�stands as the dividing line between myth and fairy tale.�98 Could this not 
also be a description of Benjamin�s position, as the dividing line between 
Jewish mysticism and Marxist materialism? This position caused Benjamin 
great anguish to uphold throughout his professional life. Perhaps there was 
something more at stake in Benjamin�s choice of dual occupation than just 
commercial suicide. Rather it might be the case that this decision allows 
Benjamin to position himself at a certain juncture, a crossroads, where he 
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is able perform a feat of trickery: �dialectics at a standstill.� Still, before he 
can begin he must pause to acknowledge a certain history of violence that 
remains operative to the kind of performance he is attempting: 

reason and cunning have inserted tricks into myths; their forces 
cease to be invincible. Fairy tales are the traditional stories about 
victories over these forces, and fairy tales for dialecticians are what 
Kafka wrote when he went to work on the legends. He inserted little 
tricks into them; then he used them as proof that inadequate, even 
childish measures may also serve to rescue one.99

The rescue of mankind begins from where it started, from within our poor 
brief childhoods where the smallest happiness was able to sustain our 
imaginations. This is the element of distortion that temporarily breaks 
through the symmetry of adulthood and makes the smallest of adjustments 
to our path of remembering so as to alter our recall history itself. It is this 
recourse to the space of imagination, of counteractualisation, that is capa-
ble of silencing Kafka�s Sirens. In that virtual territory we are able to reac-
quaint ourselves briefly with the hope that has been lost for us, but avail-
able to others who might come to occupy existence once our world has 
dissipated. Perhaps we might imagine this sensation as �a token of hope 
which comes to us from that intermediate world � at once unfinished and 
commonplace, comforting and silly � in which the assistants are at 
home.�100  

Up until now we have understood that mythic violence has its place in 
modern times within the institution of the state and the police. Now we must 
come to appreciate where divine violence is found in the present day. Most 
obviously it exists in religious tradition. However, according to Benjamin, it 
has an even stronger appearance within the secular world, where �it dwells 
in at least one sanctioned manifestation; educative power. In its perfected 
form this power stands outside the law.�101 Its perfected body, that of the 
assistant, or the student, also assumes this position with regard to the law. 
The activity of studying occurs in the absence of all law making. Moreover, 
its activity takes place at the exclusion of violence. Therein a unique space 
of discourse opens up: 

Its profoundest example is perhaps the conference, considered as a 
technique of civil agreement. For not only is non-violent agreement 
possible, but also the exclusion of violence in principle is quite ex-
plicitly demonstrated by one significant factor: that there is no sanc-
tion for lying. Probably no legislation on earth originally stipulated 
such a sanction. This makes clear that there is a sphere of human 
agreement that is non-violent to the extent that it is wholly inaccessi-
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ble to violence: the proper sphere of understanding.102

The pupils lost this sphere when they lost the key to their Scripture. With 
the advent of Kafka�s minor literature in the form of the parable, they have a 
chance to recover it, as thought they were recalling a fairytale to which they 
had long ago forgot the ending. The question is do they have enough time? 
It�s not only mythical violence they have to corrupt; they also have to con-
tend with the justice its removal from the path of judgment furnishes. This 
opens the way for divine violence to enter, a force that �strikes without 
warning, without threat, and does not stop short of annihilation. The former 
threatens, the latter strikes, if the former is bloody, the latter is lethal with-
out spilling blood.�103 Mythical violence is visible, whereas divine violence is 
invisible. Its expiatory work remains unseen until it is too late. It�s the choice 
then between two forms of annihilation, one opening onto mere survival, 
the other offering redemption. 

Benjamin characterised Kafka as being �like the lad who set out to 
learn what fear was.�104 It is in this decisive moment that he would finally 
come face to face with an understanding of it. Fittingly its appearance coin-
cides with the last of his diary entries of 12 June 1923: 

more and more fearful as I write. It is understandable. Every word, 
twisted in the hands of the spirits � this twist of hand is their charac-
teristic gesture � becomes a spear turned against the speaker. Most 
especially a remark like this. And so ad infinitum. The only consola-
tion would be: it happens whether you like or no. And what you like 
is of infinitesimally little help. More than consolation is: You too have 
weapons.105

These weapons exist outside of the bounds of the law, and are immediately 
available, at the same time they are invisible and exist in a space where 
revolution never starts nor ends, but rather is always already in the midst of 
happening � elsewhere. Unfortunately we stand in a time prior to the law, 
and thus there is little hope for us. Solving the dilemma of how to choose 
one�s weapon is thus not a matter of looking for a future to open up, but 
rather in the sustaining belief in a space that one cannot see, but can faintly 
hear coming forth, if one listens hard enough. It comes to the listener as a 
murmur signalling to us the possibility that somehow we may still survive 
this catastrophe. Perhaps we might still manage to separate ourselves from 
it, by continuing to observe it at a distance, thus it may befall us as a 
dream, making of itself a bridge of transmissibility to a world to come, the 
complement of this one � lacking in nothing except our doleful tradition of 
the law. 
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The Creature Before the Law: 

Notes on Walter Benjamin’s Critique of Violence 

Mathew Abbott 

Leopards break into the temple and drink to the 
dregs what is in the sacrificial pitchers; this is 
repeated over and over again; finally it can be 
calculated in advance, and it becomes part of 
the ceremony. 
Kafka, Parables and Paradoxes 

Transforming as it does from an exemplar of meticulous philosophical 
analysis into an allusive political/messianic tract, Walter Benjamin�s �Cri-
tique of Violence� is representative of all that is most difficult about his 
work. Against those critics who find the eschatological dimensions of Ben-
jamin�s texts unpalatable and/or philosophically bankrupt,1 however, the 
wager of this paper is that it is possible to extract a philosophically sophisti-
cated and politically interesting concept of the messianic from Benjamin. 
For it remains the case that the mortification of law carried out in �Zur Kritik 
der Gewalt� does not simply boil down to a naive antinomianism; that Ben-
jamin�s argument is far more subtle than any simple call for �a radical de-
struction of the legal order.�2 Indeed, if we read the text in conjunction with 
certain others in the Benjaminian oeuvre it becomes clear that it engages 
lucidly with a set of crucial, difficult questions about the status of law in 
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modernity. 
Benjamin begins his argument in �Critique of Violence� like a good 

Kantian: two opposing positions, axiomatically consistent in themselves, 
are shown to have constitutive blindspots, each of which corresponds to 
that of the other in a perfect, paradoxical symmetry. The natural law tradi-
tion, predicated on the claim that there is a transhistorical Good toward 
which human action can and should comport itself, finds the justification (or 
otherwise) of the use of violence in whether it is deployed for the sake of 
these just ends. Violence operates here as a sort of �raw material,�3 a 
natural fact of life that is not itself interpretable in terms of justice, legitima-
tion or legality; just means (violent or otherwise) are simply those that cor-
respond to just ends. Positive law, on the other hand, is predicated on the 
claim that there is no natural or given Good that the human being has ac-
cess to, is thus unable to justify violence with reference to the justness of 
ends, and so instead looks to the means themselves for legitimation of hu-
man action. Just means will produce just ends as a matter of course, and 
positive law therefore finds itself embroiled in a series of questions on the 
historical foundations and legal legitimation of state violence. 

Having set up the two sides of his antinomy, Benjamin moves to the 
claim that both positive and natural law are dependent on a paradox. It runs 
as follows: in both cases, justice must be found in an alignment between 
means and ends, where the attainment of one will establish legitimation 
through the guaranteed attainment of the other. And yet in either case, this 
can only be obtained through inquiry into one half of the nexus at the ex-
pense of leaving the other entirely undetermined. Both traditions are for 
Benjamin engaged in a kind of sleight of hand whereby a relation is claimed 
to be established between two terms, when what in fact takes place is sim-
ply the elimination (or bracketing out) of one of them. �[If] positive law,� as 
Benjamin puts it, �is blind to the absoluteness of ends, natural law is 
equally so to the contingency of means.�4 There is a double circularity in 
operation here that undermines the claim of either party to a coherent con-
cept of justice. Benjamin�s strategy, then, is to �break� this �circular argu-
ment�5 of the justification of means through sole reference to ends or the 
justification of ends through sole reference to means. Importantly, though, 
Benjamin does privilege one side of the antinomy: natural and positive law 
may be tied up together in double circularity, but Benjamin will nevertheless 
find his way through this circle by radicalising the basic theses of positive 
legal philosophy. This is because the distinction in positive law between 
sanctioned and un-sanctioned violence is �meaningful,�6 or at least that it is 
so in a legal sense. The real question for Benjamin is precisely what light 
the very intelligibility of this distinction throws upon the original problem of 
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violence. His interest in this text is not in the justification or justifiability of 
violence, then, but rather in the questions raised by the very fact that we 
make a distinction between just and unjust violence in the first place. His 
desired goal is not to resolve the antinomy of means and ends but rather to 
deploy it in the development of a �philosophico-historical view of law�7 that 
would completely undermine it. 

This is why the discussion turns to legal problems surrounding the le-
gitimation of certain forms of violence. �It can be formulated as a general 
maxim of present-day European legislation,� says Benjamin, �that all the 
natural ends of individuals must collide with legal ends if pursued with a 
greater or lesser degree of violence.�8 Individuals do not possess the legal 
right to use violence for the sake of their own ends; as in the Hobbessian 
vision, it is precisely the right to the use of force in obtaining its ends that 
the citizen gives up to the sovereign for the sake of its own protection. Thus 
the state sets up, �in all areas where individual ends could be usefully pur-
sued by violence,�9 a legal system in which these ends can be pursued by 
non-violent, sanctioned means. Benjamin goes on: �From this maxim it fol-
lows that law sees violence in the hands of individuals as a danger under-
mining the legal system.�10 The use of violence by individuals must be cur-
tailed by the state because only the state may have the monopoly on vio-
lence: �violence, when not in the hands of the law, threatens it not by the 
ends that it may pursue but by its mere existence outside the law.�11 Law 
must maintain the monopoly on violence if it wants to preserve its status as 
law, its very claim to legitimation. Violence threatens law not in spite but 
because of the fact that law has its origins in violence.12 Benjamin points to 
the figure of the great criminal and explains its historical ability to both hor-
rify and captivate the masses in precisely these terms. Such figures con-
front the violence of law �with the threat of declaring a new law.�13 This link 
between the violence of acting �outside� or �above� the law and the founda-
tional violence of positing a new legal order makes such figures intolerable 
to the state. It is what sees them exert their strange fascination over ordi-
nary citizens. 

Here we see one of the central oppositions of the text beginning to 
come to light: the distinction between lawmaking and law-preserving vio-
lence. Lawmaking violence is foundational; it is the performative violence of 
a new constitution or a declaration of independence. The violence here is 
that of inauguration, of the law�s original setting-into-force. It is the violence 
of self-positing, the violence of an emergence ex nihilo of a le-
gal/social/political system. This violence operates, as Jacques Derrida 
points out, in the future anterior: it is violence that finds legitimation not in 
the past but in a not-yet-realised legal order on behalf of which it claims to 
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speak.14 It is violence that will have been just. Law-preserving violence, on 
the other hand, is violence carried out by an already-founded state: it is 
conservative and protective, designed to defend or fortify a pre-existing le-
gal order. It is violence that is deployable against uprising or a potentially 
lawmaking insurrection, but also simply the basic form of the day-to-day 
functioning of the legal system. Law is fortified every time a judge�s gavel 
comes down. 

The crucial point at this stage of Benjamin�s analysis is that these two 
forms of violence are not rigorously separable.15 The argument here is that 
law can never be fully constituted; that the process of legitimation can 
never reach an end; that every new legal event or legal decision works not 
just to preserve law but engages each time in a renewal of the inaugural 
lawmaking moment. The foundation of a legal order, on this account, would 
not only be an historical event that grants legitimation to the present, but 
rather the law�s hidden, constant accompaniment. Part of the argument 
here is that legitimation is contingent upon a foundation of historically de-
termined, potentially contestable power structures; this means there is al-
ways the possibility, however small, of an uprising of lawmaking violence 
against the legal order. Each act of law-preserving violence, then, contains 
within it a defensive moment of lawmaking violence, where the legitimated 
regime re-posits itself as such. Law never quite shakes its original founding 
violence. It is always engaging in a kind of secret re-legitimation. 

Of course, this problem runs in both directions, for the purity of law-
making violence can itself be contaminated by the practical and administra-
tive constraints of law-preserving violence.16 Benjamin decries the decline 
of parliamentary democracy on these grounds, arguing that �[w]hen the 
consciousness of the latent presence of [lawmaking] violence in a legal in-
stitution disappears, the institution falls into decay.� Parliamentary democ-
racies, Benjamin says, �offer the familiar, woeful spectacle because they 
have not remained conscious of the revolutionary forces to which they owe 
their existence�; they �lack the sense� of the violence of their own origins, 
unsettled by the pure positing force of their own inauguration.17 Lawmak-
ing violence can call legitimation into question because it reveals the vio-
lence at its heart, so law-preserving violence turns away from its own origi-
nal lawlessness, from the antinomian (in a sense prenomian) force at its 
origin, fearing its potential for appropriation by insurrectionist forces.18 
Law-preserving forces thus find themselves in conflict with their own origi-
nal principal: for Benjamin, parliamentary democracy contains an unre-
solved, indeed irresolvable contradiction that over time has an entropic ef-
fect on its institutions. 

Benjamin points to the police as the modern face of this mutual infec-
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tion between lawmaking and law-preserving violence. If lawmaking violence 
is required to prove itself with political victory, and law-preserving violence 
is �subject to the restriction that it may not set itself new ends,�19 then the 
singular violence of the modern police force consists in its partial emanci-
pation from both of these conditions: ostensibly, the police are simply rep-
resentatives of law-preserving violence, but the specificity of the situations 
in which they intervene means that they must inevitably employ lawmaking 
violence on a situational basis. The refrain that �it depends on the cop� 
comes to mind here: there are countless legal situations in which police 
must exercise a certain discretionary power, making decisions on the 
ground that exceed strict legality, but that will have been legitimated (if, for 
instance, an inquiry takes place in future). Or, in a perhaps more insidious 
register, we should think here of the �special powers� that have been 
granted to police on the basis of the supposed exceptionality of the terrorist 
threat: �the police intervene �for security reasons� in countless cases where 
no clear legal situation exists.�20 It is worth re-emphasising that this is a 
particularly modern phenomenon, relating as it does to the separation of 
powers (and indeed to the ultimate impossibility of a pure separation). The 
gap between the legislative and executive, between lawmaking and law-
preserving power, only truly opens in modernity with the decline of the ab-
solute sovereign. For Benjamin, this gives the modern police force a para-
doxical sort of brutality: 

And though the police may, in particulars, everywhere appear the 
same, it cannot finally be denied that their spirit is less devastating 
where they represent, in absolute monarchy, the power of a ruler in 
which legislative and executive supremacy are united, than in de-
mocracies where their existence, elevated by no such relation, bears 
witness to the greatest conceivable degeneration of violence.21

The police, crossing the boundaries between lawmaking and law-
preserving violence, exemplify the decay of law in modernity, revealing 
precisely what is �rotten�22 in it (one thinks here of the filth � a Cockney 
slang term for the police). 

It is very important that Benjamin employs these motifs of rottenness 
and decay in making his critique of the disavowed violence of law. One is 
reminded in particular of Kafka. And of course, Benjamin himself wrote 
what remain some of the most perceptive works of Kafka criticism. In the 
most notable example of this work, he identifies Kafka�s world as �the world 
of offices and registries, of musty, shabby, dark rooms.�23 Benjamin�s 
Kafka is the obscene Kafka, the Kafka who has Joseph K. discover his 
judge�s store of pornography in the courtroom, who has him seduced by his 
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lawyer�s petite, syndactylic mistress. �Filth is the element of officials,�24 
says Benjamin, and what he finds in Kafka is precisely a commitment to 
unpacking the implications of the thesis of a fundamental link between 
modern law and filth, decay, rottenness. Importantly, the claim is not as 
simple as �the law is rotten� � this would be one way of framing the argu-
ment of the �childish anarchism�25 that Benjamin himself ridicules � but 
rather relies on a more sophisticated argument about the relation between 
modern law, sovereignty and citizens. We can begin to see its outlines if we 
turn to the section in �Critique of Violence� on the death penalty. 

Speaking of those who opposed critics of the death penalty, Benjamin 
writes that they �felt, perhaps without knowing why and probably involuntar-
ily, that an attack on capital punishment assails, not legal measure, not 
laws, but law itself in its origin.�26 He goes on: 

For if violence, crowned fate, is the origin of law, then it may be 
readily supposed that where the highest violence, that over life and 
death, occurs in the legal system, the origins of law jut manifestly 
and fearsomely into existence [�]. For in the exercise of violence 
over life and death more than in any other legal act, law reaffirms it-
self.27

In the terms Benjamin will introduce a few pages later, the death penalty is 
perhaps the most brutal example of mythical violence, or violence that is 
immediate and in an important sense �bloody.�28 In mythical violence, or 
�bloody power over mere life for its own sake,�29 what shows itself is the 
original hold law has over life itself. Mere life in Benjamin is a figure of 
fallen life, of sinful, dirty life; it is the distorted life of the hunchback, bent 
down by some unnamable cosmic burden. Benjamin�s claim here is that the 
space opened up in modernity at the heart of law (as exemplified in the im-
possibility of any full exclusion or full inclusion of lawmaking violence into 
law-preserving violence) is in fact the site of a particular form of our subjec-
tion to it. Eric Santner, whose recent work on political theology represents a 
singularly clear and refreshing approach to Benjamin�s philosophical pro-
ject, provides a useful explication of these arguments: 

What manifests itself as the law�s inner decay is the fact that the rule 
of law is, in the final analysis, without ultimate justification or legiti-
mation, that the very space of juridical reason within which the rule 
of law obtains is established and sustained by a dimension of force 
and violence that, as it were, holds the place of those missing foun-
dations.30

This �dimension of force and violence� represents the obscene dimension 
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of law, the zone in which there is a slippage between law preserving and 
lawmaking violence.31 This is the site of what Santner will call our �crea-
turely� tie to law (another way of framing the subjection of mere life as de-
scribed by Benjamin), which is something more than our simple answerabil-
ity to or responsibility before the legal order. Following both Beatrice 
Hanssen and Julia Lupton,32 Santner points out that the word creature de-
rives from the Latin creatura, which signifies a being undergoing a process 
of creation. It is, Santner says, �not so much the name of a determinate 
state of being as the signifier of an ongoing exposure, of being caught up in 
the process of becoming creature through the dictates of divine alterity.�33 
The theological dimension of the term is crucial: a creature is first and 
foremost a created being, a being that lives in thrall to a sovereign (the 
German term Kreatur has the same connotations). As the history of the 
term progressed, however, it came to be synonymous with not simply 
God�s creations but rather with particularly monstrous strains of those crea-
tions: in this usage, it can evoke compassion, pity or even horror; it signifies 
a being marked by an indeterminacy that puts the borders between particu-
lar life forms in question. The creature thus becomes a being that dwells in 
the gaps between species, a threat to the very system of classification. And 
it is precisely this double meaning that Santner works with, developing a 
Benjaminian concept of the creature as a liminal being (and indeed as a 
being that emerges in liminal, exceptional situations) that finds itself bio-
logically tied to sovereign power. 

A key claim here is that this particular form of creatureliness is particu-
lar to humans; that human beings are not �just creatures among other crea-
tures� but are in a sense �more creaturely�34 than non-human animals. 
This is because the creaturely dimension of life opens up contemporane-
ously with the dimension of sovereignty and law. Indeed, one could make a 
case for the argument that modern humans are themselves more crea-
turely than pre-moderns, because of the particular tensions instilled by 
Enlightenment secularism. Remember Benjamin�s remark on the particular 
violence of the modern police force, whose spirit is more devastating be-
cause it does not represent the will of any absolute sovereign. As with 
Freud�s primal father who becomes more powerful in his absence, whose 
death casts a shadow of guilt upon all of his descendents, secular law has 
a peculiar biopolitical hold over its subjects not in spite but because of its 
lack of ultimate foundation. Or rather: secular law captures the mere life of 
its subjects in a novel way, forcing it to stand in as its new, highly ambigu-
ous foundation. Human life itself is forced in modernity to bear the burden 
of the law�s own ungroundedness. 

In a neat double pun, Santner refers to the �ibidinal�35 economy of the 
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law and its �ex-citational� power over the human creature, arguing that 
there is a dimension of disavowed obscenity operating alongside or be-
neath those performative events by which a human being is initiated into a 
particular symbolic economy. Citation is understood here in terms of the 
problem of authority and its relation to desire; the claim is not only that the 
human creature is wracked by �ibidinal� urges that it can never properly sat-
isfy, but that this basic impossibility gives institutions a paradoxical violent 
power. Think here of military hazings, the Russian Dedovschina, the fag-
ging system in British public schools or even the obscure sexuality of an 
academic degree granting ceremony: these are all examples of the way in 
which institutional systems discharge the tensions created by the un-
groundedness of law. Law in modernity constitutes itself on the basis of an 
originary violence in which �the very resources of legitimacy� link up with �a 
power of suspension and disruption.�36 In this paradoxical moment, the law 
traverses an intimate zone at the heart of the human and captures some-
thing there that the subject itself cannot: its mere life, the simple fact of its 
being alive. This is why Giorgio Agamben writes that �a theory of the state 
of exception is the preliminary condition for any definition of the relation that 
binds, and, at the same time, abandons the living being to law.�37 Mere or 
creaturely life is life that pleads guilty for the sake of sustaining the law, 
providing a hidden support for its obscene, exceptional dimension.38

As always with Benjamin, one has to make some difficult interpretive 
decisions regarding the status of �Critique of Violence.� The piece is explic-
itly political, but as it progresses it enters a theological register, and ends 
with an unsettling paean to the power of divine violence. Derrida (and he is 
far from alone in doing so) responds to this invocation of the bloodless yet 
expiatory powers of divine violence and its capacity to disrupt the workings 
of mythical violence with a kind of horror. What he finds �perhaps almost 
unbearable in this text�39 is the possibility that it could tempt the reader to 
interpret the Nazi �final solution� in terms of a manifestation of this divine 
violence. �When one thinks of the gas chambers and the cremation ovens,� 
says Derrida, �this allusion to an extermination that would be expiatory be-
cause bloodless must cause one to shudder.�40 He goes on to invoke both 
Schmitt and Heidegger, and asks whether there could be complicity be-
tween their discourses, that of Benjamin, and �the worst.�41 Yet if one con-
siders the fact that Benjamin spent his life in a sustained and explicit intel-
lectual struggle against fascism, indeed that Benjamin probably committed 
suicide to avoid being captured by the Gestapo, then this starts to look like 
a strange move on Derrida�s part (and one that betrays an uncharacteristic 
lack of charity). At the same time, however, it is nevertheless the case that 
Benjamin�s rhetoric still has the power to induce a kind of horror on behalf 
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of even the most sympathetic reader, as when Benjamin, now identifying 
mythical violence �with all legal violence,�42 defines its divine antithesis as 
follows: 

This very task of destruction poses again, in the last resort, the 
question of a pure immediate violence that might be able to call a 
halt to mythical violence. Just as in all spheres God opposes myth, 
mythical violence is confronted by the divine. And the latter consti-
tutes its antithesis in all respects. If mythical violence is lawmaking, 
divine violence is law-destroying; if the former sets boundaries, the 
latter boundlessly destroys them; if mythical violence brings at once 
guilt and retribution, divine power only expiates; if the former threat-
ens, the latter strikes; if the former is bloody, the latter is lethal with-
out spilling blood.43

First of all, it is worth contextualising this rhetoric of destruction, coming as 
it does from a young Benjamin writing in the politically, economically and 
culturally virulent environment of postwar Berlin (with massive inflation, 
growing radicalism on the Right and Left, unprecedented cultural and artis-
tic production, etc.). Perhaps more importantly, however, the metaphysical 
and indeed speculative language of the text itself actually precludes any 
neat reduction to a concrete political program, and, with its denunciation of 
myth, especially any Far Right appropriation. Similarly, it seems naive or 
simply too easy to read Benjamin�s account of divine violence in terms of 
the glorification of the purifying powers of mass violence or a call to arms 
against the legal institutions of liberal democracy.44 The text is far too am-
biguous, far too esoteric in both style and content for it to be reducible to a 
manifesto for any concrete politics. My claim, then, is that �Critique of Vio-
lence� is both less and more �political� than it may seem on a first reading: 
less because it is not reducible to any concrete politics; more because, 
unlike any simple glorification of mass violence or call for the destruction of 
law, it actually has interesting (if largely implicit) political consequences. 

The best place to turn here is back to Benjamin�s Kafka essay. In par-
ticular, we can turn to its passages on Kafka�s animals and creatures, em-
bedded in which is a complex and compelling theory of the relation be-
tween animality and creatureliness that can help us unpack the implications 
of Benjamin�s theory of law. On Kafka�s animals: 

One can understand, then, why Kafka never tired of hearing about 
the forgotten from animals. They are not the goal, to be sure, but 
one cannot do without them.45

Can't one see the animals in The Burrow or the giant mole ponder 
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as they dig in? Yet this thinking is extremely flighty. Irresolutely, it 
flits from one worry to the next; it nibbles at every anxiety with the 
fickleness of despair [...]. This much is certain: of all of Kafka�s crea-
tures, the animals have the greatest opportunity for reflection. What 
corruption is in the law, anxiety is in their thinking. It messes a situa-
tion up, yet it is the only hopeful thing about it.46

On his creatures: 

Odradek �stays alternately in the attic, on the staircase, in the corri-
dors, and in the hall.� So it prefers the same places as the court of 
law which investigates guilt. Attics are the places of discarded, for-
gotten objects. Perhaps having to appear before a court of justice 
gives rise to a feeling similar to that with which one approaches 
trunks in the attic which have been locked up for years.47

Odradek is the form which things assume in oblivion. They are dis-
torted. The �cares of a family man,� which no one can identify, are 
distorted; the bug, which we know all to well represents Gregor 
Samsa, is distorted; the big animal, half lamb, half kitten, for which 
�the butcher�s knife� might be �a release,� is distorted. These Kafka 
figures are connected by a long series of figures with the prototype 
of distortion: a hunched back.48

The animal has an essential flightiness, a constant flitting of consciousness 
that prevents it from concentrating its attention. This is illustrated by Kafka 
in �The Burrow,� whose protagonist lives in a continuous state of hyper-
tense anxiety.49 And yet, as Benjamin indicates, Kafka�s animals seem to 
possess a wisdom that is fascinating despite its near total inaccessibility to 
human reflection. This wisdom, it seems, is part of the happiness of Kafka�s 
animals, and it exists in uneasy juxtaposition to their anxious dispositions: 
�Sometimes,� says the protagonist of �The Burrow,� �I lie down and roll 
about in the passage with pure joy.�50 Animals are exceptional in Kafka in 
that they display a joy in pure existing that is not readily available to the 
other figures in his taxonomy (his creatures, humans, angels and gods all 
carry various burdens). This beatific wisdom is what makes animals a cru-
cial part of Benjamin and Kafka�s modernist messianism, for it represents a 
sort of untapped possibility for human life. Kakfa�s animals are the reposi-
tory of what Benjamin calls �the forgotten,� and the ethical demand he finds 
in Kafka emanates from this forgotten animal substratum. 

Kafka�s creatures are distinct from animals in that they are figures of 
biological distortion. Odradek � an apparently immortal creature that looks 
like a �flat star-shaped spool for thread�51 � is paradigmatic here, both for 
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its uncanny appearance and for the sense of quiet foreboding it brings with 
it. �Can he possibly die?� asks the narrator who appears to be its owner (or 
who appears, at least, to have taken on a burden of responsibility for the 
creature). �Anything that dies has had some kind of aim in life, some kind of 
activity, which has worn out; but that does not apply to Odradek.�52 If one 
considers the �half kitten, half lamb�53 crossbreed that plagues another of 
Kafka�s narrators, which seems to possess only those talents of the cat and 
the sheep that cancel each other out in practice, then it becomes clear that 
this dreadful absence of purpose may be a common property shared by his 
creatures. The other is quasi-humanity, as displayed in the crossbreed�s 
�look of human understanding�54 and indicated by Odradek�s ability to 
speak. Kafka�s creatures, Benjamin argues, are linked to the hunchback, a 
figure that is always present but never directly mentioned in his works. The 
link here is burden, and Benjamin will draw an analogy between the dis-
torted life of creatures like Odradek, the repeated images in Kafka of �the 
man who bows his head far down on his chest: the fatigue of the court offi-
cials, the noise affecting the doormen in the hotel, the low ceiling facing the 
visitors in the gallery�55 and the severe heaviness of what drives his hu-
man protagonists. 

One could schematise the relation between these figures by saying: 
the creature is the result of the forgetting of the animal. On this account, the 
creature is the offspring of a lack of or failure in relation: not simply a half-
way point between human and animal, but rather a figure of the human�s 
denial of its own animality, a kind of return of the repressed in intensified 
form. Benjamin: �because the most forgotten source of strangeness is our 
body � one's own body � one can understand why Kafka called the cough 
that erupted from within him �the animal.� It was the vanguard of the great 
herd.�56 The human, on this account, possesses an animality that it cannot 
fully assimilate, a life that is unforgettable to the extent that it is impossible 
to remember. The animal subsists in the opacity of the body, in one�s ob-
scure encasement in a biological system; the creature is what emerges as 
a result of the refusal of this haunting animal life.57 This is why we find 
Benjamin characterising the Kafkan ethic in terms of attentiveness, under-
stood as a particular sort of relation with the animal substratum of everyday 
life. Attentiveness would be the name for the maintenance of this relation to 
the opacity of one�s own animal life: a �prayer of the soul� made on behalf 
of all living beings.58

What does this tell us about Benjamin�s theory of law? As we have 
seen, Benjamin�s claim is that the exceptional dimension of law finds its 
support in mere life, which stands in and pleads guilty to supply its missing 
foundation. We can now supplement this claim by saying that the refusal or 
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failure of relation between human and animal � which is what provokes the 
emergence of mere or creaturely life � operates as the other side of this 
subjection to the disavowed violence of law. In fleeing or refusing animal 
life, we become creaturely subjects tied to the exceptional dimension of 
law. This is to say that the denial of the animal is a condition of the support 
of the law�s exceptionality; that we are subject to the obscene, supplemen-
tary dimension of law insofar as we fail to maintain the proper relation to 
our own animality. Which is itself to say: if the obscene dimension of law is 
supported by creaturely life, and creaturely life emerges out of a failure in, 
or refusal of, the relation between human and animal, then it follows that an 
intervention into our ontology of human and animal life could be the catalyst 
for a new, non-violent relation to law. This would represent a release not 
from law as such, but from our biopolitical tie to the law�s obscene dimen-
sion. 

We are now in a position to understand precisely what Benjamin eluci-
dates with his concept of divine violence. Crucial here is the claim (which is 
actually a microcosm of his entire theory of divine violence) that the 
hunchback will �disappear with the coming of the messiah.�59 The 
hunchback, as we have seen, appears in Benjamin�s work as the paradigm 
of mere or creaturely life. Its life is distorted, fallen: the clearest possible 
exemplification of the creaturely dimension of the human, weighed down by 
the obscene dimension of law. Divine violence, synonymous with the com-
ing of the messiah, would therefore represent an intervention into precisely 
this dimension of human subjectivity. This is why it is does not bring either 
guilt or retribution (which is part of the dialectic of mere or creaturely life), 
and instead only expiates. It also explains why it is a pure or bloodless vio-
lence: if mythical violence seizes human subjectivity through the �bloody� 
capture of mere life, then divine violence intervenes into this seizure and 
releases human life from its subjection to the rottenness of law. When Ben-
jamin refers to divine violence as law-destroying, then, it is important to re-
alise that what is destroyed here is not law in toto but simply our creaturely 
attachment to it. Thus too the link, clear in Benjamin and insisted upon by 
certain of his commentators, between redemption and a fundamental 
change in the human/animal relation. One thinks here in particular of 
Hanssen�s claim that �humanity itself might be rescued in the image of 
animality,�60 or the assertion from Agamben that �on the last day, the rela-
tions between animals and men will take on a new form, and [...] man him-
self will be reconciled with his animal nature.�61 Divine violence would re-
deem humanity from the obscene dimension of law through a suspension 
of the creaturely dimension of human subjectivity. It is the figure of a re-
lease effected by a reconfiguration of the relation between human and ani-
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mal. 
It is evident that there is something unexpected about Benjamin�s 

messianism. It is that the messianic in Benjamin is a figure of not simply 
redemption, but of redemption from salvation. Like that of Kafka�s, Benja-
min�s messiah is the messiah who comes by not coming, who comes �only 
when he is no longer necessary.�62 Divine violence, that is, represents not 
the arrival of the divine on earth, but rather the earth�s abandonment by the 
divine. The transformation of the relation between human and animal that 
takes place in divine violence is the precise opposite of a rescue of the 
former from the latter; divine violence would not redeem the human from its 
animality as much as redeem it to its animality. What Benjamin seeks is not 
a passage from earthly oblivion into the Kingdom but rather an earthly re-
demption from the desire or need to enter the Kingdom in the first place. 
Indeed, one could even say that there is a definite (if decidedly postsecular) 
atheism in Benjamin�s messianism.63 Divine violence represents a kind of 
cut whereby the profane world finally separates from the transcendent. It is 
�not an event in which what was profane becomes sacred and what was 
lost is found again,� but �the irreparable loss of the lost, the definitive pro-
fanity of the profane.�64 It effects not the destruction of law but the shatter-
ing of our subjective ties to its obscene underside, not the end of the world 
but the passing of the figure of the world.65 In the terms of Hölderlin�s cou-
plet, the spirit of Benjamin�s historical-philosophical theory of law can be 
summarised as follows: if it is true that the saving power grows alongside 
the danger, then the danger also grows where the saving power lies. Re-
demption consists in a release from this very dialectic of danger and salva-
tion.66
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Potentiality and Reconciliation: a Consideration 

of Benjamin’s “Critique of Violence” and Adorno’s “Progress” 

Tim Finney 

Walter Benjamin�s 1921 essay �Critique of Violence� offers a powerful 
and unique examination of the legal justification of violence and state 
power. Benjamin contends that a critique of violence requires a �philosophy 
of its history,�1 and the model he offers challenges traditional approaches 
to the question of legal violence: instead of considering the circumstances 
in which violence may be justified legally, he considers the law itself as a 
kind of violence, and suggests that modern legal systems struggle to do 
justice to the violence to which they owe their existence. 

In this paper, I will consider the arguments of �Critique of Violence,� 
especially the distinction between mythic violence and divine violence, from 
the perspective of Adorno�s writings on the relationship between nature and 
progress. I will propose that Adorno�s treatment of the notion of progress, 
as outlined in his 1962 lecture on the topic, is a dialectical interpretation of 
Benjamin�s Messianic politics, an interpretation which seeks to tease out 
the interrelatedness of Benjamin�s opposed concepts of mythic and divine 
violence. This dialectical reading is justified by its source material, as Ben-
jamin�s distinction between facticity and potentiality foreshadows Adornos� 
own brand of negative dialectics. I hope to demonstrate that Benjamin and 
Adorno�s separate projects converge in a concern about the possibility of 
emancipatory politics, with a shared pessimism regarding the capacity of 
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revolutionary political programmes to break out of a cycle of domination 
and oppression. Despite their pessimism, the two writers both leave open 
the possibility of an emancipatory politics of potentiality, a politics that might 
do justice to the violence of its eruption. 

Benjamin�s �Critique of Violence� reveals a deep scepticism regarding 
the possibility of true justice under any legal order. In the essay, violent at-
tempts to institute new social orders are condemned not for their violence, 
but for the failure of this violence to ever transcend a cycle of state self-
interest and oppression. The law is considered as a mechanism of control 
which rules over the lives of humans with a mythic quality of fatefulness.2 
Its logic of crime and punishment is violent not merely in the sense of ac-
tual physical violence, but in the sense that the law, far from giving its sub-
jects the moral tools to determine their own actions responsibly, prefers to 
constrain, judge and penalize them. This is contrasted with God�s com-
mandment against killing, which Benjamin describes as not �a criterion of 
judgment, but a guideline for the actions of persons or communities who 
have to wrestle with it in solitude and, in exceptional cases, to take on 
themselves the responsibility of ignoring it.�3

The laws of human governments are not open to interpretation by the 
subject who must act in accordance with them: their function is not to guide 
human action but to announce at every step the pre-eminent controlling 
power of the government itself. It is the government in its juridical function 
that ultimately determines the guilt or innocence of the actor. In doing so, it 
attests to its own power and control. It is irrelevant whether the violence of 
the state is executed for the establishment of laws or for their preservation: 
both acts attest to the law�s inescapability. It is this fateful quality of law that 
constitutes its true violence. The doomed cycle of repetition in which op-
pressive regimes replace oppressive regimes leads Benjamin to character-
ise lawmaking violence as �mythic violence,� a violence that is first and 
foremost a �manifestation of [the] existence� of the regime.4 This violence 
is mythic insofar as it imposes itself upon human existence as that which 
governs and delimits potentiality. 

In Adorno and Horkheimer�s Dialectic of Enlightenment, mythology is a 
tool used by humans to understand and begin to control nature, and it is 
this process of domination and control that is carried over into enlighten-
ment rationality, which ostensibly dispels mythological distortion. But if my-
thology and enlightenment rationality are both attempts to overcome the 
fatefulness of nature � for example, the arbitrary destruction of extreme 
weather events � they nonetheless reproduce this fatefulness within their 
logic of control and domination, remaking nature in their own image. Hu-
mankind continues to suffer arbitrary torments, but with the development of 
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human rationality and technology, the power to torment � alongside an ever 
increasing capacity for destruction � is exercised more often by humankind 
against itself and against the earth than by the natural world against hu-
manity. The dialectical discovery of Adorno and Horkheimer�s work is that 
enlightenment rationality and pre-enlightenment mythology are implicated 
within one another: both are attempts of humanity to subjugate nature that 
ultimately (if unknowingly) extend the rule of nature over humanity.5

What unites Benjamin�s concept of mythic violence and Adorno and 
Horkheimer�s dialectic of enlightenment is the insight that, in any division 
between mythology and truth, modern society is on the side of mythology. 
This realisation becomes particularly abhorrent because, as Benjamin puts 
it, we have secured �victory over the demons�: we have liberated ourselves 
from our former powerlessness in the face of nature�s arbitrary manifesta-
tions, and yet have reinstituted nature in the form of our juridico-legal insti-
tutions.6 The legal violence that mimics mythic violence is thus a mocking 
reflection of a historical moment in which mythic violence was truly ines-
capable. 

If all law-positing violence is caught up in the oppressive logic of 
mythic violence, an exception can be found in Sorel�s notion of proletarian 
strike, which posits no law.7 What distinguishes the proletarian general 
strike from other strikes is that its lack of a determinate end other than its 
own means – the refusal to engage in exploitative labour � operates out-
side the relationship of means and ends traditionally used to justify (legally 
or otherwise) violence. Indeed, this type of strike serves no purpose other 
than to undermine the controlling relationship of means and ends which 
characterizes both law-positing and law-preserving violence.8 For Benja-
min, the importance of such a politics of �pure means� is that the precise 
absence of ends opens a space for the preservation of potentiality, a way 
out of the fatefulness of mythic violence. 

Benjamin�s essay culminates in a distinction between mythic violence 
and divine violence, a distinction which appears to form a potential litmus 
test for a justifiable revolutionary politics: 

Mythic violence is bloody power over mere life for its own sake; di-
vine violence is pure power over all life for the sake of the living. The 
first demands sacrifice; the second accepts it.9

The distinction made here between �mere life� and �all life� asks what it is 
that is at stake in violent acts of political transformation. It is characteristic 
of the cycle of mythic violence and its entrenchment of the ever-same of 
fatefulness that it rules over the �mere life� of bodily life and leaves every-
thing else untouched � indeed, it is only through the forceful imposition of 
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bloody legal violence on man�s body that the law can impose the fateful cy-
cle of the ever-same. Benjamin subsequently condemns any conception of 
life restricted to �mere life� as a falling short of the total conception of hu-
manity: 

Man cannot, at any price, be said to coincide with the mere life in 
him, any more than it can be said to coincide with any of other of his 
conditions and qualities, including even the uniqueness of his bodily 
person. However sacred man is�there is no sacredness in his con-
dition, in his bodily life vulnerable to injury by his fellow men.10

By contrast, in �The Task of the Translator� Benjamin appears to provide a 
definition of all life: 

The concept of life is given its due only if everything that has a his-
tory of its own, and is not merely the setting for history, is credited 
with life. In the final analysis, the range of life must be determined by 
the standpoint of history rather than that of nature, least of al by 
such tenuous factors as sensation and soul. The philosopher�s task 
consists in comprehending all of natural life through the more en-
compassing life of history.11

Benjamin privileges a conception of life that is historical rather than natural; 
that is to say, one that is defined by its potential for transformation rather 
than by an eternal and immutable character or set of properties. When he 
describes �divine violence� as �pure power over all life,� then, he is referring 
to a power which reorders potentiality, undoing the chains of fate that per-
petuate life as we think we know it. Because of this, Benjamin accuses 
those who consider life itself to be the highest good of accepting the inevi-
tability of the ever-same, where no transformation of the social could ever 
be possible that would justify acts of revolutionary killing. For Benjamin, 
such a move constitutes a premature foreclosure of human potential.12

A more complete understanding of the relationship between divine vio-
lence and potentiality in Benjamin�s work can be provided through a con-
sideration of Adorno�s treatment of the related issue of progress. In his 
1962 lecture, Adorno distinguishes between technical-rational progress and 
progress for humankind; the distinction opens up a space in which the 
avoidance of global catastrophe becomes possible but by no means inevi-
table: 

Today such reflections [on progress] come to a head in contempla-
tion of whether humankind is able to prevent catastrophe. The forms 
of humankind�s own overall social constitution endanger its life inso-
far as no self-conscious overall subject develops and intervenes. 
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The possibility of progress � of averting utmost, total disaster � has 
devolved to this overall subject alone. All else involving progress 
must crystallize about it.13

Just as Benjamin was concerned to move beyond a consideration of legal 
violence which from the outset accepted its operation as justifiable, Adorno 
wishes to expand the debate regarding social progress beyond a mere 
consideration of society�s �skills and knowledge.�14

Adorno�s assessment of Benjamin�s position can be understood by 
reference to Benjamin�s pessimism regarding mythic violence: insofar as 
humankind is ruled by mythic violence, �humankind� in the fullest sense has 
not begun to exist, and as such cannot be said to progress. For Benjamin, 
the condition for the establishment of humankind would be the seizure of its 
redemptive potentiality. In Adorno�s reading of Benjamin, this entails the es-
tablishment of a real humankind in the place of the current �illusory image� 
of humankind.15 Insofar as our notions of humankind and society are tied 
to particular conceptual determinations (in particular, those derived from 
modern capitalism, such as the principle of exchange), this illusory image is 
a �false totality,� containing within itself a limiting principle that acts so as to 
foreclose potentiality; our understandings of humankind are delimited by 
the scope of those conceptual determinations. For Adorno, this potentiality 
is the potentiality of actual progress. 

For Adorno, the danger of a purely secular notion of progress is that it 
will simply ontologize progress as a function of being itself, when �too little 
of what is good has power in the world for progress to be ascribed to the 
world in a predicative judgment.�16 And yet this is not the same as promot-
ing a disbelief in progress, and he warns that such a position is perhaps 
even more misguided than a naïve belief in progress: 

Those who, since antiquity and with ever new words, make the 
same wish: that there be no progress, have the most dangerous pre-
tense of all. This pretense lives from the false inference that since no 
progress has taken place until now, there will never be any. It pre-
sents the disconsolate return of the same as the message of Being 
which must be heard and respected, whereas Being itself, to whose 
voice this message is imputed, is a cryptogram of the very myth, lib-
eration from which would be a moment of freedom.17

If Enlightenment thinking, with its naïve insistence on progress, amounts to 
an unwitting extension of the cycle of �mythic violence,� then a disbelief in 
progress implies the open celebration and legitimation of that cycle as be-
ing our just desserts. Accordingly, it offers no position from which to critique 
our situation. Here Adorno�s criticisms are similar to those Benjamin levels 
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against Kurt Hiller: just as Benjamin is critical of the position that there is 
nothing worth killing or dying for, Adorno resists the conclusion that there is 
no point in attempting to realize progress. 

Instead of posing the question of whether progress occurs or not, 
Adorno focuses on what he considers progress�s partiality and incomplete-
ness � its focus on �skills and knowledge� at the expense of humankind it-
self. This incompleteness is revealed in the illusory belief in the spirit as 
eternal and ahistorical. Just as Benjamin insists that �all life� must be 
viewed from the perspective of history rather than nature, Adorno insists 
that �spirit� is just as implicated within historical development as is �mere 
life.� 

The possibility of real progress � and it remains a possibility only � 
would require the adoption of a critical distance from society and its secular 
notion of progress; a distance which, while not abandoning the category al-
together, would recognize that �as society is, it is at times the opposite of 
progress.�18 In its secular form, �progress� is generally confined to a 
techno-rationalist conception that emphasizes the accumulation of skills 
and knowledge at the expense of promoting emancipation from suffering. 
For Adorno, this techno-rationalist development is in fact the development 
of strategies of oppression and domination, over the external world of na-
ture, over one�s fellow human, and finally over one�s own inner nature. A 
philosophically defensible definition of progress would need to break this 
link between progress and domination. 

In Negative Dialectics, Adorno establishes this logic of domination as 
characteristic of conceptual thought, which functions by a process of reduc-
ing the nonidentical to the identical. Fred Dallmayr describes nonidentity as 
�the surplus or excess of being over knowing, especially the excess of so-
cial and historical reality over the appropriating grasp of conceptualiza-
tion.�19 As with mythology and enlightenment in Dialectic of Enlightenment, 
conceptualization is a means by which man establishes a level of control 
over nature, with the result that �the �conceptual order� absorbs and mo-
nopolizes the content of thought.�20 Insofar as this conceptualization of be-
ing gives man a level of control over his surroundings, it is a technique of 
survival that develops out of man�s natural state in nature. As such, in the 
act of dominating nature, man remains compliant with his natural state, and 
has not fully embraced the emancipatory potential of reason. The oppres-
sive tendencies of instrumental reason thus reveal enslavement to nature 
in the very moment of man�s alleged liberation from nature. 

However, this dialectical increase in domination, a dialectic which 
leads �from the slingshot to the atom bomb,� is a contingent rather than 
pre-ordained development, and in its contingency there exists the possibil-
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ity of true progress.21 The �humankind� that would need to come into exis-
tence in order for true progress to begin would be one which moves beyond 
oppressive totalities, totalities established by a mode of thought character-
ized by the use of concepts to neutralize the diversity of experience, and 
the tendency to suppress the tension between the conceptual and non-
conceptual. True progress, then, is linked to a moment of reconciliation with 
nature, for only by ceasing to dominate nature can man transcend his own 
ennatured status: 

Progress means: a coming out of the spell, even out of the spell of 
progress which is itself nature, when humankind becomes aware of 
its own indigenousness to nature and halts the mastery which it ex-
erts over nature through which mastery by nature continues. In this 
respect it could be said that progress only properly occurs where it 
ends.22

In Negative Dialectics this moment of reconciliation is described as an ac-
ceptance of difference, and an end to the reduction of the nonidentical to 
the identical: 

The reconciled condition would not be the philosophical imperialism 
of annexing the alien. Instead, its happiness would lie in the fact that 
the alien, in the proximity it is granted, remains what is distant and 
different, beyond the heterogenous and beyond that which is its 
own.23

Adorno does not advocate the full-scale de(con)struction of the subject, as 
subjectivity remains that which potentially liberates humanity from the en-
slavement to nature of the animal. Nonetheless he advocates a transforma-
tion of subjectivity in the name of a more reconciled relationship with na-
ture. This reconciliation would take the form of an expansion of subjectivity 
to the point of self-reflection on its partiality: 

The subject has to make good for what it has done to the nonidenti-
cal. In doing that it becomes free of the appearance of its absolute 
being for itself.24

By advocating such a reconciliation with the nonidentical, Adorno seeks �to 
use the strength of the subject to break through the fallacy of constitutive 
subjectivity.�25 Adorno chooses his words carefully here: to abandon rea-
son and identity-thinking altogether would be to foreclose the possibility of 
true progress and justice which these concept entail, however ambigu-
ously, thus inviting unrestrained barbarism and injustice. Adorno insists that 
identity and non-identity must be thought together. It is for this reason that 
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Adorno claims that progress can only be redeemed by �making use of the 
forces of progress itself, but never by restoring the previous situation.�26 In 
this sense we can postulate that, for Adorno, any �return� to nature requires 
as its precondition a more complete emancipation from nature, with the 
proviso that by �nature� we are referring to two quite different concepts: in 
the latter case, nature as a historically produced state of domination and 
subjugation (Adorno�s �natural history� as Benjamin�s �mythic violence�), 
and in the former, a �nature� which involves a reconciliation between man 
and the world around him, which includes between man and the natural 
world, between man and woman, between man and fellow man. 

Adorno considers reason as a vehicle by which humankind can over-
haul nothing less than its relationship to nature, its very subjectivity. For 
Adorno, the possibility of �redemption� in Benjamin�s sense is closely linked 
to the potential for the radical transformation of subjectivity itself. The ne-
cessity of such a transformation forms a limit beyond which social trans-
formation cannot properly be thought, for any utopian imagining of society 
which carries over our pre-existing notion of humanity would be doomed to 
simply repeat the past in a cycle of Benjaminian mythic violence: 

The popular question concerning �Man,� prevalent still in Marxism of 
the Lukacsian version, is ideological, because it dictates already in 
its form the invariancy of a possible answer, even if it were historicity 
itself. What �Man� in himself is supposed to be is always only what 
he was: he is nailed to the rock of the past.27

The possibility of overcoming this cycle of mythic violence is considered in 
terms of reconciliation in Adorno�s work, and redemption in Benjamin�s. To 
chart the relationship between these two terms, it is necessary to consider 
the extent to which redemption is, for Benjamin, a realizable possibility. In 
the theses �On the Concept of History,� Benjamin argues that our present 
potential to achieve happiness enters cognition in the form of past possibili-
ties for happiness that we have missed.28 The �we� here is a concrete �we� 
embodied in a particular historical moment, rather than an abstract subject, 
and correspondingly Benjamin describes these missed chances for happi-
ness by reference to prosaic situations: 

There is happiness such as could arouse envy in us only in the air 
we have breathed, among people we could have talked to, women 
who could have given themselves to us.29

Benjamin�s approach to history is distinct in that it combines discontinuity 
and continuity: his conception of time is discontinuous because the present 
is defined as a field of potentiality and the future as a field of unknowable 
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contingency; and yet, the survival of missed possibilities in the form of new 
possibilities offers a kind of continuity insofar as the unrealized fulfillment of 
possibilities in the past leads into the potential for realizing fulfillment in the 
present. 

In Adorno, Benjamin�s �theology� of fulfillment is translated into a dia-
lectic of realization: this can be seen in his writings on progress, in which 
the incompleteness and partiality of our current doctrine of progress is a 
failure which, in falling short, points us toward the possibility of realizing a 
complete notion of progress. Just as, for Benjamin, the possibility of happi-
ness is formed out of the non-actualization of previous possibilities, in 
Adorno�s work the chance for reconciliation is made possible through the 
failure of reconciliation to date. Both writers establish a relationship be-
tween historical failure (�permanent catastrophe�) and present potentiality 
(�the possibility to change life�). The particular dialectical edge of Adorno�s 
approach is in his insistence on the way in which the �hardened objects� of 
reality contain within themselves their own potentiality, which is accessible 
to the theorist by means of negative dialectics. For Adorno, progress forms 
the paradigmatic example of this inherent potentiality. 

However, while it is clear that Adorno�s discussion of human progress 
strongly echoes Benjamin�s distinction between mythic violence and divine 
violence, what remains to be settled is whether Adorno�s dialectical ap-
proach would allow for the radical separation which Benjamin appears to 
draw between mythic and divine violence � a separation which is itself a re-
flection of a similar apparent separation between history and redemption. 
Consider Benjamin�s �Angel of History,� which offers a vision of progress 
both similar and different to Adorno�s: 

His face is turned toward the past. Where a chain of events appears 
before us, he sees one single catastrophe, which keeps piling 
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it at his feet. The angel would 
like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been 
smashed. But  storm is blowing from Paradise and has got caught in 
his wings; it is so strong that the angel can no longer close them. 
This storm drives him irresistibly into the future, to which his back is 
turned, while the pile of debris before him grows toward the sky. 
What we call progress is this storm.30

This passage appears to portray historical development (in the form of pro-
gress) and redemption as diametrically opposed; this can be distinguished 
from Adorno�s dialectical reading of progress, which establishes secular 
progress as both the condition of possibility and the condition of impossibil-
ity of real progress. However, Adorno establishes the minimal common 
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ground between their two understandings of progress when he notes: 

The progress of domination of nature which, according to Benjamin�s 
parable, proceeds in contradiction to that true progress which would 
have its telos in redemption, is still not without all hope. The two 
concepts of progress communicate with each other not just in the 
averting of final calamity, but rather in each actual form of the easing 
of persistent suffering.31

The perseverance of the world, of history, and the frail glimmers of pro-
gress in the isolated cases of �easing of persistent suffering,� both attest to 
the continually regenerated potentiality of redemption, even as progress-
as-mythic-violence dissolves potentiality moment by moment and leaves 
the past in ruins. The possibility of �divine violence� is the possibility of vio-
lence that preserves potentiality; as such it would form the praxis counter-
part to Adorno�s theoretical approach. The relationship between mythic vio-
lence and divine violence is that of the �hardened object� and its potential, 
and it is difficult not to conclude that mythic violence contains �a hidden in-
dex by which it is referred to redemption.� Benjamin formulates this rela-
tionship in reverse when he states that �all the eternal forms are open to 
pure divine violence, which myth bastardized with law.�32 Mythic violence 
can thus be seen as a fallen form of divine violence, insofar as its law, its 
fatefulness, constrains potentiality. 

In his �Theological-Political Fragment,� Benjamin states: 

[N]othing that is historical can relate itself, from its own ground, to 
anything messianic. Therefore, the Kingdom of God is not the telos 
of the historical dynamic; it cannot be established as a goal. From 
the standpoint of history, it is not the goal but the terminus [Ende]. 
Therefore, the secular order cannot be built on the idea of the Divine 
Kingdom, and theocracy has no political but only religious meaning 
[�] To strive for such a passing away � even the passing away of 
those stages of man that are nature � is the task of world politics, 
whose method must be called nihilism.33

The desire to create the kingdom of God on earth is the desire to bring 
about the end of history, which for Benjamin means the end of potentiality. 
It is the desire to found a state of invariance in a world defined by its vari-
ability, by its historical logic of decay, and as such is a desire to annihilate 
the historical world. This quality of nihilism is not limited to just theocracy, 
but also to all utopian social and political visions which, by their positing of 
a telos � even a telos in the name of �those stages of humanity that are na-
ture� � would narrow the field of potentiality for the concrete agents of po-
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litical or revolutionary change: �the living.� The Kingdom of God is defensi-
ble as a religious vision of theocracy, but unsustainable as a political pro-
gram. 

When Benjamin states that divine violence is violence over �all life for 
the sake of the living,� he privileges the actually (presently) living over and 
above any past or future (utopian) notion of humanity � he does not, for ex-
ample, argue that divine violence is done for the sake of �our children� or 
�future generations,� let alone �civilization� or �humanity.� On the one hand, 
�the living� are those who currently live, and to act on behalf of the currently 
living is to acknowledge and respect the openness of the present, acting in 
accordance with Benjamin�s conception of history as a succession of mo-
ments infused with potentiality. On the other, �the living� is an irreducibly 
material notion: the living live independent of our ability to conceive of 
them, whereas future life can never be more than a mere conceptual pro-
jection into a future which is yet to be made. Insofar as any revolutionary 
politics acts on behalf of a future subject (for example, the liberated working 
class), it subordinates the actually existing to a conceptual model. In doing 
so, it repeats the manoeuvre which Adorno considers constitutive of op-
pressive rationality, which is the subordination of the non-identical to the 
identical, of real content to ideal form. 

Placing the ends of a utopian conception of a future society above the 
means by which this would be achieved � the incitement of the currently liv-
ing to revolutionary action � is an act of instrumental rationality characteris-
tic of a model of human action which has not advanced beyond the domi-
nation/subjugation relationship to nature which Adorno critiques. It is not at 
all coincidental that the model of legal theory that would best justify such an 
action is natural law. For Benjamin, such justification remains in the realm 
of mythic violence; at the same time, any final guarantee of the justness of 
ends can be provided only by God. As Benjamin states in �Critique of Vio-
lence�: 

It is never reason that decides on the justification of means and the 
justness of ends: fate-imposed violence decides on the former, and 
God on the latter.34

This statement is not an appeal to the primacy of God as arbiter, but a de-
fense of the openness of the present: if it was within our capabilities to 
know that a particular course of action was just, then we would be bur-
dened with the responsibility of executing the sole just course of action. In 
doing so, we would in effect have created the Kingdom of God on earth. 
Conversely, it is our inability to finally determine the just that is the condi-
tion of possibility for all human freedom, and the space between our actions 
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and justice is thus the space of potentiality. The pretense at knowing in ad-
vance the shape of a just society is a betrayal of our freedom, on the one 
hand constraining potentiality while on the other hand offering a form of jus-
tice that is ultimately masked oppression. Adorno reiterates this insight 
when he states: 

Humankind can be thought only through [the] extreme of thorough 
differentiation, individuation, not as a comprehensive master con-
cept. The forbiddance issued by Hegel�s and Marx�s dialectical theo-
ries against depicting utopia smells the betrayal of utopia.35

Benjamin can describe the end-less general proletarian strike as �pure 
means� because it is a strike carried out in the name of those who strike 
(the living) rather than in the name of some future political goal or vision. 
This form of �divine violence� embraces the potentiality of the present 
rather than the teleology of the future, thus liberating present actors from 
the chains of mythic fatefulness which characterize even the most radical 
and optimistic utopian political action. His insistence that �the secular order 
cannot be built on the idea of the Divine Kingdom�36 does not entail a re-
jection of the possibility of social improvement, but it maintains that the en-
visioning of an ideal world is the task of religion rather than politics. Instead, 
in the fragment �World and Time,� Benjamin charges politics with �the ful-
fillment of an unimproved humanity,� a fulfillment that is for him the �defini-
tion of politics.�37 A politics of potentiality does not cling to a determinate 
future, but rather seeks to emphasize the openness of the present. 

The characterization of history as a succession of missed possibilities 
points to the optimistic corollary that each moment is charged with poten-
tial. Likewise, Adorno seeks to defend a notion of progress-as-potential by 
critiquing the twin failings of both those who believe in progress and those 
who deny its existence: both camps succumb to the temptation of reifying 
the actual. Like Benjamin, Adorno refuses to give his own conception of 
progress a determinate content, for to do so would be to offer his own pro-
fane version of the Kingdom of God. Rather, Adorno�s utopian vision is only 
embodied negatively, as that which escapes the mythic violence of the ac-
tual and embraces potential: 

Good is what rests itself away, the good is woven into history which, 
without clearly orienting itself toward reconciliation, allows the possi-
bility of progress to flash in the progression of its movement.38

For Benjamin, the good is that which seizes the possibilities that present 
themselves with each passing moment, rather than letting them dissolve in 
abeyance to the rule of fate. For Adorno, Benjamin�s �possibilities� are al-
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ways possibilities of progress, possibilities for good. For both writers, the 
content of this good is left for the living to decide. 
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Between Violence and Law, Is There a Place for Justice? 

Adam Lodders 

For this law is allotted to men by Zeus, son of 
Kronos: fish and beasts of the wild and birds 
that fly in the air eat one another, since Justice 
has no dwelling among them: but to men he 
gives Justice, which is the greatest of blessings1 
Hesod, �An Exhortation to Justice.� 

The interrelationship between violence, law and ultimately justice is 
bound by the relationships between individuals, between individuals and 
the state, between collectives and groups. A regulative force emerges 
through these structures. The links between violence, law and justice have 
been theorised throughout history. One of the earliest renditions is articu-
lated by Hesod as Zeus and Themis (the goddess of divine justice) gave 
birth to Dikē (justice), placing her on Earth empowering her as the guardian 
of human justice. This interrelationship derives from the Greek, embodied 
in Dikē related to the law, the nomos, the underlying set of laws that struc-
ture societies. Nomos refers to the universe, providing the underlying 
schema for understanding all law; it is the law of law.2 Nomos is not re-
vealed in statute, that one society has one set of regulations different from 
others, but through the fact that regulations exist. The distinction of the in-
dividual nature of a set of laws, of participating, being a part of society, 
stems from the regulative force of Dikē. Justice, human justice, is the hori-
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zon between violence and law.3

Giorgio Agamben presents a detailed analysis of the regulative force 
of the nomos. This is developed through Pindar, fragment 169, which 
states that the link is bound between violence (Bia) and justice (Dikē).4 
This tension composes the nomos. According to Agamben�s reading of the 
translation of this fragment into German by Hölderlin, the nomos is 
grounded stronger than law; it is the �meditation that grounds knowledge.�5 
Hence, nomos is central to any understanding of violence, law and justice. 
Nomos represents the state of nature, whereby law is thought of as �being-
in-potentiality [l�essere-in-potenza] ... the law�s self presupposition as �natu-
ral law�.�6 This underlying current of law, as nomos, is central to the law�s 
positioning in relation to justice and violence. The subject has a central role 
to play in any theorisation of violence, law and justice. The subject feels the 
effect of violence and law. Hence, in order to obtain justice the corporeal 
subject, the body that feels violence, needs to be considered. This consid-
eration is centred upon the difference inherent within bodies in order to de-
velop an embodied notion of justice, akin to that manifest in Dikē. There-
fore, the central concern is how justice can be brought about from the inter-
relationship between violence and law. This is a glimpse of its horizon. In 
tracing this thought, Hannah Arendt sees the origin of violence as bound to 
the relationship between violence and law. This initial condition of violence 
� its temporal-spatial element � provides a point of departure. 

Law is linked to violence through Walter Benjamin and opens up the 
possibility to conceptualise violence outside of legal terms. Benjamin, by 
breaking the nexus of legality, positions the role of violence and the law as 
conceived through the distinctions of mythic and divine violence. These 
elements both demand something from the subject. Their interaction moves 
us closer to an attempt for justice that is not bound by violence. Yet in 
overcoming this, Jacques Derrida, in his reading of Benjamin, states that 
justice has at its heart difference. For Derrida justice is deconstruction. This 
is presented through the tension he develops in his three aporias in the 
�Force of Law.� His condition of justice is presented through this aporetic 
structure. By juxtaposing Derrida�s condition for justice with Kafka�s ac-
count and Derrida�s subsequent reading, the project and topography of the 
law is opened. The issue then becomes to identify the position of the sub-
ject that attempts to access the law. Through this, the possibility of the sub-
ject becomes central to understanding any notion of justice. This is re-
vealed through positioning aporia with chora. It is chora which enables an 
opening for justice that has the body, represented through the inherent dif-
ferent of sexed bodies, at its core. 
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Violence and the Condition of Justice 

In On Violence, Hannah Arendt explores the interrelationship between 
violence and power.7 Arendt outlines her distinction between violence and 
power, but also the conditions that enable violence to be thought of as a 
constitutive part of the state. Violence is placed in opposition with power. 
Arendt presents an outline of violence and power, noting that their definition 
is not rigid. Power is the �human ability not just to act but to act in con-
cert.�8 Power is not the domain of an individual; it is always, according to 
Arendt, wielded by a group and is sustained by the continuation of the 
group.9 Violence however, is instrumental in character. Arendt associates it 
as phenomenologically closer to strength, which by its nature is always 
wielded by an individual and can be overcome by the many.10 Violence is 
instrumental, �like all means it stands in need of guidance and justification 
through the end it pursues.�11 Violence is outside the realm of legitimacy, 
which is contingent on an appeal to history, because its justification is to 
the future � that which is to come.12 What is the interaction between power 
and violence? Arendt states that while power and violence are distinct they 
always appear together.13 Violence is the call towards the future, �power 
needs no justification, being inherent in the very existence of political com-
munities; what it does need is legitimacy.�14 The most pressing claim of Ar-
endt�s text is the origin of power. The basis of power is that it �springs up 
whenever people get together and act in concert, but it derives its legiti-
macy from the initial getting together rather than any action that then may 
follow.�15 Hence, the fundamental notion of power is tied to the concept of 
an original condition which is always-already grounded in space. There is 
no point in time that can enable power to be marked out in history. The col-
lective is always- already brought into being. As such, akin to the nomos, 
Arendt�s conception of power sees it as the regulative force that emerges 
from people acting in concert. It provides an underlying regulative notion 
that mediates violence. 

The composition of power leads to the question of the political com-
munity � the polis. For if power is the ability for a collective to act in concert, 
then the fundamental regulative principal is that power has to have a space 
where it can be enacted. The formulation of power that emerges in an al-
ways-already state can be linked to the regulative aspect of language. Lan-
guage enables the binding of the community, conceived as nomos. The 
question now becomes who is engaging in the polis. The polis positions it-
self as a movement away from nature, defined as the essence of biological 
life (zoe), which is the zero degree of the human and personified in the 
bodies of women and slaves as labour.16 The formulation of the political 
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appears to exclude the body for the privileging of language, the removal of 
the body from the public sphere. Julia Kristeva in her reading of Arendt 
states: �the body never transcends nature; it avoids the world so it can re-
main exclusively a sphere of privacy.�17 The role of the body becomes cen-
tral if power exists to overcome violence. What justice can be obtained 
within the exclusionary polis? Does justice deny the body? Kristeva adds 
that Arendt�s attempt to formulate the body is problematic due to her failure 
to engage with the feminine. Had Arendt 

tried her hand at contemplating femininity, she would have put the 
female body at the forefront, that is, at the heart of the natural proc-
ess from which human beings must extract themselves if they wish 
to transform zoe into bios. Is it not the case that the political realm, 
the only noble realm that exists, is designed to fight against the bio-
logical life, against women and slaves?18

Arendt�s articulation of the formation of the political presents an opening to 
the interaction between violence, law and justice. Kristeva opens an ave-
nue whereby the body can be positioned in relation to the development of a 
conception of justice. I will return to her work later in the essay. 

Walter Benjamin�s inquiry into the connection between violence and 
law opens a new way to conceptualise the interrelationship. Jacques Der-
rida�s response enables the opening up of justice, justice as deconstruc-
tion, which is situated near violence and law. Benjamin�s �Critique of Vio-
lence�19 and Derrida�s response �Force of Law,�20 provide an insight into 
the interaction of violence, law and their end � justice. Benjamin presents 
the figure of violence and how it has been linked to law. He attempts to cir-
cumvent the process whereby violence and law are traditionally bound to-
gether. Derrida on the other hand, attempts to locate the sphere of justice 
by searching for a justice that is free from violence. Benjamin�s text is a 
radical attempt to rethink the notions of justice and law. His text presents a 
departure from the traditional binds of legal theory; that is the opposition 
between natural and positive law. Natural law is concerned with ends, while 
positive law is concerned with means. Benjamin breaks open the 
means/ends distinction in order to free the notion of violence from the do-
main of legal judgement. Before any discussion about �The Critique of Vio-
lence,� it is important to note what Benjamin means by violence. There is a 
shift in meaning in the English translation from the original word Gewalt. As 
Gewalt does not only mean violence, it can also mean ��legitimate force,� 
authorized violence, legal power, as when one speaks of Staatsgewalt, 
state power.�21 Hence, the notion of violence (Gewalt) that is articulated by 
Benjamin has a multifaceted meaning, which must be kept in mind. 
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In establishing a critique of violence, Benjamin opens up the estab-
lished boundaries of legal reasoning � natural and positive law. There is a 
natural opposition between the two positions, which have resulted in natu-
ral law as only being able to criticise ends and positive law that of means. 
Benjamin�s text attempts to break through the means/ends distinction stat-
ing: �if justice is the criterion of ends, legality is that of means.�22 Both 
schemas of legal argument are used to justify their dominion. In order to 
reconceptualise the nature of violence and its relationship with law, then 
the horizon of thought needs to be outside the boundary of both natural and 
positive law, outside both means and ends. Benjamin sketches a philoso-
phico-historico view of law, rupturing open the nature of law.23 Violence is 
misconceived in natural law through its justification based upon its ends. 
While in positive law, all violence must have proof of its historical origin.24 
Violence is bound within the structure of law. Central to developing a condi-
tion of justice is breaking free from violence. 

Benjamin develops throughout the �Critique of Violence� the limitations 
of the means/ends distinction, realising that both natural and positive law 
permit violence in one way or another. This violence is entwined with law.25 
What violence exists that is not already caught within the logic of the law? 
The condition now becomes one of �just ends attained by justified means 
[and] justified means used for just ends.�26 Violence sees however, that 
justified means are irreconcilable with just ends.27 This tension leads Ben-
jamin to attempt to break through the structure of legal reason. He 
searches for a different space for violence. �It is never reason that decided 
on the justification of means and the justness of ends: fate-imposed vio-
lence decided on the former, and God on the latter.�28 It is the establish-
ment of mythic and divine violence that can enables the nature of violence 
to be founding and preserving � opening the space between law and vio-
lence. 

Mythic and divine violence present a space that enables a movement 
beyond the legal rendering of violence, opening up violence at the origin. 
Benjamin develops mythic violence through the tale of Niobe. �Niobe�s ar-
rogance calls down fate upon her not because her arrogance offends 
against the law but because it challenges fate � to a fight in which fate must 
triumph and can bring to light a law only in its triumph.�29 The figure of vio-
lence is Niobe succumbing to fate, revealed in the nature of the law making 
power that is mythic violence. Violence as mediated by fate becomes cen-
tral to law. When positioned in relation to the struggle of seeking justified 
means and just ends, through law, the tension that exists between power 
and justice needs to be noted. For Benjamin �lawmaking is powermaking, 
assumption of power, and to that extent an immediate manifestation of vio-
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lence. Justice is the principle of all divine endmaking, power the principal of 
all mythic lawmaking.�30 It is �the violence that posits law and the violence 
that preserves it.�31 This account sees violence as central to the law and 
any attempt to break through the means/ends distinction are equally bound 
within the law. 

Mythic violence is founding and preserving operating through both 
means and ends. Benjamin states that divine violence is that which can 
overcome mythic violence: 

If mythic violence is law making, divine violence is law-destroying; if 
the former sets boundaries, the latter boundlessly destroys them; if 
mythic violence brings at once guilt and retribution, divine power 
only expiates; if the former threatens, the later strikes; if the former is 
bloody, the latter is lethal without spilling blood.32

Blood is the relationship between the mythic and the divine. Both have a 
call in relation to blood, played out upon life. Through blood �mythic vio-
lence is pure power over mere life for its own sake; divine violence is pure 
power over all life for the sake of the living. The first demands sacrifice; the 
second accepts it.�33 Mythic violence calls life into question through sub-
suming the body to the law, in contrast to divine violence, which has its 
subject preserved. This preservation is lethal for the living. The subject is 
bound within the nexus of the mythic and the divine faced with the prospect 
of whether to shed blood. Blood that flows is the body, realised in the life of 
the subject, in the body. However, it is not just the �mere life� of the subject 
that is at issue according to Benjamin, the structure that demands sacrifice 
of the living for the preservation of the mythic is guilt.34 Guilt turns life into 
the sacred, as represented through blood, the price that ensures that 
mythic violence regulates the body through law. The divine attempts to 
break through the body, realising it as lived, not a sacred life, but life itself. 
Can the possibility of justice for the body be opened through the cycle of 
sacrifice, judgement and redemption? A justice that incorporates the body 
as opposed to a justice that demands the body. The space for the body 
emerges from breaking the cycle of mythic violence. This rupture, conceiv-
ing the life of the living as life itself enables the opening to the horizon of 
justice. 

Jacques Derrida presents the reconceptualisation of justice in the first 
section of �Force of Law,� his response to Benjamin. There are two distinct 
approaches in exploring the connection between violence and law, the first 
is critique, represented by Benjamin, and the other is deconstruction.35 
Derrida�s call is for justice as deconstruction and that �deconstruction is jus-
tice.�36 The development of such as position reveals justice as the refer-
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ence point, whereby its tension is an incalculable that commands calcula-
tion.37 �Force of Law� contains many lines of thought; however, I will focus 
on how Derrida sees a movement towards a deconstructive notion of jus-
tice that is underwritten by aporia. 

Deconstruction is the essence of justice; it articulates itself between 
the two extremities of a law that �claims to exercise itself in the name of jus-
tice� and a justice that �demands for itself that it be established in the name 
of a law that must be put to work.�38 Hence, this oscillation between justice 
and law enables the structure of aporia to present itself as a conceptualisa-
tion for how we can think of justice as deconstruction. Derrida presents 
three aporias that reveal this tension, yet also rupture the two positions that 
can give space for justice � justice through deconstruction. The first Aporia 
� the epokhē of the rule � concerns itself with the nature of the decision-
making process that determines justice. It is centred upon the work of the 
judge in their role of interpreting the law. However, the condition for this is 
that they must be free to exercise their judgement. Then with this freedom, 
the interpretation of any law and creating any criterion for justice, in judge-
ment is reduced to specific interpretations. As �each case if other, each de-
cision is different and requires an absolutely unique interpretation, which no 
existing, coded rule can or ought to guarantee absolutely.�39  

The second aporia � the haunting of the undecidable � invokes the na-
ture of justice as decision as something that �cuts and divides.�40 A rupture, 
the undecidable appears. The nature of undecidability is related to the need 
to calculate in order to reach a decision. The nature of the decision is 
something that approaches the undecidable. Justice is caught within this 
structure; it is wrapped up, following from the first aporia, the role of the 
judge to interpret the law in order to make a decision, one that can never 
fully elicit justice. For this decision is something that can never �be said to 
be presently and fully just.�41 This is based on the condition that the deci-
sion has not either been made according to a rule or that there is no point 
of reference. How can we ascertain whether justice has been delivered? 

Derrida�s third aporia � the urgency that obstructs the horizon of 
knowledge � is the condition whereby justice needs to be enacted immedi-
ately. The horizon is �both the opening and the limit that defines either an 
infinite progress or a waiting and awaiting.�42 In order to realise justice, one 
must have a decision and invested within this decision, is a �finite moment 
of urgency and precipitation,� not the result of reflection of theoretical or 
historical knowledge.43 The condition reveals that there is an instantaneous 
moment for the just decision � one that must be rendered in time and defy 
dialectics.44 This development calls for the nature of justice to be associ-
ated with the performative act. However, Derrida states that the only condi-
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tion that can enable a performative to be seen as just is through grounding 
itself on conventions, other performatives, in order to maintain itself with an 
interruptive violence.45 The frontier of justice then, is the future, it is always 
what is to come � it presents the very opening of time � a future present.46

The tension that emerges from Derrida�s structuring of the frontier of 
justice is différance. The forcing of an act, such as the calculation of the in-
calculable, opens up the difference of difference, in the attempt to circum-
vent violence. A violence that is inscribed in law, in both its means and its 
ends. It is the opening of différance abandoning all references to a centre, 
a subject or an origin.47 Justice now becomes the space in which steadfast 
relationships are problematised, an aporetic structure that has at its core 
the notion of deconstructive practice. Yet two questions present them-
selves; the first: does an aporetic structure for justice incorporate difference 
represented through the body? I will return to this question later. The sec-
ond: what is the nature of justice that presents itself in opposition to vio-
lence? 

Nancy Fraser takes issue with Derrida�s call for a deconstructive jus-
tice, alongside his reading of Benjamin. She calls for a political critique of 
the notion of justice as opposed to the call for justice as deconstruction. 
Her claim takes issue with the fact that Derrida fails to discuss an interme-
diary position, �such as those derived from the Aristotelian conception of 
phronesis, which understand judgement as neither application of an algo-
rithmic decision procedure nor the exercise of an irrational will.�48 Due to 
the failure to consider these elements, the aporetic structure is flawed. This 
reduction of judgement and following from this justice, fails to comprehend 
the totality of violence. However, Frazer continues by adding her most seri-
ous objection to Derrida, that he �directs our attention to a level of so-called 
violence in law that is constitutive and inescapable.�49 This attempt to re-
turn to a rendering of violence on a purely political level, such as that 
wielded by criminals and armies, does not explore the specific nature of 
violence that is brought about in the very conception of the political. Vio-
lence has a direct element that founds and maintains the law; this is what 
justice seeks to cut through. Frazer fails to address the question of the ne-
gotiation of violence in the foundation of the political. Her call to the practi-
cal wisdom of judgement attempts to drive us back into the realm whereby 
a result to any calculation would not acknowledge the incalculable. While 
aporia may not be the perfect structure for the horizon of justice, it enables 
the possibility of transcending established boundaries, the physical, and the 
problematic nature of violence that is political. Aporia opens up justice by 
creating a time and a space for its emergence, while recognising that vio-
lence is the constitutive element of law. 
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Elizabeth Grosz posits that the interruption of violence is time. While 
Frazer sees Derrida�s conception as a quick jump to futility, Grosz presents 
a subtler rendering which enables the emergence of justice outside vio-
lence. Justice is enabled through time, more specifically through the act of 
giving the gift of time. When seeking a call for justice, the embodiment of 
justice, the juxtaposition of violence with time opens up the possibility of the 
frontier, such as breaking the cycle of the mythic with the divine. Time pre-
sents the possibility to be free of violence. Yet there has to be space for 
time. This is the deliberated decision. Derrida�s �politics is not the espousal 
of a position but rather an openness to a force, the force of difference that 
disperses meaning, defers a final position, and indefinitely delays its own 
identity.�50 Hence, as opposed to not thinking the political, as claimed by 
Frazer, Derrida drills into the heart of the political using force in an attempt 
to sketch out a frontier of justice. While the relationship between violence 
and law can be thought of as a political problem, the practice of decon-
struction enables the opening of a space to allow the circumvention of vio-
lence but not an escape. Derrida attempts this by opening up the space 
that violence permeates, most pertinent being that of the founding: 

The spaces between this manifestation and dissimulation are the 
very spaces that make both deconstruction necessary and impossi-
ble, the spaces that deconstruction must utilise, not to move outside 
the law or outside violence (to judge them both from outside � which 
is impossible), but to locate its own investments in both law and vio-
lence.51

This space is the site of the decision, the position that is interruptive, yet 
undecidable. Grosz, through Derrida, sees the notion of undecidability as 
that which attempts to break the means/ends distinction, as Benjamin 
stated, breaking the mythic through the divine. What then is opened up 
through this space? According to Grosz, the counter of violence is the 
gift.52 But not just any gift, it is the gift of time. Through the gift of time one 
steps outside of the dominion of law, which is bound with violence, in order 
to realise justice.53 This opening is glimpsed in the open space of the apo-
ria, a space that can enables the gift. 

While presenting a space that can enable a frontier of justice � justice 
as deconstruction � through the structure of aporia, I wish to attempt to 
open up the space further. The rendering of the aporetic position by Derrida 
enables a reconceptulisation of justice, which is revealed through time. 
However, in opening up the concept of aporia, I would like to consider it in 
light of another Platonic space that reveals itself, that of the receptacle, 
chora. Chora can be likened to Derrida�s use of aporia but is more subtle 
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and nuanced. Chora provides the possibility to incorporate the lived experi-
ence of difference � the sexed body. Before commenting on how chora can 
shape justice, the location and positioning of subjects in relation to the law 
needs to be considered. In positioning the subject, a short tale from Kafka 
will enables the development of what is at stake for the subject when seek-
ing justice through the law. 

Before the Law 

Franz Kafka�s tale �Before the Law�54 presents us with a representa-
tion of law that is spatial, mediated and corporeal. The tale enables a struc-
ture, whereby law can be thought in relation to the representation of its ap-
pearance and spatial dimension. Kafka�s tale explores the entry to law, the 
individual engagement with it and its ultimate effect upon the body. From 
the text, two important ideas need to be considered. The first is the en-
gagement that the individual, the man from the country has with the law. 
The second is the representation of the law, and this is the unique structure 
as it represents the law in a tangible manner, akin to the embodiment of 
Dikē. If one was to consider the notion of the doorkeeper, the guardian of 
the law, with �his fur coat, with his big sharp nose and long, thin, black 
Tatar beard� one can see that this embodiment of the protector of law is re-
vealed in a character that has the potential to inflict violence. He is the first 
of many doorkeepers, each one more powerful than the preceding, so 
much that when the doorkeeper speaks of the third doorkeeper he is �al-
ready so terrible that even I cannot bear to look at him.� If the countryman 
were to overcome the doorkeeper then he would continue on a path of es-
calating terror, in order to access the law. The representation of the law, as 
presented for the countryman, is numerous insurmountable obstacles, yet 
as he pleads with the doorkeeper, it is also waiting, a deferral. Hence, the 
law is always a deferred, it is never obtainable. If justice was sought 
through law then the path towards it is marred by violence. Hence, the im-
passable contradiction that one cannot at once enter and access the law, 
but the unique individuality of the situation as to what is represented. It is 
deferment of a potentiality that may emerge but is never realised. The con-
clusion of this story, presents us with a second key element in about the 
law. The countryman could still not access the law after appealing to the 
doorkeeper for many years, after waiting, imploring the fleas for assistance, 
waiting until his death. He had spent his life attempting to access the law. 
The countryman sought clarification as to why he could not be admitted as 
in the time he had sought access he is the only person who has begged for 
admittance. The doorkeeper responded to the countryman�s claims: �No 
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one else could ever be admitted here, since this gate was made only for 
you. I am now going to shut it.�55

The tale of the countryman is retold to Joseph K. in the cathedral in 
Kafka�s The Trial, another text that deals with a continual deferment. This 
opening of the temporal element is to defer the future, which could also be 
related to the giving of time, which according the Grosz, can be placed at 
the opposite point of violence. In The Trial Kafka states that �postponement 
is the only hope of the accused man only if the proceedings do not gradu-
ally turn into judgement.�56 Both the countryman and Joseph K. are con-
tinually bound up within the logic of deferral, hence, whilst not being able to 
understand that which they do not know, or cannot gain access to. Instead, 
in order to approach and realise the law, the only constant is that it is unob-
tainable. Benjamin states that the articulation of law, as revealed in Kafka�s 
work, is that while the courts have the law codified, no one is allowed ac-
cess, with laws and defined norms remaining unwritten in the prehistorical 
world.57 Instead, the law can be transgressed without knowledge and what 
transgresses becomes a subject of atonement. This �transgression in the 
sense of the law is not accidental but fated, a destiny which appears here 
in all its ambiguity.�58 Transgression is revealed through fate, a fate without 
knowledge, which echoes the tale of Niobe and the juxtaposition between 
the mythic and the divine. A notion of deferral, relates strongly to the space 
that is opened up time for justice. Derrida�s reading of this tale is an attempt 
to position the law as a quasi-object. This object may not be able to be held 
but it is one whereby an attempt can be made to see it from one, or any 
angle. 

Agamben, however, sees the positioning of both the countryman and 
Joseph K. as that which represents the originary structure of the nomos.59 
It is the tension that the door, which both includes and excludes the coun-
tryman, has to language. This holds �man in its ban insofar as man, as a 
speaking being, has always already entered into language.�60 Being part of 
a discourse community, where language's tension is coterminous with the 
nomos and as such the formation of the polis, has a problematic undercur-
rent. On the development of Agamben�s reading of The Trial he states that 
there becomes an indeterminacy between the life and law, that the �exis-
tence and the very body of Joseph K. ultimately coincide with the Trial; they 
become the Trial.�61 The position of the countryman before the law 
emerges through the final act of shutting the door as it is the closure of all 
law, but was only open for him.62 Agamben positions the countryman and 
his relationship to the law by drawing on Kurt Weinberg�s interpretation with 
the figure of the �thwarted Christian Messiah.�63 The representation of the 
Messiah seeks to overcome the problem of law in monotheism, by con-
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summating it, rendering it in a singular moment. However, if the force of law 
is already in operation, there is no escape outside of its structure, one must 
either look for ways to penetrate it or live through it. The law cannot be real-
ised through the singular notion that this is all law and the countryman is 
the only person before the law. As opposed to the door being opened up 
for the countryman, as his door, which is the only door that is opened and 
closed, instead we can posit that there is a multiplicity of laws, each one 
having its own reflection upon the subject of its operation. What does not 
stop the countryman�s experience as being his alone as the torchbearer for 
the totality of law? The door and its keepers are the countryman�s unique 
interface with the impenetrability of the law. Instead of the Messiah figure, 
there is a subtler, uniquely subjective and distinct experience for the coun-
tryman as there is for Joseph K. 

Derrida presents a different reading of Kafka�s tale, in his piece of the 
same name �Before the Law.� He states that �there is a singularity about re-
lationship to the law, a law of singularity which must come into contact with 
the general or universal essence of the law without ever being able to do 
so� � the paradox of �being before the law.�64 Derrida�s reading teases out 
of Kafka�s text both the topological structure of the law that contains the 
countryman, the doorkeeper and the law, but also how they are interre-
lated. Derrida develops the interrelationship of the law, as espoused by 
Kafka to be positioned with Benjamin�s call to justice. In rending the law as 
a narrative, as represented by the countryman, there is always this attempt 
to �approach the law,� �to enter it and become intrinsic to it.�65 There is the 
revealing of the law as a site that can be approached and engaged by and 
through the body, presenting itself in a tangible form. However, Derrida 
sees that the structure of the text and as such the nature of being before 
the law contains a tension. The location of law is uncertain, what is it that is 
tangible as the law? Derrida suggests that it is possible to be �a nothing 
that incessantly defers access to itself, thus forbidding itself in order 
thereby to become something or someone.�66

Derrida sees that this nothingness opens up a space, whereby law is 
presented as absolute and detached from origins, appearing as something 
that does not appear throughout history.67 This space is entwined with the 
notion of what it means to access this law, to access a nothing space. The 
countryman becomes the subject of the law by appearing before it, being 
neither under nor in the law.68 He is present before the law awaiting ac-
cess, yet continually deferred, until death, at this law without origin. What 
becomes central then is the space to enable permission to enter the prohib-
ited. This tension here is revealed in the emergence of a topographical sys-
tem that prescribes �two inverse and adverse positions.�69 The country-
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man�s attempt to enter is delayed as an attempt to approach �the origin of 
différance: it must not be presented or represented and above all not pene-
trated. That is the law of law.�70 Différance enables time that enables the 
deconstruction of justice. If there were a nexus to penetrate � the law, as 
difference � what would it be? The sexed body is one of difference that can 
present a limit enabling law to re-figure itself in relation to violence and jus-
tice. If one is then to approach the law with the demand of justice, how 
might one be able to enter, to penetrate the law in the attempt to realise 
justice? Derrida states that the site of law is a space that is neutral, but 
keeping in mind the concept of deconstructive justice, the law is also the 
one, the many, the one, the plural: 

Here one does not know the law, one has no cognitive rapport with 
it; it is neither subject or object before which one could take a posi-
tion. Nothing holds before the law. It is not a women or a feminine 
figure, even if man � homo and vir � wants to enter or penetrate it 
(that, precisely is its trap). Nor yet is the law a man; it is neutral, be-
yond sexual and grammatical gender, and remains thus indifferent, 
impassive, little concerned to answer yes or no.71

The law, as presented above is free from gendered embodiment. It steps 
outside the bounds of gendered relationships and as such liberates itself. 
Yet Derrida invokes the grammatical gender of the law in relation to its 
naming. English has no grammatical gender, in German the law is neutral, 
das Gesetz, while in French the law is feminine, la loi and elle.72 I wish to 
move beyond the neutrality of gender in relation to the law as feminine. 
This refers back to the figure of justice, the god of human justice � Dikē. As 
such, there are two representations of justice. The first, is the Kafka�s door-
keeper, the second is the Goddess that sits blindfolded atop the court-
house, blind justice. From this, there is a correlation between the embodi-
ment of law and the body as the subject of law. The body, as it is figured in 
relation to justice can be understood to through the appeal to the basic na-
ture of difference inscribed on bodies, that is the difference of sex/gender. 

The Place of Justice 

When a subject is positioned before the law, what is the avenue to jus-
tice? What is justice for the individual that is naked, stripped and vulnerable 
before the law? It is to get inside the law. The law is a unique experience 
for each individual as revealed through Kafka. It is this individual experi-
ence of a permeating law that envelops, contains and holds sway over the 
body � that each body is inscribed its own law � that each body governs. 
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However, this only emerges through relations of bodies that mediate their 
corporeality. Returning to Derrida�s call for justice as deconstruction en-
ables the opening of a third space as revealed in the aporias. From aporia, 
I wish to consider the concept of chora, which first appeared in Plato�s Ti-
maeus and has featured in the work of Derrida and Kristeva. Chora pre-
sents us within an opening to justice akin to aporia. It is another way to 
connect to the notion of justice as a deconstructive practice. The centrality 
of chora is that it represents an ordering, a regulative concept that is not 
law that is reserved for the symbolic, but a meditation.73 The nature of 
chora is that it represents �the becoming of a sign system that is always-
already in progress.�74 The chora stands for a �rhythm of articulations� cen-
tred upon the �difference between charges and stases by the repeated in-
terruption of drives.�75 The identity of the chora is that it is bound by differ-
ence. 

Chora has difference at its centre and as such can enable the recon-
ceptualisation of justice that is embodied, taking as its centre not the prob-
lem of the aporetic structure, but opening a space for the body, thought as 
difference. This space, chora, according to Grosz contains an �irreducible, 
yet often overlooked connection with the function of femininity, being asso-
ciated with a series of sexually-coded terms.�76 In Grosz�s development of 
Plato�s chora, she sees it as providing the ground to open up an indetermi-
nate category, a third space.77 This space, chora, can only be designated 
as the feminine, it is a space that �has neither existence or becoming� it is a 
formless space in service to the masculine.78 However, within chora a point 
of transgression can be sought, although marginalised by phallocentrism. 
That which is owed to chora is that it constitutes the �most primordial of all 
spaces, the maternal space from which all subjects emerge.�79 In moving 
towards a reconceptualisation of chora, which has as its forefront the femi-
nine, the possibility for justice that has difference at its centre can be 
opened. In order to develop this, we must move from the space of the polis, 
the topography of the law and construct place. Place must be conceived as 
different from space. Space is bound within the logic of penetration, domi-
nation and colonisation. While place is a site of dwelling and occupation.80 
This creation of place, a place that is lived in, established overtime, can 
enable the movement towards a place of justice that is not entwined with 
the space of law, the public, masculine, space of the polis. 

According to Judith Butler, Derrida and Luce Irigaray state that the fig-
ure of the receptacle is presented within chora and as such it cannot be 
identified with the feminine. She states that �the feminine exceeds its fig-
uration, just as the receptacle does, and that this unthematizability consti-
tutes the feminine as the impossible yet necessary foundation of what can 
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be thematized and figured.�81 This enables a distinction between the con-
cepts that have been emergent in both the work of Kristeva and her appro-
priation of chora and its confluence with the feminine. The central figure is 
that the representation of the receptacle/chora represents the point where 
�matter redoubles itself as a proper and improper term, differentially sexed, 
thereby conceding itself as a site of ambivalence, as a body which is no 
body, in its masculine form, as a matter which is no body, in its feminine.�82 
Whatever place is rendered for the body, the creation of a sphere whereby 
matter and the body are convergent enables the extension of difference. 
This leads to a rupture in the lining of chora that can enabled the construc-
tion of a place for justice. 

Kafka�s tale positions the subject in relation to the law and also en-
ables a way to call for justice. What would be at stake when space is sub-
sumed and both the doorkeeper and the countryman penetrate the totality 
of law? This would entail getting inside and obtaining knowledge of the un-
knowable � the law cannot be controlled as a thing, an object that yields to 
the subject�s demands. That the law is individual for each subject only ap-
pears when the mere fact of law is that it can never be obtained. The at-
tempted act of penetration, of wielding the objectification of law is never re-
alised. Yet, if penetration is possible, then what is the conception of how it 
is enacted? Penetration gives rise to the notion of sex, which is fundamen-
tal in shaping bodily difference. What then becomes of penetration? Butler 
sees the prohibition of accessing the law as securing 

the impenetrability of the masculine as a kind of panic, a panic over 
becoming �like� her, effeminised, or a panic over what might happen 
if a masculine penetration of the masculine were authorised, or a 
feminine penetration of the feminine, or a feminine penetration of the 
masculine or a reversibility of those positions � not to mention a full-
scale confusion over what qualifies as �penetration� anyway.83

Hence, the development of the notion of justice as an incalculable event is 
akin to attempting to overcome the threshold of signification that is bound 
up within the construction of sex/gender. Any representations of the law, of 
the realm of social interaction � the public sphere � are already regulated 
through the privileging of the masculine. This representation must always 
be accounted for when attempting to examine the interrelationship between 
law and justice. 

Language is the foundation of any sense of collectivity. As the voice of 
the female is coterminous with herself, she is ascribed a marginalised 
sense within the public order, the public space. As Irigaray states: 

What she says is never identical with anything, moreover; rather it is 
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contiguous. It touches (upon). And when it strays too far from that 
proximity, she breaks off and starts over at �zero�: her body-sex.84

It is the equating of body-sex that renders the voice of the feminine, differ-
ence that is ascribed through the physical body that has rendered the role 
of her as constantly being other, being outside of the polis, yet not that far 
away as to not feel the effects of law upon her body. In breaking open 
chora, but associating it as a development from aporia, enables the possi-
bility that the envelope of justice that is created in place. The structure of 
language is centred upon the masculine; any notion of the subject of law, 
the subject of rights is always-already prefigured around the discourse of 
man. If there is to be an escape from the bonded order any attempt to-
wards the refounding of justice must account for language. 

Peter Fenves sees a connection that flows through Benjamin�s �Cri-
tique of Violence� and the work of Irigaray. This connection is realised 
through the understanding of difference. This difference, which for Irigaray 
is centred upon sexual difference, is developed for Benjamin in the figure of 
Niobe. Niobe is caught within the structures of mythic violence, which de-
mands and perpetuates itself through blood, the sacrifice of the living. 
However, what Irigaray seeks to find is to work through the notion of �reine 
Mittel: pure means, unmediated middleness and immediate mediacy.�85 Iri-
garay�s thought is developed through the medium of bodily fluids, specifi-
cally mucous, which, Fenves states, is due to its correspondence to reine 
Mittel. Mucous is associated with the feminine. The opening of pure means 
is contingent on mucous, not blood, to developing a place that is fluid in-
corporating difference. It would be a place for justice. A location that is 
pure, fluid and flexible, that has embodiment at its core � the body reflected 
through its difference. This justice would not have blood or violence as its 
founding and preserving structure but would be a place that opens up the 
idea of justice, away from distinctions mediated by law and judges, into the 
openness of a plain of difference. A fluid, flexible site that is always open. A 
justice that is permeable, envelops, accepts and receives � is timeless. It is 
a place that is outside the bounds of space and time, a place that is all and 
neither. Justice is fluid. Justice is the liquid spaces that flow within the 
body; it is all bodies in their individual corporeality and their connection, 
which preserves difference. A place for justice can be sought through the 
body. 

A Final Place 

The subject must remain at the centre of any exploration of the inter-
action between violence and law in relation to justice. This is especially 
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evident in the call for a justice that is fluid, has no centre, no origin. A jus-
tice stripped of all reference points but the subject. The call of justice as 
deconstruction, deconstruction as justice enables the opening of the space 
enabled by blood and the body by rupturing the mythic and divine, there is 
the realisation of a third space, a place. A place for justice or more poign-
antly, place as justice. 

While the law is presented in its strange figure � the countryman who 
seeks it, the doorkeeper who defers it � the law does not equate to justice. 
Violence underpins all law; there can be no law without violence and no 
violence without law. Any justice to emerge through the law still has vio-
lence at its core. Yet the opening of violence and law creates a space 
where justice can be considered. The development of space into place 
through the gift of time opens up the horizon of justice. It is this horizon 
whereby, the body thought of as difference resides and creates dwelling. 

Dikē, the original embodiment of justice, represents an ordering. It is 
not through her flesh that justice is obtained, she brings violence and en-
ables the regulative sphere of the nomos. Law emerges from violence 
through its appeal to justice. Benjamin commenced the fundamental theo-
rising of justice by breaking through the boundary of legality. It is Derrida�s 
call for justice as deconstruction which provides an avenue to continue the 
critique of the law, searching for a condition that enables justice. The body 
presents a possibility for justice. The body is the location of violence and 
different bodies come together forming the basis of regulation. Justice is 
found in the place, a place that is outside law and violence. The body pro-
vides a point of departure in creating the place for justice. 

Monash University 
alodders@gmail.com 
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The Ethics of Interpretation: 

Toward Critique Without Judgment 

Lara Shalson 

Jacques Derrida delivered the first part of his essay, published in the 
Cardozo Law Review under the title �Force of Law: The �Mystical Founda-
tion of Authority�,� at a colloquium on �Deconstruction and the Possibility of 
Justice,� held at the Cardozo Law School in 1989. Derrida begins his key-
note address in what we might call his �signature� style by questioning the 
title under which he has been called to speak. He suggests that this title, 
�Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice,� implies a series of questions 
that themselves take the form of a suspicion: 

Does deconstruction insure, permit, authorize the possibility of jus-
tice? Does it make justice possible, or a discourse of consequence 
on justice and the conditions of its possibility? � Do the so-called 
deconstructionists have anything to say about justice, anything to do 
with it? Why, basically, do they speak of it so little? Does it interest 
them in the end? Isn�t it because, as certain people suspect, decon-
struction doesn�t itself permit any just action, any just discourse on 
justice but instead constitutes a threat to droit, to law or right, and ru-
ins the very possibility of justice? (FL 921-3)1

For Derrida, these are the �yes or no� questions, the �either/or� choice, im-
plied by the topic that he has been asked to address but which he himself 
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has had no part in formulating. To the extent that these imagined questions 
appear to force a choice, Derrida suggests that �the title is rather violent, 
polemical, inquisitorial� and �not the most just� (FL 923). Derrida responds 
by saying he can offer no response (or at least, no reassuring response) to 
any questions put this way. However, it will be toward answering these felt 
accusations that Derrida will devote most of his energy in this keynote ad-
dress. Before long he will have asserted not only that deconstruction is 
concerned with justice, but that it constitutes justice itself [�Deconstruction 
is justice� (FL 945)]. 

In the second part of his essay, delivered in 1990 to open a colloquium 
on Nazism and the ‘Final Solution’: Probing the Limits of Representation, 
Derrida devotes himself to the reading of a text which he suggests �lends 
itself to an exercise in deconstructive reading� (FL 979). That text is Walter 
Benjamin�s �Critique of Violence.� This essay, which Derrida characterizes 
as �brief and disconcerting,� is Benjamin�s historico-philosophical [Benja-
min�s term] analysis of law and justice and the function of violence in rela-
tion to these categories. By bringing a reading of Benjamin�s text into his 
own analysis of law and justice, Derrida necessarily takes up a position in 
relation to Benjamin; this position can only be described as ambivalent. 
While Derrida both follows alongside and carries with him Benjamin�s text 
throughout his own essay, frequently inhabiting Benjamin�s ideas by speak-
ing them in his own words, Derrida also displays a powerful desire to dis-
tinguish himself from Benjamin. He distances himself at times through the 
very act of quoting, by refusing to take responsibility for Benjamin�s words 
and explicitly placing that responsibility with Benjamin [�let us leave the re-
sponsibility for this concept to Benjamin�� (FL 1025), �and again I leave to 
him responsibility for this interpretation�� (FL 1027)]. At the end of his dis-
cussion, despite the fact that Derrida�s own analysis has drawn from and 
built upon Benjamin�s text throughout, Derrida seeks finally to distinguish 
himself by positing an absolute opposition between Benjamin�s �destruc-
tion� on the one hand and his own �deconstructive affirmation� on the other. 

How do we understand the relationship between Derrida and Benja-
min�s texts? To ask this question is to ask about the relationship between 
interpreter and interpreted, and it is to inquire into the responsibilities of the 
interpreter in relation to the text s/he interprets. What are the ethics of in-
terpretation? This is the question I want to ask in relation to Derrida�s text, 
but it is already apparent that to ask this question is to ask at least two 
things of this text: on the one hand it is to attempt to understand and as-
sess Derrida�s own argument concerning the ethics of deconstruction as an 
interpretive practice. On the other hand it is to question the justness of Der-
rida�s deconstructive reading of Benjamin. To put it simply: Derrida argues 
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that deconstruction is justice; is Derrida�s own interpretation of Benjamin 
just? 

To begin to answer the second of these questions, let us return to Der-
rida�s critique of Benjamin. Why does Derrida ultimately break with Benja-
min�s text, and in what way does he accomplish this disassociation? Der-
rida hints throughout his talk that he is uncomfortable with Benjamin�s text. 
He introduces the second part of his essay with the suggestion that Benja-
min�s text belongs �to the great anti-parliamentary and anti-�Aufklärung� 
wave on which Nazism so to speak surfaced and even surfed in the �20s 
and the beginning of the �30s� (FL 975). Derrida refers numerous times 
throughout his text to �certain limited but determinable affinities between 
Benjamin�s text and some texts by Carl Schmitt� (FL 977). But it is not until 
the very last paragraph that Derrida states explicitly what these affinities 
mean for him. He concludes that Benjamin�s text �despite all its polysemic 
mobility and all its resources for reversal, seems to [him] finally to resemble 
too closely, to the point of specular fascination and vertigo, the very thing 
against which one must act and think, do and speak, that with which one 
must break� (FL 1045). Derrida follows his proclamation immediately with a 
doubt, expressed in the form of a parenthetical �(perhaps, perhaps),� but 
nevertheless his judgment remains: Benjamin�s text, in these final mo-
ments, becomes the very thing against which Derrida wants to act and 
speak, despite his acknowledged fascination with the text, and despite the 
fact that he has followed Benjamin�s text throughout his own discussion. 

Having passed his own judgment, Derrida concludes his essay with a 
widespread call for the need to judge: 

We must think, know, represent for ourselves, formalize, judge the 
possible complicity between [Benjamin�s discourse] and the worst 
(here the final solution). In my view, this defines a task and the re-
sponsibility the theme of which (yes the theme) I have not been able 
to read in either Benjaminian �destruction� or Heideggerian �Destruk-
tion.� It is the thought of difference between these destructions on 
the one hand and a deconstructive affirmation on the other that has 
guided me tonight in this reading. (FL 1045, my emphasis) 

Derrida concludes with a call for the need to judge, but has his own judg-
ment been just? And furthermore, is judgment truly the task of interpreta-
tion? What is the relationship between judgment and critique? 

Derrida offers one account of this relationship in his description of 
Benjamin�s critique: 

In the title Zur Kritik der Gewalt, �critique� doesn�t simply mean nega-
tive evaluation, legitimate rejection or condemnation of violence, but 
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judgment, evaluation, examination that provides itself with the 
means to judge violence. The concept of �critique,� insofar as it im-
plies decision in the form of judgment and question with regard to 
the right to judge, thus has an essential relation, in itself, to the 
sphere of law or right. (FL 983) 

For Benjamin, according to Derrida, critique implies judgment, but it does 
not necessarily mean negative evaluation or condemnation. Most impor-
tantly, if critique does entail decision in the form of judgment, it also implies 
the questioning of the right to judge. Derrida ultimately condemns Benja-
min�s text by stressing its complicity � its participation, involvement, and 
collusion � with the discourse of Nazism and the final solution. But does 
Derrida have the right to pass this judgment? 

Derrida himself suggests that he does not. Given the fact that Benja-
min�s text was written in 1921 before the rise of Nazism, and given Benja-
min�s own suicide in 1940 at the border between France and Spain in direct 
response to the threat of the Nazis, Derrida acknowledges that �we would 
not have the right or we would have only a limited right� (FL 1040, my ital-
ics), to ask what Benjamin might have thought of Nazism and the final solu-
tion based on his �Critique of Violence.� Yet immediately following this rec-
ognition, Derrida asserts that, �in a certain way [he] will do just that� (FL 
1040). 

Why? What motivates this judgment that Derrida acknowledges he 
has no right to make? As I will attempt to make clear in this essay, it is a 
certain fear. Derrida begins his conclusion by asserting that he finds some-
thing about Benjamin�s text �intolerable.� Even more than its supposed af-
finities with �the worst,� what Derrida finds intolerable is a particular tempta-
tion that Benjamin�s text inspires: �the temptation to think the holocaust as 
an uninterpretable manifestation of divine violence insofar as this divine 
violence would be at the same time nihilating, expiatory and bloodless � a 
divine violence that would destroy current law through a bloodless process 
that strikes and causes to expiate� (FL 1044). Derrida writes: �One is terri-
fied at the idea of an interpretation that would make of the holocaust an ex-
piation and an indecipherable signature of the just and violent anger of 
God� (FL 1045). It is clearly Derrida himself who is frightened. But of whose 
interpretation is he afraid? Is it not his own interpretation of Benjamin�s text. 
It is certainly not Benjamin�s interpretation of the holocaust � it could not 
be. Has Derrida truly resisted the �temptation� that he identifies, or has he 
rather already been seduced? And if so, is Benjamin�s text solely responsi-
ble for this? Isn�t it possible that the complicity that Derrida fears most of all 
is his own � his own interpretation, his own implication in Benjamin�s text 
through the centrality of Benjamin�s text to his own? Interpretation is always 
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relational. The interpreter can never be fully separated from, is always inti-
mately bound up with, the object of interpretation. Derrida�s final words 
concern his desire to mark the �difference between these destructions on 
the one hand and a deconstructive affirmation on the other.� Yet it is pre-
cisely the co-implication of Derrida and Benjamin�s texts that I intend to 
chart here. In exploring this relationship, I will also be inquiring into the na-
ture of justice, the justness of interpretation, and the relationship of judg-
ment to both. 

In the first part of his paper, Derrida seeks to account for the �mystical 
foundation of authority� � a phrase he takes from Pascal who borrows it 
from Montaigne � through recourse to his notion of the performative. Ac-
cording to Derrida, law and justice emerge together through a performative 
force: �The very emergence of justice and law, the founding and justifying 
moment that institutes law implies a performative force, which is always an 
interpretative force� (FL 941). This founding moment is a coup de force that 
�in itself is neither just nor unjust and that no justice and no previous law 
with its founding anterior moment could guarantee or contradict or invali-
date� (FL 943). Justice and law thus emerge together through a performa-
tive tautology, each being called upon to validate the other while both re-
maining groundless. This groundlessness is the mystical foundation of their 
authority. 

Lest we fall into dismay at the seeming pessimism of this groundless-
ness, Derrida hastens to point out that this structure makes law �essentially 
deconstructible,� and that this is �not bad news� (FL 943). Derrida then im-
mediately submits a paradox for discussion: 

It is the deconstructible structure of law (droit), or if you prefer of jus-
tice as droit, that also insures the possibility of deconstruction. Jus-
tice, if such a thing exists, outside or beyond law, is not deconstruc-
tible. No more than deconstruction itself, if such a thing exists. De-
construction is justice. It is perhaps because law (droit) (which I will 
consistently try to distinguish from justice) is constructible � and so 
deconstructible � that it makes deconstruction possible, or at least 
the practice of a deconstruction that, fundamentally, always leads to 
questions of droit. (FL 945) 

There are several things happening at once in this paragraph. In the first 
place, it is here that Derrida pronounces that �deconstruction is justice.� 
Justice and deconstruction come together for Derrida by virtue of the fact 
that neither is deconstructible. Being not deconstructible, both are distinct 
from law, which is deconstructible. However, the paradox is that while de-
construction (and presumably justice) is distinct from law, it is law that in-
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sures its possibility. Already we can begin to see how Derrida will argue for 
a concept of justice that is distinct from law and yet whose possibility re-
sides within law. 

This will be a continuous tension in Derrida�s text: wanting on the one 
hand to hold on to the possibility of a justice that exceeds any given law 
and is never reducible to law, and wanting on the other hand to locate that 
justice within law. From the beginning of his text, Derrida has told us that 
he wants to reserve the possibility of a justice distinct from law � �I want to 
insist right away on reserving the possibility of a justice, indeed of a law 
that not only exceeds or contradicts �law� (droit) but also, perhaps has no 
relation to law� (FL 925). However, he has also made clear that this distinc-
tion is impossible to maintain: �the �sufferance� of deconstruction, what 
makes it suffer and what makes those it torments suffer, is perhaps the ab-
sence of rules and definitive criteria that would allow one to distinguish un-
equivocally between droit and justice� (FL 923). Justice and law emerge to-
gether for Derrida through a performative coup de force, and no matter how 
one might try to distinguish them, one is always confronted with the mysti-
cal limit of their origin. 

However, this does not mean that justice, as distinct from law, does 
not exist for Derrida. Rather, it exists there in the mystical, in the impossible 
experience of that aporia. This is where justice resides for Derrida: �Justice 
is an experience of the impossible� (FL 947). Deconstruction, because it 
aims at that aporia, is also associated with an experience of the impossible 
for Derrida: �The interest of deconstruction, of such force and desire as it 
may have, is a certain experience of the impossible� (FL 981). And hence, 
justice and deconstruction come together for Derrida in their very impossi-
bility, and paradoxically, in their very necessity, for �there is no justice with-
out this experience, however impossible it may be, of aporia� (FL 947). 

The experience of aporia is associated with the moment of decision for 
Derrida. Thus we can see that for him, justice is connected to judgment 
from the very beginning. The possibility of justice, as distinct from law, re-
sides within this aporia, but to the extent that Derrida agrees with Pascal 
that �justice without force is contradictory,� it is necessary, in order for jus-
tice to be realized, that a decision or judgment � the performative founding 
of a law � be passed. Thus, although Derrida wants to hold onto an idea of 
justice that is distinct from law, the two remain intertwined and implicated in 
each other. This paradox will become more clear as we explore Derrida�s 
explication of the aporia that is at the foundation of both law and justice. 

Derrida provides three ways of thinking about this aporia. He begins 
his first example by arguing that justice requires freedom: we would never 
consider a decision just if we didn�t feel that the person deciding had the 
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freedom to choose otherwise. In other words, a decision that follows a rule 
or law by rote might be legal but we would not call it just unless we felt that 
the decision maker (Derrida uses the figure of a judge) had not only fol-
lowed the rules, but had carefully considered the uniqueness of this situa-
tion and applied a �fresh judgment� as it were. At the same time, we 
wouldn�t consider a judge�s decision just if it simply cast aside all consid-
eration of rule and law. Thus, �for a decision to be just and responsible, it 
must, in its proper moment if there is one, be both regulated and without 
regulation: it must conserve the law and also destroy it or suspend it 
enough to have to reinvent it in each case, rejustify it, at least reinvent it in 
the reaffirmation and the new and free confirmation of its principle� (FL 
961). 

Derrida�s second paradox is this: Any decision that is free will not be 
calculable; it will not merely conform to a program or rule. However, even 
though it is not calculable � and therefore its outcome cannot be guaran-
teed or confirmed in advance by a code or law � a decision must still be 
made, for to throw up one�s hands and decide that it is undecidable would 
also be unjust: �Only a decision is just� (FL 963). Therefore, �that which, 
though heterogeneous, foreign to the order of the calculable and the rule, is 
still obliged � it is of obligation that we must speak � to give itself up to the 
impossible decision” (FL 963). The moment of suspension � the moment 
that must exist outside of law before reconfirming law � is described by 
Derrida as the �ordeal of the undecidable.� Any just decision must pass 
through this ordeal: to never inhabit it would be to simply apply a rule, but 
to remain within it would also be to fail to be just. As a moment that must be 
passed through, the ordeal of the undecidable is marked by something that 
Derrida has already alluded to with regard to the performative founding of 
law: this moment, he has told us, �is never a moment inscribed in the ho-
mogenous tissue of a history, since it is ripped apart with one decision� (FL 
941). 

What we find, then, is that we are always just before or just after the 
just decision: 

There is apparently no moment in which a decision can be called 
presently and fully just: either it has not yet been made according to 
a rule, and nothing allows us to call it just, or it has already followed 
a rule � whether received, confirmed, conserved or reinvented � 
which in its turn is not absolutely guaranteed by anything, and more-
over, if it were guaranteed, the decision would be reduced to calcu-
lation and we wouldn�t call it just. (FL 963) 

The �ordeal of the undecidable� falls out of time. It is a moment which must 
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be passed through for the just decision to take place, yet it is �never past or 
passed� (FL 965). As that which is never passed, it remains a constitutive 
part of any just decision, but it remains as that which is never present. 

At this point, Derrida suggests that we can begin to see that the de-
construction of the certitude of present justice, rather than being a rejection 
of the notion of justice or an undermining of its possibility, is in fact moti-
vated by an infinite �idea of justice�: 

Infinite because irreducible, irreducible because owed to the other, 
owed to the other, before any contract, because it has come, the 
other�s coming as the singularity that is always other. This �idea of 
justice� seems to me to be irreducible in its affirmative character, in 
its demand of gift without exchange, without circulation, without rec-
ognition or gratitude, without economic circularity, without calculation 
and without rules, without reason and without rationality. (FL 965) 

This moment is a somewhat surprising one within Derrida�s text. The tone 
is noticeably different. Until now, Derrida�s discussion of justice has fo-
cused entirely on the moment of judgment, on the impossible moment of 
decision from whence law emerges. But, here he says that deconstruction 
is �mad about� this other kind of justice � a justice that is entirely free of 
contracts and economic circularity, of calculations and rules. Despite the 
seeming incompatibility of this notion of justice with law, Derrida will imme-
diately seek to find this kind of justice in the law, in the workings of decon-
struction within the law: �This kind of justice, which isn�t law, is the very 
movement of deconstruction at work in law and the history of law, in politi-
cal history and history itself, before it even presents itself as the discourse 
that the academy or modern culture labels �deconstructionism� (FL 965). 
Here, once again, it is clear that Derrida wants to hold onto an idea of jus-
tice that is distinct from law and yet to locate this justice � and deconstruc-
tion itself which is the manifestation of this justice � within law rather than 
outside of it. Furthermore, Derrida means to show that deconstruction itself 
has the status of an eternal, universal law (as in the sense of �Newton�s 
Law�). 

Having conjured this notion of an infinite idea of justice, Derrida has-
tens to add that he �would hesitate to assimilate too quickly this �idea of jus-
tice� � to a messianic promise� (FL 965). Derrida is concerned about asso-
ciating his notion of justice with the messianic advent � which he character-
izes as a horizon defined by �an infinite progress or a period of waiting� (FL 
967) � precisely because justice is �that which must not wait� (FL 967). 
Consequently, because a just decision is always required immediately, �it 
cannot furnish itself with infinite information and the unlimited knowledge of 
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conditions, rules or hypothetical imperatives that could justify it� (FL 967). 
And so there is always violence in the making of a just decision � and the 
moment of its making is neither just nor unjust � in the same way that there 
is always violence in the performative founding of law. For Derrida, the two 
are the same: �For in the founding of law or in its institution, the same prob-
lem of justice will have been posed and violently resolved� (FL 963). 

If Derrida is in love with the idea of an infinite justice that exceeds cal-
culation, why does his discussion of justice centre on decision-making? 
Why does judgment become a crucial component of justice for Derrida? 
Again, I propose that it is a certain fear: �Left to itself, the incalculable and 
giving (donatrice) idea of justice is always very close to the bad, even to the 
worst for it can always be reappropriated by the most perverse calculation. 
It�s always possible. And so incalculable justice requires us to calculate� 
(FL 971). It is the fear that incalculable justice might be very close to the 
bad that motivates Derrida to judge. 

Keeping Derrida�s arguments in the first part of his essay in mind, let 
us now turn to the second part of his essay in which Derrida discusses 
Benjamin�s �Critique of Violence.� I have claimed that Derrida has an am-
bivalent relationship to Benjamin�s text and that this ambivalence comes 
about because, despite certain affinities between Derrida�s and Benjamin�s 
understandings of law and justice, Benjamin�s text arouses a particular fear 
in Derrida. I would like now to propose, based on the reading of Derrida�s 
text that I have just laid out, that Derrida�s fear arises precisely from the 
undecidability of Benjamin�s text. This undecidability leads Derrida to fear 
that Benjamin�s text might easily be appropriated by �the worst,� and it is for 
this reason that Derrida ultimately passes judgment on Benjamin�s text. At 
the same time, I will suggest that Benjamin�s text remains utterly compel-
ling to Derrida precisely because of its undecidablitity, for reasons that I will 
now explore. 

Derrida is clearly obsessed with the ways in which Benjamin�s text 
seems to come very close to �the worst.� As I have already indicated, Der-
rida refers repeatedly to relationships between Benjamin, Heidegger, and 
Carl Schmitt. Derrida notes within the first few pages of his lecture, that 
Benjamin�s essay �upon its publication won Benjamin a letter of congratula-
tions from Carl Schmitt, that great conservative Catholic jurist, still a consti-
tutionalist at the time; but you are already familiar with his strange conver-
sion to Hitlerism in 1933 and his correspondence with Benjamin. But also 
with Heidegger� (FL 979). Derrida acknowledges that �it is this historical 
network of equivocal contracts that interests [him] in its very necessity and 
in its very dangers� (FL 979). Yet, although Derrida suggests that �lessons 
can still be drawn from it� (FL 979), he never actually analyzes this histori-
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cal network during his talk. He never provides a reading of Schmitt�s letter 
or an historical argument suggesting that Benjamin�s essay was indeed 
taken up by the Nazis as justification for the �final solution.� Derrida simply 
states these affinities and then allows them to haunt his reading of Benja-
min�s text as though they require no further support. At one stage, Derrida 
even claims that �the analogy with Schmittian or Heideggerian schemas 
does not need to be spelled out. This triangle could be illustrated by a cor-
respondence, I mean an epistolary correspondence that linked these three 
thinkers (Schmitt/Benjamin, Heidegger/Schmitt)� (FL 1015) � as though the 
historical fact of their letters effects a necessary and obvious argument by 
itself. A similar logic of historical contiguity presumes to justify various un-
supported parenthetical asides that endeavour, simply through their proxi-
mal placing, to effect analogies between Benjamin�s text and the worst. The 
most egregious example of this occurs when Derrida, speaking about Ben-
jamin�s notion of divine violence as annihilation without bloodshed, sug-
gests that it is troubling, �(especially if we think of the �final solution�).� More 
troubling is the way in which the final solution is used here as a mere par-
enthetical aside, without explication, in order to pass judgment on Benja-
min�s text. Clearly, Derrida�s relationship to Benjamin�s text is complicated 
� he is simultaneously fascinated and disturbed � by the fact that Derrida 
interprets Benjamin�s text to have close affinities to fascism. 

Another point of fascination for Derrida is the way in which Benjamin�s 
text seems to deconstruct itself: �this deconstruction is in some way the op-
eration or rather the very experience that this text, it seems to me, first 
does itself, by itself, on itself� (FL 981). If Benjamin�s text produces an ex-
perience of deconstruction, and if deconstruction is an experience of the 
impossible (which is also the experience of justice), then it would seem that 
part of the desire that Benjamin�s text holds for Derrida is that it comes very 
close to offering an experience of justice, even as it comes very close to 
the worst. This interpretation is in keeping with Derrida�s own argument be-
cause, for him, the possibility of justice resides in this very contradiction. As 
a text that deconstructs itself, Benjamin�s essay is described by Derrida as 
being �in ruins� (FL 1007). It is here that Derrida expresses most demon-
stratively his own ambivalence toward Benjamin�s text. He writes: �I do not 
see ruin as a negative thing. First of all it is clearly not a thing. And then I 
would love to write, maybe with or following Benjamin, maybe against Ben-
jamin, a short treatise on love of ruins. What else is there to love anyway?� 
(FL 1009). Derrida loves the ruins of Benjamin�s text, but he can�t decide 
whether he is with Benjamin, following him, or against him. 

The fact that Benjamin�s text deconstructs itself will not dissuade Der-
rida from deconstructing it himself. Derrida suggests that Benjamin�s text is 
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organized around a series of distinctions. As he outlines them, there is first, 
�the distinction between two kinds of violence in law, in relation to law 
(droit): the founding violence � and the violence that conserves� (FL 981). 
Next, there is the distinction between the violence that founds law (mythic 
or legal violence) and the violence that destroys law (divine violence). Fi-
nally, �there is the distinction between justice as the principle of all divine 
positioning of the end, and power as principle of all mythical positioning of 
droit” (FL 983). From this schematic outline, we can already see that for 
Benjamin, justice is distinct from law: it exists outside of law as that which 
destroys law. 

Given Derrida�s argument in the first part of his essay, we can antici-
pate that this distinction, which radically separates justice from law, will 
pose a problem for Derrida, who wants to find justice within law. In order to 
maintain his own argument in the face of Benjamin�s text, Derrida needs to 
show that the distinction Benjamin proposes between legal violence and di-
vine violence cannot be maintained. However, Derrida makes a rather as-
tonishing mistake. He proceeds to deconstruct a different opposition: Der-
rida deconstructs the opposition between founding violence and conserving 
violence. He claims that he is undermining a �laborious movement on Ben-
jamin�s part to preserve at any cost a distinction or a correlation without 
which his whole project could collapse� (FL 1001). Yet, the distinction that 
Derrida undermines, between lawmaking and law-preserving violence, is 
not the distinction that Benjamin labours to make. 

For Benjamin, lawmaking and law-preserving violence are simply two 
components of legal violence; they have nothing to do with divine violence. 
It is true that Benjamin generally refers to them as two separate qualities, 
but he sees them both as functions of legal (mythic) violence. He refers to 
�a duality in the function of violence� where, �if that first function of violence 
is called the lawmaking function, this second will be called the law-
preserving function� (CV 284).2 Furthermore, Benjamin is concerned with 
providing a �critique of both lawmaking and law-preserving violence� (CV 
286, my emphasis). Thus, Derrida�s own laborious movement to show how 
lawmaking violence �must envelop the violence of conservation and cannot 
break with it� (FL 997) does not refute the opposition that most concerns 
Benjamin between legal violence and divine violence, because Derrida only 
addresses the question of legal violence. 

What interests me most about this apparent mistake, however, is that 
it is precisely when Derrida seems to be arguing against Benjamin that the 
similarities between their arguments emerge most powerfully. What we dis-
cover is that Derrida�s notion of the performative founding of law is entirely 
compatible with Benjamin�s notion of legal violence. One could devote an 
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entire article to marking this relationship, but let me just point out a few 
similarities: both see the founding of law as occurring through a violent 
force (for Derrida the mystical, for Benjamin the mythic). For both theorists, 
violence is inherent to law [�all violence as a means, even in the most fa-
vourable case, is implicated in the problematic nature of law itself� (CV 
287). �Violence is not exterior to droit. It threatens it from within� (FL 989)]. 
As such, violence always threatens to erupt from within law and thus to 
challenge law with the founding of a new law [�The state, however, fears 
this violence simply for its lawmaking character� (CV 283)]. 

If both discourses recognize the potential for a law-threatening vio-
lence to erupt within law, how are they different? One difference lies in how 
each author interprets this insight. For Derrida, the potential for violence to 
erupt within law is good news because it means that revolution is possible. 
Derrida suggests that deconstruction itself may be a kind of revolution (FL 
995). Of course, this good news is mediated by the danger that remains 
due to the fact that all revolutionary discourses on the left and the right 
come about through the same performative founding: 

All revolutionary situations, all revolutionary discourses, on the left or 
on the right � justify the recourse to violence by alleging the found-
ing, in progress or to come, of a new law. As this law to come will in 
return legitimate, retrospectively, the violence that may offend the 
sense of justice, its future anterior already justifies it. The foundation 
of all states occurs in a situation that we can thus call revolutionary. 
It inaugurates a new law, it always does so in violence. (FL 991) 

Derrida is concerned about the possibility that revolution can go both ways 
in the same way that he worries about the possibility that the undecidable is 
always in danger of being appropriated by �the worst.� Because, let us re-
member, that it is from out of the undecidable, from out of that aporia within 
law, that revolutions come for Derrida: �This moment of suspense, this 
épokhé, this founding or revolutionary moment of law is, in law, an instance 
of non-law. [The question of this instance of non-law is one to which I will 
return, but for now, I want to focus on the next sentence in the passage]. 
But it is also the whole history of law� (FL 991, my emphasis). 

Here it becomes clear why the potential for law-founding violence to 
erupt within law is not interpreted in the same way by Benjamin and Der-
rida. For it is precisely the �whole history of law� that Benjamin wants to 
imagine moving beyond. He writes: �The critique of violence is the philoso-
phy of its history � the �philosophy� of its history, because only the idea of 
its development makes possible a critical, discriminating, and decisive ap-
proach to its temporal data� (CV 299-300). Benjamin and Derrida both rec-
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ognize the potential for violence to erupt from within law and found a new 
law, but Benjamin is not interested in this kind of revolution. The revolution 
that Benjamin wants to imagine is not one that would found a new law. The 
�whole history of law� that Derrida describes is the same history that Ben-
jamin wants to think a way out of. And he makes this clear in the extraordi-
nary passage that follows the one I have just quoted: 

A gaze directed only at what is close at hand can at most perceive a 
dialectical rising and falling in the lawmaking and law-preserving 
formations of violence. The law governing their oscillation rests on 
the circumstance that all law-preserving violence, in its duration, in-
directly weakens the lawmaking violence represented by it, through 
the suppression of hostile counter violence � This lasts until either 
new forces or those earlier suppressed triumph over the hitherto 
lawmaking violence and thus found a new law, destined in its turn to 
decay. On the breaking of this cycle maintained by mythical forms of 
law, on the suspension of law with all the forces on which it depends 
as they depend on it, finally therefore on the abolition of state power, 
a new historical epoch is founded (CV 300). 

This passage reads, in the light of Derrida�s essay, as though it could have 
been written for, addressed directly to, Derrida. And Derrida even acknowl-
edges this to a certain degree: �here Benjamin to some extent recognizes 
this law of iterability that insures that the founding violence is always repre-
sented in a conservative violence that always repeats the tradition of its 
origin and that ultimately keeps nothing but a foundation destined from the 
start to be repeated, conserved, reinstituted� (FL 1033). Derrida recognizes 
that in many ways, he and Benjamin are describing the same history of law, 
but whereas Benjamin wants to imagine a world beyond this law, for Der-
rida the law is inescapable. 

Nevertheless, Derrida is seduced by the idea of a justice that exists 
outside the law and so too by Benjamin�s notion of divine violence. Thus, 
Derrida endeavours in a strange, ambivalent way to show that what Ben-
jamin sees as coming from outside the law, divine violence, is actually in-
ternal to the law. He does this by remarking that the violence that erupts 
from within law is �uninterpretable� and �indecipherable� (FL 991). (Re-
member that the mystical foundation of authority emerges in the tense of 
the future-anterior, which is always illegible in the present). Derrida con-
trasts this observation with the fact that, �As Benjamin presents it, this vio-
lence is certainly legible, indeed intelligible since it is not alien to law� (FL 
991). Derrida seems to suggest that Benjamin attributes readability to that 
which is unreadable and hence mislocates the unintelligible. For Benjamin 
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associates the unintelligible with the divine; he tells us that the divine is that 
which can never be recognized with certainty (CV 300). Derrida seems to 
want to find what Benjamin looks for outside of law � in the divine � in the 
unintelligible instance of non-law within law. 

Let me conclude now by returning to the question of the undecidability 
of Benjamin�s text. I have suggested that part of the allure and fear that 
Benjamin�s text has for Derrida lies in its undecidability. By this I have 
meant several things. For one, I have meant the way in which Derrida is 
unable to decide how he feels about Benjamin�s text. By this I am not refer-
ring to whether or not Derrida �knows how he really feels,� but rather the 
fact that Derrida expresses himself as being in a state of ambivalence 
about Benjamin�s text. As Derrida turns to the final pages of Benjamin�s es-
say, he once again surrenders to his own ambivalence: 

Here begins the last sequence, the most enigmatic, the most fasci-
nating and the most profound in this text. For lack of time but not 
only time, I cannot claim to do it justice. I will have to content myself 
with stressing on the one hand the terrible ethico-political ambiguity 
of the text, on the other hand the exemplary instability of its status 
and its signature, what finally, you will permit me to call this heart or 
courage (ce coeur ou ce courage) of a thinking that knows there is 
no justesse, no justice, no responsibility except in exposing oneself 
to all risks, beyond certitude and good conscience (FL 1025). 

Unable to assimilate the contradictions of this enigmatic text, Derrida �con-
tents� himself by doing two opposing things at once: on the one hand, criti-
cizing the text�s undecidability, its �terrible ethico-political ambiguity�; on the 
other, expressing admiration for the heart and courage of a text that allows 
itself to remain within the undecidable, exposing itself to all of the risks that 
reside there. 

Benjamin�s text, then, is undecidable insofar as Derrida cannot decide 
how he feels about it, but he cannot decide because the text itself is para-
doxical. Near the end of his analysis, Derrida asks: �Which is the ultimate 
and most provocative paradox of this critique of violence?� (FL 1031). He 
answers that it is Benjamin�s claim that his critique is the only one that 
�makes possible a critical, discriminating, and decisive approach� to history 
(CV 299-300, my emphasis). This claim is paradoxical because, in Benja-
min�s final analysis, Derrida finds that �the decision (Entscheidung) on this 
subject, the determinant decision, the one that permits us to know or to 
recognize such a pure and revolutionary violence as such, is a decision not 
accessible to man� (FL 1033, Derrida�s italics). 

And thus we arrive at the third way in which Benjamin�s text is unde-
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cidable. For Benjamin ends with a caution against deciding: �Less possible 
and also less urgent for humankind, however, is to decide when unalloyed 
violence has been realized in particular cases� (CV 300). This is ultimately 
the greatest challenge of Benjamin�s text: the admonition not to judge, to 
remain undecided, and therefore, to allow the text to be unsettling, to re-
main unsettled. But Derrida cannot accept to remain within this undecidabil-
ity. He asks at the end of his long discussion what deconstruction�s rela-
tionship to Benjamin�s text might be: is deconstruction more mythic (Greek) 
or more divine (Jewish)? He answers that it is both: �deconstructive dis-
courses as they present themselves in their irreducible plurality participate 
in an impure, contaminating, negotiated, bastard and violent way in all 
these filiations � let�s call them Judaeo-Greek to save time � of decision 
and the undecidable� (FL 1035). Derrida wants decision and the undecid-
able. He desires the undecidable but he still wants to decide. And in the 
end, he does. In the end, despite everything that Benjamin�s text has given 
him, Derrida passes judgment and cuts his ties. But as he himself has told 
us, these knots are not so easy to sever, because �the undecidable re-
mains caught, lodged, at least as a ghost � but an essential ghost � in 
every decision, in every event of decision. Its ghostliness deconstructs from 
within any assurance of presence, any certitude or any supposed criteriol-
ogy that would assure us of the justice of a decision� (FL 965). And so, as 
Derrida claims of Benjamin�s essay, Derrida�s text �does not escape the law 
that it states� (FL 1007). Derrida ultimately condemns Benjamin�s text, but 
Benjamin�s essay remains within Derrida�s, its very undecidablity casting 
the greatest doubt upon the justice of Derrida�s judgment. 
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NOTES 

1 All references to Derrida�s essay, referred to parenthetically in the text as FL, 
are to "Force of Law: The 'Mystical Foundation of Authority'," Cardozo Law Review 
11 (1989-1990), 920-1046. 

2 All references to Benjamin�s essay, referred to parenthetically in the text as 
CV, are to �Critique of Violence,� trans. Edmund Jephcott, in Reflections, ed Peter 
Demetz (New York: Schocken, 1978), 277-300. 
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The arena of interfaith dialogue is an important site for the investiga-
tion of how a deconstructive ethic can play out against the established cy-
cles of mythic foundational and divine interruptive violence. An investigation 
here of key deconstructive themes theorised by Jacques Derrida will be 
woven into a methodology for an interfaith dialogue that moves deeper into 
cross-difference engagement and co-creative cultural growth. In developing 
this methodology I seek a deconstructive ethic and an appropriate structure 
for a generative culture in which cohesion is defined through difference. 
With these interests in mind I will address first the nature of divine and 
mythic violence as defined by Walter Benjamin. An overview of current in-
terfaith dialogue approaches will then follow and the proposed praxis of a 
�pluralist-deconstructive� dialogue introduced. Derrida�s themes of justice, 
sacrifice and faith will in turn be used to expand the potential of this praxis, 
adding deeper dimensions to the concepts of self, other and God in religion 
and its potential development. I will then move into an exploration of what 
Derrida�s deconstructive project may mean in a social context and, more 
specifically, an interfaith context. Finally, a structure will be proposed which 
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utilises Derrida�s theory on différance to weave together the concepts ex-
plored into a methodological ideal for interfaith cultural development 
through hospitable dialogue.  
 

Divine and Mythic Violence  

�Mythic Violence is bloody power over mere life for its own sake; di-
vine violence is pure power over all life for the sake of the living. The 
first demands sacrifice; the second accepts it.�1  

There is a striking distinction drawn in Walter Benjamin�s definition of 
mythic and divine violence that bares relevance to a methodology of inter-
faith dialogue: that between �all life� and �the living.� At first these phrases 
seem indistinguishable as what is �all life� but �the living� and is not all that is 
�living� indeed �all life�?  There is clearly an important underlying distinction 
here nonetheless as the phrasing of the claim demands that �all life� must 
be dominated for the �sake of the living.� Benjamin does not, for example, 
say �divine violence is pure power over all life� for the sake of itself or for its 
own sake. The difference between �all life� and the living is in the verbal na-
ture of the latter description. All life is a noun, named, static and in its claim 
to the �all,� finite. The living is doing, moving, becoming, its limits are not de-
fined, it is inherently dynamic. This apparently small distinction proves sig-
nificant when we consider Benjamin�s claim in the interfaith context. What 
Benjamin�s definition opens is the possibility that all that exists already, all 
that is known and claimed, all that we are as collectives and individuals in 
this �mere life,� is not all we could be or indeed inevitably will be whether we 
like it or not. What makes us different now from what we were and what we 
may become is the work of �the living:� a force of change to which �all life� is 
always, already subjected.   

When dealing with belief systems and cultural paradigms in the con-
text of religion and particularly in facing the exposure of the interfaith arena, 
there is a natural tendency in us as �mere life� to preserve, to remain static. 
We bolster our immune systems against the destructive prospects of �the 
living� which will deconstruct us and use our parts in new paradigmatic con-
structions of knowledge, social formations and relationships to the other, be 
it divine or human. Like �all life,� all �mere� temporal life, we are only ever 
real in the moment. We fight to prolong this reality; to remain real we dig 
painful foundations, bloody foundations and mythologize these moments of 
triumph as monuments against change. We reiterate them, translate them 
across generations in our attempts to preserve the knowledge of these 
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past, mythic moments. We collectivize our knowledge into religious and po-
litical laws that we violently maintain against difference within our communi-
ties and particularly against those exogenous to our circles of contained 
and labelled truths. This violence is embodied, it captures and spills blood. 

Mythic violence is the violent struggle of mere life, all life, to remain in-
tact through reiterating itself throughout and against its always already de-
fining journey of deconstruction. Derrida shows how  these reiterations of 
law and knowledge, in their cyclic nature, in their very reliance on reitera-
tion as a process of translatable, transferable knowledge are, tragically and 
ironically, absolutely reliant on their own worst enemy:  the gap, the abyss, 
the separation between the sign and the signified, the very deferral which 
makes translation possible. Out of this divide, this �open� deferral, divine 
violence inevitably surges, to interrupt the static and to accept our carefully 
maintained artefacts of knowledge as a sacrifice to the �living,� ready or not.    

The violent politics of religion illustrates the bloodiness of mythic vio-
lence as people fight to maintain their identity, their belief systems, against 
the outside other. This unceasing bid to power is exemplary of Arendt�s 
analysis of violence and power. For Arendt, violence is symptomatic of a 
lapse in power, violence �functions as a last resort� against those subjects 
who �refuse to be overpowered by the consensus of the majority.�2 Power 
here is understood as cooperative, it is a function of the body corporate of 
society. Arendt thus categorizes power in the same order as peace and 
freedom, and �force� in the same order as violence. Like peace and free-
dom, power is an end in itself, it needs no justification and is indeed beyond 
justification in that it structurally �precedes and outlasts all aims.�  Whereas 
violence is instrumental and justified as a means, power �is actually the 
very condition enabling a group of people to think and act in terms of a 
means-ends category.�3 In this framework, power is ultimately social and as 
such is always-already there as co-existing and inextricable to the coherent 
community or society. Similarly, �freedom� is socially defined as the �direct 
aim of political action [and the] reason that men live together in political or-
ganization at all.�4 It is not initially the striving for inner freedom but in social 
freedom that we learn social empowerment: �We first become aware of 
freedom or its opposite in intercourse with others not in the intercourse with 
ourselves.�5 That is the basis of our political existence and Freedom is thus 
recognised by Arendt as the �raison d’être of politics�its field of experience 
is action.�6 Freedom is the freedom the exercise power in political action.  
Power for Arendt is thus incompatible with sovereignty which is the struc-
ture that (en)forces compliance in the social body. Absolute peace and ab-
solute power are thus symbiotic and stand in opposition to violence.  

In reading this understanding of power and violence into Benjamin�s 
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definitions of divine and mythic violence, we are able to investigate the im-
plications of the mythic and divine in the social context, which is what we 
must do in the formulation of praxis of any kind. Benjamin�s analysis of the 
extreme disruptive force of the �general strike� as non-violent in its pure an-
archism, in its collapse of means and ends into an action of pure interrup-
tion of the status quo, indicates the closest political action in the invocation 
of divine violence by pure social power. But Benjamin denies this possibility 
on both a normative and  explanatory front. He warns that the extension of 
pure or divine power into the social context �is sure to provoke, particularly 
today [and we might add particularly in the interfaith arena], the most vio-
lent reactions, and to be countered by the argument that, if taken to its logi-
cal conclusion, it confers on men even lethal power against one another.�7 
Aside from this moral consideration, however, Benjamin also describes the 
impossibility of breaking the cycle of mythic violence by mere life itself. 
While revolutionary violence, as exemplified by the anarchism of the gen-
eral strike, is the �highest manifestation of unalloyed violence by man,�8 it is 
less possible for humankind to recognize the moments of divine violence as 
apposed to mythic or foundational violence and therefore even less possi-
ble for humankind to direct  those moments. This is because as mere life, 
we are bounded by temporality which dictates that �on the breaking [the] 
cycle maintained by mythic forms of law� on the abolition of state power, a 
new historical epoch is founded.�9 Therefore Benjamin maintains that �only 
mythic violence, not divine, will be recognized as such �because the ex-
piatory power of violence is invisible to men.�10 In the socio-political realm 
of mere life, the cycle of mythic violence is always reinstated, exemplified 
by the fact that �the task of �peace� after all the wars of the mythic age, is 
the primal phenomenon of all law making violence.�11  This analysis en-
treats us to pause a moment to consider how and indeed if any deliberate 
application of Benjamin�s analysis into a methodology for social develop-
ment might lead to the worst of political translations: the transformation of a 
potential divine violence into an act of mythic, foundational violence. This 
potential is of particular concern to a project of interfaith dialogue that 
seeks to deal with differences. There is a temptation that dealing with dif-
ference becomes eradicating difference, a temptation that has lead to the 
worst acts of founding violence in history. Can, despite Benjamin�s doubts 
and reservations, the process of generative divine violence be in anyway 
�owned� or directed by social power without a bloody founding? Can the 
perpetual action underpinning Arendt�s peace and freedom be realised 
through non-violent social power when exercised in the context of cultural 
and religious diversity? Is this cyclical interruption able to be democratized 
without being oppressively homogenizing? The potential effectiveness of 
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interfaith dialogue as a progressive force in both conceptualizing and relat-
ing to otherness (in human manifestations and more generally), hinge on 
these questions. 

Approaching interfaith dialogues  

Interfaith dialogue is a technique used in promoting and mediating a 
situation of religious harmony between members of different faiths. There 
are two distinct schools of thought of approach to this process. The post-
liberal school is based on religious tolerance. This is a non-intrusive and 
non-disruptive approach to the internally held belief systems of participant 
groups. �The centrepiece of this post-liberal perspective is that � all reli-
gious believers should stay in their own backyards�their backyard is their 
cultural-linguistic system which provides the beliefs or rules by which life 
makes sense.�12 The process of interfaith dialogue makes no attempts to 
change or syncretise the participants� beliefs but rather to strike some kind 
of peaceful and non-threatening co-existence both philosophically and po-
litically. Its sole purpose is a �good neighbour� policy so that �although we 
are to stick mainly to our own backyards, we should not ignore our 
neighbours�Our neighbours are there, we must live with them in peace 
and cooperate with them where we can.�13 Post-liberals do not seek to miti-
gate incommensurabilities which they see as given and they go so far as to 
see ideological mitigation attempts as intrusive. Some post-liberal practitio-
ners see interfaith engagement as a fruitful step in conflict resolution out of 
which �interpretations, mutual influences, and even mutual fecundations 
[come forth but]� we are finally left with several well-elaborated, complex, 
and yet mutually irreconcilable views of reality.�14 Other more separatist 
post-liberals see this ideological interaction as unnecessary and as adverse 
to the best interests of participants because it undermines their self preser-
vation. These practitioners instead believe that sturdy fences make for a 
non-threatening neighbourhood. The mythic or foundational violence of 
these religions is not challenged by the process in the immediate term 
though the potential seed of �differential� questioning is perhaps opened by 
the religions� exposure to alternative concepts. Historically it may often be 
observed that �where religious groups or associations are self-contained, 
where conversions are rare or even prohibited, and where close contact 
between members of these groups is kept within strict limits even in non-
religious fields, the internal features of each belief system tend to remain 
intact.�15 But is this really a sustainable option for a globalising world?  

The school of religious pluralism believes not. In the �market place� 
pluralism encountered in today�s global society, we are not, according to 
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pluralists, �so much free to choose as compelled to choose... For better or 
for worse, this alters the structure of belief in profound ways.�16 They see 
the crumbling of fences between religions and cultural paradigms more 
generally as an inevitability. The pluralist dialogue project is based on rec-
ognition of the human role in religious formation and development that is 
missing from the post-liberal school. For pluralists, humanity is �crossing 
the threshold into a new era in the history of human religious life. What 
characterizes this new era is an increasingly general recognition of our in-
dividual and corporate role in fashioning the religious worlds, the symbolic 
universes in which we live.�17 Religious pluralism maintains the philosophi-
cal standpoint that no one religion is the sole source of truth, all belief sys-
tems may contain truths.18 This steps closer to syncretism than �religious 
tolerance� as the truths are extended beyond the internal frameworks of the 
constituent groups and into an evolving realm of shared truth. Religious 
pluralism also has a greater call for internal change then religious relativ-
ism. Pluralism seeks a societal and theological change that will ameliorate 
religious conflict. They therefore apply a cooperative rather than a competi-
tive or hands-off methodology to this change. Throughout history, pluralism 
has been at work wherever �fences� have crumbled with the effect of reli-
gious and cultural syncretism. This is unsurprising for any scholar of reli-
gious history who notes the textual, ritualistic and mythological overlaps be-
tween religious cultures arising at certain points of interaction in the geo-
historical contexts of diasporas, wars, trade relations, colonization or multi-
culturalism.  As Hamnett explains, in �given historical circumstances, de 
facto pluralism can modify the internal character of religious belief-systems 
for the believers themselves. Where this occurs, pluralism cannot be un-
derstood simply as a political �sate of affairs� involving only the external re-
lations between groups.�19  

Religious pluralists diverge on whether collectively managed syncre-
tism is an appropriate �ends� or �goal� of interfaith dialogue. The natural 
process of cooption and amelioration of the other into the self through de 
facto pluralism has aided the political relations between cultures generating 
fusions in the place of conflicts. The observation of this tendency is differ-
ent, however, from taking syncretism on as a project designed to epistemo-
logically merge the different theologies and cosmologies of defined reli-
gious groups. Syncretic projects of interfaith dialogue that follow a self-
conscious process must be cautious in their erecting of defined �ends� to 
the process.  The disequilibrium of the context could institute a new founda-
tional violence in the mythic cycle. Indeed, post-liberal relativists have cri-
tiqued the pluralist approach for its colonialism in that it claims truth and 
neutrality over that of the participants� belief systems. Following Benjamin�s 
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critique, the foundational act of mythic violence would serve only to gener-
ate a new system, equally prone to conflict and bloodiness as the older up-
rooted versions.  

The ideal of globalised religious unity is not only a modern conception, 
but is itself mythologized. The myth of Babel in the Torah/Old Testament 
depicts a time in which language was one, perfectly translatable and eco-
nomical. According to Derrida�s deconstruction of the myth, humans were 
hard at work erecting the Name of Truth, univocal and absolute. What in-
terests Derrida in the subsequent turning of the tongues is the idea that the 
divine violence exercised here was, and by character always tends to-
wards, the preservation of some kind of space for the unknown. The tower 
of Babel, he explains �does not merely figure the irreducible multiplicity of 
tongues; it exhibits an incompletion, the impossibility of finishing, of totalis-
ing, of saturating, of completing on the order of edification.�20 For Derrida it 
is divine violence that we are in a sense detecting when we recognise dif-
férance in the performance of translation (as the primary act of cross cul-
tural understanding) and in hermeneutic performances enacted in any text. 
In playing with interpretations we are benefiting from divine violence which 
has opened these playgrounds for fledgling possibilities, the space for be-
coming different. If deliberate syncretic projects exhibit tendencies towards 
mythic and foundational violence in their attempts to suture these spaces, 
should we abandon the unconscious syncretism which has shaped us thus 
far? In this syncretism, borrowings from the other are rarely recognised as 
such, but systematically reinterpreted as indigenous creations. The crea-
tions of the other are made one�s own, appropriated and plagiarised, any 
suggestion of the others� influence becomes dangerous and potentially of-
fensive.21 This involves a certain narcissistic violence, opening in its course 
a space for difference within its structure but closing upon itself again once 
a sufficient adequation to the other has been obtained.22 These are not 
spaces for différance; the metaphysical solutions, answers and ends are 
met from within the newly adapted belief system from which the other, hav-
ing at first been given brief access, is quickly excluded. Deconstruction 
cannot play out its course. While answers to questions of truth may have 
changed, the questions still remain answerable and justice remains safely 
kept in the confines of law.  

Another branch of pluralists maintain the need to consciously manage 
the interfaith interaction and see merit in the internal and external changes 
this may bring to belief systems. They do not, however, seek an ends to 
this process, understanding that the interaction is itself generative. In this 
way this methodology combines the syncretic approach to collaborative 
growth with the premise of the post-liberal approach that seeks to maintain 
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differences between groups.  In avoiding ends and goals, these practitio-
ners and participants of the interfaith process seek to avoid not only foun-
dational violence but the colonisation that preconceived founding by the 
proponents of any ideology entails. As Christian pluralist, Knitter explains: 
�Absolute final oneness does not seem philosophically, what the world is 
heading for, or theologically what God intends for creation. Rather through 
the dialogue and encounter of religions, there will be greater unity, yes, but 
it will produce ever more and exciting diversity.�23 This diversity in turn 
feeds back into the communicative process so that through the �transforma-
tive interaction of dialogue, each religious partner will be changed and thus 
have more to offer the ongoing process of communication and coopera-
tion.�24 It is this approach to interfaith dialogue that will be explored and 
elaborated on here. I will be investigating what the introduction of Derrida�s 
deconstructive theory may bring to the theoretical framework of this meth-
odology and in doing so develop an expanded praxis which will be referred 
to as �pluralist-deconstructive interfaith dialogue.� I will primarily be examin-
ing what this process might entail ideologically for the participant faith 
communities as they engage in a deconstructive as well as a co-creative 
dialogue.  

Justice  

All the approaches to interfaith dialogue, regardless of whether their 
aim is syncretism, tolerance, or an appreciation of relativism, attempt to de-
sign a context and mode of communication across paradigmatic difference 
that is �just.� This ideal in theory is not met in practice. Interfaith dialogue in 
action struggles with the issue of inclusion; which religions are represented 
and via what criteria? How is a �religion� defined and what internal differ-
ences in culture and belief will be ignored in the effort to maintain a myth of 
representation? The ideal methodology is designed not to favour or enforce 
one belief system over another. Fairness in dialogue and mutual respect by 
the participants for each other, and in particular for each other�s differences 
is crucial to the success of the dialogue. In enshrining respect for difference 
as a law of dialogue, a space is cautiously maintained in the interfaith 
arena through which justice is served to the participants in terms of both 
the belief systems they maintain and/or their political status. Maintaining 
this fair space, this opening for justice, is a constant concern for the media-
tors of interfaith dialogue and the groups involved. The slipping of power 
over the neutrality of the arena and the rise of violence between partici-
pants, in political, verbal and/or physical forms pose a potential threat to 
these precariously just grounds at all times. Even the most successful of in-
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terfaith sessions cannot lay claim to an entirely just methodology for dis-
cussion, for a pre-existing disequilibrium in terms of language used, setting 
chosen, project activities, and the relative wealth and political power of par-
ticipant groups are ever present factors. The enactment of the performance 
of interfaith dialogue reveals, if nothing else, the inability to disembody ide-
ology, the inability to extract religion from people or people from religion. 
We must therefore question whether the project of interfaith dialogue, 
fraught with difficulty in the realness of embodied and politicised life, could 
ever develop a �just� praxis. To address these questions we must investi-
gate the meaning of justice in its guises within and between belief systems.  

Derrida describes justice as that which is �to-come, it remains by com-
ing �it has to come�.it is to come, it deploys the very dimension of events 
irreducibly to come.�25 The temporality of our position as mere life and the 
position of justice as deferred generates in us a desire to move finitely to-
wards justice. We have faith in our own knowledge and enshrine, indeed 
found a path of our steps towards justice via law. We cherish this knowl-
edge, these steps, as we believe them to have closed, a little further the 
assumed finite distance between justice and ourselves. What Derrida re-
veals is that because, like all things always-and-already, justice is not, like 
us, in the realm of mere life and thus has no finite or temporal dimensions 
through which we can grasp it. Justice is always-already deferred as much 
as it is always-already there and therefore in as much as we claim to name 
justice through law, we are enacting an injustice. This paradox is com-
pounded by our assumed inability to comprehend or even hear the call of 
justice outside of the concept of means and ends, of temporality, of law. 
The opening through which we may hear the call to justice, only belongs to 
either law or justice �by exceeding each one in the direction of the other � 
which means that in their heterogeneity, these two orders are indisocia-
ble.�26 This very indiscociability permits real life a relationship to justice via 
its mere forms of comprehension, or laws, and the forthwith desire to ex-
tend this legal knowledge. Because �incalculable justice commands calcula-
tion�, the open into which we are called by justice is a realm of movement; 
the realm of, to return to Benjamin�s term, �the living.� But Derrida does not 
end with this inevitability. He is prescriptive in his critique and seeks in the 
praxis of deconstruction a directive movement; one that is knowing rather 
then knowledgeable. He makes the apprehension of undecidability a pre-
condition to or sign of awareness, of living. He maintains that a �decision 
that would not go through the test and ordeal of the undecidable would not 
be a free decision; it would only be the programmable application or the 
continuous unfolding of a calculable process. It might perhaps be legal; it 
would not be just.�27 Through engagement with the undecidable, through 
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deciding amid the undecidable and in full awareness of this impossible po-
sition, Derrida hopes that mere life will in a sense recognize itself as �the 
living.� He therefore sees nothing to be �less outdated then the classical 
emancipatory ideal�28 and radicalizes this concept as a deconstructive ideal 
which �re-elaborate[s], without renouncing, the concept of emancipation, 
enfranchisement, or liberation.�29 To liberate ourselves from the paradoxical 
trap that our own articles of knowledge ensnare us in, we must, according 
to Derrida, �calculate, negotiate the relation between the calculable and the 
incalculable, and negotiate without a rule that would not have to be rein-
vented.�30 To undertake this process, even to begin to think this process 
requires of us an important step: A step beyond the illusion of calculability. 
In full awareness of the precipice of incalculability below, of the abyss, we 
must jump, thereby taking ourselves �as far as possible, beyond the place 
we find ourselves and beyond the already identifiable zones of morality, 
politics or law, beyond the distinction between international, public, private 
and so on.�31 We remain then constantly moving, indeed living anew al-
ways on the brink of our own decision-making rather then decision-
following, enfranchised with the making of decisions outside of the maze of 
enforced laws.  The impossibility of solution awakens an appreciation that it 
is this very impossibility, this extreme alteriority of the infinite other, that our 
life source, our drive to live or to be living, springs. The paradox of law and 
justice brings to light the very possibility of autonomy, as through �reflecting, 
without flinching� on this paradox reveals that �the foundation of law � law of 
the law, institution of the institution, origin of the constitution � is a �perfor-
mative� event that cannot belong to the set that founds, inaugurates or jus-
tifies.�32 Our position as performers, as actors, is unmasked revealing our 
very selves as outside, or other than, our established and founded knowl-
edges. The realization of our own performativity reveals in the paradox of 
law and justice �the decision of the other in the undecidable.�33

There are inherent dangers to this deconstructive movement. Relaxing 
the prescribed hold on and right to name justice through laws leaves justice 
open to interpretation and �[a]bandoned to itself, the incalculable and giving 
idea of justice is always very close to the bad , even to the worst for it can 
always be appropriated by the most perverse calculation.�34  Religion has 
always maintained social and moral order in communities, it has made be-
ing together possible and even purposeful, meaningful and �good.� It has 
opened paths for exploration outside of our mere existence unimaginable, 
indeed �unthinkable� to non-human creatures. Are we ready to abandon 
these tools? Importantly, religious law provides us with a set of tools 
through which to navigate some kind of peaceable social existence. To re-
fer again to Arendt, the institution which remains in a state of perpetual so-
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cial construction, rather than static fixed sovereignty, can allow this creativ-
ity in social power/action to flourish in the gathering of social power.35  The 
self-aware, conscious forefront of the generative living is a risky position. It 
opens up a potential to direct pathways where as we have been in the habit 
of following, or of creating unconsciously our communal cultural and politi-
cal directives. What could awareness bring to this process? Could it result 
in a violent seizure of power and the calculating construction of the most 
oppressive formations of social control? Could it end in apocalyptic chaos? 
These possibilities, like all possibilities, remain open in the emancipatory 
system of deconstruction. When surveying the political context of the glob-
alizing world and the role of religion and interfaith politics in the suffering 
incurred here, we must wonder if these outcomes are already upon us. 
What we see around us are not, however, the outcomes of deconstructive 
anarchism or of the thoughtful deconstruction of religious order, quite the 
opposite. To return to Arendt�s analysis for a moment, this violence is a re-
sult of a lapse in power, or a symptom of the absence of social power in the 
political context of globalization. As cultures and civilizations we have es-
tablished our identities, we have enshrined into our religious orders and be-
lief systems the laws that have maintained us. What we face now, in dis-
covering each other closer and closer to our perceived homes, is that de-
spite or rather because of our attempts to maintain our life, to shut each 
others influence out we are cracking our not so sturdy shells violently 
against each other in a �quasi-spontaneous automaticy, as reflective as a 
reflex.�36 We bolster our immunity against each other through repeating 
�again and again the double movement of abstraction and attraction�37 
which preserves the known self, the law, against change, or the hint of 
threatening movement. Over generations this illusion of static order and 
knowledge  �detaches and reattaches to the country, the idiom, the literal or 
to everything confusedly collected today under the terms identity and identi-
tarian.�38 Perhaps more dangerously, we are fostering  a general law of 
xenophobia within our belief systems against outside difference. This inter-
nal �auto-immune auto-indemnification�39 against the other is not only an af-
front to the very functional benefits of religion to society as the maintaining 
force of social order and amicability within communities. It also defies the 
purpose or call out of which religion grew and grows in essence: the call to 
comprehend, to worship, the unknown, the ultimate other. This twisted fate 
of religion has brought us to the brink of tragedy, our auto-immunity has 
turned to an auto-immune disorder, and we find ourselves killing, though 
we should not kill, not only our enemies but through them, ourselves.   

In light of this seemingly fatal diagnosis, we return to consider again 
the deconstructive risk. A step into a pluralist-deconstructive interfaith dia-
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logue aims at cross-belief system understanding and thereby exposes the 
self to the other. Unlike the political realm of violent conflict, however, we 
are not justified in this interfaith context in demonizing the other. As dis-
cussed, this is antithetical to the process and there is a necessary assump-
tion, like with �peace talks� of all kinds, that the participants are willing to 
maintain respect in communication as an ideal even if lapses into violence 
do occur. Unlike political �peace talks� however, interfaith dialogue that em-
ploys an educative function essentially asks participants to open their belief 
systems up for the scrutiny of the other. In so far as there is an element of 
cross- understanding, there is also an accompanying element of cross-
critique. As far as there is an element of cross-critique there is also an ele-
ment of self-critique because in the assumed neutrality of the dialogue 
arena participants witness not only the other�s artefacts of knowledge but 
also their own. It is important to also consider another difference between a 
pluralist-deconstructive dialogue and political treaties. There is no founding 
violence here because there is no law which is being founded. Not only 
does this expel the possibility of the ultimate violence of a totalitarian demo-
lition of difference, it also makes the process more durable in the social 
climate. When on the brink of the decision to participate, the decision to 
step authentically and in good faith into the interfaith arena, we need to 
recognize that, even through the process may be gradual, for those who 
have crafted an identity over the ages on the preservation of the articles of 
knowledge (of the laws we intend in the interfaith dialogue process to de-
construct) that these artefacts are seemingly all that binds communities to-
gether. What we seem to be calling for is a slow and painful cultural sui-
cide. Undeniably some form of death is nigh in this process, but what does 
death mean in this context? What is it to die in this way?  

Sacrifice  

The mysterium tremendum refers to that to which we are drawn but 
may not reach, or even drawn near to other then through death, through 
the loss of self, a realization that awakens in us an all consuming tremble in 
the face of an ultimately unpredictable future. The intensity of the myste-
rium tremendum opens the opportunity to apprehend death and the loss of 
self through death. It announces �another death; it announces another way 
of giving death or of granting oneself death.�40 This is the crucial experi-
ence that allows for the �gift�41 to be conceived and which marks the impor-
tant distinction in levels of conscious awareness of the sacrificial act. The 
sacrificial gift to the other, of giving the full sacrifice of death of self in full 
trembling awareness becomes distinguishable from the inevitable ceding to 
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death of the self as a sacrifice demanded in the cycle of mythic violence. 
Mythic violence demands a reluctant, painful and often bloody sacrifice of 
otherness to the self �for its own sake.�42 The �gift of death� reconceived un-
der a deconstructive framework here is not and cannot be bloody as what 
is given represents a kind of death and is �not some thing, but goodness it-
self, a giving goodness, the act of giving or the donation of the gift.�43 This 
gift, is not and cannot therefore be dead, it carries on, it keeps giving. The 
dieing fall may make us tremble but it will not end in tears and blood, in fact 
we must have faith that it will not end at all. In Benjamin�s original state-
ment he identifies mythic violence (foundational law making violence) as 
that which �demands sacrifice,� whereas divine violence, the action of de-
constructive and therefore �just,� bloodless violence, �accepts� sacrifice.44   

 Death of the self, of the known, into otherness, is a precondition of ex-
istence � it is inescapable and, as Derrida explains, irreplaceable. �All life,� 
like �mere life,� must die and all death is at once the most unique and most 
common of all experience. No one can die in my place and I cannot die in 
another�s, my death, regardless of the actions of myself or others remains 
an inevitability. When into the other we will inevitably fall the sacrifice will 
be accepted, without the need for a demand. What interests us here is the 
difference between death as inevitability and death as sacrificial gift. The 
sacrifice �supposes the putting to death of the unique in terms of its being 
unique, irreplaceable and most precious.�45 The way we move, the way we 
enact self-aware living, on the brink of the deconstructive edge is through 
perpetual self-sacrifice to the other. What is claimed in sacrificial death, 
what is dieing is our �self� as a defined entity under our laws and names; 
our �all life.� This is not, importantly, the same as killing our embodied exis-
tence, our �mere life,� of which we cannot fully know, claim or justly name. 
The social groups in which, as Arendt notes, we humans have always-
already collected, are of a different order to the structures of belief systems 
and their laws of identity. To sacrifice self as self-knowledge and to do so in 
faith, is what Derrida reconceptualises as �the gift of death� that denies 
mythic violence and in this faith the death of self in self sacrifice is not an 
end, for there are no ends here. Derrida rhetorically asks: �What is a self? 
An ipseity? What is it if �the fact of being able to move oneself, to be 
moved and to affect oneself, is its condition, in truth, the definition? It is the 
proper of what one calls the living in general.�46  

In the absolute alteriority of death, Derrida sees the manifestation of 
the unmanifest, generative divine, the living, the acceptor of the sacrifice. 
He presents us with a formulaic exposition of the divine other or the divinity 
of the other starting from the following play on Kierkegaard�s theory of sub-
jective divinity: �every other (one) is every (bit) other.�47  Derrida then reiter-
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ates the statement with �God� replacing one of the these �every others.� This 
is done in a way that does not alter the �extent of the original formulation.�48 
This act leaves us with two claims pertaining to the divine: Firstly: �Every 
other (one) is God� and secondly: �God is every (bit) other.�49 In so far as 
the other is unknown it/he/she/they are like God and God, in its otherness, 
is like them. Moving from Kierkegaard to Nietzsche, Derrida follows through 
a revelation of the �secret� behind the mystery as �Gods secret witnessing�50 
within the self, within each self. This motivates acts mythic violence as 
demonstrated by the Abrahamic myth of the Isaac sacrifice, a myth of obe-
dience and of submission to the abstract divine witness within the self 
whose voice dominates that of our fellow humans. In Derrida�s deconstruc-
tive alternative, that secret, that fearful motivation to submit to �law� itself 
becomes that which is ultimately sacrificed via true communicative en-
gagement with embodied human others. The sharing of the secret disrupts 
the economy of sacrifice and instates a �sacrifice of sacrifice,�51 a sacrifice, 
in short, of the privileged positioning of God as embodied in secrecy, in 
mystery whether in self or in other. God and divine law become �unclaimed� 
territory here and so too does the power to demand sacrifice in His name. 
Sacrifice, and therefore �mythic violence,� are themselves sacrificed �at the 
instant of the infinite sharing of the secret�52 with others.  It follows that a 
sacrifice of mythic violence to otherness is a sacrifice to God defined as 
generative divine violence and it is in this call, which at first appears suici-
dal in its structural-self annihilation, that the hope of �salvation� lies. The 
sharing of the secret here can be understood as two-fold. It is not only the 
sharing of ones own knowledge, understanding of the divine and law with 
others, the co-deconstructive process, but also the sharing or dispersal of 
the possibility of secrecy with others, the relinquishing of ones claim to se-
crecy or truth. Significantly for a pluralist-deconstructive interfaith dialogue, 
not only in reaching out to the other are we reaching out to the divine, to 
that which religion is primarily interested in, but also in opening ourselves 
up to the others, all of the �every-others� in the arena we are choosing to 
sacrifice our selves (that which we have known as our selves in �all life� de-
fined by our names and laws) to the living divine. This is not only the ulti-
mate love for the other and through this for every other one, but also the ul-
timate leap of faith.  

Faith  

We must have faith in order to step forth into the realm of possibility, 
into the openness and seeming bleakness of this dessert entirely other 
than us. It is through faith that this movement, that living, is just � is, to put 
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it plainly, a worthwhile endeavour, one that will generate systems of good 
more than systems of violence. Following Benjamin, Derrida describes the 
�messianic� as that which comes forth from the other as a harbinger of de-
construction or change; a generative performative of divine violence, be-
longing �from the very beginning to the experience of faith, of believing, of a 
credit that is irreducible to knowledge and of a trust that �founds� all relation 
to the other.�53 This is not a call to faith in the emancipatory ideal; this 
would be too far a fall-back into naming, into claiming, for we know the 
emancipatory ideal, it is conceivable to us. Rather the messianic is a call to 
faith in alterity itself, in otherness. What does it mean to have faith in the 
other rather than in ourselves? What does the sharing of the divine secrecy 
entail? Faith in the self, like mythic violence, �demands sacrifice� it demands 
the sacrifice of freedom for the sake of the known present, it demands sac-
rifice to knowledge. Faith in the other is not a closed system. It accepts the 
perpetual sacrifice of knowledge. It is in acts of faith, of movement into the 
unknown other that, as Derrida describes, �justice inscribes itself in ad-
vanced.� Through the perpetual reiteration, not of law but of these faithful 
acts, a universalisable culture of faith emerges. Furthermore, it is this �uni-
versalisable culture of this faith �.[that] alone permits a �rational� and uni-
versal discourse on the subject of �religion.��54 Faith in the dispersed other 
and otherness is therefore a precondition of a just interfaith dialogue. In 
aligning faith with justice Derrida puts forward an alternative to the 
law/justice paradox. Using faith, not law to move towards justice, allows for 
the awareness of the always deferred nature of justice. Faith does not at-
tempt to trap justice in the present as, unlike law, faith is an appeal to and 
an act of trust and hope in what is �to-come.� The �to-come� is indeed a pre-
condition of an act of faith. This faith in justice, Derrida  explains, �alone al-
lows the hope, beyond all �messianisms,� of a universalisable culture �in 
which the abstract possibility of the impossible translation could neverthe-
less be announced.�55 This extraordinary faith-based claim indicates the 
possibility of a culture founded in, and only in, the faithful act. This culture is 
�beyond messanisms,� in that the messianic interruption in this culture is 
dispersed, is performed democratically within the deconstructive structure 
of the system.  

It is at this point that we remember our proximity to the worst, of our 
potential in this self-aware role. Not only do we need to have faith in the 
other, a faith that allows for our consciousness to enter the realm of the liv-
ing, the performative space for the perpetual sacrifice, but we must also 
have faith in ourselves at the moment of this performance. Returning to 
Derrida�s formula for the �divine other� in Kierkegaard�s theology we find a 
potential well of this self-trust. The play of words in the formula, the switch-
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ing back and forth between otherness and the divine, for Derrida �seems to 
contain the very possibility of a secret that hides and reveals itself at the 
same time.�56 This secret is found in a surprisingly intimate area, it is very 
close to home, it is within our own selves. The secret is the ability to know 
internally what is unexposed externally, and to observe one�s own thoughts 
and changeable mindsets. This capacity to be-with-oneself in secret points 
to an internal �witness that others cannot see and who is therefore at the 
same time other than me and more intimate with me than myself.�57 In re-
configuring this extraordinary space of otherness at the heart of the self as 
a shared potential, Derrida reveals the potential recompense of the sacrifi-
cial act. The sacrifice as a knowing act rather than an unwilling death, relies 
on the state of reflexive awareness that takes the place of mythic divinity as 
the unseen witness. Awareness of the unseen witness is crucially linked to 
the sharing/dispersal of the secret. It connotes the sacrifice of the secret 
through perpetual sharing as the act that places what was once secret, or 
unknown other, in the realm of awareness and thereby, of deconstructive 
critique. This witnessing level of consciousness, once engaged in perpetual 
sharing/self-sacrifice, observes reflexively the indecisiveness within our de-
cisions and the incalculability in our calculations; it observes these states in 
secret, with irony perhaps, veiled from the outside world, but the act of sac-
rifice, perpetually democratises this secrecy. The deconstructive secret wit-
ness is what allows us to �make� a decision and at the same time to retain, 
with full knowledge and further pondering, its undecided ghostly presence. 
This is the very quality essential to reflexive thinking. Its presence is not al-
ways possible to expose in words, a possibility of a difference that could 
have been, even if it is not yet able to be articulated or even fully thought. 
So long as we can watch the ghost, it may yet transform and manifest in 
new ways. Once externalised, what watches inside us is other than the act-
ing, performing, speaking self, this witness is not self but rather other-in-
self; no longer the secret divinity of the static mythic realm, but a presence 
of revelatory deconstruction and evolution that encounter with human 
otherness entails.  

Derrida extrapolates on Kierkegaard in this vein stating that �once 
there is a secret witnessing within me, then what I call God exists, (there is) 
what I call God in me, (it happens that) I call myself God � a phrase that is 
difficult to distinguish from �God calls me.��58  In the faithful leap, or wander 
into the desert of uncertainty, or incalculability, of indecision and ultimately 
of deconstruction of the self in the gift of self-sacrificial death, the faithful 
find at their core, at the internal khora (the desert within the desert) 59  a 
glimpse of a familiar other, an intimate other, the living self oscillating 
across the rift of selfhood and otherness. According to Derrida�s analysis, 
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the impossibility of substitution of the unique self in sacrifice and death �re-
fers to what links the sacred to sacrifice and sacrifice to secrecy.�60 It is in 
the sacrificial gift of death that the self/other binary is deconstructed along 
with law, knowledge and identity bound selfhood. It is in this space, this de-
sert,  that otherness, indeed the ultimate other (God), is revealed, and hid-
den, as the guiding self, the higher self that witnesses and perhaps now 
may direct the performative acts of becoming. This possibility is contingent 
upon communicative engagement and perpetual sacrifice/sharing/giving in 
the realm of the social and particularly the cross-cultural. In revealing divine 
life and living at the heart of the sacrificial gift of death, we glimpse at the 
khora of deconstruction our divine other-selves. In walking together we 
abandon our fear of the other and replace it even with love and a recogni-
tion of inter-human dependency.  

It is not only respect for, but love of difference that underpins the 
movement of the universalisable culture beyond the cycle of mythic vio-
lence. An interfaith dialogue arena holds much potential in the furthering of 
this culture. Dialogue, as we have discussed, occurs effectively only in 
moments of cross-difference understanding. If interfaith dialogue was to 
expand on its tolerance to include a genuine engagement with each other, 
as unique and every bit other, what Derrida terms the universalisable cul-
ture could perhaps enfold participants. Reading Derrida into interfaith dia-
logue reveals that a source of respect for each other�s differences is a 
sense of kinship that comes from recognising in the other that irreplaceable 
and unique otherness that is also manifesting in the self. The ghost of inde-
cision, seen in secret, is revealed as the possibility of difference at the core 
of all living; the perpetual presence of the �might have been� and �the could 
be� in the act of performative becoming. Indeed, the variety of human ex-
perience revealed in the intercultural context bolsters rather than under-
mines our desire for communication in this context. For Derrida, �[r]espect 
for this singular indecision�61 reveals new cultural possibilities as it opens 
up the �chance of every responsible decision and of another �reflecting 
faith� of a new �tolerance.��62

Social applications and implications 

In seeking social application, or an ethic of cultural development, we 
must address at this point some ideal of �the good.� Derrida reiterates the 
notion of the �good� in a deconstructive ethic synonymous with divine call-
ing. As we are placed, in this ideal, at the forefront of our own development, 
responsibility is crucial. For Derrida, responsibility is possible on the condi-
tion that �the Good no longer be a transcendental objective, a relation be-
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tween objective things, but a relation to the other, a response to the other; 
an experience of personal goodness and a movement of intention.�63 The 
relationship with the other is the sustaining force here; it is what calls for 
movement, for living, in as much as it calls for giving death/life.64 Derrida 
announces the condition on which goodness �can exist beyond all calcula-
tion� as �the condition that goodness forget itself, that the movement be a 
movement of the gift that renounces itself, hence a movement of infinite 
love.�65 This �goodness� does not only forget itself in death, but through this 
action, its source �remains inaccessible to the donee.�66 This dissymmetry 
of the gift, the violation of a restricted, conserved economy in which some-
thing given is always balanced and summed to zero by something gained, 
means that the gift is a above all �a goodness whose inaccessibility acts as 
a command to the donee.�67 It is a powerful command, a trembling com-
mand which is in effect a command to live, not die, to perpetually give life 
and to keep giving, for one cannot arrive at death, at that ultimate alterity to 
which we are called, and thus the call necessarily keeps us living, �for the 
sake of the living.�68 In sharing or giving and opening the secret, this dis-
symmetry recognises in the very inability to fully reveal or indeed know the 
secret, that which perpetuates the sacrificial act infinitely and thus main-
tains the living sacrifice as unclaimable and thus dispersed.  Derrida points 
out that in the economy of exchange, goodness �subjects its receivers, giv-
ing itself to them as goodness itself but also as the law.�69 This unexpected 
invocation of the law illustrates the status of laws as, unlike life, replace-
able. This new law of connectivity between self and other is a law that 
points to itself, to its own founding. It is a law of responsibility to the other, a 
law that maintains its force, its source of life so long as responsibility to the 
other is maintained. What is significant here is what makes this law differ-
ent to the laws of the mythic cycle of violence: The absence of a founding 
in a temporally bound and preserved moment. The law of responsibility is 
founded in the process of deconstructive self-sacrifice. It lays its founda-
tions on that which unfounds. It is indeed dependent on a shift in conscious 
awareness and on an experiential encounter with the other through perpet-
ual self-sacrifice. This law of encounter is further explored by Derrida under 
the theme of hospitality as a site for self and other exchange in the cultural 
context.  

Derrida observes that �not only is there a culture of hospitality but there 
is no culture that is not a culture of hospitality.�70 Furthermore, and perhaps 
indicative of the fundamental nature of the hospitable act as it stands in the 
political context, �all cultures compete in this regard and present them-
selves as more hospitable than the others.�71 This competition points to the 
aporia of the hospitable act as an enactment of giving the genuine gift. 
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When two uniquely situated beings meet, who, Derrida asks, will take it 
upon themselves to welcome the other? Who will assume the role of the 
host and in doing so subjugate the other to the role of the guest.72 Who will 
be �at-home� and who will be made to feel �at-home� through a certain con-
trived performative grace? As Derrida explains, �[v]isitor and invited, visita-
tion and invitation, are simultaneously in competition and incompatible; they 
figure the non-dialectizable tension, � at once active and deferred, of the 
concept of hospitality.�73 Once again, Derrida turns his deconstructive ef-
forts to the identification of the germ of potential difference in this aporia. In 
his exploration of the theme he comes upon an alternative actor in the hos-
pitable performance, that of the unexpected visitor, the interruptive other. 
This interruptive guest is one who demands a more genuine act of hospital-
ity. Not being a part of the competitive role-play, they pose something of a 
threat to the known order. Derrida depicts the �welcome� as a �peaceable 
and peaceful experience�74 but notes that the unexpected other brings �a 
more violent experience, a drama of the relation to the other that ruptures, 
bursts in or breaks in.�75 This unexpected guest is potentially �an experi-
ence of the Good that elects me before I welcome it, in other words of a 
goodness, a good violence of the Other that precedes welcoming.�76 In so 
far as the unexpected guest demands an authentic act of hospitality as op-
posed to a staged and expectant habitual act of hospitality, the interruptive 
visitor holds the host hostage. The host is at the mercy of the guest as 
much as the guest is at the mercy of the host. But what is hospitality with-
out these roles of guest and host? Derrida describes �the experience, the 
apprehension, the exercise of impossible hospitality, of hospitality as the 
possibility of impossibility [as an] exemplary experience of deconstruc-
tion.�77 Because the power balance is realigned through the messianic ad-
vent of the ultimate other, the unknown rather then the familiar expected 
guest, generates an unscripted performance of togetherness, of impossible 
hospitality.  Impossible hospitality thus becomes the �deconstruction of the 
at-home; deconstruction is hospitality to the other, to the other than oneself, 
the other than �its-other�, to the other who is beyond any �its-other.��78 If our 
home, our self-hood, is dismantled, mutually by ourselves and (each) other 
in the performance of impossible hospitality, then where do we enact the 
living gift? It is tempting to construe deconstructive interfaith dialogue as 
sacrificial exodus, away from all our homes, our zones of sleepy comfort, to 
awaken together in the desert of our alterity, perhaps to awaken somehow 
different, or rather, in the process of difference. But this is contrived; a mar-
ginalisation of deconstruction to a merely neutral public space, where, in its 
neutrality, precisely nothing is deconstructed. What is required is the wel-
coming of the unexpected other into the very heart of the home. The 
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hearth, which is the cultural counterpart of the secret, the �private,� is re-
vealed as the desert terrain with all its aporetic potential. Indeed we could 
see this transformation as already foreshadowed in the ancient gods of the 
hearth, where the other-than-human, the divine other, is enshrined as an 
adytum, literally a �not passable place�, at the very focus of the self. We find 
here the paradox of an exodus towards the hearth/khora.  

The law of the gift of goodness, of impossible hospitality, commands 
us to remake the decision, to encounter the undecidable anew, every time. 
It is a law for justice in an active sense, it is a law of responsibility which 
leads the unique, irreplaceability of each deciding moment and each decid-
ing subject to the opening within itself, the opening through which we might 
step to assention. As Derrida explains, the �gift of infinite love comes from 
someone and is addressed to someone�79 � which means that responsibil-
ity, like death, demands irreplaceable singularity in the giving relationship. 
Furthermore, because only �death or rather the apprehension of death can 
give this irreplaceability� it is only on the basis of [the apprehension of 
death] that one can speak of a responsible subject.�80 Instead of the law 
being handed within a culture and followed unthinkingly, this law of respon-
sible engagement, engagement with our own becoming and that of the oth-
ers around and within us, is determined by the experience of, and commit-
ment to giving the gift of death. This subject position is special as the �irre-
placeable [must] be aware of itself �and therefore be a self with a rapport 
to itself, which is not the case in every unique and irreplaceable being in its 
existence.�81  This would also render the gift uneconomical in so far as it 
precludes fungibility, and along with it the possibility of representation, 
since all representation requires substitution; the dishonesty of one sign 
speaking for another. The potential of this move is unprecedented as 
through it �the possibility of a mortal�s assention to responsibility through 
the experience of is irreplaceability� 82 is opened. Indeed self awareness, 
the awareness of self as �ipseity,� the awareness that necessitates a per-
petual movement towards the unknown in its revelation of the unknowability 
of the even the self, becomes the very �condition of�.compassion, sacri-
fice, expiation�83 � in short, the precondition to conscious assention.  �As-
sention� here is therefore not a completed project, a �summit� for instance; it 
is in motion still, it is climbing but it now knows it is climbing.  

The opening of this possibility, this potential potential bares much 
weight on the question of a deconstructive universalisable culture through 
difference that our interfaith methodology is moving towards. What is strik-
ing about Derrida�s claim is that if, for our methodological purposes, we ex-
pand his terms of reference and speak of communities of faith as unique 
actors amongst others and within themselves we can glimpse the possibil-
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ity of a type of communal assention to responsibility. It is the social context 
of the interfaith dialogue that puts this possibility of the communal scale to 
us. What the very presence of representatives of communities, of cultures, 
in the interfaith arena does is make explicit and inescapable the social and 
the cross-social. Our methodological project must consider, therefore, a re-
lational social theory between the different selves and others involved in 
the process at different levels. We must consider the other and otherness 
as the incalculable aspect of the secret internal self as well as the other as 
external to self in others as other beings. We must also consider this rela-
tionship in regards to cultural groups as defining bodies of identity, as 
selves, as law making and breaking acting collectives.  

Derrida goes so far as to identify the absence of a space for the other-
ness, for the �mystical� or unknowable, in society as the very condition 
which allows for extreme forms of violent oppression to arise.  �Politics ex-
cludes the mystical� and in doing so �either neglects, represses or excludes 
from itself every possibility of secrecy and � everything that allows re-
sponsibility to be dedicated to secrecy.�84 The potential for bloody mythic 
violence appears in the social mirror of attempts to suture difference in the 
realm of the intra-psychic. Without this witness we are without authentic 
democratic potential as our decisions, having not passed through the inde-
cisive are prone to the calculable order of the given social structure.  From 
the point of this absence, �it takes very little to envisage an inevitable pas-
sage from the democratic to the totalitarian.�85 These spaces must be re-
spected for the deconstructive structure to be transcribed from the individ-
ual to the social realms. They must remain crucial in our structuring of the 
interfaith dialogue arena. This means that dialogue must not only be au-
thentic, at heart(h), it must in deconstructing the hearth maintain its unique 
journey, its irreplaceability. In maintaining this at each welcoming hearth of 
the dialogue participants we also maintain the inevitable otherness in our-
selves and others that we keep moving towards and which is always de-
ferred, we maintain that voice which is outside the structures of the self, the 
critical other, for each other and thereby avoid the imposed totalitarian 
�ends� of realising the fully revealed and dispersed secret.  

A différant structure for pluralist-deconstructive interfaith dialogue 

In making space within ourselves for what is different in each other, 
and in deferring the ends or goals of this deconstructive hospitality and giv-
ing, the pluralist-deconstructive interfaith dialogue is a forum for the instiga-
tion of a dialogical practice of différance. Derrida describes his hybrid ne-
ologism of �différance,’ the differing and deferring of meaning and naming, 
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as �the historical, epochal unfolding of Being or of the ontological dif-
férance.�86 In attempting to maintain a structure for a pluralist-
deconstructive interfaith dialogue we must keep the open open. It must be 
protected from neutrality, �neitherness� as the conflation of the other. It must 
prevent the reduction of hospitality, the quintessence of the home as 
hearth, to the no-home or no-space of the merely public and political. One 
must be at home with the other. This dialogue is power in action in Arendt�s 
sense in that it is a collective act in which a social group engages in making 
something, sharing something and is in the throws of co-deconstruction 
and creation via their gathering. It is not, however, a political structure that 
builds walls or fences to shut each other or external others, especially mar-
ginalised others out. Nor is it a structure through which we might be 
tempted to build pathways to a Kingdom, a Kingdom with exclusive walls 
and large gate, our ancient perverted dream of shutting the other out once 
and for all: �[N]ot only is there no kingdom of différance, but différance insti-
gates the subversion of every kingdom which makes it obviously threaten-
ing and infallibly dreaded by everything within us that desires a kingdom, 
the past or future presence of a kingdom.�87 Derrida indeed designates as 
différance �the movement according to which language, or any code, any 
system of referral in general is constituted �historically� as a weave of dif-
ferences.�88 The metaphor of weaving, the way Derrida describes it, is ap-
propriate for the interfaith process in as much as it encapsulates the per-
formance of construction through the deconstruction of meaning. �The word 
sheaf�89 in interfaith dialogue may thus mark, as in Derrida�s process of dif-
férance, �that the assemblage to be proposed has the complex structure of 
a weaving, an interlacing which permits the different threads and different 
lines of meaning � or of force � to go off again in different directions.�90 The 
limits of the sheaf, its border, is constituted by the loose threads which ask 
to be woven but never tied off. The process of becoming through difference 
weaves engagement with the external and internal others in and out of 
each other in intimate spaces of meeting, revelation, mirroring, critique and  
then solitary refection, movement and return. The sheaf is not a tower to be 
named and destroyed, it surrounds us, it is us and our relationships; its 
shape is determined by our performative moments of interaction and it can 
grow creatively, outwardly, in any direction without end.  
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“A Dark and Hidden Thing”: Evelyn Waugh, Cannibalism, and the 

Problem of African Christianity 

Timothy M. Christensen  

I. Introduction: Evelyn Waugh and Ernest Oldmeadow 

In a series of editorials published in the conservative Catholic weekly 
The Tablet during January and February 1933, editor Ernest Oldmeadow 
condemned Evelyn Waugh�s third novel, Black Mischief, as �a disgrace to 
anyone professing the Catholic name.�1  While Oldmeadow took issue with 
a number of aspects of Waugh�s novel, he appears to have been particu-
larly outraged by Waugh�s representation of a cannibal feast, which literary 
critics have often read as a parody of the Eucharist.  Despite the fact that a 
number of eminent literary figures including Wyndham Lewis rushed to 
Waugh�s defence, Waugh was sufficiently incensed to compose a lengthy 
response to Oldmeadow�s charges.  In May 1933, Waugh wrote a letter of 
protest to Cardinal Bourne, the Archbishop of Westminster, who, as owner 
of The Tablet, had appointed Oldmeadow editor.  In this letter, Waugh ar-
gues 

The Tablet quotes the fact that she [Prudence Courtenay, the pro-
tagonist Basil Seal�s lover] was stewed with pepper, as being in 
some way a particularly lubricious process.  But this is a peculiar 
prejudice of the Editor�s, attributable, perhaps, like much of his criti-
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cism, to defective digestion.  It cannot matter whether she was 
roasted, grilled, braised or pickled, cut into sandwiches or devoured 
hot on toast as savoury; the fact is that the wretched girl was cooked 
and eaten.2

Waugh gives us a witty play on the (apparently unconscious) ambiguity of 
Oldmeadow�s choice of terms in describing the scene: �unsavoury.�3  Does 
this term refer to a culinary or a moral judgment?  Or, as Waugh argues, 
are the two conflated, since such a sour disposition as Oldmeadow�s can 
only result from indigestion, which has been aroused by an allusion to spicy 
food?  Oldmeadow unsurprisingly turns out to be an easy target for 
Waugh�s wit. 

In light of the generally serious tone of Waugh�s letter, however, it 
would seem that he intends for us to accept his claim � that the manner of 
representing the taboo act is irrelevant to its ultimate meaning � at face 
value.  Oldmeadow�s charge, as Waugh recognizes in this extract, is not 
simply that the story ought not to portray acts of cannibalism.  Rather, it 
ought not to portray them in a certain fashion.  For Oldmeadow, Waugh�s 
tendency to dwell on �the nasty details� of the cannibal feast attests to an 
unseemly pleasure in their description.4  Waugh�s response to this charge 
is that Prudence was simply eaten, and the referent, �cannibalism,� is sta-
ble, its meaning unchanged by the context or manner of representation. 

Yet there is a palpable tension within this passage between Waugh�s 
assertion that it �does not matter� how cannibalism is described, that the 
only relevant �fact is that the wretched girl was cooked and eaten,� and 
Waugh�s vivid imaginings of the various ways that one might go about eat-
ing a person, �roasted, grilled, braised or pickled, cut into sandwiches or 
devoured hot on toast as savoury.�5  He not only refers to creative ways to 
devour one�s lover, but additionally invokes the sensations of taste, touch, 
and scent that would accompany the act of delectation.  At the very mo-
ment of emphatically declaring the meaning of �cannibalism� uninflected by 
his desire, impervious to the act of signification, Waugh�s lurid description 
of the ways to eat one�s lover betrays a taboo fascination with the forbidden 
act that troubles the boundary between the Catholic self and its cannibal 
other, and in doing so demonstrates the power of semiotic desire to desta-
bilize meaning.  In this extract, the tension between the constative meaning 
of �cannibalism� and the linguistic performance required to conjure this 
meaning would appear to be deliberately emphasized. 

If we were to take this passage in isolation, or in the context of the 
raucous comedy of his first two novels, Decline and Fall (1928) and Vile 
Bodies (1930), we might therefore conclude that Waugh adopts the stance 
that meaning is innocent of desire as a mere ruse to create a satiric effect.  
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I will argue, however, that we can identify a genuine source of friction within 
Waugh�s thought in this passage.  In both the travelogue Remote People 
(1931) and the novel Black Mischief (1932), there exists a persistent con-
flict between (1) a naive understanding of language and literature, which 
Waugh apparently felt was required in order to sustain the absolute truths 
demanded by his new-found Catholicism, and (2) a desire to recognize, as 
a source of comedic pleasure, the inevitable failure of any such absolute in 
the linguistic performance required to conjure it.  It is, moreover, significant 
that the tension between these two tendencies of thought initially appears 
when Waugh turns his attention to African religious rituals, particularly the 
practices of African Christians.  At the site of African religion, Waugh�s in-
clination to revel in the pleasures of linguistic performativity runs up against 
his desire for an absolute distinction between his own religious practice � 
European Catholicism � and that of Africans. 

To fully appreciate the depth of the tension between Waugh�s desire to 
encounter African religion as a form of absolute alterity and his quite con-
trary impulse toward an essentially deconstructive satire, we must attend to 
�desire rather than words.�6  That is, we must approach Waugh�s dissonant 
urges as conflicting responses to the economy of desire that is set in mo-
tion with his demand for a religious and racial absolute.  Doing so will allow 
us to move beyond the critical commonplace that Black Mischief maintains 
a �strict dichotomy between civilization and savagery.�7  We will analyse 
Waugh�s notions of identity not in terms of a set dichotomy between a 
European self and an African other, but in terms of the dialectical interac-
tion of self and other created by Waugh�s demand for unadulterated racial 
and religious alterity.  Adopting this methodology allows us to emphasize 
the fragility and contingency of the process through which notions of iden-
tity based on such a demand are erected and maintained, and forces us to 
attend to the fact that such an ideal of identity cannot be separated from 
this process.  More to the point, my approach will allow us to do justice to 
the complex logic that governs Waugh�s confrontations with racial and reli-
gious alterity, a logic whose contradictions Waugh will alternately embrace 
and reject. 

Within this critical frame, I will utilize Lacan�s insight that the demand 
for absolute barriers between self and other produces an economy of iden-
tity within which �resemblance is� the guarantor of non-identity.�8  We dis-
cover a blunt manifestation of this paradoxical equation of resemblance 
and alterity in Waugh�s notorious depiction of the cannibal feast in Black 
Mischief.  We can also observe Waugh�s conflicting attitudes toward this 
problem of identity in the disparity between the scene itself and his surpris-
ingly prim defence of the scene. 
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II. Cannibalism, the Eucharist, and the Critics 

At the cannibal banquet in Black Mischief that Waugh so ambivalently 
defends in his response to Oldmeadow, the protagonist, Basil Seal, con-
sumes his lover, Prudence Courtenay, whose body has been reduced to 
�meat, stewed to pulp among peppers and aromatic roots,� on �flat bread,� 
while �blood,� �sweat,� and an alcoholic �toddy� �mingle� in shining rivulets 
over [the] dark skins� of his fellow celebrants.9  �[W]itch doctors� preside 
over the orgiastic scene bearing a litany of mystical objects, including 
�leopard�s feet and snake-skins, amulets and necklaces, lion�s teeth and 
the shriveled bodies of bats and toads� (190-91).  In this scene Waugh in-
vokes, on one hand, signifiers of absolute difference, shocking images that 
are supposed to provide a self-evident distinction between civilization and 
its others as well as Christianity and its pagan others (in this scene, as in 
the letter cited above, these two sets of oppositions are scarcely distin-
guishable).  On the other hand, Waugh undercuts the effect of these ge-
neric signifiers of primitivism with subtler references to a Catholic commun-
ion service in the wafers of bread on which Basil consumes the body of 
Prudence; in the allusion to the mingling of human blood and liquor on the 
bodies of the African tribesmen that suggests the transubstantiation of 
blood into wine; in the fact that the scene takes place under the supervision 
of priests, or �witch doctors� and �wise men�; and through the attention 
given to religious ornaments and �amulets� adorning the bodies of the �wise 
men� (190-91).  Waugh simultaneously invokes the ultimate taboo of Chris-
tian belief � cannibalism, a master signifier of the foundational difference 
between the Christian self and the pagan other � and collapses the distinc-
tion between this practice and a sacred Catholic ritual. 

These allusions to the Eucharist are underscored by suggestions that 
the civilized Basil is essentially indistinguishable from his savage counter-
parts in regard to the act of cannibalism.  Waugh�s techniques of collapsing 
Basil into his savage others are sometimes subtle, as is the case with the 
indeterminate use of the pronoun �they� to describe the enjoyment that the 
group derives from eating Prudence (190).  At other times, Waugh�s meth-
ods of accomplishing this collapse are more obvious, as when the stew 
made of Prudence is described, from Basil�s viewpoint, as �aromatic�; or 
when Basil, alongside his African counterparts, consumes the Prudence 
stew with great zest, �plunging with his hands for the best scraps� (190).  In 
this scene, Waugh describes the reaction of both Basil and his fellow revel-
lers in terms of appetite and sensation, and, on this level, there is no dis-
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cernible difference between Basil and the members of the fictive African 
tribe. 

It is certainly no accident that this failure of difference at the site of a 
moral absolute becomes the occasion of an ecstatic explosion of provoca-
tively racialized sexuality.  African bodies come to manifest a polymor-
phously perverse desire � the terrifying truth of desire stripped of the struc-
turing element of taboo � as, �dazed with dance and drink, stamping them-
selves into ecstasy� under the thrall of �the crude spirit and� insistence of 
the music,� they come together in sexual couplings: �black figures sprawled 
and grunted, alone and in couples� as the �hand-drums throbbed and 
pulsed� (190).  It is not until the sexually-charged scene culminates in these 
acts of coitus � �glistening backs heaving and shivering in the shadows� � 
that Basil becomes aware of Prudence�s absence (191).  Basil, it would 
seem, experiences the same erotic stimulation under the influence of de-
monic drumming and the consumption of human flesh as the others. 

Within the context of Basil�s indistinguishability from his fellow cele-
brants in terms of appetite, Waugh�s choice of the name �Prudence� ac-
quires a particular significance.  This term denotes a moral value based on 
a withholding of desire, and suggests a Christian economy of desire ac-
cording to which desire becomes more valuable, possibly even divine, 
through this act of withholding (e.g. a woman might become a nun, or 
�bride of Christ,� through repression of her sex drive; through this act of 
withholding, her desire is consecrated and becomes an offering worthy of 
God).  �Prudence� can, therefore, name a moral value expressive of a 
properly civilized and Christian economy of desire, and it is the body repre-
senting this value that Basil ingests.  Within Christian ritual, the ingestion of 
the body of Christ connotes the most intimate communion with God, a tran-
scendent sharing of the divine spirit.  Because, in this episode, a Christian 
moral value is corporealized and ingested, we might expect that the con-
sumption of Prudence / prudence would lead to a similar mystical enrich-
ment; a spiritual transfiguration of the self through an intimate communion 
with the very spirit of Christian civilization.  Basil�s ingestion of Prudence / 
prudence is obviously fraught with contradiction, however, which interferes 
with any such straightforward sanctification of one�s civilized and Christian 
self.  Because the very medium of the allusions to communion, discussed 
above, is a vivid depiction of a literal act of cannibalism, rife with images 
that unmistakably signify racial and cultural degeneracy, we cannot help 
but read this scene in terms of an emphasis on the fact that the figure for 
Christian communion is its own antithesis, cannibalism.10  Basil�s act of 
consuming Prudence / prudence is, for this reason, ultimately equated not 
only with communion, but with the obscene pleasure of the cannibal, the 
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presumed contrary of an economy of desire based on withholding.  I would 
therefore argue that with Basil�s consumption of Prudence, the Christian 
economy of desire collapses into its demonic antithesis. 

Perhaps because Basil�s African adventure concludes with this event 
(there is a short denouement setting Basil back in London), interpretations 
of Black Mischief often seem to pivot on one�s understanding of this scene. 

Waugh argues, in his letter to Cardinal Bourne, that Black Mischief 
�deals with the conflict of civilization� and barbarism,� and that the canni-
bal feast marks the point at which the distinction between civilization and its 
others is unequivocally confirmed by the �tragedy� of barbarism�s triumph.11  
This argument is worthy of close consideration, not only because it is the 
crux of Waugh�s response to Oldmeadow�s criticisms, but because critics 
have most often borrowed their interpretive cues from this claim.  For Fre-
derick Stopp, this scene reveals any similarities between Europe and Africa 
suggested by the text to be superficial, an illusion caused by the �superim-
posed veneer� of �Western culture.�12  Christopher Hollis echoes this sen-
timent almost exactly, arguing that any such resemblances are exposed as 
an illusion caused by �the superficial pattern of European culture� adopted 
by Waugh�s Africans.13  William Cook finds that Western moral superiority 
is affirmed by this �scene of ultimate savagery� [italics added].14  For James 
Carens, the end of the story epitomizes the way that Western ideas be-
come so �grotesquely altered� when adopted by Azanians that �the primi-
tive African country is [shown to be] impervious to civilization.�15  More re-
cently, Frederick Beaty and William Myers have argued along similar lines 
despite acknowledging the references to communion �to which Oldmeadow 
took particular offense.�16

Mark Falcoff, perhaps, most effectively captures this rationale.  In a 
recent article, Falcoff asserts that Black Mischief demonstrates that �mod-
ernity is not a series of material objects but a state of mind.  It cannot be 
imported.�17  In this analysis, the act of cannibalism with which the novel 
culminates clearly and unequivocally demarcates the line between moder-
nity and its others.  It is the act that attests to the disparity between the 
mere appearance of civilization � civilization as a �superimposed veneer� or 
a �superficial pattern� � and true civilization.18  It is a foundation of the civi-
lized self, for it is the absolute on which one might hang a metaphysical 
certainty regarding the truth of difference.  Cannibalism is the point in the 
signifying chain at which we are able to insert or remove that immaterial 
and amorphous yet unifying something � an essence or �state of mind� � 
into a �series of material objects� � that, through its insertion or removal, 
consecrates or desecrates these objects.  It is the point at which image and 
affect, meaning and the world, are indissolubly linked.  For these critics, 
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Waugh�s collapse of communion and cannibalism cannot put a dent in the 
assurance of European moral superiority because certainty regarding one�s 
moral bearings is instilled by the fetishized images of otherness, organized 
under the rubric of cannibalism.  Waugh bestows the truth of difference on 
them in the form of a thing, or a list of things. 

Jerome Meckier, Jonathan Greenberg, and Michael Gorra all sharply 
break with this interpretive tradition.  Meckier argues that Basil�s �cannibal-
istic consumption� of Prudence �seem[s] close� in spirit to life-giving tran-
substantiation.�19  Greenberg extracts his own share of satiric pleasure 
from this recognition when he argues that Waugh makes the �link� between 
�cannibalism and Christian communion� evident through his choice of lan-
guage, which reveals Waugh�s �appetite for the horrors he perpetrates� 
[italics added].20  Michael Gorra considers the implications of this recogni-
tion, asserting that the culminating act of cannibalism in Black Mischief 
marks the �limits� of his �comic imagination.�21  Within Gorra�s reading, 
Waugh�s equation of cannibalism and communion marks the point at which 
his satiric detachment fails. 

A possibility that has not been addressed, however, is that the tension 
between Waugh�s comic and religious tendencies acts as a productive 
force within his fiction.  Waugh�s demand for permanent and stable distinc-
tions between self and other is not simply a wall against which his comedy 
smashes and burns, to be superseded by the serious and often melodra-
matic work more prevalent later in his career.  Rather, this demand serves 
as a consistent source of comic pleasure, for Waugh’s satire feeds off of 
the persistent failure of his demand for religious and racial absolutes.  We 
witness an example of such satire in the notorious finale of Black Mischief, 
in which communion falls into its antithesis, cannibalism, at the very site of 
the fetishized images of racial and religious otherness that are supposed to 
sustain this dichotomy. 

III. Racial Misrecognition in Black Mischief 

The evaluation of Waugh�s travel writings and his novels about Africa 
has increasingly taken place within the context of the current discussion of 
modernism and its relation to ideologies of Western colonialism.  Despite 
the welcome focus on constructions of racial and national identity that this 
discussion has brought to Waugh�s work, his varied and frequently conflict-
ing views of racialized and colonized peoples have been oversimplified, a 
situation that I seek to correct through my analysis of his comedy.  The re-
duction of Waugh�s views has occurred, in part, because the centrality of a 
process of misrecognition to modernist formulations of racial identity has 
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usually been either dismissed or misunderstood within this discussion. 
Acknowledging the role of misrecognition within constructions of the 

racial self allows us to engage Waugh�s ideals of identity on something 
much closer to his own terms, for Waugh frequently utilizes his awareness 
of the fragile and ultimately contingent nature of the racial self quite delib-
erately for the purpose of creating comic pleasure.  As I have argued, we 
find Waugh doing so in the culminating scene of Black Mischief, or, quite at 
cross-purposes with himself, in his response to Oldmeadow.  Acknowledg-
ing the role of misrecognition would also enable us to more adequately un-
derstand the range of Waugh�s responses to his racial and religious others.  
If, at times, he utilizes his awareness of the constitutive contradictions of 
racial and religious identity to create comedy, at other times he sublimates 
and transforms these contradictions into a mystical belief in religious and 
racial absolutes.  Critical acknowledgement of this process would, addition-
ally, permit contemporary literary and cultural critics to utilize the insights of 
the previous generation of theorists of colonialism and postcolonialism in a 
more productive way. 

An example will help illustrate my point.  In the critical anthology Mod-
ernism and Colonialism (2007), co-editor and contributor Michael Valdez 
Moses distinguishes his view of modernism�s engagement with colonialism 
from that of Fredric Jameson.  Moses asserts that Jameson, in his 1990 ar-
ticle �Modernism and Imperialism,� �maintains� the depredations of Euro-
pean imperialism are ultimately occluded by a modernist literary style,� to 
which Moses opposes his own claim that modernist innovations instead 
enable the expression of disturbing truths about the imperial experience 
[italics added].22  In the same anthology, Rita Barnard contrasts her ap-
proach to reading Black Mischief to Jameson�s claims about modernism on 
the grounds that �Waugh�s fictions about remote places,� though �rigorously 
modernist in form� do attempt some sort of representation of the margins 
of the colonial world.�23  Both authors distinguish themselves from 
Jameson on the basis of an opposition between representation and exclu-
sion, alleging that Jameson believes modernist texts exclude representa-
tions of those at �the margins of the colonial world� and therefore occlude 
the realities of colonialism.  A close reading of �Modernism and Imperial-
ism,� however, exposes this interpretation as a misreading resulting from 
an apparent refusal or inability to recognize that the dichotomy between 
revelation and concealment does not hold within Jameson�s article (or, we 
might add, anywhere within Jameson�s work). 

In �Modernism and Imperialism,� Jameson works in the psychoanalytic 
tradition utilised by many of his contemporaries such as Abdul R. JanMo-
hamed, Homi K. Bhabha, Terry Eagleton, Edward Said, and Chinua 
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Achebe � as well as theorists of colonial mentality such as Frantz Fanon � 
when he models the relation between colonizer and colonized on Lacan�s 
mirror stage.  In order to adequately comprehend Jameson�s assertions 
about modernism, we must first understand the theory of subjectivity on 
which he builds his claims. 

Within Lacan�s theory of subjectivity, there can be no imagining of the 
�ego,� no thought even of the pre-linguistic self, without representation; for 
even the recognition of oneself in the mirror requires an act of self-
representation.24  The self therefore must remain split between that which 
is represented and the act of representation, which eludes incorporation 
into the field of the represented that it generates.25  The act of representa-
tion � in this case the identification of the self with the mirror image � 
serves as the �Ground of the totality� which itself cannot be �Grounded.��26  
Because the self is divided by the act of representation, any recognition of 
the self in the imagined unity of the mirror image is a �misrecognition,� 
masking the �primordial Discord� of the self.27  It is at the site of this primal 
self-division � the mirror image � that Jameson situates the colonized 
within colonial ideology when he argues that �the� radical otherness of 
colonized, non-Western peoples� comes to occupy the place of a �constitu-
tive� lack,� like �the other face of a mirror.�28

Jameson figures the colonized other as a Lacanian other, an other 
who conceals the radical otherness of the self in order to allow one to think 
of oneself as a �totality,�29 when he adopts �Lacanian language� in order to 
explain that �the colonized� act as �the marker and substitute of the unrep-
resentable totality.�30  It is within this critical framework that Jameson ar-
gues �imperialism� is �constitutive� of �Western modernism.�31  Because 
Jameson locates representations of the colonized at the site of the La-
canian �real� � or in the place of the face that looks back at you from the 
mirror, the site of the primal aporia of the self � these representations ex-
ceed any reduction to �content,� just as the self exceeds any reduction to a 
mirror image.  Images of the colonized must therefore be evaluated not 
only in terms of �content,� but additionally as the �formal symptoms� that 
�structure� modernist texts themselves.�32  In this way, Jameson argues 
for the centrality of the representation of colonized others to the generation 
of modernist formal innovations. 

Through their breathtaking theoretical simplicity, both Moses and Bar-
nard manage to completely miss the central argument of Jameson�s article.  
(Moses, not incidentally, performs similarly reductive readings of Said and 
Achebe).  In Barnard�s case, the fallout of this intellectual lapse is apparent 
in her inability to recognize Waugh�s various strategies of dismantling the 
�strict dichotomy between civilization and savagery� that she perceives in 
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Black Mischief.33

Contrary to Barnard�s claim that Jameson�s formulation does not apply 
to the novel because Waugh depicts �the margins of the colonial world,� 
Jameson�s critical tenets are required to make sense of Waugh�s frequent 
attempts to discover in African Christians an other that presents difference 
in the form of self-evident truth.34  Such an other provides sharp resolution 
to the boundaries of the self.  It shores up these boundaries against the in-
determinacy created by the otherness within the self, and therefore acts as 
a form of �compensation� for a �constitutive� lack.�35  Such a construction 
of otherness, moreover, provides the ideal circumstance for Waugh�s hu-
mour, which thrives on the failure of the demand for absolute alterity.  As a 
satirist, Waugh cannot resist the pleasure of exposing the process of mis-
recognition that is implicit in this demand.  Waugh�s humour in Black Mis-
chief relies on the repeated discovery of what Lacan terms �the ecstatic 
limit� of the self in fetishized images of otherness, a discovery that corre-
sponds to the reiterative failure of such images to establish impermeable 
boundaries between Christians and cannibals or Europeans and Africans.36

My thesis is that while Waugh at times seeks to establish a dichotomy 
between civilization and its others, he often simultaneously undermines his 
own attempts to establish this dichotomy, and the humour in Black Mischief 
depends on this process of positing absolutes only to subvert them.  At 
such moments, we can observe how the tension between his tendency to 
seek absolutes and his tendency to revel in the deconstruction of absolutes 
� often at the moment he posits them � produces comic pleasure.37  It is, 
moreover, significant that the cleavage between Waugh�s religious and 
comic impulses first emerges, in stark and unmistakable form, in his reflec-
tions on African Christianity in Remote People, published in 1931, one year 
prior to Black Mischief. 

IV. The “Dark and Hidden Thing” of Ethiopian Christianity 

The tenor of much of Remote People, Waugh�s non-fiction account of 
his trip to Ethiopia to cover the coronation of Haile Selassie, is dictated by 
Waugh�s frequently expressed interest in what he perceived as the chaotic 
mixture of modern and archaic cultural elements in Ethiopian society.  
Moreover, the satiric detachment that characterizes Waugh�s early fiction is 
ostentatiously on display throughout much of Remote People.  Within this 
work, then, one can quite easily remark the mutual influence between the 
fluid comedic displacement of meanings � particularly the meanings of sac-
rosanct religious, political, and cultural truths � that distinguishes Waugh�s 
prose style, and Waugh�s self-professed �fascination� with the dislocation of 
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cultural meanings that takes place in those regions of the world �where 
ideas, uprooted from their traditions, become oddly changed in transplanta-
tion.�38

In Remote People the mutual influence of these two elements is, per-
haps, most evident in Waugh�s discussion of the sensationalism of the Brit-
ish media�s coverage of Selassie�s coronation.  A tone of light humour pre-
dominates throughout this section, which opens with Waugh�s validation of 
the tendency of his �more impetuous colleagues� to produce exotic fanta-
sies rather than factual accounts.39  Waugh argues �that a prig is someone 
who judges people by his own, rather than their, standards; criticism only 
becomes useful when it can show people where their own principles are in 
conflict.�40  Waugh therefore begins by explicitly discarding the standard of 
empirical accuracy in journalism on the grounds that to apply this standard 
to �the Yellow Press� exposes one as a �prig.�41  One must judge such 
journalism by its standards, not one�s own. 

However, while Waugh accepts the amoral pleasures of storytelling as 
the relevant criteria for judging newspaper accounts of faraway places, he 
nevertheless concludes that a belief in the factual accuracy of such ac-
counts serves an important purpose.  In the midst of playfully imagining 
various ways that Selassie�s coronation might be misrepresented, Waugh 
observes that �[a]ll these things would be profoundly exciting to the reader 
so long as he thought they were true.  If they were offered to him as fiction 
they would be utterly insignificant.�42

In this passage, Waugh discovers a quite different use of �truth� than 
the one that is usually presumed to apply in journalism.  For Waugh, it 
would seem that the truth of �truth� is that anyone who regards it as an 
ethical imperative, rather than as a means to �amuse� the reader, is a mere 
�prig�; for �truth,� in this formulation, becomes simply another stratagem 
available to journalists in the fabrication of narrative pleasure.43  A presup-
position on the part of the reader of the empirical accuracy of media repre-
sentations is valued not because it creates the conditions of stability and 
certainty in one�s relation to the world, but because it generates amuse-
ment where amusement would not otherwise exist.  Waugh esteems the 
ideal of �truth� in reporting, it seems, primarily because a belief in such a 
thing is a potential source of pleasure. 

Waugh proceeds to demonstrate his facility at the game of using the 
guise of truth in this fashion by suggesting several improvements in actual 
news articles about the coronation.  Instead of reporting that Selassie�s 
coach was �drawn from the church by six milk-white horses � a wholly ba-
nal conception of splendor,� �why� not say gilded eunuchs, or ostriches 
with dyed plumes, or a team of captive kings, blinded and wearing yokes of 
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elephant tusk?�44  Waugh concludes this discussion with the reflection that, 
given the �poverty of imagination� that characterizes the inventions of the 
Yellow Press, �why should they not content themselves with what actually 
happened?�45  The reality of Ethiopian society, as �a system of life, in a 
tangle of modernism and barbarity,� is, in this case, �stranger than the 
newspaper reports� and far more interesting.46

Waugh�s criticism of the Yellow Press, then, is not that they report in-
accurately � such a judgment would require one to apply a standard foreign 
to the Yellow Press itself � but that they do not manipulate the guise of 
truth ably to create pleasure; his own treatment of exotic images of Africa, 
which are, by his own account, gratifying only under the guise of truth, is 
much more amusing.  Waugh�s concluding remark that the press might as 
well report what actually happened is not, in this context, a rebuke for dere-
liction of duty, but an insult directed at both their lack of creativity and their 
dull inability to find interest in the �tangle of modernism and barbarity� that 
characterizes both the events of the coronation and the society as a whole. 

Waugh�s tone in this section, marked by a light-hearted willingness to 
playfully dismantle revered ethical standards, abruptly changes in the fol-
lowing chapter, however, when he gives an extended account of a Chris-
tian service at Debra Lebanos: 

I will not attempt any description of the ritual; the liturgy was quite 
unintelligible to me� For anyone accustomed to the Western rite it 
was difficult to think of this as a Christian service� 

I had sometimes thought it an odd thing that Western Christianity, 
alone of all the religions of the world, exposes its mysteries to every 
observer, but I was so accustomed to this openness that I had never 
before questioned whether it was an essential and natural feature of 
the Christian system� At Debra Lebanos I suddenly saw the classic 
basilica and open altar as a great positive achievement, a triumph of 
light over darkness consciously accomplished, and I saw theology 
as the science of simplification by which nebulous and elusive ideas 
are formalized and made intelligible and exact.  I saw the Church of 
the first century as a dark and hidden thing� encumbered with su-
perstitions, gross survivals of� paganism� hazy and obscene non-
sense seeping through from the other esoteric cults of the Near 
East, magical infections from the conquered barbarian.  And I began 
to see how these obscure sanctuaries had grown, with the clarity of 
the Western reason, into the great open altars of Catholic Europe, 
where Mass is said in a flood of light, high in the sight of all.47

The pleasures of comic playfulness that Waugh has both practiced and en-
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dorsed in the preceding chapter have found their limit.  The attitude of mis-
chievous indulgence that marks the discussion of the sins against truth of 
white journalists, whom one might criticize, but only on the basis of �their 
own principles,� is quite insufficient when Waugh is confronted with the task 
of describing a service in the Nestorian church.  There is, obviously, no at-
tempt to criticize this foreign-appearing ritual according to its own internal 
principles.  Satire, it seems, must be replaced with precisely the sort of hu-
mourless insistence on absolutes that Waugh has just finished ridiculing. 

Moreover, it is significant that Waugh perceives the challenge of re-
affirming a foundational ethical distinction between �Western Christianity� 
and its dark and mysterious other not in response to a doctrine deemed he-
retical, but as a reaction to the foreign appearance of a ritual in a Nestorian 
church in Ethiopia.  Merely observing a service in this church inspires 
Waugh with the need to affirm the virtues of �Catholic Europe� against the 
threat of �magical infection� from the Ethiopian church.  Here we witness a 
concrete example of �the specular image� determining the �ontological 
structure of the human world�;48 we might read this entire passage as 
Waugh�s attempt to establish the truth of alterity in light of the failure of the 
image to provide the sought after visual confirmation of his (Catholic) iden-
tity.  Much to Waugh�s chagrin, no material detail of the ritual seems ade-
quate to this purpose, and as a result he experiences the service as so 
�nebulous and elusive� that he is unable to �attempt any description of� it, 
although it literally takes place within his field of vision.  In a depressingly 
formulaic trope of colonialist thought, the very failure of the image of the Af-
rican other to provide a visual confirmation of the boundary between iden-
tity and difference � or, the failure of any list of material differences or 
physical attributes to amount to the sort of difference that Waugh seeks � 
comes to be perceived as a defining characteristic of Africans, in this case 
African Christians.  Waugh imagines Ethiopian Christians to be hiding this 
elusive truth somewhere in the mysterious recesses of their church.  The 
religious practices of Ethiopian Christians become imbued with an impene-
trability that contrasts with the clarity of European Catholicism: their �dark-
ness� is opposed to European �light,� European �science� and �reason� is 
opposed to African �superstition� and �magic,� and �the great open altars� of 
Europe, with their �flood of light,� are contrasted to the suggestive myster-
ies of �a dark and hidden thing.�  Waugh�s satiric elegance abandons him 
as he oppressively recites a series of clichéd binary oppositions between 
Europe and Africa, piling one on top of the other.  Each opposition seems 
to carry the weight of a foundational certainty; each requires, ironically, the 
others in the series to reiteratively shore it up against the threat of uncer-
tainty in the wake of the failure of the image. 
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In reading this section of the travelogue, we become aware that 
Waugh has encountered a boundary of a very different sort than the ethical 
guideline that he playfully manipulates and dismantles in the preceding 
section.  The site �where ideas, uprooted from their traditions, become 
oddly changed in transplantation� no longer provides an occasion for 
pleasurable displacements of meaning.49  It is, instead, the place where 
one must confront the anxiety endemic to the demand for absolute alterity. 

V. Religion, Race, and Difference in Black Mischief 

Various correspondences between Remote People and Black Mischief 
have been noted by critics.  These resemblances range from the near repe-
tition of specific passages to general correlations between people and 
places Waugh encountered on this trip with characters and settings in the 
novel.50  I would argue, however, that more significant than any of these 
specific similarities or repetitions is Waugh�s transfer, from Remote People 
to Black Mischief, of the intersection of race and religion as a site of a very 
particular sort of semiotic density.51  This intersection serves, in both texts, 
as the place where the dissemination of meaning runs aground on an abso-
lute.  In the novel, as in the travelogue, Waugh attempts to create unmis-
takable racial and cultural delineations within Christian identity.  In Black 
Mischief, however, Waugh also frequently perceives that this intersection 
provides the occasion for the creation of semiotic pleasure precisely, it 
would seem, because it is the site of an absolute. 

Within Black Mischief Waugh�s inclination toward metaphysical cer-
tainty emerges most startlingly, perhaps, in the midst of the outrageously 
self-absorbed contemplations of the British ambassador to Azania, Sir 
Samson Courtenay.  As Courtenay reflects on how the civil war raging 
throughout Azania might affect his ability to get his preferred brand of mar-
malade, the narrative abruptly cuts to a scene from the war: 

Sixty miles southward in the Ukaka pass bloody bands of Sakuyu 
warriors played hide-and-seek among the rocks, chivvying the last 
fugitives of the army of Seyid, while behind them down the gorge, 
from cave villages of incalculable antiquity, the women crept out to 
rob the dead.  (Black Mischief 46) 

This passage is immediately followed by a return to the conversation of the 
embassy delegation, who are now lamenting the war because it prevents 
them from acquiring new tennis balls. 

The �bloody� Sakuyu here unmistakably serve as the �black and mis-
chievous background against which the civilized� characters perform� 
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their parts,� and against which the fates of the white English characters 
eventually emerge.52  Particularly because of its abruptness and brevity, 
this interruption of the conversation of the Courtenay household foreshad-
ows tragedy.  As the Sakuyu seek to kill and devour the survivors of a bat-
tle from the previous day (we learn later that Seyid, the former ruler, has 
been eaten), they represent a savage threat against which the careless de-
tachment of the Courtenays will prove fatal. 

This melodramatic cut in the text indicates the same tendency to sus-
pend the comic dissolution of meaning through the appeal to a racial abso-
lute that we witness in Remote People.  Moreover, Waugh employs a rhe-
torical strategy similar to the one utilized in his description of the church 
service in Remote People in his introductory description of the Sakuyu as 
�black, naked, anthropophagous� (6).  In Remote People Waugh appeals to 
a series of presumably unquestionable binary oppositions between civilized 
Europeans and primitive Africans to confirm the distance between the �sci-
ence� of European Catholicism and the infectious magic of Ethiopian Chris-
tianity; in this three-word description we witness a similar cumulative effect, 
rhetorically superior, however, because it is amplified by concision.  Each 
image bears the weight of difference in the form of an absolute.  The Sa-
kuyu represent aboriginal humanity in its most threatening guise, and the 
truth of their dissimilarity is compact; it is certain; it is simple.  The Sakuyu 
manifest the opposition between �barbarism� and �civilization� in such a 
way that the reality of this form of difference � against which, according to 
Waugh, the �sudden tragedy� of the novel�s conclusion �emerges� � ap-
pears indisputably true.53  The Sakuyu are the negative embodiment of �the 
glory of race,� which, Waugh had argued three years earlier, must exist �in 
the very limits and circumscription of language� so that one does not feel 
lost and isolated.�54

Moreover, the three reference points of difference � complexion, na-
kedness, and cannibalism � that Waugh invokes are, certainly not coinci-
dentally, all terms that bear significant weight within both religious and ra-
cial contexts.  It would be difficult to say if the Sakuyu serve as the manifes-
tation of a primarily racial or religious form of degradation, for the criteria of 
difference used to define them transfer smoothly from one context to the 
other. 

If episodes such as this one exhausted Waugh�s strategies of repre-
senting difference in Black Mischief, the critical appeal of the novel would 
be limited to the interest that one might generate from reading the symp-
toms of its relatively crude representational practice.  (And, from this van-
tage point, virtually anything written about Africa by scores of other pro-
imperial writers, ranging from Haggard to Naipaul, would easily surpass 
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Black Mischief due to their more complex methodologies of constructing 
difference.)  Waugh�s tendency to conjure racial and cultural absolutes in 
order to safeguard the truth of difference between civilization and its others, 
however, is complemented in Black Mischief by Waugh�s comic tendency, 
the propensity that would lead him to have bawdy fun at the expense of 
�prigs� in Remote People.  Very much in line with his conclusions regarding 
the proper role of �truth� in reporting, the requirement of an absolute distinc-
tion on which to hang moral truths frequently becomes the event of pleas-
urable displacements of meaning.  Our previous analysis has emphasized 
two very different positions that Waugh adopts, sometimes in rapid succes-
sion, when confronted with the dilemma of the absolute.  Within Black Mis-
chief, both of these conflicting positions are adopted in reference to the 
same subject, African Christianity.  References to African Christianity and 
cannibalism in Black Mischief frequently reveal Waugh�s tendency to seize 
semiotic pleasure from the playful and unrepentant deconstruction of moral 
absolutes, therefore providing an alternative interpretive frame for the con-
cluding episode in which Basil devours Prudence.  I would assert that it is, 
moreover, the various interpretive possibilities contained within this latter 
position that make Black Mischief critically interesting. 

In the short denouement of the novel, Basil�s comments to his friends 
in London regarding his experience at Moshu � the site of �the cannibal 
banquet� � presents at least a couple of contrasting interpretive possibilities 
(193).  In response to a friend�s suggestion that, now that he has returned 
to London, �[w]e�ll have some parties like the old ones,� Basil retorts that 
�I�m not sure I shouldn�t find them a bit flat after the real thing.  I went to a 
party at a place called Moshu�� (193)  Basil, in the only comment within 
the novel on the cannibal scene, compares the leisure activity of privileged 
Londoners to cannibalism, implying that their parties are pale imitations of 
the orgiastic pleasures of cannibal revelry, �the real thing� (193).  In this 
neat inversion of the claim that the cannibal scene establishes the truth of 
difference � the claim put forth by Waugh in his letter to Oldmeadow and 
repeated by many critics � Basil suggests that the truth of civilized desire is 
located within a primitive other, who is, in turn, obscenely satiated with 
pleasure.  The African cannibals within this formulation assume the status 
of what Slavoj �i�ek has termed �subject presumed to enjoy,� others who 
unrepentantly claim pleasure at its source, in contrast to civilized folk, who 
can only approach enjoyment indirectly, through the numerous complex de-
tours provided by advanced moral norms and conventions.55  Such a con-
struction of otherness would indicate that Waugh has ascended to a higher 
and more properly literary plane of racism than the simple fetishism dis-
cussed earlier.  Within Waugh�s portrayal of the Sakuyu, certain signifiers �
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�black, naked, anthropophagus� (6) � carry the weight of a desire for pure 
alterity.  The Sakuyu represent Waugh�s attempt to sustain a fantasy of un-
adulterated difference.  The idea of difference suggested by Basil�s formu-
lation is, in contrast, sturdier (if more melancholy) because it is capable of 
incorporating an acknowledgement of similarity at the site of foundational 
difference.  According to Basil�s formulation, we might construe the canni-
bals as possessing �an insupportable, horrifying jouissance,� a monstrous 
gratification unavailable to our civilized selves, yet telling us profound and 
unpleasant truths about ourselves and our own desire precisely because 
they are imagined to possess direct access to (our) enjoyment.56  Such a 
construction of otherness would be very much in line with literary depictions 
of Africans in the work of British modernist writers such as Joseph Conrad 
and T. S. Eliot as well as a great many of Waugh�s contemporaries, ranging 
from right-wing populists such as Louis-Ferdinand Céline in Journey to the 
End of the Night to liberals sympathetic to the plight of colonized Africans, 
such as Andre Gide in Travels in the Congo and Graham Greene in Jour-
ney without Maps and The Heart of the Matter. 

There are certainly interpretive cues directing us toward this conclu-
sion in Waugh�s lurid depiction of the cannibal feast, during which the nar-
rative gaze lingers on black bodies �slashing themselves on chest and 
arms with their hunting knives� so that �blood and sweat mingled on their 
dark skins,� while �dazed with drink� and �stamping themselves into ec-
stasy,� the �two chains� of bodies, one male, one female, �jostled and com-
bined� into �glistening backs heaving and shivering in the shadows� (190-
91).  In this scene African bodies are frozen under the fascinated gaze of 
the narrator in grotesque postures of ecstatic violence and sexual excite-
ment reminiscent of a cinematic montage.  These bodies materialize the 
radical disorganization of desire; they capture the terrifying truth of a desire 
that has shed the structuring element of taboo with the collapse of canni-
balism into its ideological antithesis, communion.  They manifest the mon-
strous gratification against which this taboo protects the �civilized� Christian 
reader, and force this reader toward a startling (mis)recognition of himself 
or herself in the horrifying pleasure of the savage.  I would argue that the 
violent ambivalence of the narrative gaze, which remains trapped between 
terror and fascination as it pours over African bodies, is one of the most 
conspicuous manifestations in Black Mischief of Waugh�s fascination with 
the boundary between communion and cannibalism as a site of the incon-
sistency of his own racial and religious being. 

If the narrative tone of the cannibal feast suggests such an interpreta-
tion, there is, I believe, a second interpretive possibility contained in the fact 
that Waugh leaves the only comment on this scene to Basil, who conveys 
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none of the horrified fascination that marks the narrator�s tone in the pre-
ceding scene.  Basil�s terse reference to his experience at Moshu suggests 
that the misrecognition of oneself in one�s other is, for him, simply another 
banal truism.  Waugh leaves us, in short, with a distinct contrast between 
the narrator�s lurid fascination with black bodies coated in blood and liquor 
engaging in carnal acts in the preceding scene and Basil�s marked lack of 
interest in the event in the denouement.  His experience with anthropo-
phagy seems equally unexciting to his self-absorbed friend Sonia Digby-
Vaine-Trumpington, who mentions the rumour that Basil has attended �a 
cannibal banquet� only to remind him that �I just don�t want to hear about 
it,� and then interrupts his statement about Moshu to remind him that �we 
don�t want to hear travel experiences.  Do try and remember� (193).  For 
Sonia, Basil�s insight represents nothing more than a tedious interruption to 
a game of cards.  Basil�s statement that the truth of civilized humankind�s 
desire resides in its cannibal other, within this conversation, carries none of 
the freight of an awful realization, connotes none of the fascination with the 
failure of difference at the site of an absolute, of the narrative voice in the 
preceding scene.  It is reduced to simply another unremarkable notion 
whose truth or falsehood is of no particular interest; a rather boring obser-
vation; a particularly unimpressive thought in a dull and directionless con-
versation; just another signifier in a signifying chain whose origin or desti-
nation are of no real concern. 

While Basil�s urbane boredom regarding this realization about human 
difference starkly differs from the narrative tone of the preceding scene, 
earlier references to cannibalism within the novel anticipate the dry, satiric 
note of Basil�s observation.  Such is the case with the narrator�s reference, 
in the midst of a history of the Nestorian Church in Azania, to �the painful 
case of the human sacrifices at the Bishop of Popo�s consecration,� which, 
like the final scene, irreverently evokes the fact that the paradigm of Chris-
tian communion is human sacrifice (120).  While this is one of many sug-
gestions within Black Mischief that the practices of African Christians literal-
ize the tenets of Christian dogma, the problem of whether or not this liter-
alization simply desacralizes Christian belief or reveals deeper truths about 
Christianity would seem to be a matter of little or no concern to the narrator 
at this point, who simply categorizes the distinction between Christian ritual 
and human sacrifice as an �uncertain topic� (120).  This distinction is 
framed as a matter of correctness, or �orthodoxy,� rather than transcendent 
truth (120). 

Such is also the case when Basil explains to the Azanian emperor�s 
Lord Chamberlain that serving �raw beef� to Wanda tribesmen � an unmis-
takable allusion to their cannibalism � at a banquet for foreign diplomats �is 
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in accordance with modern thought� so long as it is called �steak tartare� 
(105).  From Basil�s standpoint, the difference between being �primitive� 
and �modern� is here merely a matter of the proper manipulation of lan-
guage.  By renaming the practice of eating raw meat, it becomes 
�[p]erfectly� compatible with modernity, and the Wanda are shifted from the 
category of primitive to that of modern (105).  Moreover, the fact that it is 
the Wanda who consume Prudence creates a direct link between Basil�s 
understanding of cannibalism as a purely symbolic marker of difference � a 
matter of proper or improper naming � in this scene and in the novel�s con-
clusion.  That is to say, Basil�s attitude toward the cannibalism of the 
Wanda is consistent from this point to the end of the novel.  His experi-
ences in Africa do not alter this attitude, as he is unmoved to change it 
even by his own participation in the cannibal banquet.  If, in this scene, the 
eating of raw beef is properly purified of its connotations of cannibalistic 
desire by renaming the raw beef steak tartare, in the final scene, the desire 
aroused in the cannibal orgy is subject to the same process; it becomes the 
property of �parties like [our] old ones� (193). 

There is much else in the novel to encourage us to interpret Basil�s at-
titude toward  cannibalism in these terms; to conclude that for Basil, canni-
balism serves as a symbolic marker of a particular but purely contingent 
importance; to deduce that for Basil, the realization that people regard can-
nibalism as the site of a moral absolute is important not because cannibal-
ism actually names any transcendent truth about the nature of good and 
evil, but because the recognition that people think that it does is a valuable 
tool for the manipulation of the gullible.  Foremost among these reasons is 
the fact that the �steak tartare� scene is quite representative of the relation-
ship between Basil and Seth, the Azanian emperor morbidly concerned 
with modernizing his country.  Throughout the story, Seth�s credulous belief 
that modernity names some transcendent truth of difference, that it offers a 
definitive break with the primitive past, becomes the object of humour when 
aligned with Basil�s unrepentant manipulation of this belief.  Seth�s clown-
ishness in the �steak tartare� scene results largely from his dim-witted as-
sumption that the distinction between modernity and barbarism names a 
reality transcending the symbolic realm.  Here, as throughout much of the 
novel, Basil�s seemingly limitless cynicism serves as the measuring stick of 
Seth�s uncritical belief in modernity, which provides a clue regarding how to 
interpret the contrast between the lurid fascination of the narrator and the 
careless nonchalance of Basil in the story�s conclusion.  Basil has, 
throughout the story, provided the satiric frame for Seth�s stupid belief in 
the truth of difference.  The fact that Waugh gives the satiric Basil the final 
word on the fall from this form of simple belief within the narrative � a fall 
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that is marked by the death of the naive Seth, and the narrator�s realization 
of the failure of difference at the site of its absolute, cannibalism � is per-
fectly consistent with the fact that Basil has provided the satiric foil to this 
kind of innocent belief for the majority of the story. 

If, within our interpretation, we wished to grant Waugh�s story consis-
tency, I would therefore argue that we should accept Basil�s satiric remark 
regarding the truth of difference as definitive of the overall narrative view-
point.  Within this interpretation, the narrator�s gaze lingering on the black 
bodies that no longer simply attest to an unproblematic truth of difference, 
but suddenly tell us unpleasant truths about ourselves; the subtle but insis-
tent emphasis on uncanny similarity between the Eucharist and cannibal-
ism; the entire fascination with the spectacle of the failure of difference at 
the foundation of one�s civilized identity; all of this becomes simply another 
occasion for humour when the beliefs of the credulous fail.  It all amounts to 
nothing more than Basil�s terse, offhand remark about this entire spectacle 
revealing the truth of �our� desire, a remark that is, moreover, of very little 
concern.  If this remark seems mildly biting rather than riotously funny, it is, 
perhaps, because the credulity of the true believers is not sufficiently inter-
esting, in this case, to generate much humour among the urbane. 

In short, there are substantial reasons to read Black Mischief as a 
book that not only stages the failure of difference between a civilized self 
and a primitive other, but that encourages us to interpret this failure in a 
particular way.  From Basil�s standpoint, the failure of cannibalism as the 
site of an absolute that might sustain a belief in the unadulterated alterity of 
the other connotes no lurid fascination.  It does not necessarily result in a 
belief in �the subject presumed to enjoy,� a construction of otherness preva-
lent in European representations of Africans among Waugh�s contemporar-
ies, or sustain the economy of difference implied by such a belief.  For 
Basil, the realization that people believe in such things rather provides the 
circumstance to assume different personas � to embrace a fluid and per-
formative ideal of identity � and to enjoy the satiric pleasures available from 
the easy manipulation of such beliefs and the people who hold them.  The 
realization that people actually believe that their fetishes of modernity con-
tain important metaphysical truths about themselves and their others be-
comes, in other words, the occasion for unapologetic and unrestrained en-
joyment in a world that seems to require such beliefs to sustain itself.  If we 
choose to read Black Mischief in this way, we would discover Waugh com-
ing as close as he ever would to embracing the failure of the absolute as a 
simple recognition of an ontological necessity, an interesting and potentially 
enjoyable property of thought or language that he might harness to serve 
as an engine of his fiction.57
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To read the novel in terms of any consistent vision, including the one 
suggested by Basil�s cynical remarks, however, would certainly be to deny 
the inescapable tension within the novel between Waugh�s desire for some 
form of metaphysical certainty on which to establish his religious beliefs 
and his conflicting tendency to exploit this desire for its satiric possibilities.  
I have argued that this tension produces at least three largely incompatible 
ways of conceptualizing human difference within Black Mischief: the fan-
tasy of pure alterity represented by the �black, naked, anthropophagous� 
Sakuyu; the portrayal of the African other as �the subject presumed to en-
joy,� an other containing the truth of our own desire and, for this reason, sa-
tiated with a limitless and terrifying jouissance; and, finally, Basil�s recogni-
tion of the aporetic foundation of the �civilized� self as a simple ontological 
truism.  And to attempt to reduce any of these constructions of otherness to 
the others would certainly be to oversimplify a complex text that can other-
wise tell us a great deal about perceptions of racial and religious difference 
in modern fiction. 
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Kant on the Beautiful: The Interest in Disinterestedness 

Paul Daniels 

In the Critique of the Power of Judgment, Immanuel Kant proposes a 
puzzling account of the experience of the beautiful: that aesthetic judg-
ments are both subjective and speak with a universal voice.1 These proper-
ties � the subjective and the universal � seem mutually exclusive but Kant 
maintains that they are compatible if we explain aesthetic judgment in 
terms of the mind�s a priori structure, as explicated in his earlier Critique of 
Pure Reason. Kant advances two major claims towards arguing for the 
compatibility of the subjectivity and universality of the experience of beauty: 
(i) that aesthetic judgments are �disinterested�, and (ii) that the universality 
of an aesthetic judgment derives from the transcendental idealist�s account 
of ordinary spatio-temporal experience � that is, our ordinary cognitive 
framework can explain the experience of beauty. If correct, these two 
claims support the thesis that, while the experience of beauty is wholly sub-
jective, it nevertheless speaks with a universal voice (or, the experience of 
beauty can be related among subjects). I will move to interpret Kant�s the-
ory of the beautiful with reference to his earlier two Critiques in order to bet-
ter understand the marriage of subjectivity and universality. In turn, this re-
veals a deeper symmetry between the disinterestedness of the experience 
of beauty and the freedom of moral action, allowing Kant to maintain, as he 
indeed does, that �beauty is the symbol of morality.� 2

The claim that aesthetic judgments are �disinterested� means that a 
genuine aesthetic judgment does not include any extrinsic considerations 
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toward the object of judgment itself, such as political or utilitarian concerns. 
Kant reasons that if our aesthetic judgments were not disinterested, then 
universality could not follow: if the pleasure of beauty were derived from the 
inclinations with which we encounter an object, then the claims of that ob-
ject�s beauty would be as varied and conflicting as the possible inclinations 
which we might bring to it. 

Kant�s proposal that an aesthetic judgment can speak with a universal 
voice leads him to the claim that an aesthetic judgment is made by the 
cognitive faculties involved in spatio-temporal experience: �nothing other 
than the state of mind in the free play of the imagination and the under-
standing.�3 To explore what is meant by this free play of imagination and 
understanding � the two faculties which shape the spatiotemporal way in 
which we order our sensible intuition � we shall need to focus on approach-
ing Kant�s aesthetic theory in the milieu of the transcendental idealism 
which Kant expounded in the Critique of Pure Reason. Only with this un-
derstanding can we see why aesthetic judgment constitutes a unique spe-
cies of judgment, that is, of a way of encountering the world. 

Disinterestedness and the Judgment of Beauty 

Kant�s aesthetic theory rests on the groundwork he proposes in his 
account of the experience of beauty � other aesthetic judgments, such as 
those of the sublime, rely on the same sorts of principles and differ in how 
the cognitive faculties interact. This poses the experience of beauty as the 
cornerstone of understanding Kant�s aesthetic theory at large. 

For Kant, judgments have either reflective or determinative powers.4 A 
determinative judgment is one understood in terms of an empirical concept, 
such as the judgment �that is a tiger�. The Critique of Pure Reason estab-
lished the governing principles of determinative judgments to legitimise the 
intersubjectivity of empirical knowledge. Similarly, the Critique of the Power 
of Judgment aims to establish the governing principles of reflective judg-
ments to legitimise (amongst other things) the intersubjectivity of aesthetic 
�knowledge�.5 However, we should be cautious of � indeed, we should re-
frain from � speaking of �aesthetic knowledge�, for �knowledge� is reserved 
specifically for determinative judgments; rather, we should talk of aesthetic 
experience, the subjectivity of which can be related universally. Indeed, 
such a conflation of knowledge and aesthetics is one which Kant is striving 
to question. Hence, Kant argues that the prevailing and �common sense� 
assumption (regarding aesthetic judgments as determinative) is mistaken: 
for this would construe aesthetic judgments as either merely subjective or 
fallaciously objective � a point he originally argued for in the first Critique.6
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In other words, with such an error, aesthetics becomes a domain of 
inquiry which is unfit for the systematic demands of rigorous and critical 
philosophy. We need to remember that Kant�s study of aesthetic experi-
ence is critical � hence the title of the work being the Critique of the Power 
of Judgment,7 which informs us that Kant is attempting to delineate the le-
gitimate domain for which aesthetic judgments (among others) can be 
made, and what the nature of these judgments are. The advocacy of �disin-
terestedness� and other key elements to aesthetics is Kant�s rejection of 
aesthetic judgments as determinative, to the ends of establishing them as 
reflective. In this manner he also posits aesthetics as a discipline capable 
of critical engagement. 

Kant ties disinterestedness to the experience of the beautiful in the 
�first moment� of the �Analytic of the Beautiful�: 

Taste is the faculty for judging an object or a kind of representation 
through a satisfaction or dissatisfaction without any interest. The ob-
ject of such satisfaction is beautiful.8

This definition provides a convenient springboard into examining the role of 
disinterestedness in Kant�s aesthetic theory; it tells us that to understand 
�disinterestedness� we need first to understand what �interest� itself means. 
In terms of how these two concepts relate (interest and disinterestedness) 
it is useful to keep in mind Donald Crawford�s suggestion that ��disinter-
ested� refers to a concept the content of which is given by its negation, �in-
terested�.�9 It is important to see what role interest plays in judgments and 
why Kant wishes to eschew this from his aesthetic theory. 

Kant defines �interest� as �the satisfaction that we combine with the 
representations of the existence of an object.�10 In terms of judgment, this 
translates as determining an object under an empirical concept of the un-
derstanding that gives us pleasure or displeasure. Kant offers an example 
of such a judgment coming under the guise of beauty:  

If someone asks me whether I find the palace that I see before me 
beautiful, I may well say that I don�t like that sort of thing, which is 
made merely to be gaped at, � [Or,] I might even vilify the vanity of 
the great who waste the sweat of the people on such superfluous 
things � All of this might be conceded to me and approved; but that 
is not what is at issue here.11

 

Such judgments about the palace (which Kant claims are irrelevant to aes-
thetic judgment) are determinative judgments of taste, that is, empirical 
judgments. The important point here is that different people may determine 
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different judgments depending on whether they align satisfaction with a 
particular empirical concept � that is, empirical concepts will differ from 
person to person depending upon their contingent experiences. Regarding 
the palace, one�s interest may concern the waste of manpower and re-
sources. From a moralist�s perspective this certainly may be a concern that 
evokes dissatisfaction at viewing the building; but from the king�s perspec-
tive, it may enhance his satisfaction by affirming the control he has over his 
kingdom. If interest is a criterion for claiming an object to be beautiful � with 
the contingent, empirical particulars associated with it � then no genuine 
universality could be claimed of an object�s beauty. 

In arguing against interest as a criterion for beauty, Kant offers an ex-
planation of how the term �beauty� comes to be misused. Because beauty 
yields pleasure we arrive at the mistaken conclusion that what is pleasur-
able is beautiful. Pleasure, it seems, fails to allow us to discriminate be-
tween, on the one hand, what is pleasurable only to us because of the in-
terests we bring to it, and, on the other hand, the pleasure we take to be 
held by others who also experience beauty. 

To maintain the claim that the experience of beauty is intersubjective, 
Kant must reject the idea that beauty is sensuous (which he does: �the 
beautiful� is entirely different [to the sensuous]�12) as this is an inherently 
variable factor depending on a particular person�s inclinations. Similarly, as 
with the example above, Kant wants to isolate the key features of beauty 
through the reflection of particular cases: �for one person, the colour violet 
is gentle and lovely, for another dead and lifeless. One person loves the 
tone of wind instruments, another that of stringed instruments.�13 Kant calls 
these personal preferences �charms� or �agreeables� and states that admit-
ting them as criteria for beauty is mistaken because we cannot universalise 
our own sensuous preferences. To do so would be to argue that the state-
ment �I find a glass of merlot beautiful to drink in the evening� is equivalent 
to �Everyone who drinks a glass of merlot in the evening finds it beautiful�. 
Charms and agreeables are for Kant merely another species of interest; 
they do give us a clue, though, as to why disinterestedness contributes to 
the consideration of something as beautiful, which I will delve into in the 
next section. 

For now we can note an important distinction: that the experience of 
pleasure is not always the experience of beauty; that what is pleasurable 
cannot always be held to �speak with a universal voice�. However, to di-
vorce pleasure from beauty completely would surely appear an improvident 
move. Kant does not make this move, but takes on the challenge of de-
scribing how beauty (a disinterested judgment of taste) might be pleasur-
able in its own way. How Kant meets this challenge is by no means 
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straightforward. 
On the role of disinterestedness in aesthetic judgments, the commen-

tator Salim Kemal plays devil�s advocate and raises a sceptical objection to 
Kant, namely �all that may be happening is that, because we are ignorant 
of the causes which in fact still continue to operate and serve our interests, 
we delude ourselves into thinking that certain occurrences of pleasure are 
disinterested.�14 Kemal�s charge here is that causality itself excludes disin-
terestedness, because the experience of beauty must be part of a causal 
chain whereby alien factors bear on the sense of pleasure from beauty. 
The charge has been voiced by a number of philosophers since Kant, no-
tably by antithetical thinkers such as Nietzsche, who wrote, �[when aesthe-
ticians say] that, under the enchantment of beauty, one can look even upon 
naked female statues �without interest�, one is entitled to laugh a little at 
their expense.�15 These alien factors themselves (such as sexual desire) 
constitute interest, as they are something that a subject may arbitrarily 
bring to the experience of an object. What bears on this charge is, in es-
sence, the heart of the Kantian aesthetic project: how can the experience of 
beauty be subjective and also maintain the claim to speak with a universal 
voice? What if my diagnosis of an experience as being one of beauty is 
mistaken by some subversive operation of my psychology? 

This sceptical charge is one which Kant considers in the course of his 
moral philosophy. The moral philosophy also aims to be disinterested, i.e. 
that if one is acting only according to one�s inclinations, one is not acting 
morally. Scepticism exists here if we admit the possibility of acting in con-
cordance with the moral law, but not in accordance with it; we may choose 
to uphold the moral law and believe we are doing so in the right spirit, but in 
fact our own egoism is guiding our actions. To this, Kant admits that �we 
can never, even by the most strenuous self-examination, get entirely be-
hind our covert incentives.�16 Similarly, in the aesthetic philosophy, the 
charge is that we may voice our experience of an object as being beautiful, 
only to find that our account differs from a universal consensus. 

In the realm of moral philosophy, Kant�s response was to describe 
such an act of concordance with (but not accordance to) the moral law as 
an instance of the moral subject who is enslaved by their inclinations and 
self-interests. Kant proposed the inverse to this situation: that, as John 
Russon summarised, �it must be the moral law that interprets the situation 
for us, and not the situation that interprets the moral law.�17 To be a moral 
subject at all, Kant requires that the motive for our actions can transcend 
the phenomenal world of sensuous causes rather than be informed by it. In 
other words, the subject must be free. So, for Kant�s aesthetic project to be 
successful � that is, for disinterestedness to escape scepticism � the ex-
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perience of beauty must be �disinterested� to the extent that the subject is 
not bound only by phenomenal experience: that the locus of the experience 
can be traced to other, non-sensuous grounds. This requirement is simply 
that the subject can exert his freedom in some capacity. The bolder claim 
following from this is that this exertion of freedom is one which resounds 
universally. 

What all this directs us towards is that aesthetics, as a philosophically 
rigorous discipline, needs to be grounded by the freedom of the subject. 
Moreover, since the experience of beauty is not to be grounded empirically, 
this freedom must be exercised in a special way: namely, in how the pure, 
a priori subject constitutes the experience of beauty � rather than how the 
beautiful object constitutes the experiencing subject. Kant holds that a sys-
tem capable of describing aesthetic experience in this way will find its home 
in the critical philosophy. 

Free Play and the Judgment of Beauty 

Kant initially deemed aesthetics to be impossible in the earlier Critique 
of Pure Reason, because �the putative rules or criteria are merely empirical 
as far as their sources are concerned, and can therefore never serve as a 
priori rules to which our judgment of taste must be directed.�18 In short, he 
formerly held that objects of taste are only experienced empirically and thus 
our judgments of beauty are merely a posteriori and thus not the proper 
area for a systematic philosophy to explore. This is the thesis that he sub-
sequently challenged, as we have seen so far in the discussion of disinter-
estedness. It also marks a distinction between philosophically legitimate 
and illegitimate accounts of aesthetics. 

For it to be possible that an aesthetic judgment of beauty can be sub-
jective and yet speak with a universal voice, Kant maintains that the judg-
ment must follow a rule. The rule cannot be empirical (because it then be-
comes contingent, related to inclination, the phenomenal, etc., and so not a 
rule) but must be a synthetic a priori principle � that is, a principle which is 
known without reference to particular experiences but which also has the 
power to predicate synthetically, or without tautology. This principle should 
govern judgment such that certain objects are experienced as being beauti-
ful. 

As cited earlier, Kant defines the mind�s role in experiencing beauty as 
the free play of the imagination and the understanding. His approach here 
reinforces the transcendental idealist doctrine which he espoused in the 
Critique of Pure Reason by citing the experience of beauty as one in which 
the faculties of the imagination and understanding are employed � those 
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very faculties which also determine ordinary perception. The Critique of 
Pure Reason proposed and studied these faculties towards emphasising 
knowledge of how the mind�s synthetic a priori structure constitutes the 
world. As regards a critique of taste, such an approach does not attempt to 
isolate some property that is unique to beautiful objects, but instead aims at 
revealing how the mind finds certain objects beautiful. Kant believes that 
this is possible because of the cognitive faculties involved in ordinary spa-
tio-temporal experience, so it is only fitting to look first at the nature of 
these faculties before proceeding to how they relate to aesthetic judg-
ments. Another reason to proceed in this manner is that the Critique of the 
Power of Judgment is scant when it comes to explicating the �free play� of 
the imagination and understanding � Kant expects that his readers have 
gleaned this from the first Critique. 

In the Critique of Pure Reason we see that in determinative judgments 
the imagination is involved in synthesis: of space and time,19 the manifold 
of intuition,20 apperception (consciousness)21 and reproduction.22 Imagi-
nation, though, is considered to be �spontaneous�23 and free, which opens 
an avenue toward understanding how disinterestedness might inhabit a 
space removed from the sceptical charge that the experience of beauty is 
ultimately motivated by causal influences such as sexual desire or pleas-
ure. At bottom, though, in a determinative judgment the imagination serves 
to synthesise sensations so that they can be subsumed under the concepts 
of the understanding, the most general of which encompass all spatio-
temporal experience: that is, the categories. Indeed, Kant argues that �the 
understanding in general can be represented as a faculty for [determina-
tive] judging.�24 So how do these faculties of imagination and understand-
ing �play� in aesthetic judgment (such that disinterestedness is a feature of 
aesthetic experience), and what is required of an object such that this is 
possible? 

For a judgment to be determinative is for it to come under a concept of 
the understanding. For a reflective judgment �the powers of cognition that 
are set into play by this representation [of an object] are hereby in a free 
play, since no determinate concept restricts them to a particular rule of 
cognition.�25 Kant summarises this in defining beauty in the �second mo-
ment�: �that is beautiful which pleases universally without a concept.�26 
Free play occurs when the imagination is not restricted by the understand-
ing, but grasps the object in varying ways which nevertheless work in con-
cert with concepts � it is a free, undetermined accord between the faculties. 
So when, say, appreciating a work of art such as de Blaas�s God’s Crea-
tures,27 we are drawn to interpret what is meant by �God�s creatures� by re-
ferring all at once to the pigeons that the nun is feeding, the nun herself, 
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the harmony between the nun and the pigeons, and the statement of divine 
harmony between God, man and nature. What makes such a painting 
beautiful on the Kantian account is the myriad of concepts in play with the 
imagination which can never settle on a single interpretation of the object 
(i.e. the work of art itself). Kant�s account has its power in expressing art as 
something which carries a variety of interpretations, interpretations which 
the mind cannot synthesise adequately and which are not necessarily in a 
conceptual harmony with one another. 

The cognitive powers are involved in free play much like melodies in a 
fugue: one melody begins and that melody is repeated a fifth higher while 
the first continues, creating a block of sound distinct from both the melo-
dies. The bass varies the melody and generates momentum for the tempo. 
The melodies are free: accidentals occur as they are needed harmonically 
at the given moment, not by a previous statement of it in exposition. The 
music itself, though, is set in the established framework of tonality, just as 
the free play of imagination and understanding takes place within the 
framework of our cognitive faculties. Within this framework the melodies 
play freely with each other to create a multiplicity of detail within a whole 
experience of the music. 

The question of �how� the faculties play in aesthetic judgment is 
somewhat misleading, purely because they are not lead by any rule that 
the question of �how� presupposes. The rule is in part comprised of free-
dom: �the judgment of taste must rest on a mere sensation of the recipro-
cally animating imagination in its freedom and the understanding with its 
lawfulness.�28 If this freedom did not contribute to the rule of play, then the 
rule would indeed be objective; but objectivity is allied with causality, which 
on Kant�s account excludes freedom.29 The question of how free play is 
possible is also misleading on the grounds that it assumes we can compre-
hend how freedom operates; such an understanding is not possible be-
cause �freedom� is a mere idea, the objective reality of which can in no 
way be presented in accordance with laws of nature and so too cannot be 
presented in any possible experience.�30 This might seem to slip us back 
into scepticism � for how can we know the experience of beauty to be free, 
when freedom itself cannot be known or experienced? What I take Kant to 
be saying here is that freedom, as in the moral philosophy as much as the 
aesthetic, is an Idea which cannot be proved or disproved to be actual; 
what we can say of freedom, however, is that it must necessarily be as-
sumed to be operative if we are to understand the moral and aesthetic phi-
losophy to be possible (and meaningful) at all. Freedom is thus an integral 
component to experiencing beauty alongside the faculty of the understand-
ing when it is �in harmony with the latter [i.e. the understanding].�31
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At this point, we can now see why Kant was especially concerned with 
disinterestedness. Interest involves encountering an object with the prior 
aim of aligning it with a concept in the understanding. This, however, com-
pletely rules out any free play, as the �lawfulness� of the understanding will 
have dominated over the �freedom� of the imagination, thus ruining the bal-
ance between the two which is required to find something beautiful. Under 
a sophistical guise Kemal provokes the idea in us that interest may be cov-
ert and so smuggled into the beautiful; but this is challenged by the under-
standing of beauty as free play. This is because Kant has distilled the nec-
essary conditions for the possibility of experiencing beauty to be the cogni-
tive faculties: since these are independent of interest, it follows that the ex-
perience of beauty is disinterested. 

Just as with the experience of beauty, where our freedom designates 
the beautiful in conjunction (or in play) with the understanding, (albeit in re-
flecting intuition rather than universal concept), so too is the moral law des-
ignated by freedom in conjunction with understanding. This is what prompts 
Kant to recognise that �beauty is the symbol of the morally good.�32 Disin-
terestedness is the cornerstone of aesthetic experience for Kant because it 
provides for a certain �ennoblement and elevation above the mere receptiv-
ity for a pleasure from sensible impressions,�33 which is only possible be-
cause of the freedom of the subject above and beyond the phenomenal 
realm. 

The Subjective Experience and the Universal Voice 

Kant�s wider claim is that beauty as the free play of understanding and 
imagination entails that our aesthetic judgments, while necessarily subjec-
tive, speak with a �universal voice�. He summarises his views correspond-
ingly: 

In the judgment of taste nothing is postulated except such a univer-
sal voice with regard to satisfaction without the mediation of con-
cepts, hence the possibility of an aesthetic judgment that could at 
the same time be considered valid for everyone.34

For Kant, the subjectivity of an aesthetic judgment is clear. In the experi-
ence of beauty, I cannot assume that my satisfaction is simultaneously held 
by other subjects who share my cognitive faculties; the experience is 
unique to me and is dependent upon the calibre of my imagination and the 
particular architecture of empirical concepts in my understanding. What is 
meant by the �universal voice� is not so clear. 

In §37 of the Critique of the Power of Judgment, Kant asks this very 
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question: �what is really asserted a priori of an object in a judgment of 
taste?�35 The a priori is of special concern, because without this compo-
nent to Kant�s treatment of beauty, universality could never be claimed. 
Kant reasons that it is not the pleasure derived from beauty that speaks 
with a universal voice, as this would lead to the conclusion that pleasure is 
a determinate concept impressed upon objects in the world much in the 
same way as, say, colour. This leads to the formulation of an answer to his 
question: 

It is not pleasure but the universal validity of this pleasure perceived 
in the mind as connected with the mere judging of an object that is 
represented in a judgment of taste as a universal rule for the power 
of judgment, valid for everyone. It is an empirical judgment that I 
perceive and judge an object with pleasure. But it is an a priori 
judgment that I find it beautiful, i.e., that I may require that satisfac-
tion of everyone as necessary.36

From this we learn that the capacity for aesthetic judgments to speak with a 
universal voice is not the content of the judgment but its form.37 Disinter-
estedness has the consequence that �beautiful�, in the words of David Bell, 
�does not predicate a property of an object,�38 meaning that beauty is not 
to be found in an objective world, but in the minds of those perceiving an 
objective world. As such, while the content of subjects may differ, the form 
of a judgment is common. Insofar as we can ascribe the form of an aes-
thetic judgment to subjects who share identical cognitive faculties we can 
also ascribe to them the same experience of beauty and the satisfaction 
that it yields. It is the validity of this commonality which Kant supposes justi-
fies our aesthetic judgments as speaking with a universal voice. 

The Humanity of Aesthetic Experience 

Kant presents a humbling depiction of aesthetic experience as an es-
sential element to humanity itself. The experience of beauty dovetails with 
his overarching thesis of transcendental idealism as expounded in the first 
Critique. This democratises aesthetic judgment by making it dependent 
upon the cognitive apparatus involved in ordinary spatiotemporal experi-
ence rather than in one�s �cultivation� or �aesthetic education�. In the Cri-
tique of the Power of Judgment, Kant extends the Copernican Revolution of 
the first Critique to encompass aesthetics. The depth and fundamentality 
with which he credits aesthetics is surely the most striking aspect of his 
theory for his advocates and critics alike. Aesthetic experience pertains not 
only to the conditions for possibility of human experience, but � in its uni-
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versality and symbolism of the morally good � to the conditions for the pos-
sibility for being human at all. 
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“We Grew Here You Flew Here”: Claims to “Home” in the Cronulla 

Riots 

 

Clemence Due and Damien W. Riggs 

 

Fiona Allon writes that �� home, now more than ever, is seen as 
firmly connected to the world of politics and economics, as actively shaped 
and defined by the public sphere rather than existing simply as a refuge 
from it.�1 From this perspective, claims to home as they are located in a re-
lationship to claims of both national and local belonging are often a con-
tested site within Australia, where notions of who is seen to be at home in 
Australia are constantly being challenged and reworked. Structured around 
the desire amongst white people to retain Australia as a �white nation,� 
claims to home may be seen as operating in complex ways in regards to 
the rights that arise from the ongoing existence of Indigenous sovereign-
ties, and the politics surrounding levels of immigration from groups of peo-
ple perceived as belonging to minority racial groups. 

In this context, the notion of home is frequently drawn upon in relation 
to both how people perceive the way in which they, and others, belong in a 
country, and this raises questions surrounding who is legitimately able to 
call Australia home. Such discourses of home evoke feelings of ownership 
in people who feel that they have a legitimate claim to a country for reasons 
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primarily of race or location of birth. In Australia, despite the powerful pres-
ence and voice of Indigenous peoples, popular perceptions of the country 
tend to place such homely rights firmly in the laps of white people, who, 
through images of white nuclear families in front of white picket fences,2 
perceive themselves as already and rightfully at home in Australia. Yet 
such conceptions of Australia are not accepted without struggle. Notions of 
home are very much contested, especially in terms of Indigenous sover-
eignty and non-white immigration, both of which question the legitimacy of 
a normatively white Australia. 

Such ideas of home as being a contested space in which issues of na-
tional belonging are played out in Australia were seen quite clearly in rela-
tion to the 2005 Cronulla riots, in which thousands of white Australians 
gathered around Cronulla beach, shouting at and threatening those located 
as �Lebanese Muslim� people. The people involved in the riots made it 
quite clear that whilst Australia was a home for them, it ought not to be 
home to people who were identified as Lebanese Muslims. Such racist 
opinions exemplified the fact that Australia is seen to be a white country, 
and therefore as a legitimate home to white people rather than to non-white 
minority groups or even to Indigenous Australians. This is discussed in 
more detail later in this paper.  

Yet there was a wide-spread denial of racist causes behind the riots, 
which was most prominently seen when, in response to media questioning 
in relation to possible causes of the 2005 Cronulla riots, then Prime Minis-
ter John Howard stated that he �did not accept that there is underlying ra-
cism in Australia.�3 Howard made this comment despite the prominence of 
images at the time of the riots that clearly depicted white Australians wear-
ing T shirts saying �no Lebs,� chanting �Aussie Aussie Aussie,� and even 
people proclaiming �we grew here you flew here� and �go home.�  

Howard�s denial of racism may be read in part as functioning to war-
rant a sense of home amongst white Australians that is founded upon the 
denial of both Indigenous sovereignty and xenophobic violence (for exam-
ple, in the chanting of �no Lebs� and �Aussie Aussie Aussie�), and in part 
upon the promotion of a sense of propriety over the very idea of home 
amongst white Australians (for example, in the banners blaring �go home,� 
and �we grew here you flew here�). As Suvendrini Perera argues in relation 
to the riots, ��the politics of race became the politics of possession: pro-
prietorial �Aussies� determined to reclaim their territory.�4 Constructions of 
home thus lie very much at the heart of the violence at Cronulla in Decem-
ber 2005, where it was clear that many white Australians felt that Australia 
was home to them in a way that it could not be to Lebanese Muslim Austra-
lians.  
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That this was the case is clearly evident in the text message circulated 
on the day of the riots amongst white Australians: 

Aussies: This Sunday every f---ing Aussie in the shire, get down to 
North Cronulla to help support Leb and Wog bashing day. Bring your 
mates down and let�s show them that this is our beach and their (sic) 
never welcome back.5   

Here again the claim to home (�our beach�) is juxtaposed with a construc-
tion of Lebanese people (amongst others) as needing to be shown that 
they are �never welcome back� �  that their sense of home must lay else-
where, and certainly not at Cronulla. In fact, notions of Australia as being 
home only to white Australians were particularly evident in constructions of 
the beach as belonging to white Australians,6 beaches that were therefore 
reclaimed from Lebanese and Muslim people who were perceived as in-
vaders. This positioning of Cronulla beach as belonging to white Austra-
lians is particularly reinforced by the low number of immigrants born in non-
English speaking countries living in the Sutherland Shire in which Cronulla 
is located.7 However, Cronulla is the only Sydney beach suburb accessible 
by train, leading to the paradoxical situation whereby �the existence of a 
commuter train service allowing travel between the Western suburbs of 
Sydney and Cronulla Beach enabled a form of mobility for Lebanese fami-
lies and youth [which] seemed to subvert the de facto containment of Syd-
ney�s ethnically and racially diverse populations.�8 As such, Cronulla beach 
is situated as �belonging� to its predominately white inhabitants whilst at the 
same time experiencing high levels of �intruders� (such as Lebanese Aus-
tralians) who, as the Cronulla riots illustrated, are not seen as belonging on 
the beach. 

Given that the media is the forum through which many populist notions 
of �home� and �belonging� are conveyed in Australia, this paper considers 
several extracts taken from newspaper articles which reported on the riots. 
The extracts analysed in the following section are taken from articles which 
appeared in The Age and the Sydney Morning Herald between the 12th De-
cember 2005, when the riots occurred, and the 31st December 2005. The 
articles were sourced using the database �Factiva� and were identified 
through combinations of keywords such as �Cronulla riots,� �race riots,� �ri-
ots� and �race.� Five hundred and eighty three articles were retrieved 
through this process. Two recurring discourses or themes were identified 
from the articles, and the articles containing the most pertinent and repre-
sentative extracts were chosen for analysis within this paper.  

The two discourses mobilised within the press in order to legitimate 
claims to home on the part of white Australians found within these articles 
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were: the deployment of a notion of �Australian values� to account for the 
violence of white Australians in excluding Others from the right to call Aus-
tralia home; and a corresponding construction of belonging that delineated 
who was seen as entitled to belong upon the beach (and by implication in 
Australia), and who was able to make decisions about that space. 

Terminology 

The question of how to categorise the two main cultural groups that 
were most typically referenced within the riots demands attention before 
discussing the constructions of �values� and �belonging.� Given that part of 
the analysis focuses on the way in which the media dichotomises the two 
nationalities �Lebanese� and �Australians� (thereby excluding Lebanese 
Australians from the term �Australian�), it was recognised that this paper 
could potentially encounter a similar problem when differentiating between 
the two groups.  

A further issue of categorisation is that relating to how best to repre-
sent the diverse experience of Lebanese Australians, particularly when the 
aforementioned deployment of the category �Lebanese� often appeared to 
function to construct a homogenous category of �Lebanese others� that 
failed to acknowledge the cultural diversity within the category �Lebanese.� 
Furthermore, the category �Lebanese� often reads within the articles exam-
ined here as an implicit marker for a presumed-to-be religious identity (i.e. 
Muslim), even when this may not accurately reflect the identities of all 
Lebanese Australians; nor does it recognise the diverse range of practices 
and beliefs that constitute Islam as a religion and the varying meanings this 
has for Muslim people.  

To address these issues, the categories chosen for use in this paper 
were �Lebanese Australians� or �Lebanese Muslim Australians� (in order to 
recognise Lebanese Australians as being Australian and also to recognise 
that, in the case of the Cronulla riots, religion did play a part) and �majority 
white group members� or �white Australians� (used interchangeably) to de-
note the other group involved in the riots. It is acknowledged that there are 
different experiences included in these terms; especially in relation to the 
categories used in relation to the Lebanese Australian people, as these 
terms do not capture the complexity of the relationships between different 
groups of people bundled under the same term. However, the aim of these 
categories is not to conclusively denote a nationality, cultural or religious 
group, but rather to represent the clear divide between the white majority 
who were the main protagonists in the violence on the main day of the riots 
(December 11th 2005), and the cultural group (generally classified as 
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�Lebanese Australians� in this paper) who were the main target of the racial 
violence. 

“Home” and the notion of “Australian Values” 

The currency of �Australian values� used in an attempt to define 
�home� has increased since the Cronulla riots, where, for instance, we have 
seen politicians make a wide range of claims in regards to who is deemed 
to be a desirable Australian citizen. Such claims were evident in media re-
ports following the riots, where the concept of defending Australian values 
was used not only to justify the riots, but also to create a dichotomy be-
tween white Australians and other cultural groups. Such a dichotomy cen-
tred upon the assumption that the values held by white Australians are in-
herently superior to those of other groups of people, and thus ought to be 
adopted by all people in Australia. 

Such claims to a set of unique Australian values are ridiculous not 
only, as Hage suggests, for their ignorance of the multiple values held by a 
wide range of people in Australia, but also for their disregard of the values 
that migrant people (for example) may bring to Australia. Statements about 
Australian values thus only make sense if we are to read them as referring 
to white Australian values. The implication of this racialised construction of 
Australian values is that in order to belong in Australia, one must be seen 
to adopt these so-called �values,� and adhere to the norms set by white 
Australia.  

As such, values can be viewed as a tool through which the parameters 
of Australia as home to white people are able to be established. These so-
called specific Australian values form part of the imagined nation9 in which 
white people construct an image of how they want the nation to look. Such 
conceptualisations work to exclude Indigenous Australians and other mi-
nority racial groups from being at home in Australia unless they too adopt 
these same specific values. Therefore, notions of home as they relate to 
the promotion of a set of Australian values thus function to implicitly (and at 
times explicitly) construct those who are positioned as �undesirable� within 
white Australia�s conceptualisation of home.  

“Home” and belonging 

Adherence to what are often referred to as specifically Australian val-
ues is typically regarded to be a prerequisite for a desired assimilation into 
the dominant culture (in this case, white Australia). As such, it could be ar-
gued that in order to belong in Australia, and therefore to be able to con-
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sider Australia as home, one must be seen to adopt these so-called �Aus-
tralian values,� and adhere to the norms set by white Australians. Dis-
courses concerning this concept of belonging (both in Australia and more 
specifically on Cronulla beach) were frequently used in the media following 
the riots, and were often used in order to explain and justify the riots, and to 
mitigate the possible racist elements involved. 

In his book Banal Nationalism, Michael Billig writes that nations are 
�imagined� by the people living in them, rather than being founded upon ob-
jective criteria.10 They are based on the idea that the people making up the 
nation have an image of the way they want that nation to look. This in-
volves the construction of a national identity for those in the nation, there-
fore creating a national �we� (as opposed to �foreigners,� who are then po-
sitioned as �them� or the �other,� from whom �we� identify ourselves as be-
ing fundamentally different).  

From this understanding of nationalism it follows, Hage writes, that 
dominant group members of a nation have an image of what that space 
�ought� to look like, in terms of who gets to occupy that space, and under 
what conditions. As such, notions of �undesirability� rather that �inferiority� 
become important.11 Whilst a dominant group may not necessarily consider 
a certain racial group to be inferior, they may nonetheless consider them to 
be undesirable, and therefore not want them occupying �their� space, 
unless perhaps it is under certain terms. This means that the problem be-
comes a spatial-national one rather than one of racism, in which discourses 
of belonging and nationalism imply a positioning of a minority group into the 
national space according to how and where the dominant group wants 
them to fit.12  

Within Australia, where the denial of Indigenous sovereignty continues 
to provoke fear as to the possibility for the denial of white sovereignty, 
those positioned as �undesirables� become anybody who is seen to not fit 
the desired category of whiteness. Such people become seen as a threat to 
Australia as a legitimate home to white people, and raise unwanted ques-
tions surrounding how and when a country can be home to others. Within 
white Australia, the country can only be home to others when those others 
are seen to be conforming to the desired prerequisites. In the case of the 
Cronulla riots, it is clear that Lebanese Australians were not seen to be do-
ing that. 

Such a framework of the �undesirability� of certain racial groups con-
firms, as Joseph Pugliese argues, �the impossibility of securing for oneself 
an identity indissociably tied to place, origin or nation.�13 In other words, 
stereotypes about a certain person will already be in place based on their 
racial appearance even before they are able to create an identity for them-
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selves. Pugliese discusses this specifically in relation to the category �of 
Middle Eastern appearance� (one which was used frequently in the Cro-
nulla riots). He writes that �the figure of Middle Eastern appearance is con-
structed by a set of stereotypical attributes, it operates in terms of a predis-
position: it situates and establishes the cultural ineligibility of a subject�s 
identity quasi-prior to the arrival of the subject.�14 And as such, people are 
frequently only seen to be �at home� in the country in which their racial ap-
pearance places them. Hence it is frequently reported that it is not enough 
to answer �Melbourne� or �Sydney� when asked �where are you from�? 
should you happen to look in some way �un-Australian� (or not white?). 

Discourses about the undesirability of certain racial groups position the 
white Australian as a worried national manager who is concerned with na-
tional spatial control (rather than concern about a specific race), therefore 
relegating the migrant or minority group members to the role of a national 
object who is able to be positioned according to where they are �meant� to 
fit in. Hage argues that under such an ideology, dominant group members 
have an �ideal� nation in which people from other cultural backgrounds are 
included only as long as they know, and keep to, the place assigned to 
them.15

The question then arises as to how it is that certain people in a na-
tional space end up taking a managerial role concerning that space whilst 
others do not. The concept of space management is discussed by Goldie 
Osuri and Bobby Banerjee, who elaborate an understanding of the dilem-
matic nature of constructions of belonging in Australia. For example, whilst 
non Anglo ethnic groups in settler countries (like Australia) are often 
marked as diasporic (and therefore considered to be migrants), Anglo 
groups are most often unmarked as diasporic, and as such are considered 
to be logically �in control� of, and �at home� in, the national space.16 This 
way of thinking about different cultures in Australia reveals the manner in 
which white Australians retain ownership of the nation, and take the mana-
gerial roles over the nation as discussed by Hage.17 

As national managers, the talk of dominant group members often re-
flect worries surrounding minority groups �not integrating� enough, even 
though, as Hage points out, integration into a country is often inevitable.18 
Such discourses (similar to those concerning the denial of racism dis-
cussed earlier) justify racist attitudes towards minority groups when such 
groups are supposedly not making an effort to �fit into� Australian culture 
and adopt Australian values. Paradoxically, however, discourses concern-
ing integration also reflect a need to �supervise,� so that dominant group 
members still retain their managerial role and remain in control of the na-
tion. Such a need indicates a fear of the changes that �real� integration 
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could potentially bring to a community.19  
Discourses concerning national space and belonging were common 

following the riots and, as will be shown in the following analysis section, 
debates concerning whether the riots were about racism or the fact that 
Lebanese Australian people do not �belong� or adhere to �Australian val-
ues� were prevalent. 

Analysis: “Home” on the beach  

In the following four extracts we can see some of the complex ways in 
which constructions of home, values and belonging are deployed to con-
struct whiteness as central to Australia, and to exclude from national and 
homely belonging others who are not considered white enough to be Aus-
tralians. 

Extract 1 

Our Racist Shame 

Les Kennedy, Damien Murphy, Malcolm Brown and Tim Colquhoun 20 

The Premier, Morris Iemma, led a chorus of ferocious condemna-
tion. �These hooligans have brought shame upon themselves,� he 
said. �Some today tried to hide behind the Australian flag. The Aus-
tralia that I know, and intend to preserve as Premier does not sup-
port the sort of behaviour that we saw today.�  

The Police Commissioner, Ken Moroney, said the rioters � many of 
them carrying the national flag and even singing the anthem � were 
�clearly un-Australian.� 

�I�m ashamed as a man and as the Commissioner of Police,� Mr Mo-
roney said. �Never have I seen a mob turn like they have today, par-
ticularly on . . . women and� the NSW Ambulance Service. That 
has brought a higher level of shame to those involved.�  

Extract 1 appears to condemn the actions at Cronulla by quoting both the 
Premier of NSW and the Police Commissioner who spoke out against the 
behaviour seen at the riots. However, whilst this is the case, the extract ap-
pears to be less concerned with the racial violence underpinning the riots, 
and more concerned with the fact that the actions were seen to be �un-
homely� or �un-Australian.� We can see this in the contrast between �the 
Australia that [the Premier] knows� and the group of �hooligans who 
brought shame upon themselves.� As a result of this contrast only a small 
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handful of people are held responsible for the violence displayed, whilst 
�ordinary� people are not culpable and are not implicated as being racist. 
This portrays racism as only existing in the fringes of society, with �ordi-
nary� people neither being affected by racism, nor being responsible for it. 

In regards to the Premier�s statement that �some today tried to hide 
behind the Australian flag,� Michael Billig (in his work on mundane national-
ism) examines how the rhetoric of �the flag� often serves, in very subtle 
ways, to reassert white hegemony, even when it is white people who have 
�brought shame upon themselves.� Billig writes that, along with more ex-
plicit acts of nationalism (such as the Cronulla riots), we also witness mun-
dane enactments of nationalism that occur on a day-to-day basis that are 
arguably equally as problematic (such as the Premier�s reference to the 
flag as representative of the �Australia [he] knows�).21 Perera comments 
that the Australian flag acts as an �affirmation of enduring racial kinship 
with �British stock,�� and as such use of the flag further reinforces Australia 
as a home to white people.22

The Premier�s comments further suggest that whilst it is seen as im-
portant to proudly be �Australian� (and hence to have the ability to differen-
tiate between being Australian and un-Australian), it is not acceptable to 
explicitly wave the Australian flag as a marked sign of a claim to national-
ism.23 When the behaviour of any individual crosses a certain line (whereby 
their behaviours shift from national �pride� to national fervour), it becomes 
unsuitable for them to employ symbols of nationalism that could be misread 
as violent (such as the flag waving during the riots). 

As such, whilst this extract appears to condemn the violence at Cro-
nulla, it does so on the basis of a notion of �un-Australian� behaviour, rather 
than because the riots were the result of racism. In a similar way, the vio-
lence was situated as only being the fault of certain people (in this case de-
scribed as �hooligans�), and not as an issue which affects people on a daily 
basis.  

The second extract takes this concept of denying racism one step fur-
ther by effectively excusing the actions of the dominant white group in-
volved in the Cronulla riots altogether. The extract begins by comparing 
�Anglo Australians� to people from other countries, stating that whilst they 
may be intolerant, so are people of other nationalities. The extract begins 
by justifying the intolerance of white Australians and goes on to state that if 
�outsiders� conformed to specific norms then white Australians may not be 
intolerant at all, and would be happy to �live harmoniously with them.� This 
positions Lebanese Muslim people as responsible for conforming to the 
values held by white Australians. Following this, the article claims in various 
ways that Lebanese Australians (and in particular men), have not made an 
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effort to conform. This apparent lack of conformity to white values effec-
tively serves to excuse the actions of white Australians at Cronulla. 

Extract 2 

Anything to feel proud, be it money or false belief   

Clive Hamilton 24 

The causes of the violence at Cronulla and Maroubra are more 
complicated. Anglo Australians have deep if mostly latent reserves 
of intolerance, but in this they are not so different from people in 
most other countries. But as long as outsiders conform to the 
broadly accepted norms Australians are happy to live harmoniously 
with them.  

It is clear, however, that many Lebanese Muslims have not inte-
grated as well as other waves of postwar immigrants. They are more 
insular and less willing to intermarry. The macho culture of young 
Lebanese men is out of tune with modern Australian attitudes about 
acceptable public behaviour. It is alarming that many of them are in 
their late 20s and early 30s and are still manifesting juvenile hoonish 
behaviour. 

Extract 2 begins by comparing �Anglo Australians� to people from other 
countries, stating that whilst such Australians may be intolerant, so are 
people of other nationalities. In doing so the extract begins by justifying the 
intolerance of white Australians and goes on to state that if �outsiders� con-
formed to specific norms then white Australians would cease to be intoler-
ant, and would be happy to �live harmoniously with them.� Following this, 
the article claims that in fact Lebanese Muslims (and particularly men) have 
not made an effort to conform; that they are �insular,� have a �macho cul-
ture� which is �out of tune with modern Australian attitudes� and that they 
display �juvenile hoonish behaviour.� These repeated criticisms of Leba-
nese Muslim people effectively serve to excuse the actions of white Austra-
lians at Cronulla. 

The construction of Lebanese Muslim people as not entitled to call 
Australia �home� is made even more evident in the distinction between the 
use of the racial descriptors �Australian� and �Lebanese,� which implies that 
Lebanese people as a group are not included in the term �Australians,� thus 
further positioning them as �outsiders� who do not belong.25 Yet the extract 
also assumes that there are certain conditions under which groups such as 
Lebanese Muslims are welcome in the country, namely that if such groups 
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want to call Australia �home,� they must conform to the norms and expecta-
tions set by the dominant (white) culture, and that if this had already been 
the case then riots like Cronulla would not have occurred.  

This second extract thus again constructs the riots as being about is-
sues other than racism, and does not acknowledge the racist behaviour 
which was enacted at Cronulla. Rather, the extract portrays Lebanese peo-
ple as unable to take on Australian values (or �broadly accepted norms�) 
and thus unable to be included in the term �Australian.� This implies that 
the cause of the violence at Cronulla was the apparent lack of effort on the 
behalf of the Lebanese people to integrate into Australia. The rejection of 
Lebanese Muslims from the category �home� is thus depicted as resulting 
from their own behaviours, rather than from the exclusion of them by white 
Australia. 

Along with �values� and �home,� another discourse that appeared fre-
quently following the riots (which is seen in the next two extracts) revolved 
around the idea of belonging in terms of who is allowed to live within the 
national space, and who gets to make managerial decisions regarding that 
space. Hage discusses this in regards to the ways in which white Austra-
lians often claim to �worry� over the shape of the white nation, and its 
changing face as a result of ongoing immigration.26 Such worries reflect the 
fears of white Australians that, as a result of non-white immigration, their 
home is changing in a way which is beyond their control.  

The idea of national space is also discussed by Billig, who writes that 
nationalist thinking involves a dichotomy between �us� and �them,� with �us� 
being considered to be superior to the �foreigners.�27 These discourses 
were common in texts written after the riots, with Lebanese people often 
being constructed as the �other.� Often Lebanese Australians were consid-
ered as not belonging to the category �Australian� and were thus denied an 
Australian national identity. 

The idea of belonging follows directly on from the idea of values. A re-
occurring theme in this discourse is that in order to belong in a country you 
have to ascribe to certain �norms� of the dominant culture. This is directly 
related to values, in that if such values are not adhered to by a minority 
group, the people within that group are not considered to belong in a spe-
cific culture, and therefore are unable to lay claims to that country being 
�home.� This theme of belonging is evident in third extract below. 
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Extract 3 

Making Sense of a Black Day 

Michael Gordon 28 

What makes the violence most troubling is it was carried out in the 
name of defending Australian values. It had one group of Australians 
assaulting ambulance officers and police as they went to the aid of 
another group of Australians.  

NSW Premier Morris Iemma insisted the trigger for the bloodshed 
and bigotry was �a cowardly attack on an Australian icon, a surf life-
saver� by youths of Middle Eastern appearance the week before.  

Locals say the seeds of trouble were sown more than a decade ago 
as gangs of youths of mainly Lebanese background made a habit of 
invading the one beach connected to a railway and accessible from 
the western suburbs.  

�I don�t condone violence,� says Ian Goode, 57, who has lived at 
Cronulla for 50 years. �But I certainly don�t condone the thuggery 
that these guys display and how they treat women. I think the locals 
had just had enough.� 

Similar to Extract 1, Extract 3 provides examples of values being used to 
defend the actions of white Australians at Cronulla, and to deny any allega-
tions of racist behaviour. It differs from the first extract however, as it be-
gins by condemning the use of values as a justification for the violence, 
stating that �what makes the violence most troubling is that it was carried 
out in the name of defending Australian values.� Despite this condemna-
tion, the extract continues on to quote the New South Wales Premier Morris 
Iemma who stated that the riots were a �cowardly attack on an Australian 
icon,� and also to quote a person living at Cronulla beach saying that he 
does not �condone the thuggery that these guys display and how they treat 
their women.� Both of these quotes refer to presumed Australian values 
and serve to create a divide both between those actions considered to be 
Australian or un-Australian (as seen also in the previous extract), and those 
values which are seen to differentiate �Australian� people from �Lebanese� 
people. 

Despite the condemnation of the violence of white Australians on the 
basis of values, the use of the word �trigger� in line 4 effectively removes 
any responsibility for the riots from the hands of those white Australians. 
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Much like in Extract 2, the use of this word constructs the riots as a reaction 
to an event which was initiated by Lebanese people. If white Australians 
are seen simply to have been reacting, then the responsibility for the event 
is removed from the dominant group members involved, and by implication 
placed in the hands of Lebanese Australian people. This is reinforced by 
the statement that the riots were in reaction to a �cowardly attack on an 
Australian icon.� Again this implies that the behaviour of the white Austra-
lians involved was in reaction to an action initiated by Lebanese Australians 
(the attack spoken of occurred a few days before the riots when a white 
surf lifesaver was attacked by a group of men reported to be �of Middle 
Eastern appearance�).  

Whilst Extract 3 does go some way towards acknowledging Lebanese 
Australians as Australians by stating in the first paragraph that �it had one 
group of Australians assaulting ambulance officers � as they went to the 
aid of another group of Australians,� it nevertheless still invokes the notion 
of Lebanese Australians as not able to claim Australia as home by using 
the words �locals� and �invading.� By positioning �locals� directly opposite 
�gangs of youths of mainly Lebanese background,� the implication is that 
such youths are not local and therefore do not belong in the Cronulla beach 
area. This is further supported by the description of such gangs as �invad-
ing the one beach connected to a railway.� Once again, the use of the word 
�invading� implies that the beach is an area in which Lebanese Australian 
youth do not belong.  

The concept of belonging is reinforced in the next paragraph when a 
�local� is quoted, stating that �I don�t condone violence � but I certainly 
don�t condone the thuggery these guys display and how they treat their 
women. I think the locals had just had enough.� Once again, �these guys� 
(Lebanese Australian men) are portrayed as separate to �the locals� (and 
therefore constructed as not local and not at home), and the responsibility 
for the violence is removed from the hands of the dominant group members 
(the locals) who were apparently driven to the actions seen at Cronulla be-
cause they had had enough of the �thuggery� displayed. The use of this 
particular quote in Extract 3 serves to portray the violence as being about 
gender. The reaction of the white people involved in the Cronulla riots is 
depicted as being about the �thuggery� of Lebanese Australians and the 
(apparently negative) way in which they treat �their women.� Once again, 
whilst such issues clearly played an important role in the riots, the extract 
focuses on the concept of gender values in order to mitigate the responsi-
bility of white people and to deny the racist element involved. 

As such, this extract constructed the riots to be about struggles over 
belonging in terms of white Australians defending their beach (as their 
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home territory) from the �thuggery� of the Lebanese Australian men and 
their treatment of women, and the earlier attacks on an �Australian icon� � 
the surf lifesaver. Given that the riots are constructed in such a way, not 
only are the racist elements once again not acknowledged, but the white 
Australians involved are once again portrayed as only reacting to an exter-
nal trigger rather than displaying racist behaviour.   

Similar to Extract 3, and to many of the other previous extracts exam-
ined, the fourth and final extract also claims that the riots were about issues 
other than defending Australia as a home to white people. The start of the 
extract states that �testosterone-fuelled misbehaviour at beaches � is 
common,� and it goes on to claim that �clashes of varying intensity have 
been happening for years.� These claims effectively liken the riots at Cro-
nulla in December 2005 with the tensions that existed in the 1960s when 
there were �regular fights� between �surfies� and �rockers.� As such the rac-
ist elements of the violence are down-played, and the actions are instead 
normalised and equated to any other form of tension between different 
groups of people, under the banner of �beach culture,� in which white peo-
ple are seen to be able to participate and Lebanese people are not.  

Extract 4 

Let’s take back our beach 

Editorial 29 

Testosterone-fuelled misbehaviour at beaches � not just Cronulla � 
is common. That does not excuse it, but it should be placed in con-
text. The beach is where Australians relax, but it is also where cul-
tures mix at leisure. Or they should. In practice it does not quite work 
like that. The beach culture tends to dominate as those who live 
nearby gradually acquire a proprietary attitude towards the beach it-
self. "This is our beach," said one inflammatory text message circu-
lating this week. Our beach? Who are "we" here?  

The Sutherland Shire, despite the presence for a time of a migrant 
hostel in South Cronulla, was for many years a particularly homoge-
neous Anglo-Celtic enclave. To some extent it still is. Because it is 
the only Sydney beach on a train line, it gets many visitors on week-
ends who do not belong to the local culture. Clashes of varying in-
tensity have been happening regularly for many years. In the 1960s, 
Cronulla was one venue for regular fights between gangs of locals �  
surfies �  and the out-group of the day, rockers � The out-group 
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were not just different, they were inferior � cowardly people who 
roved in packs, used weapons and would not fight man-to-man.  

Similar things are said about Middle Eastern youths today. Quite 
apart from the events of last week, there is plenty of anecdotal evi-
dence to suggest that indeed some do rove in packs and on the 
beach their behaviour can be ill-mannered in the extreme. The fact 
that they may feel excluded by the beach culture, and that their ex-
aggerated aggression springs from a feeling of inferiority, is no ex-
cuse.  

This extract involves the notion of belonging rather than racism as being 
the central component to the riots � there are people who do belong on the 
beach and people who do not. Again, notions of home become important 
here, since for those who �do not belong to the local culture,� the beach 
cannot become a part of their conceptualisations of Australia as home. This 
reinforces the idea of a white Australian identity, where the beach is home 
to white (male) Australians, and where white men become national heroes 
in the form of surf lifesavers. 

Furthermore, when stating that the beach gets many visitors who �do 
not belong to the local culture,� it seems that this fact is used to justify the 
tension between different groups of people as something that is apparently 
�so common� at the beach. Not only this, but once again Lebanese Austra-
lians are positioned as not belonging either on Cronulla beach, or (by impli-
cation) in Australia more broadly. 

The extract then moves from a discussion of �in-groups� and �out-
groups� at Cronulla beach to discuss the �Middle Eastern youths� more 
specifically. It compares them to the �out-group� of the 1960s, stating that 
there is �anecdotal evidence� to suggest that their behaviour on the beach 
is �ill-mannered in the extreme� and that they �rove in packs.� Once again 
Lebanese Australians are presented in a negative light with no mention of 
the specific anti-social behaviour of the dominant group members involved, 
and once again the riots are constructed to be about issues other than ra-
cism. 

As with the previous extracts, this final extract also ignores both the 
responsibility for the violence of the white people involved, and the fact that 
there was a racist element to the riots. This is achieved by normalising the 
violence seen at the beach by equating it with other forms of tensions that 
have occurred in the past, thereby overlooking the specific racist quality of 
the December riots. The extract thus constructs the riots to be about be-
longing on the beach (which the Lebanese Australian people involved ap-
parently do not), and therefore once again excludes them from being able 
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to claim that Australia is home. 

Conclusions 

As can be seen from the analysis of these extracts, the violence seen 
at the Cronulla riots was explained in the press by reference to Australian 
values and the concept of belonging, with a corresponding denial of any 
racist behaviour. Australia, (and more specifically, Cronulla beach) was 
seen to be home to white people, whilst Lebanese Australians were not 
considered to belong on the beach, nor (by extension) in Australia more 
broadly. Such constructions were normalised in the press by claims to the 
legitimacy of white belonging, a denial of racism and an assertion of white 
Australian values, all of which meant that white people were constructed as 
normatively belonging and being at home in Australia. 

Whilst the behaviour of the white Australians involved may not neces-
sarily have been altogether excused in the media on the basis of that 
homely belonging (although in many cases it was), it nevertheless was 
constructed primarily as the result of a minority group not assimilating into 
the dominant Australian culture. The extracts also frequently assumed that 
if Lebanese Australian people had conformed to the expectations of white 
Australians then the riots would never have occurred. In other words, the 
violence of white Australians at Cronulla is mitigated because they were 
only reacting to the supposed negative behaviour of another cultural group. 
And furthermore, should that other cultural group have adopted the norms 
and values of Australia, they would have been seen to be more �at home,� 
therefore possibly removing the stimulus for the riots in the first place.  

As discussed, the contribution of racism to the Cronulla riots and in 
Australia more broadly was either explicitly or implicitly denied in the press 
following the riots, with the violence associated with the riots frequently be-
ing blamed on other factors. If violence among white Australians was ac-
knowledged, the behaviour was often excused through recourse to the 
supposition that the blame lay with Muslim people because of their appar-
ent lack of conformity to �Australian� norms and disregard of �Australian� 
values. Such justifications thus tended to produce a denial of racism, as 
any admission of racist attitudes was constructed as being deserved. 

If racism was acknowledged at all it was relegated to a specific place 
(such as Cronulla) or to a specific group of people (such as �Hooligans�), 
and was not considered to be a problem affecting ordinary people in their 
day-to-day life. Once again this effectively meant that racism was not 
deemed to be an underlying issue in Australia, and was relegated only to 
the more extreme fringes of society. As such, the denial of racism in the 
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press following the riots served to legitimise white hegemony, and to there-
fore assert white values, white ownership of the national space, and a cor-
responding perception of Australia as a home solely for white Australians 
rather than any other cultural group.  

As we continue to see (for example in then Prime Minister John How-
ard�s praise of Greek communities for �adequately assimilating�), Australia 
is often constructed as a �good nation� that is willing to accept those who 
come to its shores, and to allow others to make Australia their home. Yet 
such constructions of Australia are not adequately demonstrated in reality, 
when asylum seekers continue to be denied visas, and when communities 
such as Lebanese Australians (and more recently, immigrants from Sudan) 
are accused of �failing to integrate� and are therefore unable to call Austra-
lia home. Such claims are also in doubt when white Australia continues to 
deny Indigenous sovereignty rights, thereby constructing Australia as a pri-
ori home to white Australians which denies the long history of Australia as 
home to Indigenous people. Focusing on the wide range of ways in which 
racism is played out within and on behalf of the white nation may help to il-
lustrate why constructions of the �good nation� are so desperately held on 
to � they are used to mitigate the reality of racial violence since colonisa-
tion, and thus to legitimate the claims to belonging made by white Austra-
lians.  

Refuting Howard�s claims to a �good nation� thus requires ongoing 
analyses of the ways in which racism and constructions of home are en-
acted both on a daily basis through institutional norms and their protection 
of white race privilege, and in specific acts of violence such as those at 
Cronulla. More specifically, examining how notions of �home� are deployed 
to warrant white violence and legitimate white ownership will assist in the 
identification of the ways in which �home� functions as an exclusionary tool 
aimed at maintaining white hegemony and undermining perceived threats 
through recourse to what are taken as natural categories such as �Austra-
lian values.� Exploring the functions of �home� significantly challenge the 
purportedly �calm waters� of white Australian belonging and serve as re-
minders that those of us who identify as white Australians are never truly at 
home in a nation founded upon illegal possession.30
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Magical Allegory in Marie Darrieussecq’s novel Pig Tales (1996): 

Piggy Debauchery in Postcolonial France 

Sallie Muirden 

This article presents an analysis of Marie Darrieussecq�s first novel Pig 
Tales, which was initially published in France in 1996, where it became a 
bestseller. Pig Tales was subsequently translated into many languages, 
bringing the novel and its young French author international acclaim. In the 
process of making a case for reading the novel as an allegory, early sec-
tions of the article examine the ways in which Pig Tales displays allegorical 
characteristics. Subsequent sections consider aspects of post-feminist, 
postmodern and postcolonial France that Darrieussecq may be responding 
to, and satirising, through the use of her central allegorical trope � the rep-
resentation of a human being as an animal. 

In Pig Tales a young woman narrator living in near-contemporary Paris 
slowly turns into a pig.1 The reader is encouraged to assume that the un-
named female narrator�s transformation into a four-legged beast is a con-
sequence of her amoral lifestyle. She works in a classy massage parlour, 
where she has recently become a sex worker. While the narrator � who 
has an Alice-in-Wonderland ingenuousness about her � slowly becomes 
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more beast than human, a parallel transformation is happening in her soci-
ety, for it is becoming more rightwing as consumer capitalism reaches its 
exploitative and impersonal extreme. The �citizens� of Paris democratically 
elect a fascist leader, civil war breaks out, and innocents are slaughtered 
by the profligate elite for fun. The call-girl narrator ends up eating dead hu-
man beings for survival, assisting in the murder of others, and even com-
mitting murders herself. Obscenity, nightmare and barbarism overtake what 
we usually understand to be a �civilized� community.  

Pig Tales can arguably be considered an allegory for three main rea-
sons. First, the action happens at one remove from the non-fictional social 
reality being alluded to. Secondly it is a text whose fantastic and extremist 
reconstruction of social reality comments on normal social reality from start 
to finish, offering possibilities for instructional persuasion of readers, par-
ticularly as a statement about degenerate western lifestyle. Thirdly, the 
novel is about people changing into animals. According to Jenni Calder, �in 
allegory, emblematic animals are used to illustrate aspects of human be-
haviour�.2 And commonly it is the more deleterious aspects of human be-
haviour that are highlighted.3

Shall I compare thee to a pig? : historical, symbolic and cultural reso-
nances  

Pig/Cochon is a term of abuse in French culture as it is in many oth-
ers, and grosse truie (fat pig or sow) is a common insult directed at French 
women. The association of pigs with uncleanliness may well have origi-
nated in the Old Testament, but in the Book of Leviticus (which was the 
foundation for Judaic dietary law) pigs were regarded as unclean only be-
cause they did not chew their cud. Their association with �dirty scavenging 
habits� derives from later times when humans became preoccupied with 
matters of hygiene and aesthetic concerns, such as table manners.4 But 
some Muslims and orthodox Jews still regard pig-meat as unclean for hu-
man consumption today on religious grounds.  

Peter Stallybrass and Allon White�s historical study of the transcoding 
that takes place between high and low cultures in early modern Europe, 
The Politics and Poetics of Transgression, is of interest to us here.5  Their 
first chapter, �The Fair, the Pig, Authorship�, considers the carnivalesque 
and the central symbolic role of pigs at the fairground, from medieval times 
to our own. The pig, like the fair itself, was both reviled and celebrated. In 
Stallybrass and White�s reworking of the theories of Mikhail Bakhtin and 
Edward Said, repression of the low-Other (a reaction of disgust) can only 
ever produce an inversionary, balancing resistance (resulting in a reaction 
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of desire).6 �It was precisely the ambivalence of the pig, at the intersection 
of a number of important cultural and symbolic thresholds, which had tradi-
tionally made it a useful animal to think with,� say Stallybrass and White.7 
Stallybrass and White also observe that in classical Greek and Latin times, 
porcus or porcellus were slang terms for the female genitalia and that pros-
titutes were called pig merchants in Attic comedy.8 The cultural and linguis-
tic association between pigs and female sexuality, and between pigs and 
female prostitution, is thus an ancient one. The pig was chosen as the ani-
mal that best represents a vulgar view of female anatomy and economically 
directed female sexual behaviour in misogynist societies of the past and 
Darrieussecq�s novel evokes these literary-cultural influences particularly 
through the satirically alignment of the present-day narrator�s sexual habits 
with those of a pig. At one point the  narrator�s (transforming) human sexual 
anatomy is even compared with a sow�s vulva:  

As for me, bending forward, I had what you might call an unparal-
leled view of my vulva, and I thought it was dangling rather 
strangely. I don�t want to burden you with the details, but the greater 
labia were hanging down a mite lower than normal, which is why I 
could see them so well. In Woman’s World or My Beauty, My Health, 
I don�t remember exactly, I�d read that the ancient  Romans�  favour-
ite � and choicest � dish was stuffed sow�s vulva. (Darrieussecq 47) 

Stallybrass and White find further anatomical points of comparison between 
pigs and humans. They say that the pig�s symbolic appeal at the fair can be 
partly attributed to the pig�s having physical similarities with the human 
species. The pig has sensitive pink skin that sunburns, just like humans.9 It 
can eat a range of foods, just as humans can. Darrieussecq certainly 
makes use of the close dermatological relationship between pigs and hu-
mans at the point in the tale when the narrator, initially possessing a �mar-
velous complexion�, is afflicted by allergic reactions and acquires red skin 
and spots.10 This complaint is also a common human one, which a multi-
million dollar skincare industry, including the cosmetic firm the narrator 
works for, is ostensibly trying to redress.  

While there is a hint of the troubled spotty adolescent in this early por-
trait of the narrator, the developing trend will be to divest her of individual-
ity, by withholding her name, by withdrawing her status as a human being 
and as a political �subject� with civic rights. As she becomes more of a pig, 
she becomes less of a woman whose �difference� to, and �equality� with the 
male sex has previously been legislatively and politically affirmed in West-
ern Europe. She enters the realm of the imaginary being and loses her civic 
rights.  It is not a coincidence, but it is certainly ironic, that two fables with 
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strident political messages enclosed in them, Pig Tales and George Or-
well�s Animal Farm (1942), convey their messages through the actions of 
beasts (or part-beasts) that have been divested of any authentic political 
subjectivity in the terms that we know it.  

A literary precursor: Animal Farm and political allegory 

There is no doubt that Orwell, in writing Animal Farm, chose to make 
his animal dictators pigs to reduce their claim on humanity. To make a 
character a pig is to summon the stereotype that associates pigs with 
greedy, uncouth behaviour. While Orwell�s pigs, Napoleon and Snowball, 
have superior intelligence and cunning, they have no more complexity than 
characters in children�s stories partly because Orwell employs the tone and 
vocabulary used in children�s stories, and partly because his characters 
remain two-dimensional, lacking the capacity for introspection. When a 
human changes into a non-human creature in literature, there is often a 
simplification of  personality involved in the transformation.  �For allegory to 
work its focus must be sharp. If the edges become blurred, credibility is 
shaken,� says Jenni Calder explaining the logic behind simplistic charac-
terisation in Animal Farm.11   

There is typically a degree of didactic crudity and mocking caricature 
in allegory. Indeed caricature may be essential to the form. Unlike more di-
rect political writing, allegory has a metonymic nature where symbols rep-
resent real things in the outside world. Allegories are likely to live longer 
than straight political writings because the symbols used in allegory can 
have multiple and universal interpretive meanings. Caricature in allegory � 
pigs for humans � is not only about reducing political content to its essen-
tial elements, but also about highlighting those essential elements. While 
the allegorical magical energies in both short novels are dystopic, they 
nevertheless operate as forms of anti-authoritarian power. 

Orwell�s novel is specifically a satire about communist politics in the 
Soviet Union, one in which the author laments the indivisibility of power and 
authoritarianism. While Stalin is covertly lampooned in Animal Farm, we 
might conclude that fascist dictator Edgar and xenophobic religious nut, 
Marchepiède are send ups of the French far right in Pig Tales, and that 
Darrieussecq perhaps had in mind the politician Jean-Marie Le Pen and 
representatives of the Front National (FN) party when she was writing her 
satire. Pig Tales is indeed a cautionary tale, predicting a fascist dictatorship 
for  France if corruption and exploitation prevail.  
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Post-feminist politics: allegorical representation of the female body 

The commercial success of Pig Tales, and its popularity among adult 
readers, suggests that Darrieussecq is offering a human-into-beast allegory 
in an inventive new way, both thematically and stylistically. In terms of con-
tent,  Darrieussecq may have tapped into contemporary female resentment 
about the patriarchy in a post-feminist era, in particular the patriarchy�s con-
tinued control over what women do with their bodies.12 Darrieussecq is 
thus articulating what her female readers are experiencing and wanting to 
have verbalised for them.  The female narrator in Pig Tales demonstrates a 
post-feminist subjectivity.13  She has unconsciously absorbed feminist ide-
ology from an earlier generation, for example the precept, �women�s body, 
women�s right� and finds herself fulfilling such a tenet with a post-feminist 
twist, �I have no qualms about selling my body. I may even enjoy working 
as a prostitute!� The latter sentiment is unlikely to be embraced by an ear-
lier generation of feminists who fought so hard to earn women equal rights.   

Unlike Animal Farm, Pig Tales is a feminocentric work. It is also much 
less of a purist political tract.14 Darrieussecq�s text conflates the libidinal 
and the political, showing how sexuality and gendering are controlled and 
influenced by socio-political factors. 

 An obvious difference between magical transformation in Pig Tales 
and that in Animal Farm is that in Pig Tales the changes to the characters 
happen in reverse; from human into four-legged human-pig, rather than 
from pig into two-legged pig-human. In Animal Farm, the animals who rebel 
have apparently always possessed human attributes, the capacity to talk 
and reason, and we are not given an explanation of how the physical trans-
formation of the pig leaders into upright human beings affects them psycho-
logically. There is no interior focalisation in Animal Farm. The narrator tells 
us very little about the feelings of the animals and we never learn what it 
might feel like for Napoleon and his henchmen to stand up on two legs and 
use their forelegs as arms. 

By way of contrast, Darrieussecq�s first-person �autodiegetic� narrator 
devotes a huge amount of space to describing how her woman-into-sow 
metamorphosis affects her biologically and psychologically.15 The text ex-
aggerates and thus draws attention to women�s widespread experience of 
their body as an alarming machine, never quite in their control, subject to 
sizeable growths (breasts, pregnancy) and monthly discharges and re-
minders of loss (periods, miscarriages) as well as fluctuating hormonal 
changes. The text represents the politics of post-feminism, by using the 
body of the ingénue as a site of grotesque rebellion and exaggeration of 
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the social codes of feminine beauty, hygiene, sexuality and reproduction. 
The narrator is plagued by irregular periods, (indicating the onset of her 
piggy metamorphosis) recognisably a common female complaint, and she 
describes her mixed relief when her periods return after a lengthy absence. 
�I was exhausted and no longer had the heart for anything. It�s hormonal 
apparently. My period was exceptionally heavy, a real tidal wave, enough 
to make you think it was another miscarriage.�16  

In Pig Tales, Darrieussecq also articulates women�s everyday preoc-
cupation with, and sometimes traumatic experience of weight-gain, whether 
feared as a symbol of unattractiveness or as a sign of unwanted preg-
nancy. The reader is given an intricate, almost scientific, certainly graphic 
record of the narrator�s physical transformation from the beginning of the 
novel, when she begins to put on weight, through the degrees of mutation 
and malfunction, including loss of speech and aptitude for thought, her bi-
zarre pregnancies and miscarriages, the acquirement of sow proportions, 
sow hormones and dietary obsessions, piggy snout and corkscrew tail. 
Eventually the narrator finds herself pretty much consigned to a standard 
pig form, though she can use her trotter to write the novel she is writing 
about her tribulations, the one we are reading, if she puts her mind to it, 
and with much mental effort she can even make herself turn back into a 
human for a short period of time.  

The reader is prepared for the narrator�s porcine incarnation by a 
number of narratological surprises, which produce an effect I shall call �de-
familiarisation�, followed by textual repetition and reinforcement of such be-
haviour and circumstances, which produce an effect I shall call �familiarisa-
tion�. What initially seems strange, for example, when the narrator grows 
hair on her back, a third teat, and goes into heat, eventually seems plausi-
ble.17 In fact, the reader learns to prepare for and anticipate the physical 
changes that occur as a sign of the narrator�s increasingly depraved and 
dehumanised habits and living circumstances. The reader is unfazed by the 
appearance of the �incredible� because the boundaries between real and 
unreal have been slowly, subtly and smoothly erased. The reader is al-
ready engaged with the story when the allegorical tropes begin to work 
their magical seesaw of estrangement and gradual acceptance.  

The European female in decline: is her amorality self-inflicted or so-
cially produced? 

The narrator of Pig Tales starts out as an apparently normal, attractive 
young woman, desiring pretty clothes, a boyfriend and a job to pay for her 
independent lifestyle. Her fatal flaw is probably her lack of education, 
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which, she says, is responsible for her inability to concentrate on things.18 
Her inarticulateness in social situations makes her particularly defenseless 
against the predatory inclinations of others. She has no learned skills to of-
fer the marketplace, unlike her teacher boyfriend, Honoré, and is portrayed 
as being gullible enough to be exploited by a disreputable cosmetics busi-
ness. Darrieussecq presents her narrator happily accepting employment af-
ter the director of the company she will be working for sexually assaults her 
at the interview. �The director of Perfumes Plus was holding my right breast 
in one hand, and the job contract in the other.�19   

It takes the narrator a very long time to realise that she must desist 
from morally corrupt behaviour to redress her physical malignancy. Like the 
stupidly trusting animals (horses and chickens) in Animal Farm, the narra-
tor lacks the intellectual acumen to unravel the precipitous, cause-and-
effect relationship between her amoral behaviour and her monstrous physi-
cal decline. In fact, it is because she is incapable of self-appraisal, or of ac-
tively resisting her patriarchal and social oppression, that the conflict mani-
fests in terms of outrageous bodily transformation. Perhaps Darrieussecq 
has decided that a comic resolution has more avant-garde literary value 
than showing her character going through a process of earnest self-
evaluation and redemptive change. 

The narrator does, however, make an attempt to return to normality 
with her Arab cleaner-boyfriend: �I gave myself a week to lose additional 
pounds, stand up perfectly straight, perhaps manage to wear a touch of 
makeup, and speak clearly�.20 This self-healing program takes place in a 
hotel with automatic showers. The cleaning man and the self-disinfecting 
showers both sound promising in terms of exorcising the narrator�s piggy 
attraction to the sordid; but fate, rather than loss of willpower, conspires to 
impede her attempt to go back to being a normal human on this occasion.   

It is my belief that Darrrieussecq is condemning the social circum-
stances that the narrator finds herself participating in, rather than condemn-
ing the woman. There is a sense that the female narrator has very sincere, 
if unexamined, emotions for others and an abundance of empathy which 
she expresses for her lost babies, the boyfriends, Honoré, the Arab clean-
ing man who loves her, and Yvan the werewolf, the great love of her life. 
For example, when the narrator gives birth to multiple pig-babies, her re-
sponse is protective and tender: �I licked the poor mites as carefully as I 
could. When they grew cold, I felt as though I couldn�t go on. I curled up in 
a ball and didn�t think about anything any more.�21
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The influence of postmodern philosophy and aesthetics in Pig Tales  

Shirley Jordan has commented on the narrator�s mutable, unstable 
characterisation in Pig Tales, describing the narrator�s relationship with her 
transforming physical self as �sometimes joyous � sometimes painful�.22 
While the narrator is frequently alarmed by her bodily changes, her animal 
side sometimes delights in pleasuring and soiling itself. At these moments, 
a �body for body�s sake� ethos rules: �It did me good to go back to the pig-
sty, where I could let myself go.�23 We have almost a parody here of the 
French feminist philosophers� concept of female jouissance, the latter 
Cixous�, Irigaray�s and Kristeva�s celebration of the whole bodily sphere of 
pleasuring available to women.24 Darrieussecq gives us instead the per-
verted underbelly of female jouissance, a banal autoeroticism that mocks 
rather than glorifies the woman experiencing acute pleasure and pain.  

Towards the end of her unsatisfying erotic journey, the narrator meets 
her soul-mate, Yvan (the director of another cosmetic firm called Moonlight 
Madness) who is a werewolf and consequently afflicted by a similar trans-
formative complaint.  Vulnerably human and animal in turns, the pair are 
shackled to forces apparently outside of their control. Their love affair is 
lengthy and blissful, adding a satirical fairy-tale quality to the text.25 Their 
doomed relationship � Yvan feeds off human flesh when the moon is full 
and is eventually caught and shot dead � advances the narrator towards 
an appreciation and acceptance of her lusty, sow-proportioned self.  

As a fully formed pig near the end of the novel, the narrator is allowed 
to wallow in wholesome, truffle-rich, dirt-of-the-forest, and arguably 
achieves a �wholeness� of being she did not have in her earlier fully human 
or hybrid states.26  It could be said that at this point she �comes clean�, for 
as Mary Douglas asserts in her anthropological study of the religious laws 
classifying clean and unclean meats, �to be holy is to be whole, to be one; 
holiness is unity, integrity, perfection of the individual and of the kind.�27 
Whether the narrator becomes �dirtier� or �holier� (clean) in her human-into-
animal apotheosis might not be a point that the reader wishes to draw a 
firm conclusion upon, having grown accustomed to the narrator�s poetically 
ambiguous states of fluctuating being.28  

 There seems to be no end to, or explanation for, the many strange 
situations that overtake the narrator. The action unfolds with speed, rest-
less energy and carnivalesque farce. Postmodernism�s �fluid, discontinuous 
and skeptical� influences are apparent in Darrieussecq�s aesthetic and sty-
listic mannerisms.29 Both the central character and the fictional storyline 
are constantly altering, rupturing, bifurcating and mutating in a rollercoaster 
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ride that carries the narrative discontinuously along and might leave some 
readers with vertiginous, epistemological overload. In the space of one 
hundred and thirty-five pages, and a short time in her life, the narrator has 
nearly every situation imaginable confound and disorientate her. In addition 
to turning into a pig and being sodomised by countless men, she has a 
miscarriage, an abortion, is chased and harassed by a right-to-life protes-
tor, is nearly shot, raped and drowned at a pool party, ends up in a mental 
asylum, gives birth to piglets, becomes an advertising mascot for a right-
wing political party, lives in sewers among crocodiles and piranhas, is exor-
cised in a cathedral with spirals, whips and crosses, watches her lover, the 
werewolf Yvan, murder countless pizza boys and then, later, herself mur-
ders her mother and her former pimp-boss � to save  herself from being 
slaughtered and cut up for ham sandwiches. If this is a representation of 
the fate of the modern woman, it is certainly presented in a manner of hy-
perbolic excess that breaches all scientific laws of possibility.   

Pig Tales, according to Adelheid Eubanks, �stresses the characteristic 
aspect of identity to be a process instead of a static energy.�30 Postmodern 
magical allegory in Pig Tales seems to function in accord with Fredric 
Jameson�s description of the nature of contemporary allegory which, he 
says, refuses a �one-dimensional view of the signifying process� and tradi-
tional allegory�s predilection for �one-to-one table of equivalences�.31 

If allegory has once again become somehow congenial for us today, 
as over against the massive and monumental unifications of an older 
modernist symbolism or even realism itself, it is because the alle-
gorical spirit is profoundly discontinuous, a matter of breaks and het-
erogeneities, of the multiple polysemia of the dream rather than the 
homogenous representation of the symbol. (Jameson, 324)                

When a human being goes through a momentous transformation in the mi-
crocosm of the text, this appears to be symptomatic of the need for mo-
mentous socio-political change in the macrocosm outside the text. Dar-
rieussecq uses hyperbole to deface the realist world, to intensify its abhor-
rent aspects, rather than to improve it. While the continual rather than spo-
radic use of a symbolic mode creates allegory, the continual use of irony 
creates the dark glow of satire.   

A telling example of Darrieussecq�s use of irony/satire happens when 
the narrator, as a pig in a red dress, is photographed for a right-wing politi-
cal billboard advertising political change �for a healthier world�.32 In the bill-
board, the narrator is celebrated as being wholesome because she can 
pass for a pig. The paradoxical play on the narrator�s �sickness mistaken for 
health� trope begins at the start of the novel when her youthful �radiance� 
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and �robust health� were so highly praised by desiring males.33 It continues 
throughout the text with the �sickness mistaken for health� trope taking on a 
wider significance as Edgar�s ruling political party�s policies and actions can 
also be understood in these terms. 

The feminist ideal in crisis and third-world panaceas in postcolonial 
France  

As a first-world subject who has grown up in fictional version of con-
temporary France � supposedly a place where feminist ideals have been 
espoused for nearly thirty years � the narrator of Pig Tales is living in a 
privileged realm. The narrator should be able to avoid or resist sexist ex-
ploitation, but her supposed feminist freedoms have been capitalised on 
and perverted by chauvinists, sexual predators and patriarchal ruling au-
thorities. Indeed the men the narrator encounters at the pool, in her work-
place, in the abortion clinic, in the hospital, in the church and within the po-
litical party, all seem to have retained control of what she does and doesn�t 
do with her body. Darrieussecq�s narrator, as representative of the post-
feminist woman, appears to exist in a society which is no more liberated for 
the average under-educated, middle-class female than it was forty years 
ago. The narrator�s characterisation �appears to indicate that bodies of 
feminist knowledge have not percolated down to the ordinary woman�, 
comments Shirley Jordan.34 This is probably why Darrieussecq never 
comes to the aid of her suffering narrator. Instead she intends to strip her of 
feminine charms and the right of self-determination as a kind of reparation 
for her vanity, her moral and intellectual feebleness and her failure to live 
up to the feminist ideal.  

On page five, the narrator visits �Aqualand�, an aquatic centre that is 
almost a brothel in itself, �You can earn a good living at Aqualand, but I�d 
never gone in for that��35 Indeed Aqualand is quite probably a mocking al-
legorical reference to a real aquatic centre named Aquaboulevard currently 
operating in Paris. In the change rooms of Aqualand, the narrator encoun-
ters some rich Muslim women. Darrieussecq sets up an insightful compari-
son and constructive interplay between images of a first-world woman and 
third-world women in this scene, an interplay which debunks stereotypical 
first-world/third-world paradigms. The �modestly attired� Muslims are wear-
ing long, veiled, bathing costumes. They make a fuss of the scantily clad 
narrator when they meet her in the showers, and give her gifts of perfume 
and coins.36 The narrator says she feels safe with them. The communal, 
nurturing presence of the Muslim women contrasts strongly with the narra-
tor�s self-absorbed isolation. They also provide a foil to the uninhibited ex-
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pression of the narrator�s sexuality. For example, she makes love to her 
boyfriend Honoré, whom she has only just met, within hearing of these 
women, inside a boutique change-room. The narrator�s empathy for the 
Muslim women extends even further. While they are protective of her, she 
is protective of them. She is indignant about the racist treatment the women 
receive from a French shopkeeper:  

Still, when the Muslim women had gone, after charging about five 
thousand euros on their Internet cards, this très chic saleslady 
sprayed some perfume all through the store, before our very eyes. I 
would never, I told Honoré, ever allow myself to be guilty of such 
bad taste if I ran a highclass boutique. (Darrieussecq, 7) 

Muslims provide the main nurturing the narrator receives in the novel. The 
narrator has two subsequent encounters with North African men (one is 
black, the other is Arab, and they might both be black and Arab � the text 
does not make this point clear) who treat her kindly and respond with toler-
ance and/or concern to the disfiguring metamorphosis that has overtaken 
her.  

Arabs and Africans are a salient, if marginal, presence in Pig Tales.  
Darrieussecq engages with elements of reinvented postcolonial France, in 
particular the North African diaspora back to the European centre, a partial 
legacy of the French colonial empire. The Parisian Arabs and Muslims fic-
tionalised in Pig Tales are presented as being subject to persistent racism. 
They are never, however, depicted as poverty-stricken underdogs. While 
the narrator�s relationship with the Muslim women and the Arabic cleaning 
man are ephemeral, she has a number of encounters with an African 
Marabout who plays a much more significant role in her life.   

 The Marabout, a �rich Muslim holy man�, rents the narrator�s services 
from Perfumes Plus for one whole week at an exorbitant price.37 He must 
take her home to his loft in the African quarter, as the racist director of Per-
fumes Plus won�t have blacks fornicating on his premises. The Marabout is 
the first client to care about the narrator�s physical decline and the first with 
whom she is able to discuss what is happening to her.  He tries to heal the 
narrator�s skin allergies � the beginnings of her physical change � with 
burning ointments, and makes her drink liqueur made from pelicans� eyes. 
He also tries to hypnotise her.38 However, the Marabout�s witchdoctoring 
charms, potions and ointments have little or no positive effect. And the 
Marabout sometimes seems more sinister than benevolent. When the nar-
rator leaves at the end of a week, the Marabout pinches her on the breast, 
causing a bruise that turns into a teat. Far from healing the narrator, the 
Marabout�s cures seem to be contributing to the acceleration of her decline. 
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The Marabout tells the narrator to return if her symptoms get worse, but it is 
not until much later in the story, when she has become a fully formed pig, 
now owned by political dictator Edgar, that she meets the Marabout again. 
The Marabout appears at fascist Edgar�s debauched party and tries to stop 
the killings of innocent children: 

The marabout said, ��Repent brothers,� and he waved some sort of 
large golden spiral at everybody. The whole crowd fell flat on their 
faces; some women crawled to the marabout to kiss the hem of his 
garment, while other people had shaking fits. (Darrieussecq, 96)

The Marabout recognises the pig as his former concubine and takes her 
home with him, this time with the honorable intention of making her human 
again. Before the pair leave the party, the Marabout tells Edgar that the 
narrator�s metamorphosis into a pig is the result of witchcraft: ��I�ve seen 
this kind of witchcraft before, in my country��, he says.39 Back in his large 
Parisian loft, the Marabout arranges for the last surviving rhinoceros in Af-
rica to be killed, to make powdered horn to use as a cure for the narrator. 
The Marabout is just as ruthless as the Europeans with respect to endan-
gered species, it would seem.  The narrator does start to change back into 
a human with application of the rhino powder, and her corkscrew tail with-
ers. She starts fooling around with the Marabout sexually again, which is 
the signal to the reader that any improvement will be short-lived. The 
Marabout is soon arrested and the narrator finds herself without a protector 
and at the mercy of perverted and hostile others once more. 

The Marabout�s attempts at curative witchcraft are therefore tokenis-
tic.  Darrieussecq treats both the holy man and his hapless magical treat-
ments with nearly as much contempt she treats the rest of her dysfunc-
tional cast. While the Marabout is a foreigner in Paris, he is nevertheless 
part of the same despotic, patriarchal class as Edgar and the manager of 
Perfumes Plus. However, the Marabout�s kindness towards the narrator is 
sincere, despite his initial exploitative erotic interest in her. In Pig Tales 
third-world knowledges offer benign treatments of European sickness when 
western cures appear to be non-existent. Darrieussecq�s numerous refer-
ences to African/Arab migrants reflects the degree to which they have en-
tered the consciousness of Parisian society and have become an everyday 
part of the community. And the narrator of Pig Tales treats Africans and Ar-
abs in the same way as she treats most people she comes into contact 
with, neither distancing herself from them, nor idealising them.40   

The Marabout�s diagnosis of �witchcraft� to explain the narrator�s 
monstrous transformation falls back on a primitive belief-system, an 
interpretive code of black (evil) magic versus white (good) magic. 
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The Marabout�s books on zombies and men changing into wild ani-
mals belong to African tribal folklore and will never adequately ex-
plain the socio-political subversions and aesthetic imperatives of 
postmodernism which is Darrieussecq�s European literary heri-
tage.41  

In Conclusion 

The Marabout�s diagnosis of �witchcraft� can be easily rejected by the 
reader, for we can assume the reader has already attributed the narrator�s 
predicament to �comic, contrived, authorial artifice�. The Marabout�s magical 
charms are never going to heal the narrator of Pig Tales because, in the 
end, her bestialization is due to the fact that she is being used, emblemati-
cally, to represent a widespread contemporary social disease which has 
become a way of life for many and is not going to be easily eradicated. The 
ultimate narrative purpose of the allegorical ruse in Pig Tales is not about 
good overcoming evil, as in medieval allegory; the allegory is essentially 
about exposing false consciousness on a mass scale. In presenting a dark 
side-effect of women�s perceived right to do with their bodies what they will, 
Darrieussecq�s novel may well intend to expose the corruption of a feminist 
ideal. The novel laments the sundering of the human body from its spiritual 
needs by consumer capitalism and the lure of instant material and sexual 
gratification.  

The young narrator ends up with less freedom than she began with 
and it is her final fate to be segregated from the rest of humanity. She is 
happy in the woods eating truffles with an amorous wild boar, though it is 
certainly a matter of regret that the narrator can only infrequently �show a 
human face.�42 In the final scene, the sow and the boar, symbols of poor 
man�s peasant cuisine of sausages and bacon, consume la grande bouffe 
of the truffle. Darrieussecq is perhaps satirising entrenched French class 
distinctions here, which, according to Pierre Bourdieu, operate in the culi-
nary arena through the systematic and regulatory enforcement of opposi-
tion between tastes of necessity (sausage and potatoes) and tastes of lux-
ury or freedom.43 The narrator and her pal eat the rich foods that will make 
them fatter still and turn them into bon vivants � formerly the privilege of 
the wealthy gourmand.  Seen from this angle, magical allegory in Pig Tales 
does indeed intend to shock a younger generation of misguided women 
into standing up for themselves, and arresting their own decline into moral 
lassitude and spiritual corpulence!  
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NOTES 

 

1 The title in French is Truismes. We know the city where nearly all of the action 
takes place is Paris because of the references to Pont-Neuf and Paris that come 
towards the end of the novel. See Marie Darrieussecq, Pig Tales: A Novel of Lust 
and Transformation, trans. Linda Coverdale (London: Faber & Faber, 1997) 104, 
109, 111. 

2 Jenni Calder, Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four (Milton Keynes: Open Uni-
versity Press, 1987) 6. 

3 The above allegorical characteristics are also common to the fable, but the fable is 
less likely to offer a direct critical commentary about the extratextual world. Alle-
gory and fable can both be cautionary tales that demonstrate a moral, and conse-
quently Pig Tales can be discussed with reference to both generic categories.  

4 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966) 54-55. 
5 Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression 

(London: Methuen, 1986) 4-6. Transcoding is Fredric Jameson�s term for mediat-
ing among different theories. �Transcoding is a process of translation that allows 
us to move from one theoretical paradigm to another, taking the best that each 
has to offer.� Hardt and Weeks, introduction, The Jameson Reader, 20.  

6 Stallybrass and White, 4-6. 
7 Stallybrass and White, 44-45.  
8 Stallybrass and White, 44-45. Punning is also part of the Bakhtin �carnivalesque� 

say Stallybrass and White.  
9 Stallybrass and White, 45. 
10 Darrieussecq, 8.  
11 Calder, 18. 
12 According to Elaine J. Hale and Marnie S. Rodriguez, post-feminism emerged 

during the 1990s. In their article, �The Myth of Postfeminism�, they posit four post-
feminist claims: �(1) overall support for the women�s movement has dramatically 
eroded because some women (2) are increasingly antifeminist, (3) believe the 
movement is irrelevant, and (4) have adopted a �no, but.� version of feminism.� 
Gender & Society, 17 (2003) 878.  
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13 Kate Holden�s memoir Under My Skin (Melbourne: Text, 2005), about a prostitute 
who expresses no moral qualms about what she�s doing, advocates a similar post-
feminist line.  

14 There is however, in Pig Tales, some use of Orwellian �police-state� vernacular, 
with Parisian versions of  �The Great Trials�, �Free Citizens� and �New Citizens� al-
luded to on page 111. 

15 �Autodiegetic� is Gérard Genette�s narratological term for the narrator who plays 
the central character in the tale they are narrating. Gérard Genette, Narrative Dis-
course, trans. Jane Lewin (New York: Cornell University Press, 1980) 245. 

16 Darrieussecq,  34. 
17 Darrieussecq, 29. 
18 Darrieussecq, 52. 
19 Darrieussecq, 2. 
20 Darrieussecq, 78. 
21 Darrieussecq, 79. 
22 Shirley Jordan. �Saying the unsayable: identities in crisis in the early novels of 

Marie Darrieussecq,� Women’s Writing in Contemporary France, eds. Gill Rye and 
Michael Worton (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002), 144. 

23 Darrieussecq, 130. 
24 Jouissance, the psychoanalytic term, originates in Lacan. A reference that suc-

cinctly summarises Irigaray�s, Cixous� and Kristeva�s mutual and respective adap-
tations of the concept of jouissance can be found in Making a Difference: Feminist 
Literary Criticism, eds. Gayle Greene and Coppélia Kahn (London: Methuen, 
1985) 84-86.  

25 This part of Darrieussecq�s tale is similar in subject-matter and mood to some of 
Angela Carter�s revisionary feminist fairy-tales which blur the boundaries between 
human and beast, such as �Peter and the Wolf� Black Venus  (London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1985), 79-87. 

26 The truffle is a rare, highly calorific vegetable and expensive culinary delicacy in 
France. It only grows under certain trees and must be sniffed out by trained, truf-
fle-hunting dogs. 

27 Douglas, 54. 
28 Mary Douglas�s explanation of the workings of ambiguity in social discourse are 

useful here. She says: �But it is not always an unpleasant experience to confront 
ambiguity. Obviously it is more tolerable in some areas than in others. There is a 
whole gradient on which laughter, revulsion and shock belong at different points 
and intensities. The experience can be stimulating. The richness of poetry de-
pends on the use of ambiguity, as Empson has shown.� Douglas, 37.  

29 Terry Eagleton lists these qualities, among others, as examples of postmodern-
ism in Literary Theory  2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), 201. 

30 Adelheid Eubanks, �The Pleasure of Being a Pig: Marie Darrieussecq�s Pig 
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Tales,� The South Carolina Modern Language Review 1 (2002): 44. 
31 Jameson, �Third-world� 324. Jameson is not talking about Pig Tales in this refer-

ence, or any recent fiction, but about the political satire of Chinese fiction writer Lu 
Xun, who allegorised the disintegrating China of the late post-imperial period. He 
is comparing modern allegory to the earlier use of allegory by John Bunyan in the 
seventeenth century, and others.  

32 Darrieussecq, 55. 
33 Darrieussecq, 14, 16. 
34 Jordan, 146. 
35 Darrieussecq, 4. 
36 The Muslim women at the metropolitan baths evoke the myriad sensual represen-

tations of exoticised women (in bathhouses and harems) by French artists during 
the late nineteenth-century, such as Jean-Leon Gerome�s painting �The Great 
Bath� and Jean August Dominique Ingres� painting �The Turkish Bath�. In Pig 
Tales, it is the western woman who is both naked and the object of the Muslim 
women�s ocular indulgence. An inverse paradigm of the colonial�s �desire for the 
Other� is thus operative in Darrieussecq�s playful parody of �orientalism�. 

37 Darrieussecq, 31. 
38 Darrieussecq, 33. 
39 Darrieussecq, 98. 
40 The exception is Yvan the werewolf, the great love of the narrator�s life, whom 

she puts on a romantic pedestal. 
41 Darrieussecq, 98. One is reminded of Frantz Fanon�s assertion that underdevel-

oped countries obsession with witchcraft is a passive means of avoiding facing the 
real threat of colonial imperialism. �Believe me, the zombies are more terrifying 
than the settlers.� The Wretched of the Earth, 1961, trans. Constance Farrington 
(London: Penguin Books, 1967), 43. 

42 Darrieussecq, 135. 
43 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, trans. 

Richard Nice (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 177. 



T R A N S L A T I O N  



FOUR JAPANESE POEMS FOR PEACE 

 

Sue Stanford 

 
The translation of these poems was prompted my friend Hideko Na-

kamura, Melbourne based activist and founding member of Japanese for 
Peace. Hideko-san felt some Japanese poetry written in response to World 
War II would make an impact on Australian audiences at peace events. It 
was she who chose the poems. 

Atrocity literature provokes. It oppresses us with moral problems. 
Some of these call the genre itself into question. Does atrocity literature 
subtly legitimize what it commemorates? Does it suggest hope where no 
hope is possible? Do events with the deadliest impact on populations so 
transcend subjective experience that individual expression must reduce 
and betray their meaning? Do infinitely accessible, infinitely repeatable, 
texts lull and corrupt? Alternatively, what damage might they do to readers 
or listeners who imaginatively engage with them?  

Should the voices of witnesses be allowed to fade?   
The three writers represented here addressed themselves to their own 

world and beyond that to a future � the contingent nature of which they 
would have been more than usually attuned. Briefly, we are that future. It is 
time for us to listen. 

Only the first two of these four poems fall into the category of atrocity 

COLLOQUY text theory critique  16 (2008).   © Monash University. 
www.colloquy.monash.edu.au//issue16/stanford.pdf 
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literature. The latter two call for peace in other ways. 
 
1. �The Skies of Hiroshima� was written in 1952 by the 23 year old Ha-

yashi Sachiko to document her personal experience of the aftermath of the 
6th August, 1945. Sachiko was not a �writer� under normal circumstances. 

  

The Skies of Hiroshima (Hayashi Sachiko) 

 

That night I slept rough 

at last I got to the place where the survivors had gathered 

only Dad was there 

Mum and Yuuchan were 

dead� 

 

The August sunlight 

reflected off the Yahata River 

and blocked Dad�s and my cries 

in our throats. 

 

The next day 

Dad, with an empty candy box dangling from his hand, 

me, with a hoe over my shoulder, 

trudged 

into the ashes of Hiroshima. 

Finally there,  

Hiroshima was full of the smell of burnt people. 

They smelt like scorched fish. 

 

Dad and I gingerly crossed 

what was left of the ferro-concrete bridge. 
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Even more corpses than the day before! 

In the heat of midsummer 

their bodies had swollen up 

the insides protruded 

spirals of intestines 

making a faint noise. 

Murky yellow liquid ran 

from noses, from mouths, from ears 

and eyes. 

Ah, over there, I could see the warehouse wall, 

the ruins of the home I loved. 

In the well a charred kitchen knife  

was floating. 

 

At the back of the kitchen 

the cauldron had fallen 

with the remains of the pumpkin  

we�d had on the morning of the sixth 

burnt on to its sides. 

Shards of teacups were scattered about. 

When I tried to drive the hoe through the roof tiles 

it wouldn�t go. 

Dad crossed over the tiles 

and started to remove them by hand. 

Exhausted, his voice faint, 

Dad pointed. 

I threw away the hoe and dug. 

In the heat of the sun we tore up 

burnt tiles � 
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silent � 

with all our might. 

 

Ah! 

Mum�s bones. 

Ah! when we grasped them tightly 

white powder blew on the wind. 

When Mum�s bones entered my mouth 

they tasted so lonely. 

An unbearable sadness enveloped us, 

who had been left behind, Dad and I. 

Hurrying, crying out loud, 

the two of us picked up the bones. 

As we put them in the candy box 

they made a faint noise. 

 

My little brother was right beside Mum. 

He was not only bones 

some of his insides hadn�t burnt. 

They had rolled out of him. 

On his insides were stuck some bits of cotton 

from his bedding. 

 

�I want to die!� 

Dad shouted out. 

He held my brother�s remains and wept. 

From the ruins an iron pipe stuck up 

and water poured out of it like out of a fountain. 

Bathed in sunlight  
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it seemed to be the only remaining life. 

 

I  

catching some water 

in a cracked teacup 

offered it before my brother�s remains. 

Dad 

took some rationed hard biscuits. 

I  

closing my eyes tightly. 

Dad  

couldn�t help hearing 

the two voices  

as they were buried alive. 

 

After a while 

on Dad�s uninjured body 

spots appeared. 

 

Dad did not want to live 

but 

feeling sorry for me  

who would be left behind 

he forced down some food. 

 

�I�d like some grapes. 

Cucumber would do.� 

 

On the morning of September first 
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I squeezed a cucumber 

added some sugar 

and made some juice. 

 

Revived, Dad  

looked at me 

and smiled 

though his voice was full of tears. 

 

Suddenly Dad 

looked up into the empty sky 

�What a wind! 

A storm is coming. A storm,� 

he said 

and sighing deeply 

just there and then 

he collapsed 

and stopped moving. 

 

In less than a month 

I  

had become totally alone. 

 

After the flow of tears 

my body felt unfocused. 

 

I looked at the river 

flowing in front of me 
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the beautiful, fair weather 

blue sky  

of Hiroshima 

 
 
ヒロシマの空                      林 幸子  

 
 

夜  野宿して  

やっと避難さきにたどりついたら  

お父ちゃんだけしか  いなかった  

――お母ちゃんと  ユウちゃんが  

死んだよお……  

 

八月の太陽は  

前を流れる 八 幡 河
やはたがわ

に反射して  

父とわたしの泣く声を  さえぎった  

 

その  あくる日  

父は  からの菓子箱をさげ  

わたしは  鍬
くわ

をかついで  

ヒロシマの焼け跡へ  

とぼとぼと  あるいていった  

やっとたどりついたヒロシマは  

死人を焼く匂いにみちていた  

それはサンマを焼くにおい  

 

燃えさしの鉄橋を  

よたよた渡るお父ちゃんとわたし  

昨日よりも沢山の死 骸
しがい

  

真夏の熱気にさらされ  

体が  ぼうちょうして  

はみだす  内臓  

渦巻く腸  

かすかな音をたてながら  

どすぐろい  きいろい汁が  

鼻から  口から  耳から  

目から  とけて流れる  

ああ  あそこに土蔵の石垣がみえる  
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なつかしい  わたしの家の跡  

井戸の中に  燃えかけの包丁が  

浮いていた  

 

台所のあとに  

お釜が  ころがり  

六日の朝たべた  

カボチャの代用食が  こげついていた  

茶碗のかけらが  ちらばっている  

瓦の中へ  鍬をうちこむと  

はねかえる  

お父ちゃんは  瓦のうえに  しゃがむと  

手  でそれをのけはじめた  

ぐったりとした  お父ちゃんは  

かぼそい声で指さした  

わたしは鍬をなげすてて  

そこを掘る  

陽にさらされて  熱くなった瓦  

だまって  

一心に掘りかえす父とわたし  

 

ああ  

お母ちゃんの骨だ  

ああ  ぎゅっ  とにぎりしめると  

白い粉が  風に舞う  

お母ちゃんの骨は  口に入れると  

さみしい味がする  

たえがたいかなしみが  

のこされた父とわたしに  

おそいかかって  

大きな声をあげながら  

ふたりは  骨をひらう  

菓子箱に入れた骨は  

かさかさ  と  音をたてる  

 

弟は  お母ちゃんのすぐそばで  

半分  骨になり  

内臓が燃えきらないで  

ころり  と  ころがっていた  

その内臓に  

フトンの綿が  こびりついていた  

 

――死んでしまいたい！  
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お父ちゃんは叫びながら  

弟の内臓をだいて泣く  

焼跡には鉄管がつきあげ  

噴水のようにふきあげる水が  

あの時のこされた唯一の生命のように  

太陽のひかりを浴びる  

 

わたしは  

ひびの入った湯呑み茶碗に水をくむと  

弟の内臓の前においた  

父は  

配給のカンパンをだした  

わたしは  

じっと  目をつむる  

お父ちゃんは  

生き埋めにされた  

ふたりの声をききながら  

どうしょうもなかったのだ  

 

それからしばらくして  

無傷だったお父ちゃんの体に  

斑点がひろがってきた  

 

生きる希望もないお父ちゃん  

それでも  

のこされる  わたしがかわいそうだと  

ほしくもないたべ物を  喉にとおす  

 

――ブドウが  たべたいなあ  

――キウリで  がまんしてね  

 

それは九月一日の朝  

わたしはキウリをしぼり  

お砂糖を入れて  

ジュウスをつくった  

 

お父ちゃんは  

生きかえったようだとわたしを見て  

わらったけれど  

泣いているような  

よわよわしい声  

 

ふと  お父ちゃんは  
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虚空をみつめ  

－風がひどい  

嵐がくる……嵐が  

といった  

ふーっと大きく息をついた  

そのまま  

がっくりとくずれて  

うごかなくなった  

 

ひと月も  たたぬまに  

わたしは  

ひとりぼっちになってしまった  

 

涙を流しきった  あとの  

焦点のない  わたしの  からだ  

 

前を流れる河を  

みつめる  

 

うつくしく  晴れわたった  

ヒロシマの  

あおい空  
 
 

2. �Call to Action� was written by Toge Sankichi, who was within three 
kilometers of ground zero when the bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. Up 
until that time he had been a left-leaning minor tanka and haiku poet from a 
comfortably placed family. Subsequently, he joined the Japan Communist 
Party. Sankichi�s best known poem, �Give Me Back My Father,� is engraved 
on a monument dedicated to him in Hiroshima Peace Park. Before he died 
Sankichi published a collection of poetry documenting the experience of the 
bombing, the suffering of the victims, and experiences of the peace move-
ment, including brutal attempts by the Occupation to suppress peace rallies 
in Hiroshima during the Korean War. 

Call to Action (Toge Sankichi) 

 

Even now it�s not too late. 

It�s not too late for you to rouse the power within you. 

If you shed ceaseless tears  
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from the wound to your heart 

received when the incandescent flash of that day hit your retina; 

if even now from that split 

the bloody pus that curses war steadily pours, 

giving you the body odour of Hiroshima; 

if, as the flames pressed closer,  

you have thrust both hands from under the house 

and still could not save the little sister who lay writhing in pain; 

if, without even scorched shreds of clothes to cover your genitals, 

your raw arms hanging over your breasts, 

you have staggered on legs naked and swollen with burns, 

across a blinding desert of rubble  

on a journey for which nothing can comfort you 

still the real you can 

 

stretch out those grotesque arms 

to the many similar arms 

and, if it seems like that flash might fall again, 

hold up the accursed sun 

even now it�s not too late 

 

you can block with your back, branded with death, 

the tear ducts of the compassionate 

who are sick of war, but stand immobilised; 

you can grasp resolutely  

those timid dangling hands 

in your raw palms. 

Yes 

even now it is not too late. 
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呼びかけ                 峠三吉  

 

いまでもおそくはない  

あなたのほんとうの力をふるい起すのはおそく

はない  

あの日、網膜を灼く閃光につらぬかれた心の痛

手から  

したたりやまぬ涙をあなたがもつなら  

いまもその裂目から、どくどくと戦争を呪う血

膿をしたたらせる  

ひろしまの体臭をあなたがもつなら  

焔の迫ったおも屋の下から  

両手を出してもがく妹を捨て  

焦げた衣服のきれはしで恥部をおおうこともな

く  

赤むけの両腕をむねにたらし  

火をふくんだ裸足でよろよろと  

照り返す瓦礫の沙漠を  

なぐさめられることのない旅にさまよい出た  

ほんとうのあなたが  

その異形の腕をたかくさしのべ  

おなじ多くの腕とともに  

また墜ちかかろうとする  

呪いの太陽を支えるのは  

いまからでもおそくはない  

戦争を厭いながらたたずむ  
すべての優しい人々の涙腺を  
死の烙印をせおうあなたの背中で塞ぎ  
おずおずとたれたその手を  
あなたの赤むけの両掌で  
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しっかりと握りあわせるのは  
さあ  
いまでもおそくはない  

3. Trained as a pharmacist, Ibraragi Noriko witnessed the fire bombing 
of Tokyo. After the war, she made a name for herself as a poet, award-
winning playwright and writer of children�s stories. Two of her poems are 
presented here, and the second, �June,� gives some insight into the dreams 
and hopes for the future still held by Japanese on the left in the post-war 
era. 

When I was at my Prettiest (Ibraragi Noriko)  

 
When I was at my prettiest 
the houses were noisily collapsing, 
and from a dreadful place 
I saw the blue sky and stuff. 
 
When I was at my prettiest 
lots of people died around me 
in factories, out at sea, on nameless islands 
and I lost out on my chance to be fashionable. 
 
When I was at my prettiest 
no one kindly brought me presents. 
The boys knew only how to salute. 
Leaving nothing but their lovely glances behind they all rushed 

off. 
 
When I was at my prettiest 
my head was empty. 
My heart was hard. 
Only my arms and legs shone like chestnuts. 
 
When I was at my prettiest 
my country lost the war. 
Can you believe such a stupid thing happened? 
With the sleeves of my blouse rolled up I plodded round the 

mean little town. 
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When I was at my prettiest 
jazz overflowed the radio, 
and dizzy as when I broke the no smoking rule 
I drank in the sweet music of another country. 
 
When I was at my prettiest 
I was very unhappy. 
I was totally inconsistent. 
I was awfully lonely. 
 
So I decided to try and live a long life, 
like that French artist Rousseau, 
who, in his old age, painted pictures that were truly beautiful. 

 

 

わたしが一番きれいだったとき  茨木のり子 

 
わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

街々はがらがら崩れていって 

とんでもないところから 

青空なんかが見えたりした 

 

わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

まわりの人達が沢山死んだ 

工場で 海で 名もない島で 

わたしはおしゃれのきっかけを落してしまった  

 

わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

だれもやさしい贈物を捧げてはくれなかった 

男たちは挙手の礼しか知らなくて 

きれいな眼差だけを残し皆発っていった 

 

わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

わたしの頭はからっぽで 

わたしの心はかたくなで 

手足ばかりが栗色に光った 
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わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

わたしの国は戦争で負けた 

そんな馬鹿なことってあるものか 

ブラウスの腕をまくり卑屈な町をのし歩いた 

 

わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

ラジオからはジャズが溢れた 

禁煙を破ったときのようにくらくらしながら 

わたしは異国の甘い音楽をむさぼった 

 

わたしが一番きれいだったとき 

わたしはとてもふしあわせ 

わたしはとてもとんちんかん 

わたしはめっぽうさびしかった 

 

だから決めた できれば長生きすることに 

年取ってから凄く美しい絵を描いた 

フランスのルオー爺さんのようにね 

 

4. June (Ibaragi Noriko) 

Isn�t there somewhere a beautiful village 
where, when day�s work is over, there�s a measure of rye wine, 
where the hoes are left standing, the bamboo baskets left lying, 
as both men and women down a generous cup? 
  
Isn�t there somewhere a beautiful town, 
where edible fruit hangs down from the street trees 
right into the distance; and the violet of twilight 
is full of the friendly uproar of youngsters? 
 
Isn�t there somewhere the beautiful strength  
of people living together in the same era, 
a warmth and an irony  and even an anger, 
that can be a creative force in the world? 
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6月          茨木のり子 

 
どこかに美しい村はないか 
1日の仕事の終わりには一杯の黒麦酒 
鍬を立てかけ 籠を置き 
男も女も大きなジョッキをかたむける 
 
どこかに美しい街はないか 
食べられる実をつけた街路樹が 
どこまでも続き すみれいろした夕暮れは 
若者のやさしいさざめきで満ち満ちる 
 
どこかに美しい人と人との力はないか 
同じ時代をともに生きる 
したしさとおかしさとそうして怒りが 
鋭い力となって たちあらわれる 
 
 

Post Script  

Those interested in a sophisticated discussion of the dilemmas of 
Japanese atrocity literature and/or a survey of the key works that came out 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki should read J. W. Treat (1995) Writing Ground 
Zero: Japanese Literature and the Atomic Bomb (Chicago & London, The 
University of Chicago Press). More (and different translations) of Ibaragi 
Noriko�s poems can be found in Ibaragi Noriko (1992) When I was at my 
most beautiful: and other poems 1953-1982, translated by Peter Robinson 
and Fumiko Horikawa (Cambridge, Skate).  

It may be of interest that the director Kuroki Kazuo recently made a 
film Chichi to Kuraseba (2004) exploring the question of survivor guilt, the 
desire to forget and the importance of documenting the experience of the 
bombing of Hiroshima. This film, like the books mentioned above, is avail-
able from the Matheson Library. 

Monash University 

sasta3@student.monash.edu 
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Christopher Clark. Iron Kingdom: The Rise and Fall of Prussia        
1600-1947                         

London: Penguin Books, 2006.                         
ISBN: 9780140293340 

 David Blencowe 

Any account of Prussian historical identity and its legacy in modern 
Germany is a difficult and contentious undertaking. This has much to do 
with the loaded associations that swirl around the word Prussia and its sin-
ister counterpart �Prussiandom,� but it is also because of the origin of the 
Prussian state itself. As Christopher Clark writes in Iron Kingdom: The Rise 
and Downfall of Prussia 1600-1947, his wonderful history of this extinct 
European power, Prussia vindicates the view that states are not natural 
formations but �contingent, artificial creations.� Clark frequently reminds us 
that the kingdom of Prussia had no natural boundaries, and that there was 
no specifically Prussian culture, language or cuisine. Prussia was a patch-
work, consisting of disparate ethnic and cultural groups spread over wide-
ranging and not always contiguous territories. Prussian identity was thus 
�curiously abstract and fragmented.� Even the name Prussia assumes a 
�contrived quality.� It referred not to the heartland of the Hohenzollern dy-
nasty, which was centred on Berlin and the Mark Brandenburg, but to the 
remote duchy on the eastern Baltic that the dynasty acquired in the seven-
teenth century and which remained for a long time cut off from the rest of 
the lands.  

The idea of Prussia was manufactured, and Clark�s book traces this 
process throughout its many stages. What, then, was Prussia? Apart from 
Frederick the Great, the Hohenzollern monarchs were on the whole inca-
pable of channelling the patriotic fervour of their subjects. In an increasingly 
heterogenous kingdom the one institution that all Prussians had in common 
was the state. The ideal of the state represented rational, impartial legal au-
thority, which, theoretically at least, treated its subjects indiscriminately 
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whether they were Pole or German, Protestant or Catholic. Minority lan-
guages and customs were tolerated, and to an extent encouraged. Clark 
argues that the virtues of Prussian cliché � punctuality, loyalty, honesty, 
thoroughness, precision � can only be understood as secondary and in 
service to the higher ideal of the state. The idea of Prussia emanated from 
the top down, rather than from regional identification, and consequently 
struggled to foment a strong sense of belonging amongst the citizenry. 

In putting forward such an account, Clark successfully disentangles 
the Prussian state from the German nation. Although Prussian statesmen 
exploited German nationalist aspirations in bringing about the Empire, 
Clark contends that Prussian history should not be read as culminating in 
the telos of the Kaisserreich or its Nazi aberration; rather, �Germany was 
not Prussia�s fulfilment� but its undoing.� It was only after the foundation of 
the Empire that German became the official language in Prussia and un-
successful attempts were made to �Germanise� its eastern populations. 
Clark argues that such policies were external to the traditions of the multi-
ethnic Prussian state, but testament to the ascendancy of German national-
ism. Prussia as a European power in its own right came to an end even as 
its history was retroactively appropriated as a part of the greater German 
story, a task which the Nazis later enthusiastically undertook. 

This gave rise to the even more amorphous notion of �Prussiandom,� 
which, the Nazis proclaimed, was not confined to the geography of Prussia, 
but was a set of worthy attributes defined by loyalty, obedience and un-
shakeable will, common to the German people as a whole. However, the 
Nazis did not have a monopoly on the Prussian legacy, and almost two 
thirds of the conspirators involved in the failed plot to assassinate Hitler in 
1944 came from the Prussian officer corps. They invoked a different ver-
sion of �Prussiandom,� drawing on the example of the Prussian general 
Yorck, who, without consulting his king, had defected from the French to 
the Russians following Napoleon�s defeat in the Moscow campaign. For 
them �Prussiandom� meant a transcendent sense of duty that could make 
particular treasonable acts permissible. Clark certainly does not diminish 
the role played by Prussians in the crimes of the Third Reich, but his point 
is that both of these rival Prussian myths were equally selective and in-
strumental. It was precisely because it was so abstract that ��Prussiandom� 
was up for grabs.�   

Clark�s intention in writing Iron Kingdom was to avoid rehearsing the 
polarities between enlightened Prussia and its militaristic dark side, em-
phasising the �Janus-headedness� of the kingdom which informs much of 
its historiography. Such accounts, he claims, are �too neat� and diminish 
important complexity. In this Clark has succeeded admirably. He has deliv-
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ered a book that will become the standard general history of Prussia, not 
only due to its breadth, but also its readability and ability to surprise.     

Iron Kingdom is highly recommended. 
 
Monash University 
dwble11@fastmail.fm 

 
 

 



 

Steven Crowell and Jeff Malpas, Editors. Transcendental  
Heidegger 

Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007. 
ISBN: 978-0-8047-5510-8 

 Rachel Funari 

Transcendental Heidegger editors Steven Crowell and Jeff Malpas be-
lieve more attention should be paid to the transcendental in Heidegger�s 
philosophy, particularly in relation to Kant and Husserl. Their collection of 
articles � edited versions of papers delivered at the Heidegger and Tran-
scendental Philosophy conference held at Rice University in 2003 � is an 
attempt to rectify this gap. Despite Heidegger�s overt rejection of the tran-
scendental in his later work, Crowell and Malpas argue that the definition of 
�transcendental� is open enough to interpretation to allow for a broader un-
derstanding of the term than Heidegger�s. Their collection of articles brings 
together heavyweights of Heidegger studies to explore the transcendental 
as a priori, intentionality, the grounding role of Dasein and the conditions of 
historicity and truthfulness.  

These dense and sometimes overly detailed contributions are for the 
most part convincingly argued and clear, but the organisation of the book 
alphabetically by author rather than by theme is a mistake, as the relations 
among articles that share questions and argue with and against each other 
are not immediately apparent. Only upon revisiting the articles with the in-
tention to write this review did I begin to get a sense of the major themes 
inhabiting this collection � those of historicity and intentionality. For exam-
ple, William Blattner�s argument for a pragmatic distinction within Heideg-
ger�s ontological reasoning between understanding as pre-cognitive, pre-
conceptual, pre-propositional and interpretative as the articulation of the as-
structure ends with the proposition that Heidegger�s love of poetry stems 
from its nature as evocative rather than conceptual. This late reference to 
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poetry would have led nicely into Karsten Harries� survey of Heidegger�s 
work, which concludes that, for Heidegger, poetry expresses authenticity as 
an experience of free self-possession, or of transcendence. Instead, Blatt-
ner�s contribution is followed by David Carr�s essay proposing that Heideg-
ger�s reading of Kant is Husserlian. Though Carr, like Blattner, understands 
Heidegger�s transcendentalism to be of a different order than empiricism, 
the thematic of Heidegger�s relation to Husserlian phenomenology would 
have been more apparent if Carr�s essay was positioned with Dermot 
Moran�s contribution, which also argues for a Husserlian reading of Hei-
degger.  

While Carr focuses on Heidegger�s determination of Kant�s appercep-
tion as transcendental but not deductive, Moran poses Heidegger�s interest 
in the �Being-question� against Husserl�s transcendental phenomenology, 
which fails to resolve how humans can be both entities in the world and en-
tities that constitute the world. Heidegger resolves the problem, Moran 
suggests, by replacing Husserl�s modal (subjective/objective) split into an 
onto-ontological split, restoring everything that is existential to Dasein to 
Husserl�s natural modality. Rachel Zuckert also focuses on a Heideggerian 
reconceptualisation of a philosophical split as a foundational difference.  
For her, Heidegger rejects the Kantian conception of both determinative 
and reflective judgements being required to constitute experience. Heideg-
ger�s position, Zuckert argues, is that only reflective judgement, which does 
not separate self-conception from objects, is required to apprehend contin-
gent order. 

The randomness of argument generated by the contingent organisa-
tion of alphabeticisation does not allow for the clear emergence of a linear 
flow of implications that begins with intentionality and ends with the nature 
of Dasein�s experience of truth, whether that be existentially, historically, 
ethically or inauthentically. Both Mark Okrent and Steven Crowell discuss 
Heiddegger�s understanding of intentionality and its relation to language, 
arguing for an understanding of Heideggerian intention as exteriority. Ok-
rent focuses on Heidegger�s replacement of Kant�s necessity of conceptual 
representation with intentional assertion, which forms the transcendental 
condition of the �I think� through the nature of Being-in-the-world and 
equipmentality as towards the external. Crowell argues for a different re-
conception of Kant, locating intentionality in the normativity of practice 
rather than in transcendental logic. For Okrent, Heidegger�s reworking of 
Kant does not sufficiently prove the priority of intentionality to judgement 
and he suggests, rather, that Dasein�s use of language is the basis for its 
ability to make judgements about being-in-the-world. Crowell, in essence, 
argues this from an ethical standpoint, conceiving discourse as that which 
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makes it possible for Dasein to reasonably account for the ground of its 
own actions, which is Dasein�s freedom and conscience.  

Robert B Pippin also looks at the problematic nature of Dasein�s re-
quirement to serve as its own ground of meaning, recognising Heidegger�s 
identification of the collapse of meaning, experienced as Angst, that some-
times results as disproving ontological transcendence. Herman Philipse 
agrees that Angst expresses the failure of things to have pre-existing sig-
nificance, but argues that Dasein�s ability to interpret objects inauthentically 
indicates Heidegger�s transcendental realism in regard to entities. Such re-
alism acknowledges that Dasein�s ability to discourse about entities as 
there or not there is separate from their actual being, which is transcenden-
tally ideal.  

  Whereas Okrent, Crowell, Philipse and Pippin focus on the implica-
tions of Dasein�s requirement to make its own meaning, William Blattner, 
Cristina La Font and John Haugeland focus on what the empiricism of sci-
ence means for truth. While Blattner concludes that Heidegger does not of-
fer sufficient justification that science-specific ontologies are a priori dis-
closable � thus philosophical � La Font and Haugeland argue that tempo-
rality is problematic when used as a basis for scientific truth. La Font pro-
poses Hilary Putnam�s conception of the contextual a priori as a resolution 
to the problem of understanding as both factical (historical) and true and 
concludes that Heidegger�s relativising of objects in relation to understand-
ing allows for meaning to determine reference, and truth to depend on 
meaning. La Font questions how any a priori knowledge can be universally 
valid if there is no absolute truth across incommensurable understandings. 
Haugeland asks a similar question, exploring the logic of the existence of 
objects before the scientific laws that make them true have been conceptu-
alised and after they have changed, specifically objects under Newtonian 
and then Einstein�s physics. Haugeland effectively resolves the problem by 
relativising knowledge rather than objects, proposing Newton�s space-time 
as different than Einstein�s, and therefore giving entities continuity of being 
within each notion of time. 

Science, pragmatism and discourse can all lead to a sense of truth as 
historical rather than universal. Daniel Dahlstrom and Jeff Malpas histori-
cise Heidegger�s definition of being. Dahlstrom writes that truth should be 
understood as �prevailing�, which Heidegger only ever uses in relation to 
being and truth but not to entities. This sense of extended truth as external 
to and following from entities understands being as revealed and concealed 
in the historical event that grounds truth as correspondence. For Malpas, 
being as an event that realises meaning is only fully realised after Heideg-
ger�s Turning, which is a relocation of truth from subject to place, a substi-
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tution of topology for structure, which makes truth no longer a transcenden-
tal act of the subject but aletheia as revealed by the world through Da-
Sein�s existence in an open place of betweenness that unites and differen-
tiates so that the world can disclose itself to Da-Sein as history.  

Transcendental Heidegger successfully declares the multiplicity of 
ways �transcendental� can be understood, especially in regard to Heideg-
ger�s philosophy. Those, such as Philipse, who argue for Heidegger�s tran-
scendentalism do so just as convincingly as those, like Pippin, who argue 
against it. Heidegger is both transcendental and not, depending upon how 
transcendentalism is understood � as an a priori ground for meaning or as 
the character of the relation of Dasein to the world.  Whether or not con-
ceived as transcendental, Heidegger emerges as a philosopher who fun-
damentally rethinks the relation by which Dasein attributes being to objects 
and freedom to itself, a relation located in Dasein�s intentionality.  

 

Monash University 
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Paul Gillen and Devleena Ghosh. Colonialism and Modernity.                         
Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2007.                         

ISBN: 978 0 86840 735 7 

 Ann McCarthy 

I share historian Ann Curthoy�s assessment that Colonialism and 
Modernity will make an excellent intellectual resource, especially on mat-
ters postcolonial (back cover). It is a comprehensive and informative work 
whose focus and perspective are primarily in the areas of postcolonial his-
tory and scholarship. But as a comparative work on colonialism and mod-
ernity, it has certain shortcomings. This work investigates and critiques co-
lonialism much more successfully than it does modernity.  The authors 
needed to define modernity and other key terms in the text more precisely, 
and provide more indepth analysis as to the inter-relationships between 
them. Further, something more was required (although I don�t quite know 
what) regarding the authors� political allegiance to a postcolonial perspec-
tive on the events and processes they write about, and how that allegiance 
shapes their interpretations.   

The main objective of Colonialism and Modernity is to investigate the 
inter-related history of two major phenomena that have shaped the con-
temporary world. Europe is the initial focus, as the birthplace of modernity, 
and the main driver of colonialism during �recent centuries� (5). The book 
also sets out to explore anti-colonial movements, and to foster empathy 
with those whose lives have been adversely affected by colonisation and 
modernisation. An interdisciplinary work, Colonialism and Modernity is in-
tended for students of �world history, international relations, globalisation, 
comparative literature and cultural studies� (5). In a �big picture� historical 
narrative in the first section of the work, the authors recount 550 years of 
history (6). Part II consists of six thematic chapters on subjects such as the 
ethics of debating colonialism, race, and modern conceptions of time. In-
cluded periodically throughout the text are brief asides related to the main 
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narrative. These include �hot topics� which �address contentious conceptual 
and theoretical issues� (for example, �The Crisis of Modernity: Postmodern-
ism and Postcolonialism,� 86-9), and also case studies (6). The book de-
clares a postcolonial world to be upon us: �Colonialism officially ended 
decades ago, and Western power and influence is slowly waning� (5). Such 
a conclusion is of particular note in an Australian context (the authors are 
Sydney-based academics), given the ongoing impact of colonial dispos-
session upon the lives of many Indigenous Australians, and its influence 
upon Australian culture as a whole (such as in the History Wars). Colonial-
ism and Modernity does not include any reference to the historical or con-
temporary dynamics of Australian colonialism, but this is consistent with the 
scope of the text which predominantly does not include settler colonies. 

There are four chapters of historical narrative in Part I, with overlap-
ping dates beginning in 1450. The rise of Europe is traced to the first wave 
of colonialism, dominated by the Portuguese and Spanish, and fuelled by 
slavery and mercantilism. Industrialisation led to the second wave of Euro-
pean colonialism, with England at the helm. This peaked in the mid-19th 
century, by which time the global economic system of today was in train, 
with industrial efficiency having replaced cultural tradition as the main regu-
lator of work. By the early 20th century, Japan and the West ruled over most 
of the inhabited earth. A crisis hit capitalism in the 20th century, with the 
First World War and the Depression undermining its effectiveness and mo-
rality for many. Resistance came in the form of trade unions, the socialist 
movement, and independence movements in the colonies themselves. 
Even in the �imperial nations,� social movements from nudism to women�s 
suffrage pushed for �a modern future� (71).  

In the chapter about times closer to our own, the complexities and 
contradictions at the heart of the modern world emerge in greater clarity. 
This greater depth, and the fact that I have lived through some of the his-
tory outlined in chapter four make this the most thought-provoking and sat-
isfying part of Part I for me. The authors celebrate the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights, but also discuss the ongoing economic disadvantage 
experienced by many former colonies. The authors bring the history up to 
the present with descriptions of a post-industrial economic world centred on 
a group of cities through which capital is distributed and global culture gen-
erated (83-4). 

Part I is a good read, although the final section gives the impression 
that it was written in a hurry. But the very ambitiousness of the historical 
narrative in Part I sets up an expectation which Part II of the text does not 
meet.  It has a similarly impressive breadth, but the analytical framework of 
the work does not develop and deepen over the course of Part II. The the-
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matic chapters would have been aided by stronger conceptual definitions of 
the key terms involved, and more sustained reflection across each chapter 
as to the defining features and trends (coherence or lack thereof, tensions, 
areas of change, etc) within each conceptual field under examination. In 
Part II the authors� postcolonial interpretation of colonialism and modernity 
is to the fore, but within a framework which asserts itself as something 
broader than this. 

In the Introduction to Colonialism and Modernity, the authors write that 
they intend the chapters in Part II to fill in the details of the world imperial 
history in Part I. This suggests that the chosen themes are perceived as 
self-explanatory extensions of the history, rather than analytical concepts 
chosen to promote and deepen the work�s overall argument. What emerges 
from Part I is a complex and contradictory set of political and cultural dy-
namics and circumstances. The main such tension is between, on the one 
hand, individual human rights, as for example embodied and defended in 
the UDHR, and, on the other hand, collective cultural traditions seen by 
many groups in the contemporary world to take precedence over the uni-
versal goals and values outlined by organisations such as the UN. The au-
thors convey something of this tension in the final chapter of Part I, and 
also throughout the work as a whole, but it is not made explicit or fore-
grounded. As I read Part II, their positioning of the debate in narrow dualis-
tic terms that reflect their commitment to a postcolonial perspective increas-
ingly frustrated me. Much of the debate in Part II seems to centre around a 
perceived inevitability and one-dimensionality of European imperial aggres-
sion, and, on the other side of this teleological divide, the scope for resis-
tance by �postcolonial� powers. This often overshadowed the content of any 
given chapter, and made it harder to enjoy and learn from the authors� 
depth of intellectual knowledge. That many of the work�s key theoretical 
terms of debate are sectioned off from the main text in brief �hot topics� is 
symptomatic of this analytical shortfall. 

The chapter about gender is a case in point. This chapter begins with 
a brief definition of the term itself, including the identification by feminist 
and other scholars of gender differences as the product of �historically and 
culturally specific meanings� rather than natural processes (178). The sub-
jects covered in this chapter include the European romanticisation of the 
Oriental woman, with references to Edward Said�s scholarship in this area 
(in a section entitled �The European Porno-Tropics�), as well as a section 
on the violence done to �native� societies by imperial cultures that focused 
on the betterment of women (�The Question of �Woman���). There is also 
discussion of the violence done to Muslim women by Occidental stereo-
types regarding the wearing of the veil or headscarf.  
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This chapter is a mine of information. It includes, for example, refer-
ences to the work of scholar Fatima Mernissi, whose reading of Islam and 
feminism �creates a space for believing women which can be used to chal-
lenge the authenticity of repressive law and custom� (191). The authors 
emphasise the many reasons Muslim women wear the hijab, and stress its 
�multiple connotations, cultural, social and political� (191). However, I was 
less convinced by the authors� analysis of the political and moral issues 
arising in regard to the Indian practice of sati, �the self-immolation of a 
widow on her husband�s funeral pyre,� and the effects of colonialism on this 
practice (184). The authors write that Europeans misunderstood this prac-
tice, exaggerating it as �the unanswerably barbarous practice in the litany 
of condemnation of native customs� (184, italics as in original). They con-
tinue, �Colonial bureacrats transformed the practice of sati from a diverse 
and variable one into one absolutely sanctioned by religious dictates� (184). 
Little more detail was provided, so I was unsure in what ways early Euro-
pean colonisers misunderstood the practice of sati, and was therefore un-
able to reassess my own perception of sati as an innately violent and de-
structive act, no matter what its cultural or religious character. I thought the 
questions raised by sati in this chapter in relation to �autonomy and moder-
nity� needed more and wider debate than the authors provided (184). The 
authors go on to refer to the effects of subsequent anti-colonial nationalist 
resistance to colonial �reforms,� in which Indian women were ascribed nar-
row roles within the private and domestic sphere, but this does not seem to 
relate specifically to the practice of sati.  

Within Colonialism and Modernity overall, there are various discus-
sions of what it is to be �modern,� and about the relationship between mod-
ernity and colonialism.  But modernity remains a shadowy force in the 
overall intellectual economy of the work, despite the breadth of intellectual 
material cited which provide rich food for thought about the subjects at 
hand. On the last page of the �Culture� chapter, a question is posed that 
speaks to dilemmas involved in debates about modernity. In the contempo-
rary world, the authors write, something definitive happens whenever a 
group is designated as �non-modern� or �pre-modern.� Can such a designa-
tion �ever be anything but a gesture of the powerful?� (155.) This question 
would have made a great starting point for a discussion about many of the 
key themes of this book. Tellingly, the conclusion of Colonialism and Mod-
ernity speaks almost exclusively to the history of colonialism. Overall, this 
book had me reflecting on how scholars express their political commit-
ments in their works. Something about how this is handled in Colonialism 
and Modernity seems to me to be problematic. For this reason and others 
discussed above, the impressive wealth of material gathered by the authors 
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does not add up to more than the sum of its parts.  
 
Melbourne University 
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The topic of Chris Healy�s book Forgetting Aborigines is not new. 
Probably the best known critique of white Australia�s treatment of indige-
nous Australians is W E H Stanner�s 1968 Boyer Lecture After the Dream-
ing in which he coined the term the �Great Australian Silence.� Stanner re-
fers not only to the physical treatment of indigenous Australians but also to 
the way they had been excluded from modern Australian history. He argues 
that the changes that had occurred in the 1930s had been confined to a 
small group and that the referendum of 1967 had similarly had little impact.

In 1987 Bob Reece, then professor of Australian Studies at University 
College, Dublin, argued in his paper "Inventing Aborigines" that the term 
�Aborigines� was �both an invention and a product of European colonisation 
of Australia� (14). He argues that this invention of a term which homoge-
nised a diverse group of peoples in part allowed Europeans to dispossess 
and institutionalise them. Furthermore, although they were collectively 
�Aborigines� they had no legal rights as a collective. Bain Attwood also con-
tends in his 1989 book The Making of the Aborigines that the term �Abo-
rigines� is a product of colonisation. While Stanner considered that indige-
nous Australians were excluded from history, Reece believed that their in-
clusion in history became part of the invention � in much the same way that 
Healy argues that Aboriginal culture serves white Australian needs. 

Forty years after Stanner Healy is arguing that we should forget �Abo-
rigines� along similar lines to Reece, suggesting that �Aborigines� are 
�anachronisms belonging to the past� (214). But while the word �Aborigi-
nes� and the Aborigines as a people, in the way that they were remem-
bered by our colonial forebears, are anachronisms, the need to remember 
the past that produced such terms and cultural artefacts is essential. At the 
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same time it is essential that we forget both the outmoded ideas of indige-
nous Australians as primitives and the term �Aborigines� which is, as Reece 
and Attwood argue, a product of colonisation. As Healy points out indige-
nous Australians have been a persistent part of Australian culture, but only 
in the colonially constructed sense of being �Aborigines.� The genuine past 
of the modern indigenous Australian is still largely unknown to most non-
indigenous Australians. Forgetting Aborigines is pointedly ambiguous not 
least because it also implies the importance of remembrance. What Healy 
is suggesting is of course not that we forget indigenous Australians but that 
we recognise the term �Aborigines� as a colonial construction and acknowl-
edge the damage it has done. The term is inaccurate because it binds in-
digenous people into an artificial group anchored in past ideas of them as 
�primitive.� We are encouraged to reflect on the simultaneous presence of 
indigenous Australians in Australian culture, and their exclusion from the 
national story because they are forever pre-modern. �There�ll be no end to 
these patterns [of remembering and forgetting] unless we begin to remem-
ber our forgetting� (35).  

Forgetting Aborigines picks up on the way that �Aborigines� continue 
to serve non-indigenous needs and examines the ways that �Aborigines� 
are remembered, and forgotten, in Australia. He begins in the 1960s and 
considers television, art, heritage, the museum and tourism in the context 
of the politics and social landmarks in indigenous affairs. It is disappointing 
that he does not consider dance, drama or literature; surely also a large 
part of Australia�s remembering and forgetting of indigenous Australians. 
He poses the question of how we are to remember through colonial arte-
facts that are often patronising or define indigenous Australians as primi-
tives. 

The book follows Australian culture and history from the 1960s and the 
two referendums through to Kevin Rudd�s apology to the Stolen Genera-
tions this year. Alongside each of the political and social landmarks for in-
digenous Australians Healy examines an aspect of Australian culture. He 
traces the rise and fall of Aboriginal people in the public consciousness and 
the link between these cycles of remembering and forgetting and political 
cycles. The 1960s were a time of significant political change for indigenous 
Australians but the emphasis of programmes such as Alcheringa, which 
was shown on ABC television in 1962, was a continuation of the idea that 
the Aborigines were a dying race and that their way of life had to be cap-
tured on film before it was gone forever. Healy argues that the film Bush 
Mechanics (1998) and Bush Mechanics: The series (2001) shown on 
Warlpiri television are structured in the same way as Alcheringa and that 
indigenous presence on television in the 1960s was much more prevalent 
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than it is today, an indication perhaps that nothing much has changed. 
In the chapter on Aboriginal art, old and new, Healy argues that early 

�Abo� art is inseparable from the rise of contemporary indigenous art but 
that �Abo� art has been �forgotten, disavowed and repressed.� This �Abo� 
art was Aboriginal kitsch produced by non-indigenous people at a time 
when the state controlled and dominated the lives of indigenous Austra-
lians. Healy argues against the conventional view of Aboriginal art having 
developed from the Yirrkala Church Panels and the Yirrkala Bark Petition of 
the 1960s, through the 1970s and the Papunya artists to the 1980s exhibi-
tion Dreamings: The art of Aboriginal Australia exhibition in New York, Los 
Angeles, Melbourne and Adelaide, followed in 2000 by Papunya Tula: 
Genesis and genius. The success of genuine Aboriginal art has helped 
Australia to forget the recent past in which kitsch was produced by non-
indigenous Australians which paved the way for aboriginal art. 

Healy places the 1988 bicentenary celebrations as a turning point for 
Aboriginality and heritage. He uses the term �Aboriginality� to describe an 
intercultural space in which indigenous and non-indigenous people engage 
with one another. The bicentenary celebrations of 1988 saw a need for 
change but what to replace the �myths� with was unclear. The boycott of 
the bicentenary by indigenous Australians brought to the fore some of the 
tensions in Australia and highlighted the fact that indigenous Australians 
were outside of history. 1988 led the way for the Mabo and Wik cases and 
the Bringing them Home Report and also the rise of Pauline Hanson and 
One Nation. 

Healy argues that Australian museums seem to be doing the work of 
remembering for us, where memory is in the form of cultural artefacts 
rather than individual memory. Healy uses breastplates as both belonging 
to colonial history and also indicative of the collecting and memorial proc-
ess, to show that there are two sides to this remembering. Often given to 
�the last of the tribe� in a sense they celebrate genocide. But museums now 
include spaces for indigenous people and the breastplates have also be-
come a symbol of indigenous Australians� endurance and survival. While 
museums are traditionally places that evoke the past, Healy argues that the 
Koori Voices exhibition at the Melbourne Museum is a �form of living mem-
ory� looking both backwards and forwards. 

Finally Healy looks at tourism and specifically at the Lurujarri Heritage 
Trail between Minyirr and Minarriny on the north coast of Broome. This 
venture is a mixture of white and indigenous exploitation of indigenous cul-
ture and the environment but may be one area where indigenous and non-
indigenous Australians can engage and a way for indigenous Australians to 
maintain a connection to the land. What became clear reading Healy�s 
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book is that exploitation of Aboriginal culture, while largely by white Austra-
lia, is not exclusive to white Australia. Indigenous Australians themselves 
are learning to exploit their culture, particularly in terms of art and tourism. 

Each time Australians remember indigenous Australians it is as though 
for the first time and each time this remembering takes the form of re-
cording a dying race and a fading culture. Indigenous Australians have 
been a persistent presence in Australian public culture but this presence 
could now be considered either disrespectful or condescending and func-
tioning as a service to �white� Australian needs. Rarely does the remember-
ing take the form of being included in Australia�s history. �Aborigines� are 
seen as primitives and to guarantee that primitive status it is necessary to 
see them as a distinctive group, which the term �Aborigine� supports. The 
view of �Aborigines� as primitive means that they are outside of history 
without any possibility of progression tinto the modern world and it totally 
ignores the modern indigenous Australian. Healy demonstrates that Abo-
riginality is always present and highlights the issue of how indigenous and 
non-indigenous Australians need to picture an Australian story that includes 
us all. 

It is uncertain how this process of forgetting is likely to work. As Healy 
points out in his coda about Kevin Rudd�s apology to the Stolen Genera-
tions, there is a very real desire to forget because remembering makes us 
feel bad. Rudd, like many others before him, talks about new beginnings 
and looking to the future. For Healy the key is to look to a better future, 
whatever that may mean, without the need to forget the past. He argues 
that it �is not just a question of �adding� a black component to Australian his-
tory but of indigenous history transforming the category of Australian his-
tory itself� (114). 

One of the most refreshing aspects of Healy�s book is that while he 
advocates the forgetting of �Aborigines� he asks that we remember our pe-
riodical forgetting,  but most importantly he advocates remembering those 
aspects of the past that too often we want to forget, such as �Abo� art, 
breast plates and Jacky Jacky. To forget these is to forget the past: 

Aboriginality is always there for settler and indigenous Australians.  
It haunts both those who are prepared to disinter unpalatable memo-
ries and those enamoured with amnesia, repression or denial. But 
�Aborigines� we can forget. In their place we might imagine friends, 
neighbours and strangers who live near and far; citizens marked by 
difference and sameness; people of varying predicaments, capaci-
ties and desires; people how, like all of us, live with the possibilities 
and constraints of being in history (220).  
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Unfortunately this �round of remembering� reinforces the �them and us� 
mentality and of there being a distinct group of �indigenous-Australians� 
who have discrete problems, albeit as a result of colonisation, but neverthe-
less problems that are �theirs� that �they�  need to fix in order that they can 
live as white Australians. Those who support this view also support the idea 
that there is a single Australian identity that all Australians need to conform 
to. What Healy suggests is that we view Australia as a single place in which 
communities as diverse as Fitzroy and Fitzroy Crossing are both legitimate 
and both important to Australian culture; that we celebrate our cultural vari-
ety. The book is a timely reminder, in the midst of yet another moment of 
remembering, that we need to forget. 
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Mark Tredinnick�s The Little Green Grammar Book is a consciously 
nonformal guide to finding the most effective way to write. Tredinnick es-
chews any kind of encyclopaedic approach to favour instead an outline of 
the grammatical laws of the English language that begins with the whole 
rather than the parts. Thus begins the first major section of the book, �A 
Natural History of the Sentence�: the inner life of its word order, how it 
makes meaning as more than the sum of its parts, family relationships be-
tween phrases and clauses, basic structures.   

But it is in the prologue � �The Rules for Paradise� � that Tredinnick 
sets out his modus operandi. Cautioning that we stay cool but learn the 
rules we might like, as artistes, to go on to forget, he steers clear of any 
particular school of grammatical rigour to instead insist that good language 
be used for what it does best: �Grammar helps a writer make fast and eco-
nomical�sometimes beautiful, sometimes shocking�sense.� (11) But 
don't let any of his friendly approach fool you into thinking this book doesn�t 
take pains to insist upon the correct usage of words, punctuation, or gram-
mar. It�s just that he is more comfortable, as am I, with the Pam Peters 
style of plain-spokenness than Rodney Huddleston�s kind of contemporary 
linguistic grammar. Because of this, The Little Green Grammar Book is 
eminently suitable both for teacher and student. And given the current de-
bate regarding the standard of English received at the culmination of an 
Australian secondary education, Tredinnick�s aside early in his comprehen-
sive treatment of the sentence (�that they didn't tell me a thing about it 
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when I was at school�) seems sadly apposite (27). Hence, another good 
reason to get to know better the characters in this play of meaning. (My 
paranoia at whether or not that was a good sentence is allayed, somewhat, 
by The Little Green Grammar Book�s concentration on functionality deliv-
ered with style. Many references to famous authors, and the way they bend 
rules with great aesthetic panache, illustrate Tredinnick�s points.)  

On the practical side, there are many cases in which this book clears 
up common errors with clarity and brevity. Should there be a comma before 
that conjunction? It is conventional, in the following example, because two 
main clauses are being compounded in the one sentence, and the pause 
helps to hold the two ideas apart, avoiding the suggestion that the conjunc-
tion (in this case �and�) merely joins the two words either side of it: 

I came to the plateau in the spring of 1998, and I left in the autumn 
of 2005 (48). 

And the dangling modifier? The relative clause in the following sentence 
(�which it hopes will capture�) is meant to modify the main clause (�an ad-
vertising campaign�), but is instead dangled (great word huh?) after� well, 
you�ll get the point: 

The government has introduced an advertising campaign highlight-
ing the dangers of certain recreational drugs which it hopes will cap-
ture the attention of the young demographic that uses them (71).  

While we can be confident that certain recreational drugs will capture youth 
attention, it is probably not the government�s main agenda to further adver-
tise the possibility.  

Speaking of which (as we were, if not pointedly), and that, there is an 
extended discussion (73-78) that includes the comparative influences of 
American and Anglophone literature to conclude the following: 

I keep which for only those occasions where it clearly calls for a 
comma in front of it because it introduces additional information; I 
use that for all defining clauses. 

In line with the new colloquy style guide (many thanks to Robert Stilwell), 
Tredinnick cements the Australian standard of dropping the full stop from 
all contractions and abbreviations (ie, Dr, J R R Tolkien, incl, etc) (134). 
Likewise he cautions against overuse of the hyphen, asking the writer to 
trust to the latest dictionary (in consultation also with style manuals or 
guides, colleagues or employers � who should not necessarily be trusted!) 
and let it fall by the wayside if at all possible (165). The hyphen is meant to 
clarify meaning or avoid disconcerting sequences of letters (antiintellectual, 
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deemphasise) but can in turn, with overuse, become ugly and awkward. He 
also reminds us of the original function of the comma � to give the reader 
pause for breath between clauses � which is not simply to be sprinkled lib-
erally whenever in doubt (135-6). And one of my personal bugbears, sever-
ing the verb from its object, gets its due too (148). Not: �All a writer needs 
is, a pencil, some paper, a desk �� but: �All a writer needs is a pencil, 
some paper, a desk �� A true story about a Canadian legal wrangle proves 
the absolute necessity of correctly placed grammatical marks such as the 
comma in the quest for accurate meaning (149-50).  

It is enjoyable to read a book about something dry like grammar and 
be regaled by stories from West Wing (ostensibly about writing as much as 
it is about American Presidential politics). I�m not quite sure about the au-
thor�s suggestion that The Little Green Grammar Book could be taken to 
bed with you, though � perhaps we enjoy different relaxation techniques. 
Nevertheless, the most valuable aspect of this book is its capacity to com-
municate important rules in a readable style. Even in a world of sms code 
and cute emoticons, as we are told in the Media Release, grammar helps 
us make sense of those �blobs of sound and suggestions that we call 
words.� If I had a minor quibble with the book, it would be that it can be dis-
concerting to find typographical errors in a writer�s manual (no matter how 
approachable it is). But that is probably slippage that falls under the juris-
diction of the proof reading and typesetting disciplines and it never com-
promises the book�s meaning or utility. Recommended for all of those (defi-
nitely myself included) whose grasp of grammar could legitimately be said 
to be less than perfect (and if that isn�t a good percentage of university stu-
dents (and grocers) today, I�ll be � surprised). And Rules for Paradise? 
The artist, as we know, must learn the rules in order to transcend them: 

If grammar constrains a writer, it�s the kind of constraint that frees. 
The rules of grammar are the rules for paradise. Writing is the para-
dise (242).  
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